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Abstract

A re-evaluationof the concept of volcanic systems, fissure swarms and central volcanoes in Iceland is

conducted. A new map showing the distributionof volcanic zones is presented, and individualcentral

volcanoesand fissureswarmsare described. A model of the interaction of the Icelandic hotspotand the

North-Atlantic Rift System,including rift relocations and rift propagations, is presented.

The location of the Sudurland Flank Zone is examined in relation with the propagating rift theory, a

hotspot location underneath Vatnajokull and ideas concerning thinspots, A hotspot is suggested to

underlie the SouthernFlank Zone and a thinspotis suggestedto underlie Vatnajokull.

Geologicalmappingand geochemical workat the Torfajokull centralvolcano,have resultedin a fourfold

stratigraphic division of the volcanics, ranging back 130,000years. A ring structure partly circles the

volcano's central region, and rhyolites cover 90% (280 km2
) of the surfaceoutcrops, forminga shadow

zone. A 140km2 geothermal field is observedwithinthe ring structure.

Transitional (and alkali) basalts and intermediate rocks are restricted to inclusions, dykes, and a thin

veneerof hyaloclastites, while tholeiiticbasalts,mostlyinclusions, constitute a recent addition to thearea.

Mixingand hybridization processesbetween various silicic magmaswith tholeiites, transitional/alkaline

basalts and intermediate compositions are a common occurrence at TorfajokulI.

Silicic rocks range from metaluminous dacites, through rhyolites, to comendites and pantellerites. A

chemical gap separates the dacites from scarce inclusions of transitional icelandite. Transitional/alkali

basalts, previously found regionally, have recentlybeen replacedby tholeiites in the northeastern part of

the volcano. An introduction of a NE - SW tectonic fabric occurred simultaneously.

The silicic rocks are consideredto be crustal melts,which fractionate intoperalkalinecompositions. The

spatialand temporal distribution of mafic rocks reflect the propagation of rifting, thin crust and a shallow

meltinganomaly into the area, accompanied by the formation of tholeiitic basalts. The alkali basaltsare

considered to represent lower degrees of melting of mantle material, and the transitional basalts may

representmixingof alkalibasaltand silicic melts in thecrust, later modified by fractionation.
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Preface

This study was initiated in 1981 - 1982 when ideas on lateral crustal magma flow, crustal anatexis and

contamination, and rift propagation/relocation were in their infancy in Iceland. All of these ideas have

considerable implications for volcanology and petrology in Iceland and all have been suggested to playa

major role in the formation and sustainment of Icelandic volcanic centers. This study was therefore

performed to examine, amongst other things, the effects of these three recently proposed geological

processes on the Torfajokull central volcano.

Torfajokull is Iceland's largest central volcano. It is also the location of the largest outcrop of rhyolites

(280 km2
) and the largest geothermal field (140 krn~. Detailed knowledge on the geology and

geochemistry of Torfajokull will eventually lead to an understanding of how these rhyolites formed and

suggest a heat source for the geothermal field, Torfajokull's location, on a junction between a flank

volcanic zone dominated by transitional/alkaline volcanism and a rift volcanic zone dominated by tholeiitic

volcanism, is considered to be of crucial importance in understanding the processes responsible for the

transformation of a flank zone central volcano, dominated by silicic rocks, into a rift zone environment

When this work started, little was known about the geology and geochemistry of the area. A geological

map on the Postglacial volcanics had been published, as well as comments suggesting that rhyolites

dating back from the last interglacial are present in the lower stratigraphic levels. In the last ten years a

flood of detailed geochemical. data has emerged, dealing with the close association of basalts and

rhyolites in the Postglacial volcanics. While occasional reference, based on geochemical and geological

investigations, has been made on the older volcanics by others, this study remains the only one to attempt

to offer a workable stratigraphy for the area. The strategic location of Torfajokull, both in light of the

proposed hot spot locus and possible propagating rifts, also made it necessary to discuss it in context

with associated central volcanoes and fissure swarms, as well as the Iceland melting anomaly as a whole.

Therefore, a review of the geology and volcanologyof Icelandwas preformed,and, eventually, a re-evaluation

of the volcanic zones of Iceland was attempted.

Despite enormous strides that have been achieved, especially with the advent of the plate tectonic theory,

the gross geological picture of Iceland has remained relatively unchanged. Possibly the greatest increase

in knowledge is a result of basic stratigraphic mapping done between 1950 - 1970. Since then, most

geologists, with notable exceptions have been more concerned with the chemical composition of the

xvii



volcanics rather than the physical concepts of their formation. In Iceland, as elsewhere, detailed major

element, trace element and isotopic work has opened a window into previously unknown mantle and

crustalprocesses. A wave of complextheories, dealingwith theoriginand evolutionof magmas,has been

produced. Most of them are unable to explain all the observations, often being hampered by too much

geochemical data, and yet too little basicgeologicdata.

The geologicalpicture of Iceland in the middle of the century was a relatively simple one. Neovolcanic

zones cut the country from north to south, flanked by subglacial volcanicsfrom the Plio-Pleistoceneand

Upper Pleistocene, termed the palagonite formation (moberg). Tertiary basalts were observed in near

coastal areas in the west, north and east, The Tertiary lava pile, mostly ignored at that time, was

considered a monotonous collection of flood-basalts. Local concentrations of rhyolites in the Tertiary

lava pile, as well as in the neovolcanic zones, were recognized but not explored. New ideas and a new

methodology came tc Iceland from the British Isles in the early 1950s,when parts ofIceland's Tertiary

formation weremapped. Contrasting basaltic sequences were used as stratigraphic markers,allowinglarge

parts of the Tertiary formationin Eastern Iceland to be mapped.Anomalous areas within the Tertiary lava

pile, characterized by the presenceof evolvedrocks, extremeand randomdips, fossil geothermal systems,

plutonic rocks and a high concentrationof dykes, were interpreted as central volcanoeswith long lasting

crustal magmachambers.

The plate tectonic theory was the next major breakthrough to advance Icelandic geology. Accordingly,

partial melting in the upper mantle produced a homogeneous tholeiitic melt which was erupted at

spreading plate margins (oceanic ridges), in the process creating new lithospheric crust and causing

spreading. Local magma concentration on the surfaceof the Earth, such as Iceland, wereexplainedas hot

spots or mantle plumes, where magma originating at great depth was channeled to the surface. Distinct

chemical signatures were found to characterizethese two mantle sources. The source of the oceanic rift

basaltsappeared to have undergonea prior meltingevent, resultingin the productionof so-calleddepleted

basalts, while the enriched mantleplume basaltsappear to havea deeper source, which has escapedprior

meltingevents.

Application of the hot spot/plate tectonic theory to Iceland suggested that it was situated astride a

mid-oceanridgesegment, New crust wasbeinggenerated in the rift zone extending through Iceland,later

to be rafted sideways at an estimated rate of 1 cm/year. Progressively older volcanics are therefore
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predicted as one goes away from the rift zones. The elevated position of Iceland and its high productivity

compared to adjacent ridge segment was further thought to be due to a mantle plume situated under

Iceland, therefore adding its magma generation capability to rift source.

Considerable chemical data, notably trace element analysis and isotopes, and geological mapping and

geophysical exploration have slowly changed this simple picture in Iceland. Rift relocations and

propagating rifts demonstrate the complexities of the Icelandic crust Mid-ocean ridge basalts have been

shown to be more heterogeneous than originally considered and probable mantle heterogeneities further

complicate the situation. Variable partial melting in different PT-environments within the ascending

mantle plume material is also able to produce various magmatic types. Crustal contamination and crustal

anatexis almost certainly affects most ascending mantle melts and is possibly the source for some of the

surface eruptives.
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1 Geology, Volcanology and Tectonics of Iceland

1.1 Introduction

A summary on the North-Atlantic area and the Iceland hot spot is presented(section 1.2) and definitions

of the units that constitute the neovolcanic zones of Iceland are provided (section 1.3). The presentstate

of knowledge on the geology,tectonics, petrochemistry and volcanology in Icelandare reviewed(section

1.4).

A re-evaluation of the conceptof volcanicsystems,consistingof one fissureswarmwith one or nocentral

volcano, is conducted by connecting fissure swarms into longer units that can sustain more than one

central volcano, as well as giving an example of a central volcano transected by two fissure swarms

(Torfajokull central volcano). A hypothetical cross-section through a central volcano and its associated

fissure swarm is shown and suggested lateral magma transport of up to and exceeding 100 km is

questioned (section 1.5 and 1.6). Followingis a more detailed descriptionon individual volcanic zones;

Eastern Rift Zone (section 1.7), Eastern Flank Zone (section 1.8), Western Rift Zone (section 1.9),

Northwestern Flank Zone (section UO), Western Flank Zone (section 1.11) and the Southern Flank

Zone (section 1.12).

Ideasconcerning hot spotsor mantleplumes,rift relocations and rift propagations are discussed. A model

of the interactionof the Iceland hot spot and the North-Atlantic Rift System is presented (section 1.13).

The presenceof the SudurlandFlankZone with respect to the EasternRift Zone are examinedin relation

with the propagating rift theory, a hot spot location underneath Vatnajokull and ideas about thin spots

(section 1.14).

1.2 The North-Atlantic Rift System and the Iceland Hot Spot

Icelandsitsastride an active segmentof the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Fig. I), which,as a whole, is considered

to be spreadingat an averagehalf-rateof 1em/year. Faster crustal spreadingis indicatedfor Iceland than

for the surrounding Mid-Atlantic ridge system. This is suggested by the bending and broadening of

magnetic anomaly lines as they approach Iceland(Kristjansson et aI. 1989), and simplecalculations using

thewidthand age of Iceland indicating spreading at a half-rate of 1.7em/year.

The spreading ridge south of Iceland, the Reykjanes Ridge, and that north of Jan Mayen, the Mohns
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Fig. 1 Map of the North-Atlantic displaying some tectonic features important in its crustal history.
Shown are the presently active ridge segments of Reykjanes Ridge, Kolbeinsey Ridge and Mohns Ridge,
as well as the extinct Aegir Ridge, and the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone. Suggested is the location of an
extinct fracture zone connecting the Aegir Ridge to the Reykjanes Ridge, a possible origin of the NW 
SA structural weakness in the west and south of Iceland. The productivity trail of the Icelandic hot spot
is represented by the shallow region connecting Iceland to Greenland, as well as to the Faeroe Islands
and the British Isles. The numbers refer to magnetic anomaly lines. The small insert compares the
relative sizes of the Hawaiian and Icelandic hot spots. Successive shadings show the Hawaiian Swell
and the Iceland Plateau, outcrop of rejuvenated volcanism and Postglacial volcanism, outcrop of
tholeiitic volcanism and one possible location of the Icelandic hot spot locus, respectively. Refer to text
for discussion. Partly based on Vogt (l986a, 1986b) and Kristjansson et al. (1989).
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Ridge, have been active since the opening of the North-Atlantic some 60 million years ago (Talwani and

Eldholm 1977; Talwani 1978). The oceanic crust between latitudes 64'N and 71'N, which includes the

Iceland Plateau, displays a higher degree of complexity than crust formed on the stable Reykjanes Ridge

and the Mohns Ridge. Relocation of the active spreading ridge in the North-Atlantic has considerably

complicated the geology of the area, by establishing new spreading ridges and new transform faults, as

well as abandoning others.

The active spreading ridge north of Iceland following the opening of the North-Atlantic was the Aegir

Ridge (Fig. 1). It was connected to the Mohns Ridge by way of the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone (a

now-extinct segment) and to the Reykjanes Ridge at some unknown location. A bend in the coastal

basement of eastern Greenland and the termination of magnetic anomaly lines (6 to 24) between Iceland

and Greenland may represent the transform fault that connected the Aegir Ridge to the Reykjanes Ridge.

It may transect Iceland through its western and southern part, areas where a NW - SA tectonic trend is

pronounced, and may be connected to an extension of the Aegir Ridge off the east coast of Iceland, where

a strong linear magnetic anomaly is observed. A similar magnetic anomaly characterizes the Aegir Ridge

proper. This suggestive location of the transform fault may be the cause of the NW - SE crustal weakness

observed in the western and southern part of Iceland, i.e. the NW - SE trend of the Western Flank Zone

and at Torfajokull. It is notable that this suggestive fracture zone encompasses some of the known flank

volcanic zones in Iceland, active in the last 1 - 2 million years.

About 30 million years ago spreading ceased at the Aegir Ridge and a new spreading ridge was

established on the Greenland continental crust A piece of the Greenland crust was cut eff and has since

drifted east to its present location south of Jan Mayen to form the aseismic Jan Mayen Ridge. This

spreading ridge was active only a few million years, later to relocate itself slightly farther west to its

present configuration. This latest spreading ridge, the Kolbeinsey Ridge, has since been the active

spreading ridge north of Iceland. Kolbeinsey Ridge is connected to the active spreading ridge or rift zone

in North Iceland via the partly subaerial Tjomes Fracture Zone, and continues more or less uninterrupted

to the Reykjanes Ridge south of Iceland.

Icelandas it has been classified as a location of a hot spot or mantle plume (Morgan 1972). Iceland's

subaerial location clearly indicates a much higher rate of magma production than on normal ridge

segments. Its crust is thicker than normal oceanic crust, the chemistry of volcanic rocks is much more
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varied, and an abnormal amount of evolved rocks is found. The presence of significant amounts of

rhyolites and other silicic rock types in Iceland compared to Hawaii is undoubtedly connected to the

added volcano - tectonic complexities induced by the continuous interplay between the Icelandic hot spot

and the North-Atlantic rift system. The aseismic Greenland-Faeroe Ridge is considered to be the

productivity trail of the Icelandic hot spot, as well as flood-basalts found in Greenland and British Isles

(the Thulean Province).

Hot spots are defined as areas of unusually voluminous magmatic activity situated either within a plate or

on a spreading ridge. Each is thought to be related to an assumed mantle plume which channels hot

mantle material via a pipe-like diapiric conduit from deep within the mantle (Morgan 1972). Studies

indicate that partial melting in the mantle plume at various depth ranges is capable of yielding a wide

range of mafic magmas, and that the mantle plume head spreads out laterally in a mushroom shape under

the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary (Crough 1983; McKenzie and Bickle 1988; Richards et al.

1989; White and McKenzie 1989; Watson and McKenzie 1991). This mushroom shaped head has

dimensions far exceeding the width of the mantle plume itself, and are considered to be reflected by a

topographic high due to the presence of relatively low density mantle plume material below.

In Hawaii, which is an example of an intraplate hot spot not complicated by a spreading ridge, the size of

the head is represented by the area of the Hawaiian Swell (Crough 1983) which is 1200 km in diameter,

while the plume conduit may be represented by the area of surface tholeiitic activity on the Big Island

which is about 100 km in diameter. The size of the plume head indicates areas with eruptive potential,

although known eruptions belonging to the Hawaiian alkalic rejuvenation stage cover only a 500 km

section of the island chain.

Physical data for the size and location of the Iceland hot spot are not abundant but geophysical studies

have indicated wave attenuations under northwest of Vatnajokull, Iceland's largest glacier (Tryggvason et

al. 1983) and a gravity anomaly (Cochran and Talwani 1978). Others (Saemundsson 1974, 1978, 1979;

Sigvaldason et al. 1974, 1976; Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985), using geological, tectonic, magma

productivity and geochemical criteria have tentatively suggested a similar location for the hot spot locus

in the eastern part of Central Iceland. Due to the interaction between the hot spot and the rift system in

Iceland, its size is relatively poorly constrained. Using the bathymetric approach, as done for the

Hawaiian hot spot (Crough 1983), a diameter of -750 krn is indicated for the Icelandic mantle plume
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head. On the other hand it is conceivable that mantle plume material is preferentially channeled into the

rift axis. which strikes more or less north - south, and less to the west and east. creating an elongated

mushroom-shapedmantle plume head. TheIcelandic mantle plume could therefore feed the riftzooes as far

north as the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone and as far south as the Gibbs Fracture Zone as suggested by

Schilling (1973). Preferred channeling of plume material up to 2000 km along rift systems has been

suggested (White andMcKenzie 1989).

The sizes of the Hawaiian and Icelandic hot spots are compared in Fig. I. Apparently the Icelandic hot

spot is smaller, but this may be due to the suggestive preferential channeling of mantle material into the

rift zones. This is indicated when comparing recent volcanic activity at the two locations. In Iceland

volcanic activity closely follows the plate margins with some offshots (flank zones), while in Hawaii

volcanic activity (alkalic rejuvenation stage volcanism) is stretched NW parallel to the plate movement

across the hot spot Both hot spot loci, represented by tholeiitic activity at Hawaii and a concentration of

central volcanoes and tholeiitic activity in Iceland, appearto be of similar size (-100 km),

1.3 The Volcanic Zones - Definitions

It is pertinent at this time to define the term (neo)volcanic zone and its constituents, i.e. fissureswarms

and central volcanoes, as well as the term volcanic system, as used (or not used) in this study. This

terminology is in accordance with the one used by most other geologists in Iceland, except for the term

volcanic system, as explained below.

A volcanic zone (neovolcanic zone) is any area that has produced lava or tephra in Postglacial times

(roughly the last 10,000 years). Special reference will be made when discussing extinct volcanic zones.

Volcanic zones are divided into; I) Rift zones: 2) Flank zones; 3) Leaky transform faults.

1) Rift zones (Mid-Ocean Ridge, spreading ridge or rift) define plate margins and are the sites of

active spreading, crustal accretion and voluminous tholeiitic eruptions. Rift zones are characterized

by a high geothermal gradient of 160°C/km (palmason 1973; Palmason et aI. 1979) and a

relatively thin crust of 6 - 8 km (palmason 1971; Gebrande et aI. 1980). Magnetotelluric and

seismic surveys indicate a zone of partial melting at a depth of 8 - 10 km under the rift zones

(Beblo and Bjomsson 1978; Zverev et al. 1980; Eysteinsson and Hermance 1985). Rift zones are

subdivided into; la) Fissure swarms; Ib) Central volcanoes.
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la) A fissure swarm in a rift zone is characterized by suchextensional features as open fissures,

graben structures and crater/cone rows,basically the surfaceexpression of an exposeddyke

swarm. They are often 5 - 30 km wide and" 50 - 300 km long (a revised figure), forming

sub-parallel en echelon arrays. Volcanic activity on rift zone fissure swarms is almost

exclusively tholeiitic basalt,often witha veryprimitivechemicalsignature.

Ib) A centralvolcano is variouslydefined to have formedon a fissure swarm or in a rift zone

whenvolcanic activity is localized, usually creating a positive topographic anomaly (mountain,

butnot a stratovolcano) or a negative topographic anomaly (caldera) and/or whena concentration

of evolvedmagma compositions appear. It is considered thatcentralvolcanoes areassociated

with shallow crustal magmachambersand magmaticcompositions are generally evolved

tholeiitic basalts, basaltic icelandites or even suba1kaline rhyolites. Locally, geothermal

fieldsare associated withcentralvolcanoes but not exclusively so.

2) Flankzones (intraplate volcanism.Iateral zone)are not locatedon the plate marginand can be old

segments of abandoned rifts, surface manifestation of propagating rifts or any other type of

volcanism outside the rift zone. They are characterized by transitional and/or alkalic volcanism

with a high proportion of silicic rocks. Furthermore, the flank zones as a wholehave a relatively

low geothermal gradient, 6O°C/km, (palmason 1973;Palmasonet aI. 1979)and a relativelythick

crust, 20 - 30 km, (palmason 1971;Gebrande et al, 1980). Magnetotelluric and seismic surveys

indicatea zone of partial meltingat a depth of 20 - 30 km under the flank zones, locally reaching

higher elevations (Beblo and Bjomsson 1978; Zverev et al. 1980; Eysteinsson and Hermance

1985). Flank zonesare subdivided into; 13) Fissure swarms; 2b) Central volcanoes.

13) A fissure swarm in the flank zones has generally poorly developed extensional features,

usually consistingof an alignmentof crater rows, local crustal dilation there being due to

dyke injections on a lesser scale than in the rift zones, suggesting perhaps preferred

sheet-like intrusions. They are characterized by transitional FeTi-rich basalts and alkali

basalt, withsilicicrocks beingmostlyassociated with the centralvolcanoes.

2b) A centralvolcano in the flankzones is characterized by alkalic/transitional volcanics, with a

highproportion of alkali-rich or peralkaline rhyolites. Largestratovolcanoes are a common

shapeof flankzonecentral volcanoes, whilesomearesuspected calderas. Lackof geothermal
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manifestations and low geothermal gradient, suggest that many may have a deep-seated

magma chamber. Others, which exhibit surface geothermal manifestations, do not have the

stratovolcano shape, being possible calderas, perhaps indicating a shallow crustal magma

chamber.

3) Leaky transform faults are transform faults that are volcanically active. Suggested leaky transform

faults in Iceland consist of the partly submarine/subaerial Tjomes Fracture Zone and the subaerial

Sudurland Fracture Zones, both possible leaky transform faults. Other less likely candidates are

the Western Flank Zone and the northern part of the Western Rift Zone.

A volcanic system has been defined (Saemundsson 1978, 1979; Jakobsson 1979a) as an identifiable

volcanic unit within a volcanic zone having distinct morphological, petrological and geochemical signatures

that differentiates it from other similar units. According to these workers a volcanic system is composed

of only a fissure swarm or a combination of a fissure swann and a central volcano, with a life-span of

perhaps 300,000 - 1,000,000 years. While the term "volcanic system" remains a useful term, I have opted

not to use it and simply divide the volcanic zones in Iceland into fissure swarms and central volcanoes.

The reason for this is explained in section 1.5.

1.4 The Geology and Petrology of Iceland

The exposed volcanic lava pile in Iceland dates back 16 million years. It is composed predominantly of

basalts (80 - 85%), but intermediate and acid rock constitute about 10%. Volcanics of volcanoclastic or

epiclastic origin usually make up the balance (5 - 10%). Traditionally Iceland has been divided into 4

stratigraphic groups (Fig. 2): Tertiary (> 3 million years), Plio-Pleistocene (0.7 - 3 million years), Upper

Pleistocene (0.01 - 0.7 million years) and Postglacial (0 - 10,000 years). The discussion presented in this

section is mostly based on Saemundsson (1979), and on others as indicated.

1.4.1 Tertiary

The Tertiary lava pile is found in western, northern and eastern Iceland north of latitude 64'N. The lavas

have a regional dip, generally towards the presently active rift zones, but have an asymmetrical distribution

around the neovoIcanic rift zones. This dip is found to increase downwards through the lava pile,

reaching 10' - 15' at the lowest exposed levels. That and the fact that individual lava groups thicken

down-dip indicates that this regional dip was induced on the lava pile as it grew (Walker 1959, 1963,
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1974; Bodvarsson and Walker 1964). The lava pile is made up of monotonous subaerial basalts with

tholeiitic signatures, locally in association with intermediate and acid rocks. Structural relationships

indicate that the Tertiary lava pile formed from many elongated volcanic units, probably similar to the

presently active fissure swarms, within the rift zone (albeit not always in the present location), later to be

laterally transported outside the accretionary rift due to crustal spreading to become part of the stable

crust. These volcanic units are characterized by intense dyke swarms which often run through a central

volcanic complex or central volcano, where abundant acidic and occasional plutonic rocks are found. The

central volcano is also the site of irregular dips, dykes and/or sheets and a fossil high-temperature

geothermal system. Regional burial metamorphism in the lava pile usually only reaches the laumontite

zeolite facies, while locally around central volcanoes metamorphism approaches the greenschist facies

(Walker 1960).

At least 55 Tertiary central volcanoes are known or suspected in and surrounding Iceland (Fig. 2). A rift

relocation (discussed in section 1.13) occurred in the Tertiary, leaving a synclinal structure (an abandoned

rift) in West Iceland and a structural unconformity now observed in two locations in North Iceland

(Saemundsson 1974; Johannesson 1980). The eroded volcanic centers and dyke swarms are considered to

be the equivalent of modem day central volcanoes and fissure swarms in the accretionary rift zone.

1.4.2 Plio-Pleistocene

The Plio-Pleistocene volcanics are found straddling the active rift zones, their symmetrical distribution

indicating formation within the present rift zones (Fig. 2). Volcanic rocks are much more varied during

this period than in previous times. Subglacial pillow lavas, breccias and hyaloclastites are found

interbedded with subaerial lavas indicating periods of interchanging cold and warm climate. Tillites and

conglomerates of fluvioglacial origin are also common. Considerable topographic changes took place;

instead of the endless lava plains with central volcanic topographic highs, each subglacial eruption formed

elongated ridges and conical hills of hyaloclastite and pillow basalt Volcanic activity was not confined

to the rift zones during this period, as parts of the abandoned rift in West Iceland (Western Flank Zone)

was rejuvenated into activity, as well as the Skagi area (Northwestern Flank Zone), both being erupted

unconformably on top of the eroded Tertiary lava pile. A rift propagation was initiated (Southern Flank

Zone) during this period towards the southwest causing parallel rifting in South Iceland. Around 10

known or suspected central volcanoes are recognized from the Plio-Pleistocene (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Map showing the main rock formations that constitute presentday Iceland, as well as the location of fissure swarmsand centralvolcanoes Note
the asymmetrical distribution of Tertiaryrocks around the Quaternary formation whichcloselyfollows the present location of the active volcanic zones.
This reflects both rift relocations in Iceland's recent geological history and the relativemovement of the Icelandic hot spot southeastas compared to the
active rift zone. Note that stratovolcanoes are only found in flank volcanic zonesand that caldera structures within the riftingvolcaniczones tend to be
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Fig. 3 Map showing the petrologic characteristics of the neovolcanic zones in Iceland. The
active rifting segments, Reykjanes Ridge, Kolbeinsey Ridge. Western Rift Zone and the Eastern
Rift Zone are all characterized by tholeiitic basalts. The Western Flank Zone is characterized by
relatively K-rich alkali basalts, the Eastern Flank Zone by transitional alkali basalts with tholeiitic
character. The Southern Flank Zone has been interpreted as a propagating rift and is
characterized by Fe'Fi-rich transitional basalts in its northern part and relatively Na-rich alkali
basalts in its southern part. The Northwestern Flank Zone is a now extinct zone characterized by
FeTi-basaits. The Sudurland Fracture Zone and Tjornes Fracture Zone may be leaky transform
faults. Modified from Jakobsson (l972,1979a).
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1.4.3 Upper-Pleistocene

The Upper Pleistocene volcanics cover the present day rift zones and underlie the Postglacial volcanics

that were later erupted on top (Fig. 2). Eruptive mechanisms in the Upper Pleistocene continued in a

similar fashion to those in the Plio-Pleistocene, forming interchanging subaerial lava flows and subglacial

hyaloclastites and pillow lavas. Eruptions also continued in the flank zone of Snaefellsnes (Western

Flank Zone) and became prominent in the eastern part of what is now the Vatnajokull glacier (Eastern

Flank Zone). Volcanics are generally well preserved, including entire subaerial lava shields, and some of

the subglacial hyaloclastites form table mountains that are among Iceland's most impressive morphological

features. Many of the central volcanoes active in the Upper Pleistocene have continued their activity into

the Postglacial.

1.4.4 Postglacial

The Postglacial volcanics, which are located on the active rift zone and on some flank zones, cover some

12,000 km2 (Thorarinsson 1967a; Jakobsson 1972) (Fig. 2). Estimates of the volume of erupted material

in the volcanic zones in Iceland vary between 250 km3 and 484 km3 in Postglacial times (Bodvarsson and

Walker 1964; Thorarinsson 1967a; Decker 1971; Jakobsson 1972). Imsland (pers. comm. 1984) considers

that the basalt/rhyolite ratio within the rift zone averages 2oofl, and 3/2 in the flank zones. This study

(see Table 1) suggests that between 310 - 400 km? have been erupted in Postglacial times, including 80

100 km" from the flank zones. Magma production appears to be greatest in South-Central Iceland and

decreases both north and south along the rift zones. General definitions of the units that constitute the

volcanic zones of Iceland has been given in section 1.3.

Jakobsson (1972, 1979a) has demonstrated the regular distribution of magma types on the volcanic zones

in Iceland (Fig. 3). According to him the general picture is that the active rift zones, the Western Rift

Zone and the Eastern Rift Zone, produce volcanic rocks of the tholeiitic family, ranging from primitive

picrites through subalkaline rhyolites, with a peak in the olivine tholeiite - qz tholeiite range. The

Western Flank Zone is characterized by relatively K-rich alkali basalts, with silicic rocks ranging to

trachytes. The now extinct Northwestern Flank Zone (Schilling et al. 1978; Sigurdsson et aI. 1978) and

the Eastern Flank Zone (Oraefajokull) produce transitional basalts with a tholeiitic signature.

The Southern Flank Zone is gradational in the sense that it produces transitional basalts with a large
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proportion of silicic volcanics on the mainland and exclusively Na-rich alkalic mafic rocks off the coast

(Vestmannaeyjar). Pertinent to this discussion are the Tjornes Fracture Zone and the SudurIand Fracture

Zone, both of which may be leaky transform faults.

1.5 Volcanic Systems and the Importance of Lateral Magma Transport

The idea of dividing the volcanic zones in Iceland into many individual volcanic systems is derived from

the work done by Walker and co-workers in the eroded eastern part of Iceland (Walker 1959, 1960, 1963,

1965, 1974). He concluded that the monotonous tholeiitic flood basalt lava pile is systematically

interrupted by irregularities which he termed central volcanoes. These central volcanoes were characterized

by some or all of the following features; the presence of evolved magmatic compositions (rhyolites), a

concentration of intrusive rocks, a localization of fossil high-temperature geothermal field and the presence

of irregular dips. A dyke swarm was observed to extend through each central volcanic complex.

Extending these ideas to present day volcanic zones, Saemundsson (1978, 1979) and Jakobsson (1979a,

1979b) have suggested that the volcanic zones in Iceland could be divided into numerous volcanic

systems, each consisting of a fissure swarm and in most cases a central volcano. The fissure swarm was

considered to be the surface manifestation of an underlying dyke swarm and the presence of a central

volcano suggested locally high magma output, probably related to a crustal magma chamber.

No rules or guidelines have been proposed on how individual fissure swarms are isolated or central

volcanoes are defined. A common practice in outlining fissure swarms in Iceland is mapping Postglacial

eruptive fissures and/or structural faults and fissures. The latter method, which gives a larger area as it

encompasses non-eruptive fissures, is probably more appropriate as little difference can exist between the

ultimate origin of eruptive fissures/faults and non-eruptive fissures/faults. Whether magma rises to the

surface or not is probably fortuitous and depends on various physicochemical conditions in the magma

itself and the crust through which it ascends.

Of primary importance would be the relation between magma supply and amount of crustal spreading at

each location. Crustal spreading is governed by the global balance exerted by the motion of lithospheric

plates, while supply rate is governed by local PT conditions in the underlying mantle. Other major

factors are magma discharge rates, vesiculation of magma, vesicle escape rate and magma ascent velocity,

and the nature of the lithosphere - asthenosphere density profile. The last item concerns the level of
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neutral buoyancy (Walker 1986, 1990), a stratigraphic crustal level where magma is gravitationally stable,

often forming intrusive sheets.

Assuming abundant magma supply, fast crustal spreading (lateral extension of the crust) will endorse

dyke formation and surface volcanism, while slow or little crustal spreading will favor the formation of

flat-lying intrusive sheets or sills. The relatively slow crustal spreading half-rate of 1 cm/year in the rift

zones in Iceland, as compared with the Pacific Rise, might therefore favor the formation of sheet intrusives

and perhaps aid in the establishment of crustal magma chambers. The Krafla central volcano, which has

shown seismic and ground deformation evidence of lateral crustal magma transport (Tryggvason 1986;

Einarsson and Bjomsson 1979; Einarsson 1991a, 1991b), had only 9 relatively small eruptions in 21

deflation/seismic events between 1975 and 1984, suggesting the preference of forming intrusions (sheets)

instead of surface lava flows (dykes). The Torfajokull central volcano, which is located on a flank

volcanic zone, with little evidence of rifting, and has produced small magmatic volumes in Postglacial

times, yet supports Iceland's largest geothermal field and has produced the single largest continuous

outcrop of rhyolites in Iceland, might be an example of a volcano where the formation of intrusive sheets

is favored.

The term central volcano, and the development of a central volcano in a fissure swarm, as defined and used

here, is considered to go hand in hand with the formation of a substantial crustal magma body or crustal

magma chamber. Surface manifestations of a central volcano might be one or all of '....ie following. A

marked topographic high on the fissure swarm, thepresence of a caldera, the presence of evolved magmatic

compositions (rhyolites) and the presence of a high-temperature geothermal field. Of these, only the

presence of a caldera strongly indicates a crustal magma chamber and therefore, by definition, a central

volcano.

The other factors preferably need to appear together to present conclusive evidence, as a topographic high

might indicate crustal weakness where magma is preferably channeled to the surface directly from the

asthenosphere, without any crustal residence time. Small amounts of rhyolite might form in small magma

bodies not qualifying as a chamber, and geothermal fields might form above small shallow intrusions.

Conversely, the lack of a geothermal field might indicate that the magma chamber, if present, resides at a

much deeper level that circulating rainwater can penetrate. The presence of a stratovolcano indicates a

central volcano, but in Iceland they all lie in the flank wnes and have poorly developed fissure swarms.
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Studiesat Krafla central volcanosuggested that a crustal magmachamber,underlying the calderaregion,

might be connected, at least temporarily, to the underlying magma layer by deeper satellite magma

chambers or conduits (Tryggvason 1986). Inflation - deflation events, detected by ground leveling

methodsand tilt meters above the Krafla magmachamber, suggesteda constantflow of magmainto the

chamberat a rateof 5 m3/sec, causing themagmachamber to expand. The propagation of volcanic tremors

to the north and south, extendingfrom Krafla (Einarsson and Bjomsson 1979,Einarsson 1991a, 1991b)

suggested lateral flow of magmaintothe fissureswarmfrom the magmachamber, due to rupturingof the

chamberwalls. Subsequently, it has beensuggested that lateralmagmatransport of up to 100km occurred

in the Veidivotn 1482, Laki 1783 and the Askja 1875 eruptions (Sigurdssonand Sparks 1978,1981;

Sigvaldason 1979; Blake 1982, 1984;Ivarsson 1983;Larsen 1984;McGarvie 1984, 1985;McGarvieet

al.1990).

While it is not the intent of this study to refute the idea of lateral magma transport, it places a lower

priority on it In fact lateralmagmatransport is indicated at Krafla, at least for limiteddistances,and for

much longer distances (1000 - 2000 km) in the Proterozoic Mackenzie dyke swarm (Ernst and Baragar

1992). Major central volcanoes with fully developed crustal magma chambers will undoubtedly exert

their own stress patterns on the adjoining fissure swarm, causing crustal fracturing and possible lateral

magma transport, but it must be kept in mind that the ultimate reason for rifting events is crustal

spreading, due to global plate movements, and not localized pressure anomalies in central volcanoes.

Geochemical data frombasalts, formed in the sameeruptiveevent,from within theKraflacentralvolcano

and from the adjoining fissure swarm (Gronvold 1984, 1988) show a substantial difference. The fissure

swarm basalts are relatively primitive tholeiites and the basalts from the central volcanoare relatively

evolved,suggesting that lateralmagmatransport to regions outsidethe centralvolcano is not a contributing

factor in these eruptions and that both magma types ascend from below, one from the lithosphere 

asthenosphere boundary and theotherfrom themagma chamber.

This studytakes a differentcauseandeffectapproach. Ultimately the cause for thevolcanic activityin the

rift zones in Iceland is related to plate tectonics. Active spreading fractures the crust forming a zone of

crustal weakness. Differential stressesin the uppercrust eventuallyform manyelongated fissureswarms

which are aligned accordingto the regional stress pattern. Major rifting eventsallow basaltic magma to

rise from the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary to the surface. A localized peak in crustal intrusive

activity (dykes/sheets) anywhere along the fissure swarms might be the impetus needed to initiate the
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formation of a crustal magma chamber. Crustal anatexis, around these cooling intrusions, generating

rhyolitic magma, as suggested by Oskarsson et al. (1979, 1982, 1985), will effectively form density traps

for further ascending basalts. This process, once initiated, will continue in a runaway fashion at first, as

more basalt is trapped below the rhyolitic magma body, more rhyolite can form. Eventually a steady state

magma chamber will develop, later to cool and crystallize when magma supply from below stops to feed

that part of the fissure swarm,

An inevitable conclusion based on the above discussion is that crustal magma bodies or magma chambers

can form anywhere on a fissure swarm where the appropriate conditions exist. One could therefore

envision elongated crustal magma chambers underlying most of the more productive fissure swarms or

more than one central volcano developing on the same fissure swarm. The term "volcanic system", as

originally defined, does not allow for this possibility and has to be changed or expanded. While still a

useful term, it might be best to abandon it, as according to the above discussion, volcanic zones in Iceland

consist of only two things, fissure swarms and central volcanoes.

This study considers fissure swarms and central volcanoes to be dynamic in the sense that they evolve

with time. Both are temporary features which move and change according to the amount of rifting in each

particular fissure swarm and the availability of magma. It appears that central volcanoes, which are by

definition crustal features, are the more permanent of the two, because after their development on a fissure

swarm they tend to linger before they exhaust their volcanic potential. Fissure swarms are, on the other

hand, more responsive to both tectonic and volcanological changes, causing them to move, or more

specifically, to vary in magnitude as activity moves between adjoining fissure swarms. New fissure

swarms will also develop according to any changes in the tectonic pattern. It is therefore not necessary to

have fissure swarms cutting through the central parts of a central volcano, as the central volcano might

have developed on another older fissure swarm, while the new fissure swarm might reflect a recently

induced tectonic pattern in the area. Perhaps the word "swarm", implying rapid movement, and as such

criticized in Iceland by some workers, is more appropriate than previously assumed.

The preferred view on the volcanic zones in Iceland used in this study has therefore been simplified to the

following: The rifting volcanic zones reflect the plate boundary and consist of many isolated fissure

swarms that form according to the magnitude and direction of stress in each section of the rift zone at each

period of time. Magma is channeled into these zones where rifting is greatest. Scattered throughout the
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volcanic zones, sometimes in active fissure swarms and sometimes slightly off-set from them, are isolated

patches of high magmatic output, that is central volcanoes,

A cross section of part of a hypothetical fissure swarm transecting a single central volcano is shown in

Fig. 4. In the figure a major rifting event allows basaltic magma to rise from the lithosphere 

asthenosphere boundary rise to the surface in the fissure swarm and enter the lower regions of the crustal

magma chamber below the central volcano. An eruption is observed at the surface, both in the fissure

swarm and within the central volcano. The chemistry of the magmas should differ considerably, as one

samples the top of a crustal magma chamber and the other samples the subcrustal magma layer. In this

example the magmas are rhyolitic and basaltic, respectively~ Mixed/hybridized volcanics, between rhyolite

and basalts, are expected primarily at thesurface above the magma chamber edge where it is intersected by

the dyke, and possibly also within the central volcano. The presence of a topographic high with a cradled

caldera, the presence of rhyolites, abrupt geochemical changes along a discontinuous fissure formed during

the same eruptive event, and the presence of a geothermal field all strongly suggest a crustal magma

chamber below the central volcano.

1.6 Central Volcanoes and Fissure Swarms in Iceland

Based on the above criteria and on restrictions lifted when abandoning the term "volcanic system", I have

attempted to reconstruct the main features of the Icelandic volcanic zones (Fig. 5), using data from

numerous sources, including the geological map of Iceland (Johannesson and Saemundsson 1989). The

view I present here is based on a macroscopic examination of the volcanic zones, central volcanoes and

fissure swarms, and does not attempt a surgical dissection of the finer elements. Detailed geological

investigations, as done by Saemundsson (1991) on Krafla,has demonstrated a more complicated picture,

where he divides entire fissure swarms into still smaller units and illustrates that activity within fissure

swarms varies both spatially and temporally.

The main difference between my interpretation and the one presented by Saemundsson (1978, 1979) and

Einarsson and Saemundsson (1987) is the abandonment of the term "volcanic system" and the combining

of individual fissure swarms north and southwest of the Vatnajokull glacier into single continuous fissure

swarms. This represents an alternative view to the classical interpretation of fissure swarms and central

volcanoes in Iceland. Unfortunately, data on the subglacial environment are meager, being mostly based

on radio echo soundings, and it is conceivable, if one accepts the idea that the locus of the hot spot
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underlies the area of Vatnjokull, that normalfissureswarmsdo not exist thereand the wholearea consists

of a clusterof centralvolcanoes.

According to Fig. 5 the volcaniczonesin Icelandconsistof some 22 Postglacially active fissureswarms,

and some 25 central volcanoes of which at least 13 have been active in Postglacial times. Individual

fissureswarmsand centralvolcanoes are described in moredetail in section1.7throughsection 1.12. The

presence of rhyolitic rocks, as well as intrusions of gabbro and granophyre, outside the volcanic zones

suggests the presence of Tertiary and Plio-Pleistocene eroded central volcanoes, some 65 of which are

knownor suspected(Fig. 2). Much of the data presentedin the followingdescriptions are summarized in

Table 1.

Basedon geophysical (Tryggvason et at 1983;Cochran and Talwani 1978)and geological, tectonicand

petrochemicalstudies (Saemundsson 1974, 1978, 1979; Sigvaldason et aI. 1974, 1976;Oskarsson et aI.

1979, 1982, 1985), it has been suggested that the locus of the Icelandic hot spot is underneath the

Vatnajokull glacier. Thisarea is characterized by high topographic relief,numerous centralvolcanoesand

voluminous tholeiitic output. Two other areas (see large circles in Fig. 5) in Iceland, one a part of the

Western Rift Zone in Central Iceland and the other in the Southern Flank Zone, also exhibit some of

these characteristics. The section from within the WesternRift Zone is mostly coveredby two glaciers,

but apparentlycontains4 central volcanoes characterized by tholeiitic volcanics. This section of the rift

zone hasdemonstrated relatively weakactivityin Postglacial times,when compared with the Eastern Rift

Zone. The SouthernFlank Zone contains 5 centralvolcanoes, including Torfajokull, and is characterized

by transitionalbasalts and a large proportion of rhyolites, includingperalkaline types. It has produced

magmatic volumes only slightly less than in the proposed hot spot locus. This is mostlydue to activity

at the Hekla and Katla central volcanoes, but calculations of the thermalenergy flux of the Torfajokull

geothermal field (see Chapter 2 and 6), could indicate that volumesof basaltic magmaon a comparable

scale to that of the Veidivotn fissure swarm, are rising into the crust below the Torfajokull central

volcano, forming intrusions.

The significance of this is unclear. A possible alternative to a single hot spot locus (-100 km in

diameter) underneathVatnajokull, is that the locus is larger (-200 - 300 km in diameter), encompassing

all three areas, with preferredchanneling of mantlematerial into the three specificareas, the volumeand

chemical differences reflecting thedifferent PT environment at each location in themantleplume. Another
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Maincharacteristics of centralvolcanoesand fissure swanns in Iceland.

Central Yolcan<f Typeb Geothermal? sized lutyolites fIistorical 1J0stglacial Lavw Outpu{
FissureSwarm Length Field Activity Activity Shields

Theistareykir 65km Theistareykir 6-18 Jan2 Yes No Yes 8 4-8km3

Kril.tlll c Yes 9 -38Ian2 Yes Yes Yes 2 6-12
Ian3

Krafla 100km Namafjall 3.5 Ian2 Yes No Yes
Gjastykki 5km2 No Yes Yes

Jokularsandur 25km2 No No No

Veidivobl 350km No - No Y<;s Yes 6 65 -70
Dyngjuhals No - No Yes Yes lan3

Fremrinamur Fremrinamur 3.5 Ian2 Yes No Yes ~

Mia c Yes 25km2 Yes Yes Yes 6 > 35 -40
Bardarbun~a C ? ? ? Yes Yes lan3

Hamarinn C? ? ? ? ? ?
(LQkj) Ridge? Yes ? ? ? ?

Askja 310krr Hruthalsar 7km2 Yes Yes Yes
Fogrufjoll No - No No Yes

Kverkfjoll C Yes 25km2 No No? ? 0 > 55-60
Grimsvotn C Yes 65km2 ? Yes Yes lan3

Thordarbyma ? Yes ? Yes Yes Yes

Kverkfjoll 210km No - No No? Yes
Laki No - No Yes Yes

Tungnafellsjokull C No - No No No 0 Minor
Yonarskard c Yes II km2 Yes No No
Hagon~ur ? Yes 8.5 Ian2 Yes No No

Tungnafellsjokull 90km? No - No No Yes

SD&lliill S No - Yes No No 0 >3km3
Godahnukar C? ? - Yes No No
Breidabunga? ? ? - ? No No

Esjufioll C? ? - No? No No
Oraefajokull SC No - Yes Yes Yes

SCentral volcanoesareunderlined. while fissure swarms are not., The fissure swarms are generallynamed
aftercentralvolcanoesor geothermal fields. brype refers to the shape of the central volcano. C =caldera,S
= stratovolcano, SC = stratovolcano with large summit crater, RS = ring structure, I = irregular shape.
Lenght refers to the total lenght of the fissure swarm. CJndicates if geothermal fields is present. The
presenceof geothermal fields and/orrhyolitesindicates the presenceof crustal magmabodies. dSize refers
to the size of the geothermal field (Saemundsson and Fridleifsson 1980). \Refers to the total number of
primitive (picriteand olivine tholeiite) lava shields within the fissure swarms. fbutput refers to total output
both from the central volcanoes and the associated fissure swarm. Volumes presented in this table are
scavengedfromvarioussourcesand also estimatedby this author. Refer to text for generaldiscussion.
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Table 1 <continued)

Main characteristicsof central volcanoesand fissure swarms in Iceland.

Central Yolcan<f Type!' peothermalc Sized UlyoJites ~istorical ~stgJacial Lav:F Outpur
Fissure Swarm Length Field Activity Activity Shields

Hofsjokull C Yes 1 Yes No 1 0 0-51
KerUngaijoll C Yes 25km2 Yes No No Jcm3

Hofsjokull HOlan No - Yes No Yes

Lan~jokull C 'l - Yes No 'l 7 10 -20
Jcm3

Langjokull nOlan Geysir 25Jan2 Yes No No
HveravelJir lkm2 No No Yes

Prestahnulgn'1 1 Yes 1 km2 Yes No No1 6 > 25 -30
Hengill I Yes 50km2 Yes No Yes J<;m3

Hengill/Thingvelli 125 Ian No - No No Yes

Grimsnes 12 Ian No - No No Yes 0 1 lan3

Reykjanes 40 Ian Reykjanesta 2km2 No No Yes 7 10 -15
Eldvorp lkm2- No No Yes Jcm3

Svartsengi 2.5 Jan2 No Yes Yes

Krisuvik 45km Yes 4Okm2 No Yes Yes 3 5 -1O\an3

Brennisteinsfjoll 45 Ian Yes 11km2 No Yes Yes 4 15 -20\an3

SnaefelIsjo!rulJ S No - Yes No Yes 1 > 5 Jcm3

SnaefellsjokuJ! 25km No - No No Yes

Lysuskard 25km No - Yes No Yes 0 minor

Ljosufjoll 90km No - Yes Yes Yes 0 2 -3 lan3

~ S No - Yes Yes Yes 0 30 -35
Jcm3

Hekla 45km No - No Yes Yes

VatnafjoU 40km No - Yes No Yes 0 1O\an3

TjndfjalJajo!ruJ! C Yes 1 Yes No Yes 0.1 Jan3

E.xjafjalJajokull SC Yes 1 Yes Yes Yes 0.5 -1 \an3

MyrdalsiokulI C'l Yes 'I Yes Yes Yes 30-50km3

Vesunannaeyjar 40km No - No Yes Yes 1 4\an3

Torfajolrull RS Yes 135km2 Yes Yes Yes I \an3
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possible scenario is that the hot spot locus (-100 km in diameter) moves in a step-like fashion, having

been underneath the Western Rift Zone in the location of Central Iceland, being presently underneath

Vatnajokull and is in the progress of emerging through the crust in the location of the Southern Flank

Zone. The idea of thinspots (Thompson and Gibson 1991) might be relevant to this discussion and is

more thoroughly addressed in section 1.14.

Both of these scenarios will affect the concept of a propagating rift in the southern part of the Eastern Rift

Zone and the Southern Flank Zone. Volcanism in the Southern Flank Zone may, therefore, not reflect rift

propagation but is a manifestation of a hot spot volcanism due to a mantle plume below the area. The

Veidivotn and Laki fissure swarms might therefore reflect a bridge between the two loci (Southern Flank

Zone and Vatnajokull), perhaps having propagated from them both. No structure of this kind is observed

between Vatnajokull and the Western Rift Zone. This might be due to the fact that a line joining these

two areas strikes nearly perpendicular to the plate margins. Therefore, a fissure swarm connecting the two

areas might not be expected, but rather a group of obliquely striking fissure swarms, some with central

volcanoes, an example being perhaps the TungnafelIsjokullNonarskard - Haganga central volcanoes, which

lie between the two areas. Some indications of both volcanic fissures and hyaloclastite ridges striking

nearly E - W might reflect a structural weakness between the two areas.

One of the main problems encountered when compiling data on the volcano-tectonics of Iceland is the

presence of three medium sized (Langjokull, HofsjokuIl and Myrdalsjokull) and one large glacier

(Vatnajokull). Satellite images (Thorarinsson et aI. 1973) and radio echo soundings (Bjornsson 1988,

Bjornsson and Einarsson 1990) have shown that these glaciers may conceal up to 10, and perhaps more,

active or extinct central volcanoes, some of which were not previously recognized as such. Fig. 6 shows

the bedrock topography of the northern and western part of Vatnajokull, with the prominent topographic

highs of Bardarbunga, Hamarinn, Kverkfjoll, Grimsvotn and Godahnukar. Other partly exposed areas are

Haabunga, Thordarhyrna, Esjufjoll and Breidabunga. Topographic lows within many of the mountain

areas have been interpreted as calderas (Saemundsson 1979; Einarsson and Saemundsson 1987; Bjornsson

and Einarsson 1990). Some of the proposed subglacial calderas are much more convincing examples than

the ring structure of Torfajokull (Chapter 2), which has been interpreted as a caldera (Saemundsson 1972,

1982).

When interpreting the bedrock topography one has to keep in mind both the eroding influence of the
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glacial ice and the enormous amount of glacial meltwater (produced continuously and during volcanic

eruptions) which quickly modify the existing topography, especially in areas that are not continuously

active. Therefore many of the caldera structures observed appear to have a horse-shoe shape due to

erosion. Bardarbunga has the largest and deepest caldera, Kverkfjoll consists of two caldera structures,

and Grimsvotn appears to consist of a few interconnected calderas, several horse-shoe shaped structures are

observed to radiate from the main caldera at Grimsvotn, making it a complicated structure. Other

horse-shoe shaped "caldera" structures are observed at Hamarinn and at Godahnukar. Data on other

topographic highs is less complete. Haabunga appears to be physically connected to Grimsvotn, while a

separate central volcano, at Thordarhyrna, is partly observed farther south. Esjufjoll appears to represent a

central volcano but data on a possible caldera are lacking. Data on Breidabunga are also inconclusive, but

its center may lay farther east outside the range of radio echo soundings. The Loki Ridge, connects the

central volcanoes of Hamarinn and Grimsvotn. It is seismologically very active and contains at least three

geothermal fields and has been described as a possible row of central volcanoes (Bjornsson and Einarsson

1990).

This study assumes that at least 8 central volcanoes underlie the Vatnajokull region: Bardarbunga,

Grimsvotn, Kverkfjoll, Thordarhyrna, Hamarinn, Esjufjoll, Breidabunga and Godahnukar. The last 4 have

no record of historic activity (1l00 years) and the last three, located well outside the locus of recent

volcanic activity, may well be extinct. The Loki Ridge remains an enigma. It may represent a separate

central volcano or a row of such volcanoes or perhaps, more likely, it is a part of the Hamarinn center.

Hamarinn has apparently not been recently active and its adjoining fissure swarm to the southwest, the

Fogrufjoll fissure swarm, has been only weakly active in Postglacial times. Extensive erosion might

therefore have modified the extent and exact shape of the volcano, which might originally have been

considerably larger. The Grimsvotn central volcano, which is also connected to the Loki Ridge, on the

other hand, is very active and is physically better constrained on topographic maps.

1.7 Eastern Rift Zone

The Eastern Rift Zone (Fig. 5) is connected to the Kolbeinsey Ridge via the active Tjornes Fracture

Zone, which is a complex zone of transform faulting consisting of at least three faults and might

constitute a leaky transform fault (Einarsson and Bjornsson ~979). The presence of northerly trending

troughs and ridges arranged en echelon with respect to this fracture zone indicates the presence of
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submarine fissure swarms off the north coast of Iceland. The rift zone continues south where it is

physically connected with the Southern Flank Zone and the leaky(?) transform fault, the Sudurland

Fracture Zone. In Central Iceland it is more or less connected to the Western Rift Zone.

Collectively the rift zone consists of 6 fissure swarms, the Veidivotn - Dyngjuhals - Fremrinamur fissure

swarm, the Askja - Bardarbunga - Hamarinn - Fogrufjoll fissure swarm, the Kverkfjoll - Grimsvotn 

Thordarhyrna - Laki fissure swarm, the Theistareykir fissure swarm, the Krafla fissure swarm and the

TungnafelIsjokull fissure swarm, all of which have experienced Postglacial volcanic activity. At least 9

central volcanoes, Krafla, Askja, Bardarbunga, Kverkfjoll, Grimsvotn, Thordarhyrna, Hamarinn, Hagongur

and TungnafelIsjokul1/Vonarskard central volcanoes have been identified in these fissure swarms, the last

three having had no recorded Postglacial activity. The fissure swarms in the northern section of the rift

zone strike at an angle of 30° to the plate boundary (Helgason 1984), a fact also observed by Walker

(1974) in Tertiary lava pile in East Iceland. Walker (1974) interpreted this observation in a way that the

locus of activity (hot spot) was moving south at an estimated speed of 1 cm/year.

The surface manifestations of the hot spot locus have been suggested to be the large subglacial central

volcanoes of Bardarbunga, Grimsvotn, Hamarinn, Thordarhyma and Kverkfjoll (Sigvaldason et al. 1974,

1976; Saemundsson 1979; Oskarsson et al. 1985), the most productive central volcanoes in Iceland during

the Quaternary, along with the fissure swarms in the southern part of the Eastern Rift Zone. These fissure

swarms include the Laki fissure swarm and the Veidivotn fissure swarm, areas which have experienced

large (1 - 15 km 3) basaltic eruptions in Postglacial times. Previous interpretations of these large fissure

eruptions have included lateral flow of magma by dyke propagation from magma chambers in Grimsvotn

and Bardarbunga up to 100 km to the southwest (Sigurdsson and Sparks 1978; Blake 1982, 1984;

Ivarsson 1983; Larsen 1984; McGarvie 1985; McGarvie et al. 1990), but this interpretation is questioned

by Sigmarsson et al. (1991a) and Thordarson (1992) for the 1783 Laki eruption and by this study

regarding eruptions within the Veidivotn fissure swarm. Total volumes erupted within the Eastern Rift

Zone are probably in the range 165 • 190 km",which is nearly twice the output of the Western Rift Zone.

1.7.1 Theistareykir Fissure Swarm

The Theistareykir fissure swarm is a well defined grouping of structural faults and volcanic fissures

measuring approximately 65 km long and 5 - 10 km wide (Fig. 7). The fissure swarm extends from Lake

Myvatn in the south, to the coast in the north and may well continue farther north as a submarine feature.
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Its northern section intersects E - W trending faults related to the Tjomes Fracture Zone. Volcanic

activityin Postglacial times is restricted to a 10km section near the centerof the fissureswarm and has

constructed both crater rowsand compositionally-primitive lava shields(Sigvaldason 1974). Altogether

some7 or 8 lavashieldsmaybe connected to thisfissureswarm (Johannesson and Saemundsson 1989).

Someof the largerlava shields, likeTheistareykjabunga from whichthe fissure swarmdrawsits name, lie

outside the main area of rifting and are structurally within the neighboring Krafla fissure swarm. The

geothermal field associated with this fissureswarm also lies outside the main area of faulting. A small

outcrop of rhyolites is found within the fissure swarm. No historicaleruptions are recorded from this

fissureswarm. Thepresence of the geothermal fieldand rhyolites suggests crustalmagmabodies.but the

apparentease withwhichprimitive magma(forming the lava shields) haspenetratedthecrust to erupt in

the center of the fissure swarm suggests that no subsiantial magma chamber is present. This is

substantiated by the lackof anycentralconstructional feature. Total volumes eruptedin Postglacial times

in the Theistareykir fissure swarmare unknown, but mightbe in the range4 - 8 km" if one includes the

largerlavashields eastof the fissure swarm.

1.7.2 Krafla Fissure Swarm

The Kraflafissure swarm, situated immediately eastof Theistareykir fissure swarm,is at least 100km long

and 10 - 15 km wide (Fig. 7). It extends from well southof Lake Myvatn to the north coast of Iceland.

A 60 km section of the fissure swarm has experienced volcanic activity in Postglacial times. A major

central volcano, Krafla, is situated in the fissure swarm. Three possible satellite magma chambers or

developing central volcanoes arealso present. Mostof thelavaflowshaveeruptedfrom fissures or crater

rowsand only 2 smalllavashieldsare identified (Johannesson and Saemundsson 1989).

Krafla is the most intensively studied central volcanoin Iceland, due to a developing geothermal power

plant in the area and recent(1975 - 1984)volcanic activity. Apartfrom theReykjanes Peninsulaand the

islandsof Vestrnannaeyjar thisis theonlypopulated location in Icelandwhich suffersfrom a considerable

volcanic hazard. Detailed descriptions of thegeology andrecent volcanic activity are found in Saemundsson

(1991)and Einarsson (1991b). A relatively welldefined, albeitnot obvious, caldera 7 x 10 km in size is

presentalong with substantial rhyolitic outcrops, and a powerful geothermal field is located within the

caldera. Surfacegeothermal manifestations at Gjastykki andJokularsandur, some 15 km and 50 km north

of the Krafla, respectively, suggestcrustalmagma bodies. A geothermal field at Namafjall, just southof
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Krafla, along with a concentration of volcanic fissures and thepresence of evolved compositions, suggests

that a second central volcano, Namafjall, is present in theKrafla fissure swarm.

Activity in the fissure swarm appears to have been episodic (Thorarinsson 1960; Saemundsson 1984,

1991), with Namafjall more active in the period 2000 - 10,000 YBP and Krafla more active following

that. Simultaneous eruptions in both centers are known (Saemundsson 1984, 1991). The 1975 - 1984

rifting event in the Krafla fissure swarm consisted of about 21 episodes, each interpreted as indicating

subsurface magma movement (Einarsson 199Ib). Nine eruptions occurred producing some 0.25 kID 3 of

basaltic lavas. The rifting event of 1724 - 1729 at Krafla appears to have been similar in nature, except

that it also included an explosive eruption of rhyolitic pumice. Total volumes produced at the Krafla

fissure swarm in Postglacial times are probably in the range 6 to 12 kID3
•

1.7.3 Veidivotn· Dyngjuhals· Fremrinamur Fissure Swarm

This 350 kID long fissure swarm has been compiled by joining: (1) the Veidivotn fissure swarm; (2) the

Dyngjuhals fissure swarm; and (3) the Fremrinamur fissure swarm through the northwestern section of

Vatnajokull (Fig. 8 and 9). It is structurally more or less continuous but Postglacial volcanic activity is

restricted to four sections.

The southernmost section, the Veidivotn fissure swarm proper, has experienced volcanic activity along a

95 kID section from Torfajokull to Vatnajokull. The Dyngjuhals section, which may possibly be a

continuation of the Veidivotn fissure swarm underneath Vatnajokull, has experienced volcanic activity

along a 40 kIDsection. The third section extends some 55 kID from just north of Askja to a location east

of Krafla. The fourth section is an isolated outcrop at the IDjodaklettar Reserve some 25 kID farther north.

Thefissure swarm lies parallel to the Askja-Bardarbunga-Hamarinn-Fogrufjoll fissure swarm and, alternatively,

could be combined with the latter to form not only the longest fissure swarm but also one of the widest

As drawn here, between the Bardarbunga and Tungnafellsjokull/Vonarskard central volcanoes and continuing

west of Askja and east of Krafla all the way to the coast, this fissure swarm does not include a major

central volcano. It does cross the large rhyolitic Torfajokull central volcano, but that volcanic area appears

to have been relatively recently introduced to the fissure swarm. A small geothermal field and an outcrop

of rhyolites at the center of the northern section of the fissure swarm (Fremrinamur) has been described as

a location of a central volcano (Saemundsson 1979).
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The northern section of this long fissure swarm(Fremrinarnur) contains five smalI to mediumsize lava

shields (0.2 - 4 km"). Total volumes, including fissure eruptions, maybe close to 10Ian3
• The Veidivom

fissureswarm, southof theVatnajokull glacierhasproduced 40 km! of lavas erupted throughlong fissures

(Vilmundardottir 1977; Larsen 1984;Vilmundardottir et a1. 1985). The 40 km long Dyngjuhals section

north of Vatnajokull contains,along with numerous fissure lavas, the large lava shield of TrolIadyngja.

Total volumes erupted in that section in Postglacial times may be between 15 - 20 km", most of that

volume being produced in the large lava shield eruption. The fissure swarm as a whole has therefore

eruptedsome65 - 70 km3 of lavas in Postglacial times.

The Fremrinamur section appears to havehadno historical eruptions, while thesouthern section (Veidivobl

fissure swarm) appears to have erupted rather regularlyat intervals of 500 - 1000 years (Larsen 1984).

The last threeeruptionsoccurredapproximately 500, 1100and 1800YBP. Historical activityin the short

40 Ian Dyngjuhals section immediately north of Vatnajokull is highly uncertain due to lack of study.

Numerous written accounts,describing "fires" in the northern section of Vatnajokull often have been

attributed to eruptions in the larger central volcanoes (Grimsvotn or KverkfjoIl) in the area, but it is

conceivablethat some may haveoccurredin thisor some other fissure swarm. Bjornsson and Einarsson

(1990) list three eruptionsin the Dyngjuhals area in historical times.

The Veidivotn fissureswarmis structurally connected to the Torfajokull centralvolcanoand is important

in the geological and petrochemical evolution of Torfajokull. Eacheruptive fissure, producingtholeiites,

is tens of kilometers long and is characterized by lines of cinder and spatter cones, as well as wide

phreatomagmatic craters. Several hyaloclastite ridges of similar petrologic nature outcrop in various

locations within and outside the fissure swarm. The Veidivotn Swarm has producedseveral (including

two historic) very voluminous (1 - 13km'), oftenplagioclaseporphyritic, lavaflows in Postglacial times,

some of which have flowed more than 100 km to the south coast of Iceland (Vilmundardottir 1977,

Vilmundardottir et aI. 1985)and are in this studyconsideredto have been co-erupted with rhyolitic lavas

within the TorfajokuIl centralvolcano. No evolvedrock compositions have beenobservedin this fissure

swarm and no firm indications of the development of a central volcanoare observed(but see Jakobsson

1979b).

1.7.4 Askja. Bardarbunga • Hamarinn • Fogrufjoll Fissure Swarm

This 310km long fissure swarmis drawn by combining: (I) the Askjafissureswarm, whichextends from
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the north coast of Iceland south to Vatnajokull, with; (2) assumed fissure swarms underlying the icesheet

associated with the central volcanoes of Bardarbunga and Hamarinn, and; (3) the Fogrufjoll fissure swarm

(Fig. 8 and 9), which extends southwest between the Veidivotn and Laki fissure swarms, and includes the

large subglacial ridges of Fogrufjoll and Graenifjallgardur.

Three large central volcanoes, all with caldera structures, are found on this fissure swarm, namely Askja,

Bardarbunga and Hamarinn. In addition, geothermal manifestation and rhyolitic outcrops at Hruthalsar

some 25 km north of Askja suggest crustal intrusions in that area. Postglacial volcanic activity in the

fissure swarm appears to be more or less continuous from almost the north coast down to Bardarbunga.

Activity at the Hamarinn central volcano appears to have been minimal in Postglacial times, but vigorous

activity prior to that may have formed the large hyaloclastite ridges southwest of Hamarinn extending in

the general direction of Torfajokull. Activity in this section of the fissure swarm may also have

contributed to the much older (>700,000 years) hyaloclastite sheets found in south Iceland (Bergh 1985).

Askja is the type example of an Icelandic caldera, being recognized as such around the tum of the century

by many researchers following the disastrous plinian eruption of 1875. Three interconnected caldera

structures of various ages are present, measuring 6 x 8, 4 x 5 and 4 x 5 km). The most recent one formed

as a result of the 1875 eruption and is the location of Iceland's deepest lake, measuring 220 meters deep.

Episodic activity, similar to Krafla, appears to be common in the Askja fissure swarm (Sigvaldason 1979).

The 1875 eruption (January - October) at Askja also resulted in eruptions along a 80 km long, more or

less, continuous segment of the fissure swarm to the north. The eruption culminated at Askja in late

March with the eruption of 2 - 2.5 km3 of mixed but mostly dacitic tephra. Eruptions continued in the

Sveinagja region in the Askja fissure swarm farther north throughout the year. The eruption of the mixed

dacitic tephra was attributed to the ascent of basalt into the Askja magma chamber, and the eruption in

Sveinagja to northward lateral flow of magma from the magma chamber (Sigvaldason 1979; Sigurdsson

and Sparks 1981). A series of eruptions occurred at Askja and its proximity between 1921 - 1929 and a

single eruption produced some 0.1 km' of basalt in 1961. Prior activity in this section of the fissure

swarm produced at least 6 lava shields with a combined volume between 5 - 10 km',

The Bardarbunga central volcano is considered to consist of a caldera structure measuring some 7 x 10 km.

It is seismically active but no known eruptions have positively been attributed to it. This is due to the

ice-sheet cover and relatively confusing written records. An ice-core from Bardarbunga (Steinthorsson
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1977) suggests numerous eruptions in that area in the last 350 years and Bjornsson and Einarsson (1990)

list at least 15 possible eruptions in historical times. Similarities in the tephra attributed to Bardarbunga

and volcanics from the Veidivotn fissure swarm have suggested to some (Larsen 1984) that a structural

connectionexists between the two.

The Harnarinncentral volcano lies only 20 Ian southwestof Bardarbunga. It is seismicallyactive and may

contain a caldera. A seismically and geothermally active ridge, the Loki Ridge, connects Hamarinn to

Grimsvotn (Bjornsson and Einarsson 1990). No Postglacial eruptions at Hamarinn are known. The

Fogrufjoll fissure swarm, extendingsouthwest maybestructurallyconnected to Hamarinn. A 15 km long

discontinues fissure eruption that occurred east of the main Veidivotn fissure swarm and produced a

substantial lava flow in the Jokulheimararea, may be the only eruption from the Fogrufjoll fissure swarm

in Postglacial times.

The total volume produced in this fissure swarm is difficult to estimate, especially due to the subglacial

nature of part of the swarm. A volume of 15 km3 is suggested as a minimum output (from the Askja

section), but a considerably higher value might be more appropriate. Thorarinsson (1974) estimated the

volcanic output of Grimsvotn to be 30 - 35 km! and assuming slightly less activity at Bardarbunga,

perhaps25 Ian3 may have been erupted there. The fissure swarmas a whole may therefore have produced

some40 km" in Postglacial times.

1.7.5 Laki - Thordarhyrna - Grlmsvotn- Kverkfjoll Fissure Swann

This fissure swarm extends from just east of the Askja central volcano some 210 km towards the

southwest. Three major central volcanoes, Kverkfjoll,Grimsvotn and Thordarhyma, exist on the fissure

swarm (Fig. 9).

KverkfjoU consists of two 5 x 8 km calderas. The southern one is more pronounced but the geothermal

field associated with the volcano is related to the shallower northern caldera. A fissure swarm, the

Kverkfjoll fissure swarm, extends 60 km to the northeast. Seismic activity is low and no historical

eruptions have been recorded from the fissure swarm or the central volcano. Postglacial lava flows,

eruptedfrom the fissureswarm,coversome 80 km2 (Johannessonand Saemundsson1989)and may havea

volumeof some 2 to 5 km", No lava shields are known from this area.

Grimsvotn is the locationofIceland's most powerful geothermal field, estimated at 5000 MW (Bjomsson
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1983). A caldera, possiblycomposite, is prominentand horse-shoeshaped structuresare observed in the

proximity (Fig. 6). Grimsvotn is physicallyconnectedto the Hamarinn central volcano through the east 

west trending geothermally and seismically active Loki Ridge, and subglacial ridges are observed to

almost connectGrimsvotn to Kverkfjoll. Seismicactivity is mostlyconcentrated on the rim of the caldera

(Bjomssonand Einarsson 1990), while the caldera itself is relatively inactive,an observationalso evident

at Bardarbunga. Grimsvotn, last active in 1983 and possibly 1984, is considered to the most active

central volcano in Iceland, with an estimated 20 - 35 eruptions in historical times (Thorarinsson 1974;

Steinthorsson 1977; Bjomsson and Einarsson 1990). Total volumeshave been estimated at 30 to 35 km3

(Thorarinsson 1974). Jakobsson (1979b) lists one analysis from the Grimsvotn 1934 eruption, which is

different from the Veidivotnbasalts, but similar to the Laki 1783- 1784lava

The Thordarhyrnacentral volcano is physicallyconnected to Grimsvotnthrough the topographichigh of

Haabunga. The topographic high, four isolated outcrops of rhyolites protrudingthrough the ice, and the

presenceof an ice cauldron indicatinga subglacial geothermalfield,all point to the presenceof a separate

central volcano. Seismic activity, albeit minor, is also found centered in the area (Bjomsson and

Einarsson 1990). Some 3 or 4 eruptions may have taken place in the Thordarhyrnaarea in the last 200

years (Bjomsson and Einarsson 1990). Total volumes erupted in Postglacial times are impossible to

estimate,but they might be considerable.

The Laki fissure swarm, here named after the site of the1783 - 1784fissureeruption, is approximately50

km long and some 20 km wide as it also encompasses the faults and fissures extendingfrom the direction

of the Thordarhyrnacentral volcano. Jakobsson (I979b) recognized eight separate Postglacial eruptive

fissures, all producing tholeiites, with a total volume of - 20 km", of which the Laid 1783 - 1784 fissure

eruption produced 15 km? (Thordarson 1992). Activity in the Upper Pleistocenewas apparently similar,

when a combinationof high extrusion rates and great magmatic volumesformedsheet-like hyaloclastites

that appear to have spread subglaciallyover vast areas southeastof the Laki fissure swarm (Bergh 1985).

The high productivity of the Laid and Veidivotn Swarms, together account for 15 - 20 % of all

Postglacialoutput in Iceland.

1.7.6 Tungnafellsjokull/Vonarskard and Hagongur Central Volcanoes

Three volcaniccenters are located west of Vatnajokull withpoorly developedfissureswarms (Fig. 9). All

were active in theUpperPleistoceneand have had littlevolcanic activitysince. Accordingto Saemundsson
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(1979, 1982) a 4 x 10 km long ice-filled caldera structure is present at Tungnafellsjokull and another

older horse-shoe shaped caldera is present to the southeast at Vonarskard. These two calderas may

represent activity in the same center. The youngerTungnafellsjokull center is partly ice covered, making

geological workdifficultbut the Vonarskard centercontainsoutcropsof rhyolitesand a geothermalfield.

The Hagongur central volcano is located 25 km to the southwest. It contains prominent rhyolitic

mountains and a small geothermal field. Structural faults, mostly around Hagongur suggest that these

centers were formed in a fissure swarm trending NE - SW or parallel to the active fissure swarms to the

east. Postglacial activity is apparently restricted to two eruptive events north of Tungnafellsjokull

(Johannessonand Saemundsson 1989),oneat least erupted froma east- west trending fissureand maybe

unrelatedto the older volcaniccentersand postulatedfissureswarm.

1.8 Eastern Flank Zone

Saemundsson (1979) suggested the presence of a flank volcanic zone in the eastern part of Vatnajokull,

consisting of four central volcanoes; Snaefell, Breidabunga, Esjufjoll and Oraefajokull (Fig. 9). These

flank zone central volcanoes rest unconformably on the old Tertiary lava pile in the eastern part of

Vatnajokull, and may represent rejuvenatedactivity in this crustal segment after a hiatusof 1 - 2 million

years, without any obvious structural link with an abandoned rift as is the case for the Western Flank

Zone and the Northwestern FlankZone (Oskarsson et al. 1985).

Bedrock topography (Bjornsson and Einarsson 1990) clearly shows a low lying area separating this

proposed flank zone from the active rift zone farther west (Fig. 6). Little doubt exists about Snaefell and

Oraefajokull. The former is an erodedcone-shapedhyaloclastite stratovolcano superimposedon an older

basement of Plio-Pleistocene age. It has had no known Postglacial activity and is considered extinct.

The latter is Iceland's highest mountain,a stratovolcanowith a 5 km widesummit crater (caldera?). It is

superimposedon a Tertiary basement,being built during the Upper Pleistoceneand is still active, having

erupted twice in historic times in 1362 and 1727. The former was a large plinian eruption producing

some 10 km" of tephra (-3 km! calculated as solid magma) (Thorarinsson 1958). Oraefajokull is

characterizedby hybridmagmas,basalticand rhyolitic,withalkalineaffinities(Prestvik 1980).

Bedrock topography (Fig. 6) and exposures of Upper Pleistocene hyaloclastites suggest the presence of

two central volcanoes at Esjufjoll and Godahnukar. A horse-shoe shaped caldera is indicated for
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Godahnukar and a caldera was suggested for Esjufjoll based on satellite images (Thorarinsson et al.

1973). Neither one has experienced seismic or volcanic activity in Postglacial times, and both are

considered extinct. The Plio-Pleistocene Dalsheidi palagonite (hyaloclastite) breccia, described by Walker

and Blake (1966), which flowed subglacially some 20·40 km down a center of a valley, probably has its

origin at Godahnukar,

Breidabunga, a localized high on the icesheet, geographically connects the other central volcanoes. Radio

echo soundings have not covered the proposed center and therefore its status is unknown. Bjornsson and

Einarsson (1990), have apparently dismissed the idea of a central volcano at Breidabunga and no

Postglacial activity has been recorded in the Breidabunga area. Magmatic volumes produced in this flank

zone during Postglacial times are unknown, but is probably only related to activity at OraefajokuU.

1.9 Western Rift Zone

The Western Rift Zone extends from the Reykjanes Peninsula to the Hofsjokull glacier where it more or

less intersects the Eastern Rift Zone (Fig. 5). At least 7 fissure swarms (Reykjanes/Svartsengi, Krisuvik,

Brennisteinsfjoll, Hengill/I'hingvellir, Grimsnes, Langjokull andHofsjokull) have been volcanically active

in Postglacial times. Five central volcanoes (Hengill, Geitlandsjokull-Prestahnukur, Langjokull, Hofsjokull

and Kerlingafjoll) are present within the Western Rift Zone but only Hengill has been definitely active in

Postglacial times. Of the others, Kerlingafjoll appears extinct. while data on the others is meager due to

their subglacial nature.

Volcanic activity in the Western Rift Zone is restricted to basalts in the fissure swarms and numerous lava

shields (27) characterize this section of the rift zone. Rhyolites are locally associated with the central

volcanoes. Historic activity has been recorded only from the Reykjanes Peninsula section of the rift zone,

but vigorous activity is known to have taken place along the entire rift zone in Postglacial times. An

estimated 65 - 100 km"of magma has been erupted within this rift zone in Postglacial times.

Due to their poorly developed extensional features, the Langjokull and Hofsjokull fissure swarms, along

with their associated central volcanoes, have often been classified into a special volcanic zone, the

Mid-Iceland Zone, sometimes interpreted as a leaky transform fault (Oskarsson et aI. 1985). Chemically

they are tholeiitic and may therefore represent a normal rift segment. The Grimsnes fissure swarm

(Jakobsson 1966, 1976), along with the Upper Pleistocene Ingolfsfjall and Hestfjall (Makipaa 1978), lie
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slightly east of Hengill and are considered to owe their existence to a developing leaky transform fault in

South Iceland, the Sudurland Fracture Zone (Einarsson and Bjornsson 1979; Oskarsson et al. 1985).

This fracture zone is the locus of severe earthquakes and connects the Western Rift Zone to the Eastern

Rift Zone in the location of the HeIda and Torfajokull central volcanoes. Current thought on theWestern

Rift Zone is that it is being partly abandoned as a rift zone (retreating rift zone) as the Eastern Rift Zone

propagates further south (Saemundsson 1978, 1979; Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985; Meyer et al.

1985).

1.9.1 Hofsjokull and Kerlingafjoll Central Volcanoes

Structural faults extending -100 km through the Hofsjokull glacier delineate a fissure swarm with two

central volcanoes, Kerlingafjoll and Hofsjokull (Fig. 10). According to Saemundsson (1982) Kerlingafjoll

contains two old calderas, later partly filled with subglacial rhyolites. A geothermal field is present

within the larger caldera structure. Kerlingafjoll contain the second largest outcrop of subglacial rhyolites

in Iceland after Torfajokull. No Postglacial activity is recorded from the Kerlingafjoll center, but a single

Postglacial lava flow, 4 km to the north, indicates that the fissure swarm remains active.

The Hofsjokull central volcano, which is totally icecovered, contains one 7 x 9 km caldera first seen on

satellite images (Saemundsson 1982). Radio echo soundings have later confinned that a 500 - 700 meter

depression exists in that location (Bjornsson 1988). A few Postglacial basaltic lava flows are observed

to extend from underneath the glacier. Rhyolitic outcrops are found on the southern perimeter of the

glacier, as well as protruding through the icesheet on the calderas rim (Johannesson and Saemundsson

1989). Warm springs issuing from the glacier indicate the presence of a geothermal field.

1.9.2 Langjokull Fissure Swarm

This 135 km long fissure swarm lies parallel to the Hengill - Thingvellir fissure swarm and is a rather

poorly defined structural feature (Fig. 10). Two high-temperature geothermal fields lie on its eastern

perimeter, at Hveravellir and at Geysir. According to Saemundsson (1982) a 8 km diameter caldera is

located underneath the northeastern part of the glacier. Rhyolitic outcrops close to this location support

the idea of a central volcano there. No indications of a geothermal field are found, but the name of a

stream (Fulakvisl = Rotten Stream) flowing from the caldera area suggests the characteristic smell of a

geothermal field.
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Postglacial activity has produced mainly lava shields, seven of which occur according to the geological

map of Johannesson and Saemundsson (1989). Numerous interglacial lava shields and subglacial table

mountains (subglacial manifestationof a lava shield) indicate that this is the dominant eruptive behavior,

at least outside the central volcanoes. The same characteristics are observed for the northern part of the

adjoining Hengill - Thingvellir fissure swarm. Postglacialvolcanic fissure eruptions number perhaps only

three, the most prominentone being at Hrafnabjorg, in thesouthernpart of the fissure swarm, whichpartly

flowed over the lava from the great lava shield Skjaldbreidur north of Thingvellir. No historical activity

has been recorded, but total volumes erupted in Postglacial times are considerable, probably in the 10 to

20 km"range.

1.9.3 HengiU· Thingvellir and Grimsnes Fissure Swarms

The 135 krn long Hengill - Thingvellir fissure swarm extends from the south coast of Iceland to the

subglacial table mountain of Eiriksjokull just west of the glacier Langjokull (Fig. 10). At Thingvellir, a

30 krn long, almost perfectly shaped graben structure is observed. Three geothermal fields are associated

with this fissure swarm, two (often combinedintoone) in the south at Hveragerdiand Hengill (Nesjavellir)

and at Prestahnukur in the north. Local rhyolitic outcrops at these locations, as well as topographic

highs, indicates the presence of central volcanoes, one at Hengilland the other underneaththe southwestern

part of the glacier Langjokull, in the regionof Geitlandsjokull- Prestahnukur.

The northern section of the fissure swarm is characterizedby large interglacial lava shields and subglacial

table mountains, each representing large outpouring of magma in the 5 - 20 km' range. Postglacial

activity in that section is apparently restricted to two lava shields, one being the near perfectly shaped

Skjaldbreidurwhich has a volume of -15 km", South of Skjaldbreidur is the graben of Thingvellir which

has had no Postglacial volcanic activity, while experiencing abundant faulting and crustal spreading.

Apparently,either magmasupply is very low at present or intrusions are favoredover eruptions.

The southern section is dominated by the Hengill central volcano which consists mostly of basaltic

hyaloclastites and has been classified as a central volcano of irregular shape. Hengill represents a

borderlinecase central volcano. It doescontaina majorhigh-temperature geothermal field but only minor

rhyolites and lacks a traditional surface edifice. Hengill may therefore possibly represent a volcano

dominated by crustal sheet-like intrusions. It should also be noted that major central volcanoes in the rift

zones of Iceland (excludingflank zonecentral volcanoes) are all locatedmore than 50 km from the coast.
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Some ten individual Postglacial eruptive events are recorded from this section of the fissure swann and

most of them are outside the central volcano. Fissure eruptions characterize the area around the HengiII

central volcano, but lava shields dominate the southernmost section. Of the four lava shields observed,

one consists of olivine tholeiite while the others are small picritic shields (Jakobsson et al. 1978). No

historical activity has been recorded in this fissure swann, but total Postglacial volumes erupted are

probably close to 25 to 30 km',

The Grimsnes fissure swarm (Fig. 10) consists of an isolated patch of basaltic lavas and scoria cones

covering some 55 km2
• According to Jakobsson (1966, 1976) the lavas issued through short NE - SW

trending fissures some 5000 - 7000 years ago. A total of twelve eruptive events is indicated with a total

volume of 1 km", No activity has been recorded since.

1.9.4 Reykjanes-Svartsengi, Krisuvik and BrennisteinsfjoII Fissure Swarms

The three fissure swarms located on the Reykjanes Peninsula all show remarkable similarities. They are

all 40 - 45 km long, contain geothermal fields, erupt only basalts, and have not developed central

volcanoes. They all lie close to towns and villages and represent a considerable volcanic hazard as some

75% (180,000 - 190,(00) of the population of Iceland live in the area. No eruptions have occurred on the

Reykjanes Peninsula in the last 650 years, but several occurred prior to that after the settlement of Iceland

(Jonsson 1983).

The Reykjanes fissure swarm is the structural continuation of the Reykjanes Ridge (Fig. 11). It subaerial

length is around 40 km and it is 20 km wide. It is sometimes divided into two individual fissure swarms,

due to the presence of at least two major geothermal fields. Between 50 and 60 Postglacial volcanic units

are recognized in this fissure swarm, including 14 lava shields (Jonsson 1978). According to Jakobsson

et al, (1978) the lava shields include both picritic and olivine tholeiite compositions. The volume of the

picritic shields is generally small (0.01 - 0.5 km"), and the olivine tholeiite shields range up to 5 km',

Total volume erupted in Postglacial times is in the range 10 to 15 km', Only one historical eruption is

known from this swarm. Three geothermal fields are present, the one at Svartsengi being the location of a

power plant and a popular pool, the Blue Lagoon, formed by discharge waters from the power plant

The Krisuvik fissure swarm extends from the south coast some 45 km to the northeast where it fizzles out

just east of the capital of Reykjavik. Volcanic activity is fortunately restricted to the southern part of the
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fissure swann. Only three small to medium-sized lava shields are present, the area being characterized by

fissure eruptions, a fact also observed in subglacially formed hyaloclastite ridges. According to Jonsson

(1978) some 40 - 50 volcanic units are recognized with a total volume of 5 to 10 km', Jonsson (1983)

lists five historical lava flows. A large geothermal field is located close to the center of Postglacial

volcanic activity.

The Brennisteinsfjoll fissure swann lies parallel to the Krisuvik fissure swarm and is about 45 km long.

About 40 volcanic units are recognized (Jonsson 1978), including four lava shields, six of them being

historical. A total volume of 15 to 20 km' is indicated for this fissure swann and some flows partly cover

the area which now is the capital city of Reykjavik. A small geothermal field is present near the center of

the area

1.10 Northwestern Flank Zone

The Northwestern Flank Zone is a narrow volcanic zone that was active in the Plio-Pleistocene and is

now extinct. Volcanics erupted during that period are superimposed on an eroded Tertiary basement and

are mineralogically tholeiitic but trend petrochemicaIly towards FeTi basalts (Schilling et aI. 1978;

Sigurdsson et aI. 1978). Ideas concerning the origin of this flank zone include crustal magmatic offshoots

from the Western Rift Zone towards the north or southward extension of the Kolbeinsey Ridge (Oskarsson

et aI. 1985). Rejuvenation of an older rift zone must also be considered a possibility as the Northwestern

Flank Zone overlies a rift zone that was actively spreading only 3 - 4 million years before.

1.11 Western Flank Zone

The Western Flank Zone extends through the Snaefellsnes peninsula with a WNW - ESE trend (Fig. 12).

Three poorly developed fissure swarms are observed, SnaefellsjokuIl, Lysuskard and Ljosufjoll, none of

which have obvious extensional features (graben structures or open fissures) and consist of a grouping of

a WNW - ESE aligned non-continuous volcanic vents. Only the Snaefellsjokull fissure swarm has a

presently active central volcano, Snaefellsjokull, a large stratovolcano. Chemically the volcanics range

from relatively K-rich alkali basalts to trachytes (Steinthorsson et aI. 1985).

Eruptions in the Western Flank Zone began during the Plio-Pleistocene after a quiescence of 3 - 4 million

years, with at least three centers being active, forming a range of compositions from alkali basalts to

peralkaline rhyolites (Sigurdsson 1970, 1971). It is considered to represent either rejuvenation of
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volcanism in a rift that was abandoned 6 - 7 million years ago to be relocated farther east (Saemundsson

1979; Johannesson 1980; Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985) or, a leaky transform fault (Sigurdsson

1970). Possibly it represents a combination of these two; first rejuvenated volcanism in the old

abandoned rift after an inactive period of 3 - 4 million years, then developing into a leaky transform fault

in connection with the Western Rift Zone. Certainly some of the lavas (i.e. sample SNS 3 in Steinthorsson

et al. 1985) erupted recently in eastern part of this flank zone (only 40 krn from the neighboring rift zone)

are not typical alkali basalts and approach tholeiitic composition, indicating a possible connection with

the tholeiitic rift zone.

According to Johannesson (1982a, 1982b), some 20 Postglacial eruptive units are known from the

volcanic center of Snaefellsjokull and its surroundings. including deposits of three large rhyolitic plinian

eruptions. Postglacial lavas cover some 130 - 180 krnz and the total volume (including the plinian

eruptions) probably exceeds 5 km', No historical activity is known. The Ljosufjoll fissure swarm is

around 90 krn long and consists of at least 23 volcanic units, all basaltic (Johannesson 1982a, 1982b).

The swarm, which trends WNW - ESE, almost reaches the Western Rift Zone. Postglacial lavas cover

some 200 - 250 krnzand may have a volume between 2 and 3 km", The only historical eruption from the

Western Rift Zone occurred in the southern part of this swarm. The Lysuskard fissure swarm is only

represented by two short fissure eruptions trending WNW - ESE, producing minor volumes. No

geothermal fields are associated with this volcanic zone, but cold COz-saturated springs are common.

1.12 Southern Flank Zone

The Southern Flank Zone is an extension of the Eastern Rift Zone and has been considered to be the

surface manifestation of a rift (2 - 3 million years old) that is propagating into old crust formed in the

Western Rift Zone (Oskarsson et at 1979, 1982, 1985; Meyer et al. 1985). It consists of six relatively

poorly defmed fissure swarms (Hekla, Vatnafjoll, Tindfjallajokull, Eyjafjallajokull, Myrdalsjokull (Katla)

and Vestmannaeyjar), some trending NE - SW and others E - W (Fig. 12). Five central volcanoes (Hekla,

Tindfjallajokull, Eyjafjallajokull, Myrdalsjokull and Torfajokull) are present, all having produced a

relatively high proportion of rhyolites.

A seventh fissure swarm, the Veidivotn fissure swarm, is observed to extend through Torfajokull, which

appears to have been formed in connection with a NW - SE trending structural weakness. Another fissure

swarm, the Vatnafjoll fissure swarm, also partly transects the western rhyolitic outcrops belonging to
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Torfajokull, making it the only recorded example of a central volcano with two superimposed fissure

swanns.

The Southern Flank Zone is by far the most active flank zone in Iceland, accounting for perhaps 90% of

Postglacial flank zone activity, estimated here at 75 - 100 km? or comparable to the Western Rift Zone.

The most vigorous activity is at the central volcanoes of Hekla and Kalla. The geochemical characteristics

have been classified gradational, being transitional (FeTi-basalts) closest the Eastern Rift Zone and

becoming alkaline in the far south-west (Vestmannaeyjar) (Jakobsson 1979a. 1979b).

While this general picture is generally accepted, these volcanic centers are in various stages of evolution.

Their FeTi-enrichments range from to the extreme (Kalla) to very small (EyjafjallajokuIl) and evolved

rocks include both metaluminous rhyolites and peralkaline ones, the latter found at least in one instance in

Tindfjallajokull (Jorgensen 1980) and is the predominant rhyolite at TorfajokulI. Vestmannaeyjar produces

relatively Na-rich alkali olivine basalts ranging up to mugearites.

1.12.1 Hekla Central Volcano

The Hekla central volcano is located on the western edge of the Southern Flank Zone some 15 - 20 km

west of where the Veidivotn fissure swarm abuts into the flank zone (Fig. 12). According to Kjartansson

and Gronvold (1983) and Gronvold et aI. (1983), a crustal magma chamber is present below Hekla at a

depth of 7 - 8 km. No geothermal field is present. Hekla produces mostly transitional basaltic icelandites,

along with icelandites and rhyolites. The central volcano is often classified as a stratovolcano, but is

actually ridge shaped, similar to an overturned boat, built on top of hyaloclastite ridges. A 45 km long

and 7 km wide NE - SW trending fissure swarm transects Hekla. The fissure swarm produces FeTi 

enriched transitional alkali basalts, similar to Kalla (Myrdalsjokull) but with slightly lower FeTi 

enrichments (Jakobsson 1979b).

Historical eruptions of Hekla total at least 17, with some additional eruptions from the fissure swarm, and

have produced a total of 30 to 35 km? in Postglacial times, including 7 km! of rhyolitic tephra Four

particularly extensive rhyolitic tephra layers found in soil profiles (Thorarinsson 1968), indicate large

plinian eruptions. The last one was in 1104 AD and may represent the start of an eruptive cycle which

still continues. The most recent eruption was in 1991. The spatial distribution of magma types in Hekla,

namely least-evolved magma compositions in the fissure swarms and more-evolved compositions in and
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around the central volcano, is a commonly observedphenomenain Iceland. The presence of a magma

chamber below the central volcano is usually invoked by this fact, allowing magma to fractionate

sometimes to extreme compositions. In the case of Hekla the rhyolites at least are regarded as crustal

melts and were not produced by fractionation of a basaltic parent (Gunnarsson 1987; Sigmarsson et at

1991b).

The distribution and strike of volcanic fissuresin the Heklafissureswarm,as well as the main Heklaaxial

fissure (5 km long) has remained a mystery. In Fig. 12 (small inset), where mapped recent volcanic

fissures are shown relative to the main axial fissure, a systematic relationship is observed. Volcanic

fissures north and south of the axial fissure have a NE - SW trend (N25E to N45E), and strike obliquely

to the main axial fissure which has a trend of about N55E to N60E. Volcanic fissures west and east of

Heklahavea NW - SE trendand some are even observed to changetheir strike as they approachthecenter

of the axial fissure (Gudmundsson et aI. 1992). Torfajokull is observed to contain an older tectonicfabric

with a NW - SE trend, similar to the ones observed at Hekla. This strongly indicates that the NW - SE

fissuresare the result of a structuralweaknessextending across,at least, the SouthernFlankZoneand may

perhapsbe connectedto the development of the Sudurland FractureZone.

Open structural earthquake faults, which occur in a narrow zone, resulting apparently from strike-slip

movementin me SudurlandFractureZone (Fig. 12) tend to havea strong northerlytrend and if continued

east would intersectHekla and are in line with the olderTorfajokull trend. It is thereforeconceivable that

the oblique strike of the Hekla axial fissure may be due to differential rifting, generally west north of

Hekla and generally east south of Hekla, causing a slight rotation of the segment between. This is in

accordancewith fault plane solutions (Einarssonand Bjornsson 1979)from the SudurlandFractureZone

and the inferredextent of rifting in the EasternRift Zone.

1.12.2 Vatnafjoll Fissure Swarm

The Vamafjoll fissure swarm is located east of Heklaand crosses the westernmostperimeter of rhyolitic

outcrops (Raudfossafjoll) within the Torfajokull central volcano(Fig. 12). Jakobsson (1979b) suggested

that this 40 km long and 9 km wide NE - SW trending fissure swarmis a separate volcanic system with a

central volcano in the region of Raudfossafjoll, a large outcrop of subglacial peralkaline rhyolites. I

consider that the rhyolites are unrelated to the presentlyactive fissure swarm of Vatnafjoll, their close

spatial relationship being fortuitous. Postglacial activity is restricted to short fissures (2 - 5 km long)
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dominated by large cinder cones. and only transitional basalts have been produced. The chemistryof the

basalts is very similar to those produced in the Hekla fissure swann. Jakobsson (1979b) recognizes 31

individual eruptive units and estimates that 10 km' of basaltic magma. No geothermal field is present

within the fissureswann but thegeothermal field of Reykjadalirwithin Torfajokull is close by.

1.12.3 TindfjallajokulI Central Volcano

The Tindfjallajokullcentral volcano locatedsouth of the Vatnafjoll fissure swarm (Fig. 12). is elongated

in an E - W direction but does not contain a substantial fissure swann (lack of Postglacial volcanic

activity and fault movement). The volcaniccenter was mainly built up during the last three glaciations

and last two interglacials(Jorgensen 1976)and a caldera is suspected(Saemundsson 1982). Transitional

basalts dominateoutside the central volcanoand intermediateand acid peralkaIine rocks areconcentrated

in the central parts. An interglacialcomenditic ignimbrite has been described from the Thorsmorkarea

(Jorgensen 1980).which contains mafic(mugearitic) components. Little activityhas been recordedin the

volcanic center since the last glaciation and erupted volumes are less than 0.1 km? for this period

(Jakobsson 1979b). A subglacial geothermal field of unknownsize is present.

1.12.4 EyjafjaUajokull Central Volcano

The EyjafjaUajokull central volcano. locatedon the south coast of Iceland (Fig. 12). is elongatedE - W.

but does not contain an obvious fissureswarm. It is comparablemorphologically to Hekla, being shaped

like a long elongated ridge seen from the south. but as a steep-side stratovolcanowhen viewed along its

strike. Similarities end there howeveras Eyjafjallajokull has a huge summit crater (2.5 km wide) and a

prominent east - west trend. Eyjafjallajokull was built up during the last two glaciations and the last

interglacial (Jorgensen 1976). It apparently has a range of compositions from transitional basalts.

including ankaramites, to rhyolites. but data are lacking to determine if this trend is continuous or not.

Postglacial volcanics amount to about 0.5 - 1 km' (Jakobsson 1979b)and are mostly transitionalbasaltic

icelandites, with minor transitional basalts and rhyolites. Sigurdsson (1970) has briefly described

rhyolites from there as trachytes. One historical eruption in the central crater is known to have produced

intermediate and acid tephra (Thorarinsson 1967b). A subglacial geothermal field of unknown size is

present.
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1.12.5 Katla Central Volcano (Myrdalsjokull)

The Katla central volcanoresides on the easternfringeof the SouthernFlankZone (Fig. 12). Knowledge

about it is greatly hampered by the icecover of Myrdalsjokull. Petrochemical similaritiesof Postglacial

volcanics surrounding the glaciers edge indicated to Jakobsson (1979b) that it may be a single large

center measuring some 30 km across. A caldera structure has been suggested for subglacial portions of

Myrdalsjokull (Sigbjamarson 1973; Saemundsson 1982)and Katla, the locus of volcanicactivity in the

area, is situated in its eastern part. A single narrowgraben later occupied by the Eldgja eruptive fissure

continuesnortheastforanother50 krn.

The Eldgja eruption occurred through a fissure subparallel to the Laki fissure. Its strike changes from a

northerlydirection in the proximityof Katla in the south to a northeasterlydirection farthernortheast and

its composition, transitional FeTi-basalt, relates it to Katla. Eldgja was attributed by Sigurdsson and

Sparks (1978) to lateral magma flowage froma crustal magma chamber below Katla. An alternative idea

is to assume that the Eldgja transitionalmagmaresidedat the lithosphere- asthenosphere boundary prior

to eruption, as was suggestedfor the Laki eruption by Sigmarssonet al. (1991a). A substantial problem

remainsof having two contrasting magma typesresidingalmost simultaneously (separatedby 800 years)

in the crust at approximately the same location.

The Eldgja fissure is physically within the Fogrufjoll fissure swarm, which has had little Postglacial

activity. Perhapsresidualmagmasbelow thefissureswarmhave somehowdevelopedtowards transitional

compositions or perhapsthe fissureswarm is characterized by transitional compositions (I am not aware of

any available chemicalanalyses of the hyaloclastites within that fissure swarm). The Laki fissure swarm

may thereforerepresenta relativelyrecentaddition of tholeiite into a dominantly transitional basalticarea.

Volcanics producedat Kalla in Postglacial timesare all transitionalbasaltic,while intermediate and acidic

compositionsare known from glacial times (Sigurdsson 1970; Jorgensen 1976) and as individual grains

in basaltic tephra layers (Thorarinsson 1975). The basalts show the greatest titanium enrichment in the

Southern Flank Zone, along with fairly high iron values (Jakobsson 1979b). Postglacial lavas total IS

Ian3 in volume and Thorarinsson(1975) has estimatedanother 30 km? to have been erupted subglacially.

While this estimate might seem excessive it is possible that Katla may be the most productivecenter on

the flank zones. Generally it has erupted twice each century and the last major eruption was in 1918

(possible small eruption in 1955). Volcanic activity in neighboring centers and fissure swarms (Hekla
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1947 -1948, 1970, 1980, 1981, 1991, Surtsey 1963 - 1967 and Heimaey 1973) may have decreased the

magmatic pressures beneath Katla, as suggested by Einarsson (1991a). A subglacial geothermal field of

unknown size is present.

1.12.6 Vestmannaeyjar Fissure Swarm

The Vestmannaeyjar fissure swarm is located on the southern tip of the Southern Flank Zone (Fig. 12). It

consists of one main island (Heimaey: 13.4 km2) and a group of small islands and rocks, along with

numerous submarine hills, presumably eruption sites. It is petrochemically and geographically separated

from the mainland, being alkalic and located some 10 km off the south coast of Iceland on a shallow shelf

(50 - 140 m). Drilling on the main island has shown that basalts and tuffs extend 180 m below sea level,

and rest on marine tuffaceous sediments extending down to about 740 m depth were presumably the

Tertiary basement is reached.

The volcanic rocks range, according to Jakobsson et al. (1973) and Jakobsson (1979b) from alkali basalts,

through hawaiites to minor mugearite. Volumes produced in Postglacial times amount to 3.9 km3 of

which 1.4 km3 was erupted in the two known historical eruptions. One, formed a group of islands in

1963 - 1967 (only Surtsey survives), and the other erupted at the edge of the town of Vestmannaeyjar

(population 5000) on the island of Heimaey in 1973.

The Vestmannaeyjar fissure swarm has apparently not developed a central volcano in the classical sense

and seismological investigation indicate (Einarsson and Bjornsson 1979) that the magma in the Heimaey

1973 eruption came from a depth of 25 km, which is probably the depth to the lithosphere - asthenosphere

boundary in that location. No geothermal field is known to beassociated with the fissure swarm.

1.12.7 Torfajokull Central Volcano

The Torfajokull central volcano is located on the northern extremity of the Southern Flank Zone (Fig.

12). It forms a NW - SE elongated feature about 30 km long and 20 km wide with a suggested caldera

(Saemundsson 1972, 1982). It is the only Icelandic center dominated by rhyolitic eruptives, which cover

some 280 km ', Volcanic activity is traced back to the last interglacial (Eem) and appears to have been

most vigorous during the last glaciation (Weichsel) when large volumes of peralkaline rhyolites, along

with alkali basalts, transitional alkali basalts and transitional basaltic icelandites, were produced. Postglacial

activity is restricted to a narrow discontinuous fissure swarm (continuation of the Veidivotn fissure
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swarm) with a NE - SW trend, and is characterized by rhyolitic and mixed/hybridized magmas, including

abundant tholeiites on the northern edge of the volcano (McGarvie 1984, 1985). The Vatnafjoll fissure

swarm also intersects Torfajokull subglacial rhyolites in its western part, but no associated Postglacial

rhyolitic, tholeiitic or mixed/hybridized activity has been observed in that location. Postglacial basaltic

activity within Torfajokull has produced transitional alkali basalts, but volumetrically the transitional

basaltic icelandites are more common.

Ten Postglacial eruptions are known or suspected, producing 0.9 km3 of volcanics (0.8 km? rhyolitic and

0.1 km3 basaltic and intermediate); two of them are considered to be historic, yet neither one is mentioned

in historical records. It has been suggested that TorfajokuU plays a passive role and that eruptions in it

are controlled by lateral flow of magma via dyke propagation from a magma chamber in Bardarbunga L'P to

100 km to the northeast, a suggestion that I now question. The presence of extensive outcrops of

rhyolites and of Iceland's largest (140 km 2),and second most powerful, geothermal field suggests a large

crustal magma chamber at the Torfajokull central volcano. The lack of basaltic eruptives within the

rhyolitic outcrops suggests that the rhyolites act as a density trap, forming a shadow zone.

1.13 Rift Relocations and Propagations

The whole North-Atlantic Rift System appears to be drifting northwest with respect to the assumed

stationary hot spot Estimates indicating the value of this relative movement range from 0.3 to 1.0 em/year

(Morgan 1972, 1981; Walker 1974; Vink 1984; Oskarsson et al. 1985). When combined with the

Mid-Atlantic spreading half-rate of 1 em/year in either direction, calculations demonstrate a different drift

speed for each plate segment in Iceland when compared to the stationary hot spot. The apparent

decoupling of the hot spot locus and the active rift causes the abandonment of one rift segment and the

formation of another. The northwest drift of the rift zone as a whole is the reason for the asymmetrical

shape of Iceland around the active rift segments. Much of the geological, tectonic and geochemical

complexities observed in Iceland are a direct result of the close affiniues between the spreading rift zones

and the hot spot locus.

Using data from Saemundsson (1974,1978,1979), Johannesson (1980) and ideas on rift propagation into

old crust (Christie and Sinton 1981; Sinton et al, 1983) it is possible to attempt a schematic reconstruction

of the growth of the Iceland Plateau during the last 8 million years (Fig. 13). Oskarsson et aI. (1985)

have already attempted a reconstruction of this kind with emphasis on pre-anomaly 5 times (9 - 10 million
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years old). A reconstruction of this kind can give various results, depending on emphasis and reliability

on the information available, but it does mimic some of the main observational features known.

It should be noted that the crustal reconstructions done in Fig. 13 assume that the hot spot locus is

situated underneath Vatnajokull at present. Section 1.14 suggests the possibility that the hot spot locus

is underneath the Southern Flank Zone and that subglacial volcanic activity in Vatnajokull is due to the

presence of a thin spot in that location. If true, this would alter the reconstruction graphics slightly, but

as an approximation a substitution of the words hot spot and thin spot will work nicely. The starting

point is 8 million years ago where it is assumed that spreading has been fairly regular during the previous

4 - 5 million years. No attempt has been made to show the flank volcanic zones or the fracture zones.

The area covered in the drawing effectively covers Iceland from the Tjornes Fracture Zone to the south

coast, and from middle of the Vesiflrdir Tertiary lava plateau to the east coast,

In Fig. 13a we observe an active rift zone forming the Icelandic crust 8 million years ago. Isochrons are

symmetrical around the rift, This rift zone, which is the precursor for the Western Flank Zone and the

Northwestern Flank Zone, had at that time drifted off the hot spot locus which center is located

somewhere between the 10 and II million year isochron east of the rift, Decreasing magmatic activity is

expected in the rift zone as the rift moves off the hot spot locus. A new rift zone is about to materialize,

starting over the hot spot locus and later propagating outwards. Fig. 13b shows a new rift zone (the

Western and Eastern Rift Zones) has formed and is propagating both north and southwest, into an older

crust, replacing parts of the former rift. A major age and structural discontinuity is established on either

side of the new rift zone. The E - W trending part of the Western Rift Zone in Central Iceland has started

developing and will tend both drift south and to increase the distance between the NE - SW trending part

of the Western and Eastern Rift Zones. This is a result of the relative movement of the hot spot locus

compared to the rift zones. The asymmetrical distribution of isochrons is established at this time.

In Fig. 13c the new rift zone (Western and Eastern Rift Zones) has propagated further and has joined the

Reykjanes Ridge south of Iceland and has been connected to the Kolbeinsey Ridge via the Tjornes

Fracture Zone (just off picture). Rejuvenated activity begins in the abandoned rift forming the Western

Flank Zone and the Northwestern Flank Zone, possibly assisted by magmatic injection from the Western

Rift Zone. The continuous relative drift of the hot spot to the south results in a new rift zone

propagating southwest parallel to an active Western Rift Zone. In Fig. 13d a new rift zone (the southern
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part of the Eastern Rift Zone and the surface manifestations of the propagating rift, i.e. the precursor of the

Southern Flank Zone) is seen propagating southwest into older crust. Apparently two rift zones are

active simultaneously. The Eastern Flank Zone has already been laterally pushed outside the Eastern Rift

Zone and activity there is being rejuvenated after a hiatus of 1 - 2 million years. Major structural andage

discontinuities are developed in South Iceland.

Fig 13e shows the present situation in Iceland. As this is a schematic drawing. accurate connections

between it and the surface of Iceland are not expected. but the coastal outlines of Iceland are provided for

easier comparison. This drawing indicates that the Southern Flank Zone is propagating into an old crust

of variable age. Its northern section is propagating into crust that is approximately 6 - 7 million years old

and its southern section into crust that is 8 - 11 million years old. The crust appears to be nearly 10

million years old in the region of the Torfajokull central volcano.

1.14 Hot Spots, Thin Spots and Rift Propagation in Southern Iceland

The Iceland Plateau is formed by a combining effort of the North-Atlantic rift system and Icelandic hot

spot A hot spot or mantle plume locus, where partially melting mantle material is channeled upwards. has

been suggested to be present underneath the western part of Vatnajokull (Tryggvason et aI. 1983; Cochran

and TaIwani 1978; Saemundsson 1974. 1978, 1979; Sigvaldason 1974; Sigvaldason et aI. 1974. 1976;

Oskarsson et aI. 1979. 1982, 1985). Partially melting hot spot material spreads out laterally in a

mushroom shape to underlie the entire Iceland Plateau and sustain volcanic activity both in the rift zones

and in other areas with crustal weaknesses (flank zones). Volcanic output in Postglacial times from the

rift zones appears to be lowest in fissure swarms close to the north and south coast of Iceland. and

generally to increase towards the central region of the island. Collectively the rift zones have produced

some 235 - 290 km" of subaerial volcanics in the last 10,000 years. The Eastern Rift Zone (165 - 190

km") has been more productive than the Western Rift Zone (70 - 100 km"), Volcanic output in the flank

zones is estimated at 85 to 110 km', most of which has been produced in the Southern Flank Zone.

Evidence for the propagation of the Eastern Rift Zone towards the southwest into the Southern Flank

Zone, consists of; 1) the gradual geochemical change from the Eastern Rift Zone to the tip of the

Southern Flank Zone; 2) the superimposition of these volcanic zones on much older crust; 3) the

apparent decrease in volcanic activity in the northern section of the Western Rift Zone, and; 4) the

development of the Sudurland Fracture Zone, with its strike-slip movements. indicating that where the
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two rift zones are parallel, the eastern one experiencesmore vigorousrifting. Additionalevidence from the

Torfajokull central volcano, as pointed out in later chapters, include; 1) theapparent introductionof a NE

- SW tectonic fissure trend during the Weichsel glaciation, and; 2) the gradual introduction and increase

of tholeiitic basalts at Torfajokull at the same time. Accompanying this is a decrease in transitional

basaltic activity.

The gradual change in chemistry among the volcanics from the Eastern Rift Zone through the Southern

Flank Zone, along with gradual change in thickness of the crust in those locations strongly indicates a

cause and effect relationship. A partially molten layer is indicated at 8 - 10 km underneath the rift zone

and at 20 - 30 km underneath the flank zone (Beblo and Bjornsson 1978; Zverev et al. 1980; Eysteinsson

and Hermance 1985). These figures are similar to crustal thickness estimates in those areas and probably

represent partiallymelting mantle material,possibly flowing laterallyalong the lithosphere - asthenosphere

boundary from the proposed hot spot locus. Melting experiments have demonstrated that 20 - 30% partial

melting in the spinel lherzolite mantle produces tholeiitic melts and picritic melts in the garnet lherzolite

mantle. Alkali basalts have in experimental melting studies been produced by partially melting (5 - 15%)

spinel and garnet lherzolite at 15 - 25 kb (Green and Ringwood 1967; Jaques and Green 1980;Takahashi

and Kushiro 1983). The gradually changing basaltic chemistry, along with increasing crustal thickness,

along this section of the volcanic zones is consistent with the formation of a relatively homogeneous

tholeiitic melt by large degree of melting of mantle material in a narrow PT - range at relatively shallow

levels and the formationof alkali basalts by lower degree of melting at higher pressures.

Prominent ideas on the origin of the flankzone basalts and rhyolites range from them being exclusivelyof

crustal origin (Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985, Steinthorsson et al. 1985), partly of crustal origin

(rhyolites) and partly of mantle (basalts) origin (Meyer et al. 1985) and totally of mantle origin

(Macdonald et aI. 1990), the rhyolites being produced by extensive crystal fractionation in a crustal

magma chamber from a transitional basaltic parent. So presently no consensus exists on the magmatic

formation and evolution of either the basalts or the rhyolites,but increasing evidence suggests that crustal

involvement is an important factor in modifying mantle melts in Iceland and may represent the source for

most of the rhyolites.

The propagating rift theory is an attractive idea for theSouthern Flank Zone and the southern part of the

Eastern Rift Zone, but the Southern Flank Zone cannot be considered a typical propagating rift and other
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explanations must be sought. The classical picture of a propagating rift consists of a zone of magmatic

activity and rifting moving laterally into inactive crust. In South Iceland, the zone of magmatic activity

and rifting is not moving into inactivecrust, but into an elevated crustal segment containinga cluster of

young volcaniccenterswhereactivity hasbeenvery vigorousin the Quaternary. The barbellshapeof this

part of the volcanic zones, with a slender rift zone connecting two areas with a concentration of central

volcanoes, is inconsistent with classical propagating rifts. As an alternative to the idea of a hot spot

locus under western Vatnajokull, and to explain the abnormalvolumesof magma eruptedthrough a thick

crust in a flank volcanic zone, I tentatively suggest that a hot spot locus is situated underneath the

Southern Flank Zone. The idea of thin spots (Thompsonand Gibson 1991), originally developed for

continentalareas, mightbe relevantin thisdiscussion.

Thin spots are hot spot simulators, in the sense that they simulate volcanic activity, expected of areas

overlying a hot spot mantle plume. The only difference is that the thin spot does not overlie a mantle

plume, but receives its supply of partially melting mantle material by lateral flow at the lithosphere 

asthenosphere boundary from a hot spot locus located some distance away. This idea assumes that the

mantle plume is constantly underlying "thick crust"; in the case of the Southern Flank Zone, a crust of

variable thickness (10 - 30 km), as new crust is constantly rafted over the plume locus in responses to

movement of the plates across the melting anomaly. To explain the lack of surface tholeiiticactivity

above the proposed hot spot locus I suggest that; 1) the thickercrust will subdue partial melting in the

ascending mantleplume, forming preferably low degreepartiaImeltsof morealkalinecharacter, and/or; 2)

if tholeiites are produced in the underlying mantle plume they are not erupted in recognizable form, or

form intrusionsat low crustallevelsand as such contributeto crustalanatexis in the region.

Partially melting plume material, being hot and of low density will tend to rise towards areas of low

pressure, in this case laterallyand upwards towardsan area of thin crust northeast of the Southern Flank

Zone. There, high degreesof partial melting will be enhanced, forming tholeiites, due to the favorabie

conditions of high temperatures and low pressures. Thin crustal areas that focus this partially melting

mantle material, whichoriginallyascendedunderneath the SouthernFlank Zone, will be areas that have

experiencedpriorcrustal thinningand extension, either in a riftingenvironmentor the hot spot traceitself.

According to this version the Vatnajokull area and the southern part of the Eastern Rift Zone may

represent a thin spot of this kind. An analogy may be drawn between the Southern Flank Zone (hot

spot)/Eastern Rift Zone (thin spot/trace) and Yellowstone(hot spot)/SnakeRiver Plain (thinspot/trace),
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one occurring in an oceanic environment and the other in a continental environment (Thompson and

Gibson 1991;Pierceand Morgan 1992).

Many of lite observations and supportingevidence used before in substantiatingthe propagating rift and

hot spot locationunder Vatnajokull,workequally well for the hot spot/thin spot location suggested here.

The apparent propagation of the rift zone towards the southwest might therefore not be related to mantle

material flowingsouthwest,but rather partiallymeltingmantlematerial flowingnortheast,slowlymelting

away the thick crust and forming a normal rift zone crust. The propagation is therefore a case where a

zone of thinning crust, 8 - 10 km thick, propagates southwest towards the ultimate source of mantle

material, a sort of retrograde propagating rift. Volcanic activity (transitional - alkalic) in the Southern

Flank Zone, and especially the formation of the rhyolites at Torfajokull, therefore might reflect the

destructionof the crust between the depth of 10 and 20 km on an unprecedentedscale. The introduction

of tholeiites into Torfajokullis related to litepropagation of the 8 - 10 km thick crust into the area, which

allows tholeiitic melts to be formed in situ underneath Torfajokull by high degree of partial meltingof

mantle material at shallow crustal levels. According to this line of thinking, surface manifestations of

tholeiites indicatesthincrust and not necessarydirectphysicalcontact with a hot spot mantleplume.

The two hot spot locations are compared in Fig. 14, where it is assumed that the rift zone have a thin

crust (8 to 10 km) and the flank zones havea thick crust (10 - 30 km), as suggested by Palmason(1971).

The lithosphericmantle is assumed to be absentunder the rift zones and graduallythicken away from the

rift (Leeds 1975; Best 1982). Seismic data indicating that magma in the 1973 eruption at Heimaey

originated at a depth as great as 25 km (Einarssonand Bjornsson 1979) is thought to indicate that the

partially molten zone is reached at that depth. Data from Kalla indicates that magma generationoccurs

between20 - 30 km (Einarsson and Bjornsson 1979).

The former idea suggests that all volcanicactivityon the southern extension of the Eastern Rift Zone, as

well as on the Southern FlankZone, is due to the lateral movementof partially meltingmantlematerial at

the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary to the southwest from the mantleplume locus belowVatnajokull.

Theextent of this lateral flowage is interpreted as being reflectedin the extent of surface volcanism in the

flank zone and is estimated to have reached a location slightly southwest of Vestmannaeyjar. A

progressive thinningof the crust and mantle lithosphere towards the Eastern Rift Zone due to repeated

injections of magma from the partly molten layer laterally and up into the lithosphere is inferred. The
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extent of tholeiitic magmatism and typical extensional features are interpreted as areas were the crust has

assumed "normal" rift zone attributes.

To other idea assumes that the hot spot locus is underneath the Southern Flank Zone and that the

Vatnajokull area is a thin spot. Lack of tholeiitic activity above the hot spot locus is suggested to be

caused by the relatively thick crust, while tholeiitic activity to the northeast is suggested to be caused by

preferred channelling of mantle material into regions of thin crust, where large degrees of melting favors

the formation of large volumes of tholeiites that easily ascend to the surface through the thin crust. The

strongest argument for this location concerns the topographic bulge, a circular area clustered with large

central volcanoes which have produced relatively large volumes of magma, constituting the Southern

Flank Zone. This topographic bulge with the above characteristics is not what would be expected in a

typical propagating rift and is best explained by subcrustal mantle plume in the area. High helium

isotopic ratios in fumarole steam from Torfajokull, interpreted as indicating a primitive undegassed mantle

underneath the area (Poreda et al. 1984), is in accordance with this location for the hot spot locus.

Regardless of hot spot locations, if one accepts that "rejuvenated" volcanic activity in the Southern Flank

Zone has progressively moved southwest, a central volcano like Torfajokull would be expected to overlie

traces of older volcanics, produced when volcanic activity was less progressed. Therefore, one million

years ago a volcanic unit comparable to thealkalic Vestmannaeyjar fissure swarm might have been located

where Torfajokull is now. Assuming a burial rate of 0.5 em/year, a lower value than suggested for the rift

zones (1 em/year) (Palmason 1973) and in accordance with lower productivity in the flank zone, traces of

preexisting volcanics (consisting of alkaline volcanics, including a relatively high proportion of rhyolites)

are present underneath the Southern Flank Zone. In the region of present day Torfajokull this fossil flank

zone is present at the crustal depth interval of 0 - 5 Ian. If crustal anatexis is a viable mechanism for

magma production in the SouLhemFlank Zone, then anatexis of a old Tertiary oceanic crust formed in an

active rift zone is not the only alternative. Anatexis of the fossil flank zone volcanics is an inevitable

conclusion, indicating reworking of an already reworked crust. This fact, if true, should have major

influences on the chemistry of the volcanics in the SouLhern Flank Zone.
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2 Geology of the Torfajokull Central Volcano

2.1 Introduction

This chapter begins with a description of old legends and previous work done at the Torfajokull central

volcano (section 2.2). Then the main geological andtectonic features in the area are described, as mapped

in this study (section 2.3 - 2.8). Lastly, pertinent observations are summarized and a possible sequence of

events is presented (section 2.9).

2.2 Legends and Previous Work

It is not known when man first ventured into the Torfajokull region. Its remoteness and the natural fear of

the unknown, expressed by farmers, probably made visits there infrequent. It is suspected that the Viking

farmers that settled Iceland 1100 years ago did travel north of the glacier Myrdalsjokull and their travels

may have brought them through the region. Sheepherding farmers almost certainly had to travel into the

area to assemble the sheep in the Fall, as is done today, but no written records are to be found regarding

this or the occurrence of unusual rhyolites and obsidian. Unlike many other cultures, Icelanders apparently

never utilized obsidian for tools or weapons, but continued to use and expand their skills of making iron

from ore in water-saturated marshes.

Four legends, usually with a negative aspect, are found dealing with the Torfajokull area and are recited

here; 1) A man named Torfi (therefore the names Torfajokull and the Torfajokull central volcano) fled

into the Jokulgil gorge with all his family to escape the great plague of 1493. The Jokulgil was at that

time supposed to have been a fertile valley with a lot of trees but surrounded by glaciers. Later the

Jokulgil gorge was suspected to be the home of outlaws and therefore a place to be avoided. The gorge

was finally explored in 1852 and no remains of habitation, outlaws or trees were found; 2) A farm called

Frostastadir (place of Freezing) was located by the lake Frostastadavatn in the northern region of

Torfajokull. The people living there are supposed to have died while eating "ofugugga" (poisonous fish

with opposing fins). Both people and fish apparently vanished from the lake after that; 3) A girl

assisting some fishermen by the same lake gave one of them a "lodsilung" (hairy trout), another

poisonous variety, for dinner. She had been attracted to him but he did not return the favor. Today, some

non-poisonous fish are found in the lake but no remains of habitation are known; 4) Court was once

held at the valley of Domadalur (Judgement Valley) to rule on some dispute between the men of
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Rangarvallasysla (SW of Torfajokull) and the men of Vestur-Skaftafellssysla (SE of Torfajokull). Later,

men of Vestur-Skaftafellssysla referred to extremely stupid things as "Oomadalsvitleysa" (Judgement

Valley stupidity). Apparently the ruling made at Domadalur was not in their favor.

The first person to mention the geology of the Torfajokull area in writing was a Scottish explorer and

geologist, Sir George Mackenzie. In 1810 he travelled on horseback to the northern edge of the area and

observed rhyolitic lava in close association with basalt (Mackenzie 1842). This lava is probably the

Domadalshraun flow which exhibits obvious mixing relationships of rhyolite with basalt. Thorvaldur

Thoroddsen, in his geological map of Iceland (Thoroddsen 1901), traced the extent of rhyolitic outcrops

and is the first person to realize the vast extent of rhyolites in the area.

Sigurdur Thorarinsson discussed the Postglacial volcanics at Torfajokull in numerous papers (Thorarinsson

1961, 1967b, 1968, 1970, 1971) and George Walker discussed the problem of rhyolite generation at

Torfajokull and noted the close association of basaltic and rhyolitic lava in Domadalshraun (Walker 1966,

1974). Walker (1974) attributed the absence of mafic lavas in the central region to the existence of a

shadow zone above an inferred silicic magma body that trapped ascending batches of mafic magma. This

interpretation was partly based on a reported negative gravity anomaly (Saemundsson 1972) coinciding

approximately with the surface outcrops of rhyolites and the gravity high occurring within the negative

anomaly.

Various studies have been made on the geothermal aspect of the Torfajokull area. A study on geothermal

manifestations in the area by the geothermal department at Orkustofnun (National Energy Authority in

Iceland) resulted in a report on the geology of Torfajokull (Saemundsson 1969). Palmason et al. (1970)

produced a map showing surface geothermal manifestations based on interpretation of infra-red images.

Bodvarsson (1961) estimated the natural heat output of the geothermal field at Torfajokull to be 525 

3150 x 106 J/s. Palmason (1980b) evaluated the heat stored in the uppermost 3 km of the geothermal

reservoir to be 281 X 1018 J and estimated the theoretical energy potential to be 964 MW for a 50 year

production period. According to these authors Torfajokull contains the largest geothermal field in Iceland.

Stefan Amorsson, at the University of Iceland, initiated a study on the geothermal field at Torfajokull in

1982 which included this author. Chapter 6 describes the results from those studies, as well as other

aspects of the geothermal field,

The most detailed report on the geology of the Torfajokull area is presented by Kristjan Saemundsson
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(1972). He observed the interglacial rhyolites and suggested that activity had been most vigorous during

the Weichsel glaciation and included a caldera collapse. He also produced two geologic maps, showing

the distribution of old rhyolites and the extent of Postglacial lavas. He suggested that rifting events and

crustal spreading allowed magma, consisting of basalts in the Veidivotn fissure swarm and rhyolites at

Torfajokull, residing below to ascend to the surface. The first major element chemical analyses of rocks

from Torfajokull come from Haraldur Sigurdsson (1970) in his study on rhyolites in Iceland. His

sampling included rocks, both rhyolitic and basaltic, from the Brandsgil, Blahnukur and Postglacial

Series, but no samples from the highly peralkaline Jokulgil Series. His conclusions were that the

rhyolites were mildly aIkaIic. Karl Gronvold (1972) analyzed major elements in numerous rhyolitic and

basaltic Postglacial lava flows. His results firmly established the aIkaIic or mildly aIkaIic nature of the

area. Additional REE and strontium isotopic data by O'Nions and Gronvold (1973) suggested to them

that the rhyolites where not produced by extensive crystal fractionation of a basaltic parent, but were

formed by partially melting a gabbroic crust,

Todhunter (1975) analyzed major and selected trace elements from the Laugahraun, Namshraun and

Stutshraun Postglacial lavas, in a comparative study of Lunar with Icelandic basalts. She reported the

apparent mixing in these eruptive units. Sveinn Jakobsson (1979b) in his regional petrochemical study

of the Eastern Rift Zone and Southern Flank Zone, analyzed 3 basaltic samples from Torfajokull for major

elements and classified them as transitional alkali basalts and transitional basaltic andesites. Blake (1982,

1984) mapped and conducted major and trace element analysis of Domadalshraun. He proposed a fluid

dynamic model to explain the observed mixing. Blake suggested that lateral flow of tholeiite in the crust

from the Veidivotn fissure swanninto the Torfajokull magma chamber was the cause of mixing.

Mork (1982, 1984) conducted a detailed microprobe study on fused and natural glasses and minerals from

Laugahraun, Namshraun, Stutshraun and Ljotipollur. She concluded that mixing between rhyolite and

tholeiite had resulted in the formation of hybrid compositions. Larsen (1984) in a tephrochronological

study in the Veidivotn fissure swarm managed to date the three most recent eruptive events in the area at

approximately 500 YBP, 1100 YBP and 1800 YBP and an earlier eruption, 3100 YBP, was indicated.

She suggested simultaneous eruptions in the Torfajokull and Veidivotn region due to lateral flow of

magma from the Bardarbunga central volcano southwest into the Torfajokull magma chamber, inducing

rhyolitic and mixed magma eruptions there. She proposed that rifting events occurred in the area every

600 - 800 years.
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McGarvie (1984,1985) studied mixing relationships in Postglacial volcanics at TorfajokulI. He conducted

major and trace element analyses on most of the Postglacial eruptive units and also some earlier ones. His

work demonstrated that mixing between various contrasting magmas was a general occurrence and

suggested that lateral flow of tholeiites from the Bardarbunga central volcano, initiated eruptions and

mixing in the Torfajokull area. Additional REE and isotopic work by McGarvie et aI. (1990) and

Macdonald et al. (1990) was thought to suggest that extensive crystal fractionation of a transitional

basaltic parent gave rise to the vast quantity of rhyolites in the area. Gunnarsson (1987) in a study of

Postglacial volcanics at Hekla and the southwestern part of Torfajokull, presented major and trace element

analyses, along with REE and isotopic data. Using these and other reported data from other areas he

proposed a crustal origin for the rhyolites, believing that partial and bulk melting of an old, probably

recycled, crust consisting of transitional basalts with a high proportion of silicic material had occurred.

This study was initiated in 1982, and it included field work and rock sampling during the short summer

months of July and August, into 1984. A geothermal study, in association with Stefan Amorsson from

the University of Iceland, consisted of coIlecting water and gas from the geothermal field, and a study on

radon and mercury, in association with Kevin E. Cuff from the University of Hawaii, was conducted.

When entering the field area in 1982 it became evident that other researchers (David McGarvie and Bjorn

Gunnarsson) were starting their Ph. D dissertation work in the same general area. To avoid repeating each

other's work we reached an informal agreement based on the original objective of each researcher.

McGarvie (1985) continued the work started by Blake (1982, 1984) and concentrated on studying mixing

relationships in Postglacial volcanics. Gunnarsson (1987) concentrated on studying non-mixed Postglacial

volcanics in the southwest in an attempt to discover Lite original source of volcanics in the Southern

Flank Zone as a whole. I concentrated on the general features of Torfajokull, in an attempt to discover its

geological and geochemical history throughout its estimated timespan, along with studies of the geothermal

field. I placed emphasis on the older rock sequences in the northern and eastern part of Torfajokull as

very little was known about their geological and geochemical evolution. I also did cursory mapping and

sampling on the Postglacial volcanics, but due to the work of Gunnarsson and McGarvie on the

Postglacial volcanics, I made little attempt to chemicaIIy analyze them except for comparative studies.

2.3 Stratigraphic Classification

No absolute age determinations have been performed on rock samples from Torfajokull, but such a study
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is planned (Saemundssonpers. canm. 1992). Therefore, only a relative time scalecan be proposedfor the

area, based on the assumption that the unbroken sequence of subglacial rocks were erupted during the

Weichsel glaciation from 10,000 years back to about 115,000 years ago (Shackleton et aI. 1983). The

idea of an uninterruptedperiod of ice cover in this part of Central Iceland during the Weichsel glaciation

is consistent with evidence from piston cores from the Northeast Atlantic, indicating permanent sea ice

during this period (Sigurdssonand Loebner 1981).

This study has divided the silicic rocks at Torfajokull into four main structural units or series. Theseare,

in order of decreasing age; the BrandsgilSeries (115,000 - 130,000 YBP), the Jokulgil Series (65,000 

115,000 YBP), the Blahnukur Series (10,000 - 65,000 YBP) and the Postglacial Series (last 10,000

years). While the standardmethod of geologicalmapping is to determinethe orderof succession first,and

then fit this into geochemical or tectonic groupings, this approach proved difficult at Torfajokull, both

because of poor exposures and the characteristics of subglacial volcanics, which produce localized

accumulations instead of extensive sheets. This lack of extensive marker horizons makes conventional

stratigraphic work difficult The only possible stratigraphic marker is the welded air-fall tuff produced

during the last interglacialperiod, but erosionhas only exposed it in two locations.

Subsequently,the division of volcanicsat Torfajokull into four series has been accomplishedhere usinga

combination of climatic changes, geochemical and tectonic constraints, with localized stratigraphichelp.

The boundarybetween the Brandsgil Seriesand the Jokulgil Series is marked by an abrupt change in the

chemistryof the erupted rhyolites. This changeresulted in the formation and eruptionof large volumesof

highly peralkaline comendites and pantellerites during the Jokulgil Series. The fact that this change

coincideswith the establishmentof a permanenticecapcovering thearea mightbe eithera coincidence or a

factorcontributingto the change.

The transition from the Jokulgil Series to the Blahnukur Series is reflected by the end of further

production of highly pera1ka1ine rhyolites, following a large silicic eruption through arcuate fissures,

which effectively removed this magma from the chamber. A peralkaline tephra layer, called~ has been

found in piston cores south of Iceland (Sigurdsson 1982). It is 65,000 years old and has an estimated

volume of 7 - 8 krn", As Torfajokull is the only volcano in the North-Atlanticknown to have produced

peralkaline magmas in the last 100,000 years, it is likely that a large plinian eruption took place there.

Connecting this plinian eruption with the extrusionof the peraIkalinerhyolites forming the ring structure
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and assuming that it marks the end of the Jokulgil Series period,gives the possible age of 65,000 years

for the transition into the Blahnukur Seriesperiod.

This transition appearsalso to be reflected in a totally transformed tectonic fabric. Surfacerifting,due to

the propagation or transgression of theEasternRift Zone intoTorfajokull, may havecaused the NW - SE

tectonic fabric to yield to a NE - SW tectonic fabric prevalent in the Veidivom fissure swarm, directly

northeast of Torfajokull. Subsequently, almostall volcanic eruptions in the area have occurred through

NE - SW trending fissures. This rift zone propagation into the area was also accompanied by the

appearance of tholeiitic basalts, a magmatic composition previously unknownin theTorfajokull area,

The transition into the Postglacial Series is based purely on the disappearance of the icesheet, with no

apparent abrupt changes in the eruptive behavior or geochemistry. In fact every indication is that the

Postglacial Series volcanics have continuedalong the evolutionary trend set in motion following the

eruption of the ring structure and the possible onset of NE - SW surface rifting at Torfajokull. This

division is therefore based on the tradition in Iceland to discriminate Postglacial volcanics from older

unitsdue to abrupt morphological differences. This studyassumes generally that the Weichselglaciation

ended 10,000 years ago, but it is conceivable that large icescheets lingered in the Torfajokull area

somewhat longer, perhaps one or two thousand years. Therefore ~JU() - 9000 years might be a more

appropriate timefor theend of widespread glaciation in the Torfajokull area.

2.4 General Geologicand TectonicFeatures

The Torfajokull central volcano is locatedon the northern edge of the SouthernFlank Zone (Fig. 5 and

12). Immediately to the northeast is the Veidivotn fissure swarm which is a normal spreading ridge

segment within the Eastern Rift Zone, characterized by tholeiitic volcanics. To the west and south are

othercentralvolcanoes and fissure swarms belongingto the Southern FlankZoneand havebeendescribed

previously in Chapter 1.

The Torfajokull central volcano (Torfajokull for short) is a large mountainous area named after a small

(15 km') glacier (namedTorfajokull) in its southeastern part Other smaller ice caps exist in the area, at

Kaldaklofsfjoll, Reykjafjoll and at the Postglacial Hrafntinnusker lava. The Torfajokull massif is

elongated in a NW - SE direction, perpendicular to the strike of the Eastern Rift Zone, and has the

approximate dimensions of 20 x 30 km. It is transected by narrow (4 - 5 km) NE - SW trending late
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glacial hyaloclastite ridges and Postglacial crater rows (Veidivotn fissure swarm) that cluster in a distinct

swann north and south of it, as well as another cluster of short volcanic fissures in the far west (the

Vatnafjoll fissure swann).

It rises from a 600 meter platform to more than 1200 meters (Fig. 15). Its southern and eastern part is

extensively eroded with broad outwash-floored valleys and deep narrow gullies, some with perennial

snow, a regular "badland" topography. The northwestern part is more level with conical hills, blocky lava

flows and shallow stream beds. Practically no vegetation cover exists. yet outcrops are poor. mainly due

to extensive talus slopes, extensive solifluction sheets and outwash deposits, thick volcanic tephra. and

snow filled gullies.

Figure 15 demonstrates the main topographical features at Torfajokull. Thedominant NW - SE elongated

shape can be seen, as well as the prominent circular topographic high that partly surrounds the centra!

region. This circular structure consists of subglacial rhyolites and includes Haalda, Sudumamur, Barmur,

Habarmur, Torfajokull glacier, Kaldaklofsfjoll, Jokultungur and Ljosufjoll. A line following this ring

structure has been added to the Fig. 15 for clarification. This ring structure is the main supporting

evidence for the caldera feature (13 x 18 km) suggested by Saemundsson (1972,1982).

Other prominent topographic highs in the area include the two largest glaciers, located on the ring

structure in the south, and the late glacial and early Postglacial eruptive unit of Reykjafjoll and

Hrafntinnusker, respectively. in the central region. Theextensively eroded eastern and southern parts of

Torfajokull consist of the large gully of Jokulgil and its subsidiaries. Outside the ring structure

topographic highs usually represent late glacial rhyolitic volcanics from theBlahnukur Series. Raudfossafjoll

forms the largest massif in the west and Laufafell in the southwest In the far northeast, elongated ridges

are mafic hyaloclastites and locally in Kirkjufell, Illagil and other locations the ridges are subglacial

rhyolites.

The drainage pattern at the Torfajokull central volcano is not radial (Fig. 15). Half of the area is drained

by a single river system flowing through a gap in the ring structure and the drainage pattern appears partly

to follow the circular trend established by the ring structure. This suggests that drainage is guided by a

zone of weakness inside the ring structure, indicating perhaps doming of the region and subsequent

erosion along faults on the perimeter of the dome. or that the ring structure is a young feature that was

constructed across existing valleys. This has some bearing on the caldera idea suggested by Saemundsson
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Haalda Jokulgil Kirkjufell
Bannur Jllagil

HabannurKaldaklofsfjoll
Reykjafjoll Torfajokull glacier

Laufafell Hrafntinnusker
Raudfossafjoll Ljosartungur

5 kIn

Fig. 15 Topographical map of the Torfajokull central volcano. Also shown is the ring structure (curved
line) and the main drainage pattern (arrows). Figures give elevations in meters above sea level. Nonh is
up. Refer to text for discussion.
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(1972,1982). My studydoes not support the idea of a calderafoonation at Torfajokull,at least not in its

estimated geological history (last 130,000years), and considersthe ring structure to bea constructional

feature.

Examining the strike of hyaloclastite ridges, subglacial mounds and Postglacial fissures (Fig. 16) on

topographical maps, one fmds that two or threegeneral trendsare present in thearea. One is a NW - SE

trendexhibited by subglacial rhyolitesandsubglacial hyaloclastites northwestandsoutheastof Torfajokull.

The other is a NE - SW trend exhibited by all Postglacial eruptive fissures within and outside

TorfajokuU, and by the basaltichyaloclastiteridgesand subglacial silicic mounds northeastand southwest

of the area. The third trend is the arcuate distribution of rhyolites (ring structure) around its marginal

parts.

In accordance with the propagating rift hypothesis, this suggeststhat the NE - SW trend might be more

recent, having been introduced into the area as surface rifting due to rift zone propagation proceeded

southwestinto Torfajokullin the middleof the Weichselglaciation. The NW - SE trend would, therefore,

have been the prevalent tectonic trend prior to rift propagation into the area. Alternatively, the NE - SW

tectonic trend might have been present throughout the observable geological history of Torfajokull and

that the NW - SE trend was developed during an anomalousperiod; for instance it might have coincided

with the foonation and eruption of the highly peralkalinemagma. Geological investigationof the oldest

series, the Brandsgil Series, does not allow me to draw any conclusions regardingthis, but the presenceof

NW - SE to WNW - ESE trending hyaloclastite ridges and faultsalong the southern part of Iceland,both

west and east of TorfajokuIl, suggests that a regional zone of weakness with this trend exists in this part

of Iceland. This regionalzone of weakness mightbeassociated with the SudurlandFractureZone, which

connects the Western Rift Zone with the Eastern Rift Zone in the location of Hekla and TorfajokuIl, or

even an older fracture zone connecting the Aegir Ridge to that of Reykjanes Ridge. This study cannot

confidentlystate that one trend is older or younger than the other,but it can state that the NE - SW trend

has progressively been increasing its influencein the area since the foonation of the highly peralkaline

rhyolites and the ring structure. This statement is partially connected with the progressive increase in

tholeiites,whichare usuallyassociatedwith rift zones,at Torfajokull in the last 65,000 years.

Interpreting the Postglacial volcanicfissures and takingintoaccountthe largerstructuralpicture,including

neighboring fissure swarmsand central volcanoes, the fissures are collectivelygrouped into three fissure
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Fig. 16 Map showing the tectonic fabric present at the Torfajokull central
volcano. Circular and NW - SE trending lines are interpreted as the tectonic
fabric prevalent before the onset of rift propagation. NE - SW trending lines are
interpreted as the prevalent tectonic fabric after the onset of rift propagation.
The lines were drawn by tracing volcanic fissures, hyaloclastite ridges and
rhyolitic subglacial mounds. The thick curved line represent the large ring
structure partly surrounding the area. Postglacial volcanism is discontinuous,
apparently affected by crustal features associated with the ring structure. Refer
to text for discussion.
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swarms, referred to as the Hekla, Vatnafjoll, and Veidivotn fissure swarms (Fig. 16). All owe their

existence to structural control exserted by the propagating Eastern Rift Zone, but only the Veidivotn

fissure swarm exhibits substantial evidence of crustal spreading. The Veidivotn swarm produces tholeiites

but where it extends into Torfajokull the volcanics are rhyolitic with some transitional basalts and

transitional basaltic icelandites. Mixed/hybridized magmas are most common at the junction between

Veidivotn and Torfajokull.

The presence of Jokulgil and Blahnukur Series rhyolites within the present day Vatnafjoll fissure swarm

has prompted some to suggest that it is developing into a central volcano (Jakobsson 1979b). I take the

opposite approach and suggests that a single central volcano of considerable size, the Torfajokull central

volcano, is transected by not one but two fissure swarms. These rhyolites are totally indistinguishable

from rhyolites erupted within Torfajokull, and are as such considered to be related to the NW - SE

tectonic trend observed for the rhyolitic volcanics (except for Raudfossafjoll which exhibit a NE - SW

trend). The lack of Postglacial rhyolitic magmas or inclusions in the basalts at the Vatnafjoll fissure

swarm today indicates that no rhyolitic magma bodies are present in the crust in this section of

Torfajokull. In fact, the higher eruption rate of basalts at VatnafjoU,as compared with Torfajokull, might

be a consequence of there being no rhyolitic magma bodies in the crust to halt its ascent to the surface.

TorfajokuU has therefore two parallel fissure swarms transecting it., one, the Vatnafjoll fissure swarm, in

the far west, where apparently no rhyolites are present, and another farther east, the Veidivotn fissure

swarm. The total area which the Torfajokull central volcano covers is therefore nearly 500 km', of which

280 km 2 are rhyolites, and the rest are basaltic and Intermediate hyaloclastic ridges and pillow lava, and

Postglacial lava flows produced at Torfajokull, as well as the Hekla, Vatnafjoll and Veidivotn fissure

swarms,

A difficulty encountered in the volcano-stratigraphical work on the older rhyolites at Torfajokull is the

lack of characteristic stratigraphic horizons having any significant horizontal extent. This is inherent in

the nature of subglacial eruptions which produce piles of volcanic material rather than sheet-like bodies.

A morphological study on the subglacial edifices is possibly the best tool in aiding geological mapping

of volcanic rocks erupted in a subglacial environment. The shapes and sizes of the edifices are directly

related to the shapes and distribution of the underlying vents and volumes erupted. Young edifices are

generally serrated, while older ones are smooth and covered by morainic material. Young mounds of

pillow lava may have a large spread and lack the serrated morphology. While this method might be put to
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good use in basaltic fissure environments,where eruptionsoften occur on long isolatedfissures forming

long hyaloclastic ridges, it becomesmorecomplicated withinthecentralvolcanoes.

At Torfajokullwe encounterlarge volumes of rhyolites,with only minor basalticactivity. erupted through

short fissure segments with a variable arcuate distribution. These rhyolites consist of irregularlyshaped

glassy to lithic pillows or lobes embedded in a hydroclasticdebris or breccia. This debris is formed by

spalling off from the margin while the lobes were expanding, by disintegration during flow. and by

isolated explosions in the flow. Thick beds of poorlysorted pumice and glass have alsobeen recognized

in Blahnukur,one of the youngest subglacialunits in the area, and are considered to haveformed during

explosive phases in the eruption (Fumes et al. 1980). These early-formed deposits host a variety of

cogenetic sills, dykes and interconnected elongated lobes or pillows that intruded into it later in the

eruption. These piles grade laterally into reworked waterlaid deposits. While the Blahnukur Series

rhyolites retain much of their original shape and size, and are relatively easily recognized. this does not

hold true for the Jokulgil Series rhyolites which cover most of surface outcrops of rhyolites in the area.

The subglacial lobes and associated debris or breccia of the Jokulgil Series tend to grade into other

similar units forminga more or less continuousand highly irregular rhyoliticpile. Structural and textural

variability within single lobes is so great as to make observations of this kind useless as a tool to

distinguish different eruptive units. Even in the deep gorges one is faced with the problem of either

interpretingeach lobe to be the product of an individual eruption. or interpreting the wholegroup as the

productof one eruption.

An outline geologicalmap, covering some 800 km2 (Fig. 17), shows the main stratigraphical units at the

Torfajokull central volcano. Shown on the map are the four main rhyolitic units, belonging to the

Brandsgil, Jokulgil, Blahnukur and PostglacialSeries. The large area of unmapped rhyolites covers the

region where the rhyolites were not assigned to one or other of these groups. Cursory field examination

of these rhyolites suggests that they are overwhelminglyfrom the Jokulgil Series, while at the lowest

stratigraphical levels in deeply dissected gorges in the south and central regions possible subaerial flow

units, similar to the Brandsgil Series rhyolites, are observed (Saemundsson 1972). No Postglacial or

Blahnukur Series rhyolites (except for Reykjafjoll) have been identified in this unmapped area. Basaltic

dykes, pillow lavas and thin hyaloclastites are also found in various locations, but generallyhave small

volumes.
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Fig. 17 Outline geological map of the Torfajokull central volcano. The curved line represents the ring
structure. Refer to text for discussion. Location of perimeter hyaloclastites is partly based on
Saemundsson (1972) and Johannesson and Saemundsson (1989), and mapping of Postglacial volcanics
is partly based on McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
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The positivelyidentifiedBrandsgilsubaerial rhyolitesin the northeastern part of Torfajokull all are found

either in deep gullies (Vondugil, Graenagil, Jokulgil, Brandsgil) or as the lowest unit in the large ring

structure. On top of themreside the subglacialrhyolitesof the Jokulgil Series,identifiedas the main unit

in the large ring structure, as well as covering the subaerial flows in the gullies. The moraine-covered

rounded hills southwestof the gullies make it virtually impossible to trace and positively identify these

units again. The Jokulgil Series rhyolites are also identified well outside the ring structure in the far

northwest. The Blahnukur Series rhyolites are found mostly outside the ring structure, either northeast,

west or southwest of Torfajokull, except for the eruptive units of Blahnukur and Reykjafjoll. Their

distribution is very similar to the distribution of Postglacial lava fields, which are concentrated in three

main regions, the southwest, centraland northernpart of Torfajokull. ThePostglacial lava fields are, on

the other hand,concentrated intoa narrowerzoneof volcanism than the BlahnukurSeriesvolcanics.

The basaltic and intermediate hyaloclastic ridges and pillow lavas are all grouped into one unit on the

geological map in spite of the fact that they were formed in various separateeruptive events during the

Weichsel glaciation. Some may in fact be from earlier glaciations, and the fact that interglacialbasaltic

lava flows have not been located around Torfajokull does not change that possibility (Sigurdsson and

Snorrason 1983). Subglacial ridges or mounds tend to stand out as topographic highs much longer than

interglacial lava flows, which are relatively quickly covered by tephra, later hyaloclastic ridges and

volcaniclastic sediments. The hyalocIastites are observedto surroundthe rhyoliticpart of Torfajokulland

conspicuouslyenter the western part of the ring structure in the region of Hrafntinnuhraun, Slettahraun

and Hrafntinnusker lava flows. Postglacialbasalticlavas,considered to haveerupted fromfissuresthat are

structurally connectedto other fissure swarms(Vatnafjoll andHekIa),are groupedtogetheras a singleunit

even though they representnumerousfissureeruptions. Some of them haveeven erupted from within the

Torfajokull centralvolcanoas defined before.

2.5 Brandsgil Series Volcanics

Subaerial dacitic and rhyolitic rocks, along with infrequent occurrences of basaltic and intermediate

volcanics, exposed in the eroded northern and eastern part of TorfajokuIl, are grouped together into the

oldest structural unit, the Brandsgil Series (Fig. 18). Rhyolites belonging to the Brandsgil Series have

been identified in Brandsgil,Graenagil, Vondugil, SveinsgiI, Sudurnamur, Barmurand in variousoutcrops

in the main gorge of JokulgiI. Similar units observed at low stratigraphic levels in other parts of
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Torfajokull are also considered to belong to this series. The Brandsgil Series volcanics are inferred to

have erupted during the last interglacial period (Eem), 115,000 - 130,000 YBP.

In Vondugil (Fig. 18 and 19), a SO meter thick subaerial dacite/rhyolite is found as thelowest stratigraphical

unit. It consists of two northeasterly dipping layers, the upper layer apparently thickening updip.

Observed regular layering (on the decimeter to meter scale) in the units along the trace of the outcrop

(500 meters), suggests an aggradational origin. Hand specimen observation in the field by George Walker

indicated a cryptic and near eutaxitic texture, but this could not be confirmed in thin section. In spite of

this, the unit is possibly an air faIl welded tuff and represents an explosive eruption which may have had

a wide distribution in and around the Torfajokull area. This unit is also to be found in Graenagil (2 km

to the southeast), but was not found in Brandsgil, where it probably resides below the observable

outcrops. This unit is overlain by a greenish tuff layer and possibly two subglacial units.

A fault is seen running through Vondugil and may continue into Litla-Brandsgil as suggested by

Saemundsson (1972), indicating that this was an inner arcuate fault scarp related to a subsidence event

This fault, while fairly obvious in Vondugil, could not be verified in Litla-BrandsgiI. The fault does not

disrupt the Brennisteinsalda subglacial unit, which is stratigraphically high in the sequence and belongs

to the Jokulgil Series. A breccia is observed on the southern side of the fault. A conspicuous subglacial

unit is found on both sides of the gully, beyond the extent of the air fall welded tuff. This rhyolitic unit

consists of radiating small glassy columns. The glassy pitchstone has the dull lustre, characteristic of

obsidian that has incorporated large quantities of water.

In Brandsgil (Fig. 18 and 19) the oldest members of this group are represented by highly altered rhyolite

of uncertain nature. They are overlain by a greenish tuff of transitional basaltic icelandite composition

which is well exposed in the gully and reaches a thickness in excess of 50 meters. It shows locally signs

of having been reworked and deposited in water. Together with a pillow lava in Graenagil and a sill like

feature in Barmur, this is one of the few basaltic outcrops in the northern part of the Torfajokull area that

are found stratigraphically intermingled with the rhyolites. The tuffs are overlain by massive rhyolitic

lava flow units, some of them measuring 100 meters and more in thickness and with an ever greater lateral

extent. They are often columnar jointed and carry a thick carapace of pitchstone. These flow units are

interpreted as thick subaerial rhyolitic lava flows. Eruptive units of this nature have also been found in

Graenagil, Jokulgil and one of its subsidiaries, Sveinsgil. Further members of the Brandsgil Series are
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exposed in the lowest slopes of Sudumamur andBarmur. These are possibly rhyolitic flows judging from

the lithic, platy interior and thick marginal breccias. Since the air fall welded tuff was nowhere found

overlying them they must be younger than it.

A regional NE tilt of 10 - 20 degrees observed in the Brandsgil Series rhyolites in the northeastern part of

Torfajokull may be the result of regional doming in the central part of the volcano. This doming is

tentatively suggested to coincide with the formation of the highly peraIkaIine rhyolites in the Torfajokull

magma chamber during the Jokulgil Series, and to precede the eruption of the large ring structure.

Examination of the dip of units in both Vondugil and Brandsgil (Fig. 19) and tracing them towards the

margin of Torfajokull at Sudumamur and Barmur, respectively, reveals an apparent difference in structural

height of Brandsgil Series units within and outside the proposed caldera fault Taken at face value, and in

full knowledge that these units do not represent the same eruptive event and that this difference might be

explained by higher productivity towards the central regions as compared to the margin, a vertical

displacement (drop) of 400 meters is indicated for the central region of the volcano.

All the Brandsgil Series rhyolites are low in silica, subalkaline to slightly peraIkaline, highly altered and

usually contain a thick, often red - brown, alteration rind. Collecting fresh samples was virtually

impossible, but surprisingly, most of the analyzed samples give little indications of having had elements

removed or added. Basaltic inclusions are present in some units but are generally not obvious. All

samples examined in the field were porphyritic (10 - 30% by volume), with conspicuous large feldspars.

In the field the Brandsgil Series rhyolites are best recognized by their low stratigraphic position, high

degree of alteration, subaerial origin and high phenocryst content

2.6 The Jokulgil Series Volcanics

The Jokulgil Series (65,000 - 115,000 YBP) is considered to represent the largest stratigraphical unit at

Torfajokull and consists almost entirely of highly peralkaline rhyolites (Fig. 18). While mapping is

incomplete in the south and west, a cursory examination suggests that most of that area belongs to the

Jokulgil Series, while deeply dissected gorges will reveal interglacial flows from the Brandsgil Series.

Together the two series cover - 200 km2 and may have a volume of - 60 km 3. This indicates a production

rate of - 9 x 104 km3/year, which is an order of magnitude greater than production in Postglacial times

and more than twice the production rate in the Blahnukur Series.
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Eruptive units from the Jokulgil Series form thick piles of pitchstone breccia and pumiceous to glassy

tuffs enclosing variously crystallized and brecciated pods or lobes, strongly indicating a subglacial origin

for these units. Locally, as in Brennisteinsalda, thick intercalated bouldery and tillite-like deposits

probably represent themarginal facies of these volcanic piles. Fragmental, waterlaid fine grained rhyolitic

material found in various locations, indicates extrusions in a glacial meltwater environment. Geothermal

alteration is extensive but more localized when compared with the older Brandsgil Series. Phenocryst

content of the rhyolites is highly variable, even within the same unit, ranging from nearly zero to 10 

15% by volume. Feldspar is the most conspicuous phenocryst mineral.

Morphological studies indicate that many of the Jokulgil Series volcanics form elongated units having an

arcuate distribution around Torfajokull, This is exemplified by the large ring structure, running through

Haalda, Sudurnamur, Barmur, Habarmur, Jokultungur and Ljosartungur (Fig. 18). This ring structure may

well represent a single large eruption, or a series of closely spaced eruptions, tapping a large rhyolitic

magma chamber at different locations. The presence of a peralkaline tephra layer on the bottom of the

North - Atlantic, with a volume of 7 - 8 km? (Sigurdsson 1982) suggests a large eruption in the

Torfajokull area 65,000 years ago and is thought to coincide with the ring structure eruption. The

eruption of the ring structure postdates the suggested doming of the central region of Torfajokull. Stress

exerted by this regional doming may have caused the opening of circular fissures allowing rhyolitic

magmato erupt

The Jokulgil Series rhyolites are observed to overly directly the Brandsgil Series rhyolites in all locations

in the eroded northern and eastern section of Torfajokull, Cursory examination in the south indicates the

same stratigraphic order. The lack of good outcrops, due to shallow erosion and extensive moraine and

tephra cover in the central and western regions, does not allow any conclusions to be drawn regarding that

area. Rhyolites belonging to the Jokulgil Series are also observed to outcrop northwest of the ring

structure. They, and also some hyaloclastite ridges in the same area, have a NW - SE trend, indicating a

prevalent NW - SE tectonic fabric at that time.

Only minor alkalic and transitional basaltic rocks (pillow lavas) are found intermingled with the Jokulgil

Series rhyolites, while frequent occurrences of thin dykes and hyaloclastic units are observed transecting

and mantling the rhyolites. The stratigraphic position of the hyaloclastites and NE - SW strike of dykes

in the northeastern part of Torfajokull indicates that they were erupted early during the Blahnukur Series
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period, following the extrusion of the ring structure. Basaltic inclusions within the rhyolites are scarce

and no tholeiitic products have been discovered from this period.

2.7 Tbe Blabnukur Series Volcanics

The Blabnukur Series volcanics are dominated by a NE - SW tectonic fabric, similar to the southern

section of the Eastern Rift Zone (Fig. 18). Of the rhyolites only Laufafell, a table mountain in the far

SW, has a different strike, being more or less parallel to the ring structure. Many eruptive units from the

BIabnukur Series are fresh andlack extensive geothermal alteration, a consequence of both young age and

geographical location well away from the locus of present day geothermal activity.

The Blabnukur Series volcanics are generally well preserved as morphological features. The rhyolites

form NE - SW elongated short ridges or rows of conical hills. Basaltic and intermediate volcanics, which

are common both within and outside the ring structure, form longer ridges of hyaloclastite and pillow

lava, or dykes where the suprastructure has been eroded. Large outcrops of hyaloclastites are observed

dating from this period in the western and northwestern part of Torfajokull. These form the prominent

ridge-like mountain of Mogilshofdar, with its distinct NE - SW strike, and the hyaloclastite plain between

Reykjafjoll and Reykjadalir. In the north and east, erosion has exposed NE - SW trending dykes which

become more numerous towards Sudurnamur, and locally associated remnants ofhyaloclastites and pillow

lava drape the slopes. Larger hyaIoclastite sheets overlying the Jokulgil rhyolites occur in the inner part

of Jokulgil and on the high plateau around the ice fields of Torfajokull and KaIdaklofsfjoll. The

smoothed and eroded remnants of the hyaloclastites suggests formation in the early stages of the

Blahnukur Series period. This is in accordance with the idea that increased basaltic activity followed the

eruption of the large ring structure, therefore allowing basalts to ascend to the surface more easily without

encountering rhyolitic magma bodies in the crust All these basaltic and intermediate rocks are alkalic or

transitional. Tholeiitic compositions, found for the fist time at Torfajokull, are restricted to inclusions in

a rhyolitic host Thepresence of tholeiitic compositions in the Blahnukur Series contrasts with the earlier

Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series where no tholeiitic involvement is observed.

Basaltic hyaloclastites, found at Sudurnamur, are observed to consist of palagonite at the top of the ridge,

but gradually change into brecciated pillows and later pillow lavas at its base (200 m below), indicating a

depth/pressure relationship in their formation. Elsewhere, this transformation from a pillow lava at the

base, through a section consisting of brecciated pillows, into pa1agonite at the top, occurs over a relatively
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short vertical distance (meters- decameters). In those cases the hyaloclastite top often contains frequent

xenoliths,consisting of rhyolitic basement rocks (obsidian, lithics and pumice). This strongly suggests

that these units grew endogenously. The original opening of the fissure and sudden chilling of the

meltwatercaused the explosions that formed the hyaloclastiteand incorporated the basement xenoliths.

As the hyaloclastite grew and the vent became better isolated from the surroundingwater, pillow lava

intruded into the hyaloclastite to form the base unit. This method of growth may also characterize the

subglacialrhyolites. The excellently exposedBlahnukureruptiveunit clearlyshowsevidenceof rhyolitic

pods or pillows that intrudedinto water saturated pumice.

Most of the BlahnukurSeries rhyolites,excludingReykjafjoll with may belong to this series, have been

erupted on the periphery of Torfajokull. This distribution is similar to, though slightly more laterally

extensive than the distribution of Postglacial activity in the area. The rhyolites form large subglacial

lobesor pillows intermingled withpumiceandvolcanicdebrisand some,i.e, Raudfossafjoll, Laufafell and

Kirkjufell, whichall exhibit theflat-topped tablemountainshape,mightbe partly subaerial(Saemundsson

1972). They are all of relative largevolume, -10 km', -5 km3and -2 km3respectively, and appear to have

protrudedthrough the surrounding icecap to developsubaerialcapson topof the subglacialfacies.

Altogether eight separate bodies of rhyolite from the Blahnukur Series are present (Fig. 18). Four of

them, Kirkjufell, Tungnaa rhyolite, Illagil rhyolite and Jokuldalir rhyolite, cluster in the northeastern

perimeterof Torfajokull. Twooccur withinthe ring structure, Blahnukur just insidethe ring structureand

Reykjafjoll in the central region. Finally two occur southwest (Laufafell) and west (Raudfossafjoll) of

the ring structure. The rhyolites, whichare metaluminous to slightlyperalkaline, cover49 km2 andhavea

volumeof nearly 20 kID 3, indicatinga production rate of - 4 x 10-4 km3/year which is less than half of

what was produced during the formation of the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series. The rhyolites are highly

porphyritic/vitrophyric rocks (10 - 30%by volumeof phenocrysts) and host a variety of crystal phases,

with large feldspars beingconspicuous. Basaltic inclusions are observed in all units, exceptLaufafell.

The Blahnukur Series is considered to have beenformedbetween 10,000 and 65,000YBP. The transition

from the Jokulgil to the Blahnukur Seriescoincideswith the onset of rifting,which might reflect the SW

migration or propagation of theEasternRift Zone into Torfajokull circa 65,000 YBP. This event caused

drastic tectonic and geochemical changes to take effect. The previously prevalentWNW - ESE tectonic

fabricyielded to the new order (NE - SW)and tholeiiticbasalt is observedfor the first time.
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2.8 The Postglacial Series Volcanics

The Postglacial Series consists of the products of 10 separate eruptive events, mostly metaluminous

rhyolites, transitional basalts and intermediate rocks, tholeiites and various hybrid compositions (Fig. 20).

These Postglacial volcanics cover 55 km:1 and have a volume of 0.9 km' (0.8 km3 of rhyolites and 0.1 Ian3

of basalts and intermediate rocks). The production rate, 0.9 x 10" km 3/year, was much lower than

previously experienced at TorfajokulI.

The volcanics have all formed on NE - SW trending fissures and some, if not all, are related to

simultaneous tholeiitic eruptions in the Veidivotn fissure swann. The lava fields are located in three

distinct areas withinTorfajokull, one on the northeastern perimeter (Domadalshraun 1,2 and 3, Haolduhraun,

Laugahraun and Namshraun), one in the western central region (Slettahraun, Hrafntinnusker and

Hrafntinnuhraun) and finally one in the far southwest (Markarfljot Domes, Laufafellshraun, Markarfljot

Craters, Laufafell Craters and Laufafell Domes). Additionally a number of lava flows, many of them

hybrids representing mixing between TorfajokuU magmas and tholeiites from the Veidivotn fissure swarm,

occur on the NE margin of Torfajokull. These include GrakoUuhraun,Hnausahraun, Tjorfahraun, Stutshraun,

Frostastadahraun, Ljotipollur and Blahylur (Fig. 20).

The absolute and relative ages of these volcanics are in some doubt and the possibility exists that some

volcanics related here to separate eruptive events might be contemporaneous. The time scale proposed here

is based on field observations (tephra cover, overlapping units). chemistry and location of the volcanics.

and tephrochronological age determination by Larsen (1984) for the four most recent eruptions within the

Veidivotn fissure swarm which were synchronous with eruptions within Torfajokull. The age of the older

lava flows within Torfajokull was also estimated using data on lavas from the Veidivotn fissure swarm

(Vilmundardottir 1977; Vilmundardottir et al, 1985). This assumes that major rifting events caused

simultaneous eruptions within the Veidivotn fissure swann and Torfajokull. Table 2 summarizes the

spatial and temporal distribution of Postglacial volcanics at Torfajokull, as well as volcanics on its

northeastern margin and within the Veidivotn fissure swarm.

Most of the volcanics were erupted outside, or close to the edge of, the presently outcropping older

rhyolites, a fact also observed for the Blahnukur Series volcanics. Most of the Postglacial rhyolites

contain mafic or intermediate inclusions. indicating magma mixing in the crust, and some have erupted

hybrid flows and hybrid spatter/tephra. Distinct differences are observed between the basalts produced in
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Fig.20 Map showing Postglacial volcanics «10,000 YBp) in the northeastern, central and southwestern
part of the Torfajokull central volcano. Refer to text for discussion. Map partly based on McGarvie (1985)
and Gunnarsson (1987).
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Spatialand temporal distribution of Postglacial volcanics in and aroundtheTorfajokull centralvolcano.

Torfajokull CentralVolcano NEMargin Veidivotn FissureSwarm Age(YBP)

SWregion Centralregion NE region

Laugahraun (O.039)C Stutshraun (0.014) Veidivotn Eruption(1.5) 500a
- - Namshraun (0.014) Frostastadahraun (0.009)

Ljotipollur (0.006)

Laufabraun (0.024) Hrafntinnuhraun (0.145) - Blahylur(0.002) Vatnaoldur Eruption(1.1) uooa

- - Domadalshraun 3 (0.093) Hnausahraun - 1800a
Tjorfahraun (0.8)

- - Domadalshraun 2 (0.033) Minorcraters Lavas(3.9) 3100a

MarkarfljotDomes (0.017) - - - Thjorsardalshraun (2.4) 4000-45()()b
Laufafellshraun (0.027) Hnubbahraun (0.4)

- - Haolduhraun (0.066) - Kvislahraun (3.4) 4500b

Laufafell Domes(0.007)
Laufafell Craters(0.001) - - - Lavas(4.8) 5500b

Markarfljot Craters(0.001)

- - Domadalshraun 1 (0.009) Grakolluhraun (0.015) Lavas(1.4) 6000-7000b

- Hrafntinnusker (0.287) - - Thjorsarhraun (16.0) 7000b

- Slettahraun (0.080) - - Thjorsarhraun (5.0) 8000b

Bd=0.053 B=minor B = minor B=O.846 B=39.9
Re=O.024 R = 0.512 R=0.254 Re minor R=O

aAges based on Larsen (1984). bAges correlated to estimates made by Vilmundardottir (1977) and Vilmundardottir et al. (1985) on volcanics in the
Veidivotn fissure swarm. !Numbers in parenthesis are erupted volumes in km3. dB = total basaltic and intermediate volumes. tR = total rhyolitic
volumes.



the northern part and the central and southwestern part of Torfajokull. In the north, tholeiites are found,

along with various hybrid compositions, indicating mixing of tholeiite with rhyolite and transitional

icelandite. In the central region and the far southwest, a range of transitional compositions (transitional

basalt. transitional basaltic icelandite and transitional icelandite) is observed, along with rhyolites and

various hybrid compositions, but no tholeiites. The distribution of magmatic types and extent of mixing

or hybridization at Torfajokull is addressed in Chapter 4.

2.9 Summary and Conclusions

Summarizing the main observational features, the following picture emerges. Torfajokull central volcano

has been active at least since the last interglacial period, and probably much longer. More than 90% of

volcanics erupted within the large ring structure are rhyolites, while units of basaltic composition are

mostly restricted to the outer margins and as inclusions. Rhyolitic activity was most intense during the

Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series (65,000 -130,000 YBP) and has decreased with time. A fault found in

Vondugil, as well as structural cross-sections through the large ring structure in the northeastern part of

Torfajokull, indicate a possible subsidence feature in the area. An outwardly directed dip, prominent in

the older volcanics, indicates doming in thevolcanoes central region.

Based on geochemistry and morphology one can speculate that the large ring structure was formed in a

single large eruption, but previous interpretations have included a caldera rim (Saemundsson 1972) and

localized eruptions on arcuate fissures in connection with the formation of Kirkjufell, Laufafell and

Raudfossafjoll (McGarvie 1985), which are here considered to beyounger than the ring structure, as well

as exhibiting totally different chemistry. Distribution of volcanics during the Jokulgil Series period

indicate that a NW - SE tectonic fabric was present. Increased basaltic activity is observed in the area,

following the eruption of the large ring structure, during the early part of the Blahnukur Series. A NE 

SW tectonic fabric replaced the NW - SE tectonic fabric during theBlahnukur Series period and tholeiitic

basalt is found for the first time. Volcanic activity during the latter part of the last glaciation is restricted

in area and is confined to narrow zones in Postglacial times. Increased tholeiitic activity is observed in

the northeastern part of Torfajokull and hybrid compositions (including a tholeiitic component) become

more frequent The main pertinent features in the geological history of the Torfajokull central volcano are

summarized in Table 3.

The wide distribution of rhyolite volcanics in the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series period, the regional
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doming of the central area. the eruption of similar magmas through arcuate fissures. all indicate that a

substantialrhyolitic magmachamberwas present in the crust at that time. This magmachamber hasa base

of more basaltic magmas which provide the necessary heat to sustain the rhyolitic volcanism. as well as

the geothermal system. The cooling and crystallizing basalts at the base of the chamber receive periodic

installments as basaltic magma rises from the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary to intrude into and

spreadout below themagmachamber.

A 10 mgal positive Bouguer gravity anomaly (Saemundsson 1972) within a larger negative anomaly at

Torfajokull is interpreted to represent the basaltic intrusions below the silicic magma chamber. It is

tentatively suggested that the culmination of this period is represented in the eruption that produced the

ring structure (- 65.000 YBP) and apparently formed the extensive tephra layer found in piston cores in

the Atlantic. This large event exhausted. more or less. the rhyolite in the magma chamber. resulting in

increased transitional basaltic activity in the area. These basalts had previously been prevented from

erupting by the overlying rhyolites. Remaining rhyolitic magma pockets and the continued formation of

new rhyolite soon established a new magma chamber(s) in the Torfajokull region. Simultaneously.

surface rifting due to propagationof the Eastern Rift Zone into Torfajokull resulted in the establishment

of the NE - SW tectonic trend. replacing the older NW - SA trend. Tholeiitic basalts are also found for

the first time in the northeast region of Torfajokull.

Continued evolution along this trend is seen in Postglacial times. The NE - SW trend has extended

across Torfajokulland increasedtholeiiticbasaltic involvementis observed in volcanicson its northeastern

margin. indicating continued propagation to the southwest. Eruptions are confined to narrow NE - SW

trending zones and are controlled by large rifting events that occur in the Eastern Rift Zone and extend

into the Torfajokull region. The gradual effect of the periodic rifting events (or crustal fracturing) is to

allow residing basalts (tholeiitic in the NE and transitionalelsewhere) to enter the upper rhyolitic part of

the chamber with increasing frequency. there to solidify. and cause rhyolitic eruptions and possibly

account for the basaltic inclusionsin the rhyolite.

Three immediateconsequences resultingfrom the advent of crustal spreading in the Torfajokullarea are:

1. Gradual warming of the rhyolitic part of the chamber, due to cooling basaltic intrusions (dykes.

sheets. net-veined complexes) and the general thinning of the crust as rift propagation advances.

This may cause superheating of the rhyolitesand with time increases thelikelihoodof hybridization
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between rhyolite and basalt as thetemperature difference between the contrasting magmas diminishes

and physical contact between thetwo is assured.

2. A NE - SW trending structural weakness is established across Torfajokull, which channels silicic

magma from the magma chamber at a mere frequent pace, due to major rifting events, than

previously experienced. This precludes the possibility of the formation of any significant volumes

of highly evolved peralkaline magmas, as not enough time passes between rifting events.

3. Continued rift propagation, along with the introduction of large volumes of tholeiites, into

Torfajokull will eventually transform the area into a normal rift zone environment, with dominant

tholeiitic volcanism. This will start with diminishing a1kalior transitional basaltic involvement in

the northeast, gradually affecting the southwestern part of the basaltic part of the chamber. The

rhyolites in the northeastern part of the system will show increasing evidence of mixing and

hybridization with tholeiite, gradually forming hybrid intermediate compositions and later being

totally overwhelmed by the tholeiites, leaving evolved tholeiites which exhibit small quantities of

admixture with rhyolite and later normal rift zone tholeiites. This effect will gradually spread

southwest affecting all the rhyolitic magma pockets, therefore with time burying and removing all

evidence of the Torfajokull rhyolites.
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3 Geochemistry of the Torfajokull Central Volcano

3.1 Introduction

This chapter begins with discussing the origin of thedata set used and a description of rock nomenclature

and terms used in this study (section 3.2 and 3.3). Following is a description of major and selected trace

elements in the four main silicic stratigraphic series at the Torfajokull central volcano (section 3.4 - 3.7),

as well as a discussion on the mafic rocks (section 3.8 and 3.9). Included is a discussion on rare earth

elements (section 3.10) and 0180 (section 3.11), If1SrrSr (section 3.12) and 14~dl44Nd isotopes (section

3.13).

3.2 Origin of Chemical Data

This study concentrated on the older Torfajokull glacial (Weichsel) and interglacial (Eem) rock formations

and presents 57 new whole rock and 3 matrix glass analyses on rocks from Torfajokull, Three samples

from the Postglacial Series were made for comparative studies with the other extensive work on the

Torfajokull Postglacial volcanics, including 19 samples from Blake (1982), 103 from McGarvie (1985)

and 88 from Gunnarsson (1987). Altogether chemical analyses of 267 samples were examined in this

study, of which I have assigned 33 to the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series, 25 to the Blahnukur Series and

209 to the Postglacial Series. The data bank examined here for the Torfajokull central volcano therefore

consists of 58 samples (22% of the total) representing a 120,000 year period (92% of the total time) in

the observable geological history of Torfajokull and 209 samples (78% of the total) representing a 10,000

year period (8% of the total time). REE and isotopic data for the Torfajokull region were acquired from

O'Nions and Gronvold (1973), Wood et aI. (1979), Condomines et al. (1983), Gunnarsson (1987) and

Macdonald et al. (1990).

Appendix A gives the major and trace element analyses of all new samples presented in this study. Also

presented there are sampling methods, analytical methods and data manipulation methods which were

performed on some samples before being discussed and presented in chemical diagrams in this study. The

major discrepancy in the data bank used was systematically low values of NllzOand Zr, and high values of

AlZ03 in data from McGarvie (1985). These values were "corrected" before being used in this study, as

explained in Appendix A.

Some 84 additional whole rock analyses exist from the region (Sigurdsson 1970; Gronvold 1972;
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Todhunter 1975; Jakobsson 1979b), as well as data from a microprobe study on fused glasses from the

Laugahraun - Veidivotn (500 YBP) eruptive event (Mork 1982, 1984). The data are not used in this

study and are not presented in any chemical diagrams. This is both due to apparent discrepancy between

the older data and the newer data, as well as lack of trace element analyses in theolder work.

3.3 Rock Nomenclature and Definitions

The division of Icelandic rocks into three rock suites, alkalic, transitional alkalic and tholeiitic was

documented by Jakobsson (1979a). Torfajokull is transitional in the sense of Jakobsson (1979a) but it

has erupted compositions that belong to the other rock suites as well. This includes tholeiitic basalts,

thought to be related to the transformation of the Torfajokull area into a rifting environment in late glacial

and Postglacial times, and the eruption ofaIkali basalts and hawaiites in glacial and interglacial times.

This study takes the simple approach of using Si02 values as the indicator for rock nomenclature for the

transitional and tholeiitic compositions. Accordingly, tholeiitic rocks with Si02 < 52% are termed

tholeiites, 52 - 57% Si02 are termed basaltic icelandites, 57 - 63% Si02 are termed icelandites, 63 - 68%

Si02 are termed dacites, and Si0 2 > 68% are termed rhyolites. The same silica values are used for the

transitional rocks, creating the rock types, transitional basalts, transitional basaltic icelandites, transitional

icelandites, transitional dacites and (transitional) rhyolites. For the alkaline rocks the more traditional

approach is used (Macdonald and Katsura 1964; Jakobsson 1979a) and they are termed alkali basalts and

hawaiites. Generally, the transitional rocks are rich in alkalis, iron and titanium, and are Hy-nonnative.

The alkalic rocks are Ne-normative, FeTi rich basalts with higher total alkalies than the transitional rocks

at comparable silica values. The tholeiites are indistinguishable from rift zone tholeiites in Iceland.

The rhyolites are here classified as either metaluminous or peralkaline depending on the molecular

(N~0+~O)/AJ..p3value or agpaitic index (AI). A value over unity indicates peralkaline compositions

with acmite and neosilicates in their norm. TheperaIkaline rocks are further subdivided into comendites

and pantellerites, based on the division provided by Macdonald (1974). A combination of high iron

content and low aluminum indicates pantelleritic compositions.

Due to the complex parentage of many of the Torfajokull rocks, special attention must begiven to some of

the descriptive terms used in this study and how they are defined;
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I) An inclusion is used here to indicateblobs or small bodies, usuallya few centimeters in size, of

co-magmatic mafic rock in a more silicic host. In the case of the Blahnukur and Postglacial

volcanics the inclusions usually consist of grey-colored basaltic or intermediate blobs set in

black rhyolitic glassy matrix (obsidian)or grey-coloredbasalt set in pale rhyolitic pumice. In

the older Brandsgil and Jokulgilvolcanics,whichdemonstrate extensivehydrothermal alteration,

the maficinclusions are usuallydarker than thealtered light-colored rhyolitic host,

2) A Xenolith is here restricted to basement and not co-magmatic rocks,bothcrustalor sub-crustal,

that have been carried to the surface by ascending magma. This study discovered only one

gabbroic xenolith from the LjotipolIurexplosion crater, but abundant silicic fragments (lithic,

pumice, obsidian) are seen in the mafic hyaloclastites within the ring structure, presumably of

uppercrustalor surfaceorigin.

3) A mixedrock is formedas the result of physicalmixingof two contrasting magmatypes, without

any observable chemical mixing occurring (detected on chemical diagrams). An example is a

rhyolite containing basaltic inclusions.

4) A hybrid rock or hybrid composition is physically mixed magma, mixed to the extent that the

end-members are not recognized in hand specimen. Hybrid compositions are primarily recognized

by theircomposition, but also by microscopic meansshowingsmallblobsof contrastingmagmas

and/ornon-equilibrium minerai assemblages.

Accordingly, this study uses the term mixedrock exclusively for non-hybridized rhyolitic rocks containing

basaltic inclusions(hybridsor non-hybrids). A mixed/hybridized flow unit or lava may contain both the

non-hybridized rhyolitic end member and various hybrid compositions, both of which can contain

inclusions. A hybrid lava flow unit or a hybrid composition is restricted to rocks that do not visibly

containthe pureend members that formed them.

A major problem at Torfajokull is the recognition of hybrid rocks or hybrid compositions and the

identification of end-members participating in the mixing events. Solving this problem is necessary

before attempting to postulateany mechanism for magmageneration and subsequent magmaevolution in

the area. This studyof 267analyzedsampleshas attemptedto classifysamplesas beingeither hybridsor

non-hybrids. The hybrid rocks, or hybrid compositions, are recognized by their unusual composition,
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often lying on straight mixing lines between two end-members. Sometimes hybrid compositions are

recognized as such by only minor trace element drops or increases on chemical diagrams and even smaller

major element changes. This has resulted in the classification of some "typical" transitional basalts as

hybrid transitional basalts and some "typical" tholeiites as hybrid tholeiites. This was only possible by

examining individual eruptions on various chemical diagrams and is discussed in Chapter 4 for individual

eruptive events. Both McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987) attempted to divide the Postglacial

volcanics into hybrids and non-hybrids. but in their interpretations they are unable to provide the

systematic spatial and temporal distribution of mafic magmas presented in this work.

This study adds the prefix hybrid to indicate compositions that have been chemically mixed with another

magma type, however small the effects are as long as they are detectable. Therefore rock nomenclature

includes some names as hybrid basaltic icelandites and hybrid transitional basaltic icelandites, the former

indicating a dominant tholeiite - rhyolite hybrid and the latter indicating a dominant transitional basalt 

rhyolite hybrid. It should be noted that rocks classified as hybrid dacites or hybrid rhyolites do not

chemically resemble dacites and rhyolites from the rift zones, but indicate only that tholeiitic basalt was

involved in the mixing/hybridization process. More complicated mixing between three end-members

further complicates the nomenclature, but the same basic principles are used, the more abundant mafic

end-member dictates whether the rock name includes transitional or not. A complete list of rock names

used is this study and found at Torfajokull is presented in Table 4 below.

Rock nomenclature

Alkalic Rock Suite Transitional Rock Suites Tholeiite and hybrids

Alkali Basalt (Hy) Transitional Basals (Hy) Tholeiite

Hawaiites (Hy) Transitional Basaltic Icelandite Hybrid Basaltic Icelanditeb

(Hy) Transitional Icelandite Hybrid lcelandite

(Hy) Transitional Dacite Hybrid Dacite

Metaluminous Rhyolite Hybrid Rhyolite

Pera1kalineComendite

Peralkaline Pantellerite

aRock names prefixed by (Hy) occur both as hybrids and non-hybrids. bRock names prefixed by hybrid
occur only as hybrid varieties
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Magma types at the Torfajokull central volcano, modified primarily by various fractionation processes, and

hybridized compositions formed by mixing between various magma types, are divided into non-hybridized

compositions (rhyolites, transitional basalts and intennediate rocks, tholeiites) and hybridized compositions

on the alkali - silica diagram (Fig. 21). The hybridized samples that fall within the main trend shown by

the majority of the rocks represent mixing products between the various compositions within that trend,

while the lower trend represents mixing between mostly tholeiites and rhyolites. Most of the basalts are

observed to straddle the subalkalic - alkaIic division line (Miyashiro 1978), indicating the predominantly

transitional nature of the Torfajokull rocks. This is in direct contrast with typical tholeiitic trends from

iceland, which exhibit much lower alkali enrichment at comparable silica values. The tholeiitic line drawn

in Fig. 21 is an average from the Krafla and Askja in the northern part of theEastern Rift Zone (Gronvold

1972; Sigvaldason 1979).

The transitional basalts and intermediate rocks fonn a coherent Coombs trend between 46 - 59% silica and

this trend is continued by dacites and rhyolites (both metaluminous and peralkaline) between 66 - 75%

silica. A conspicuous gap (Daly Gap) is present in non-hybridized samples between silica values of 59%

and 66%. This Coombs trend is similar to that represented by samples from the Ascension Islands (Harris

1983). A short Kennedy trend is represented by six samples that classify as Ne-normative alkali basalts

and hawaiites. This trend is similar to the one represented by samples from the Vestmannaeyjar Islands

(Jakobsson 1979b), which otherwise show very different major element chemistry. These rock compositions

have not been erupted in Postglacial times.

3.4 Brandsgil Series Dacites and Rhyolites

The Brandsgil Series (115,000 - 130,000 YBP) silicic rocks (Figs. 22 - 25) generally exhibit a

well-confmed trend resembling a mineralogically controlled liquid line of decent They range from dacites

to metaluminous rhyolites and peralkaIine comendites (AI =0.85 - 1.06) and are low in SiOz' Kp, Rb

and Y, and high in TiOz, FeO T and Sr. While SiOz increases from 66 - 70%, TiO zdecreases from 0.70 

0.45%, FeOT from 6.2 - 4.9%, MgO from 0.26 - 0.08%, CaO from 1.30 - 0.60%, AIP3 from 14.00

12.80% and Sr from 240 - 120 ppm. Similarly, Nap increases from 4.8 - 6.0%, KzO from 3.50 - 4.00%,

Rb from 60 - 90 ppm, Y from 90 - 140 ppm, Zr from 900 - 1150 ppm, Nb from 150 - 210 ppm and Zn

from 180 - 260 ppm. MnO and PP5 show little or variable change. Except for Nap, continuing the

trends exhibited by the Brandsgil Series rhyolites, they intersect the field of the Jokulgil Series rhyolites.
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Figure 26a plots ratios between the more evolved rhyolites and the less evolved rhyolites or dacites from

the BrandsgiI Series,. Where possible, averages were used to counterbalance possible abnormal elemental

values in single rock analyses. Assuming a genetic relationship between the samples used, i.e. some

fractionation process, it is possible to interprete positive values as enrichments towards the top of a

magma chamber and negative values as enrichment towards the lower parts of a chamber.

The enrichment-depletion values arebased on 1) the welded tuff in Vondugil and Graenagil (samples 502,

503,504),2) the average of the high and low silica samples from the Brandsgil Series and 3) the average

ofJokulgil Series and Brandsgil Series rhyolites. The three ratios show remarkable similarities, except for

Y and Zn, which might reflect analytical problems or simply post-emplacement alteration. All these ratios

indicate that mineralogical control was the main factor influencing the evolution of these dacites and

rhyolites. Changes in SiOl, AlP3' Kz0 and Sr demonstrate mostly feldspar fractionation, while changes

in CaO and TiOl indicate that pyroxene and ore, with possible olivine, also took part in the fractionation

process. All these minerals have been identified collectively in theBrandsgil Series rhyolites.

Alternatively, these chemical changes could also be interpreted as a melting trend, with the high silica

values representing minimum crustal melts and decreasing silica values representing progressively increased

melting. The same enrichment-depletion trend observed within the Brandsgil Series samples and between

the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series strongly suggests a genetic relationship between magmatic compositions

of the two series. Discussion of this and other genetically related subjects is addressed in Chapter 7.

3.5 Jokulgil Series Rhyolites

The Jokulgil Series rhyolites (65,000 - 115,000 YBP) is a diverse group that exhibits no obvious

evolutionary trends. Much of this diversity may be due to post-emplacement alteration (Figs. 22 - 25).

They are all peralkaIine and consist of both comendites and pantellerites (AI = 1.15 - 1.46). They are

generally high in Sial (71.50 - 75.00%), FeOT (3.50 - 5.10%), Kz0 (4.00 - 4.70%) and incompatible

elements, Rb (95 - 115 ppm), Y (140 - 200 ppm), Zr (1150 - 2004 ppm), Nb (180 - 280 ppm) and Zn

(200 - 400 ppm), but some samples show substantially lower values. They are also characterized by low

MgO (0.00 - 0.05%), CaO (0.30 - 0.70%), AlP3 (9.50 - 12.00%) and Sr (0 - 40 ppm).

The single glass matrix analysis from the Jokulgil Series (sample 606) is also shown in the Harker

diagrams (Fig. 22 - 25). The sample is a highly peralkaline pantellerite and the line connecting the whole
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rock composition and glass compositions indicates the direction that fractional crystallization drives the

liquid. In this case fractionation will form an iron rich highly pera1kalinemagma.

Figure 26b shows enrichment-depletion ratios from the Jokulgil Series. The first is the average of

pantellerites divided by the average of comendites. The second is the average of low AI,.03 divided by

high AlP3 of samples from the ring structure. The third is a glass matrix composition divided by the

whole rock compositionfrom Sudurnamur (sample 606). The general result for thewhole rock compositions

is that a slight increase is observed in SiOz' TiO z'Fe0T' NazO, KzO, Rb, Y, Nb and Zn. A decrease is

observed for Alz03' MgO, CaO, Sr and Zr. The general trends indicate mostly feldspar fractionation. The

decrease in MgO is exaggerated as we are dealing with variations on the 0.01% scale and variation in CaO

is minor. The increase in FeOT and TiOzalso suggests that crystal fractionation of olivine, pyroxene and

ore minerals, which are observed in some of the samples. have had relatively little effect on the evolution

of these rhyolites. The decrease ofZr suggests zircon crystallization, even though this phase has not been

identified in the samples. The decoupling of TiOz and FeOT in the glass indicates a crystal phase

(sphene?) that incoporates TiOzwithout decreasing FeOT•

3.6 Blahnukur Series Rhyolites

The Blahnukur Series rhyolites (10,000 - 65,000 YBP) represent a diversity of rock compositions (Figs.

22 - 25) while individual eruptive units show generally a narrow well defined trend (Blahnukur,

Kirkjufell and RaudfossafjoU/Laufafell). The rhyolites range from being slightly metaluminous to mildly

peralkaline comendites (AI = 0.96 - 1.13). They are characterized by relatively low TiOz (0.30 - 0.40%),

FeOT (2.70 - 3.50%), Y (85 - 150 ppm), Zr (750 - 1100 ppm), Nb (115 - 200 ppm) and Zn (100 - 250

ppm) as compared with samples with similar silica values from the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series. They

are also relatively high in MgO (0.05 - 0.30%), CaO (0.70 - 1.20%) and AlP3 (12.50 - 14.00%).

The general trend represented by individual eruptive units and single analyses of eruptive units from the

northeastern part (Kirkjufell, Blahnukur, Tungnaa, Illagil and Jokuldalir) of Torfajokull is similar in

most respects, while the eruptive units of Raudfossafjoll and Laufafell, located in the southwestern and

western part of Torfajokull, demonstrate in some cases slightly different trends. This is especially evident

for MgO, CaO, AlP3' N3z0 and Zn. The glass matrix analyses from the Blahnukur and Kirkjufell

eruptive units more or less extend the trend established by the whole rock compositions, indicating that

fractional crystallization is the main controlling factor affecting the composition of these units. No
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apparent genetic link is observed between the Blahnukur Series rhyolites and the earlier Jokulgil Series

rhyolites.

Figure 26c shows enrichment-depletion ratios from the Blahnukur and Kirkjufell eruptive units. These

units show similar chemical variations, albeit smaller, to the series as a whole, excluding the above

mentioned oxides from Raudfossafjoll and Laufafell. Fractionation of Na-rich feldspar is suggested to

explain the chemical variations in these units, while decreasing Ti02, FeOT, MgO and CaO require

additional pyroxene, olivine and ore crystal fractionation.

3.7 Postglacial Series Dacites and Rhyolites

Harker variation diagrams for the Postglacial Series dacites and rhyolites are presented in Figs. 27 - 30.

The series as a whole represents a chemically varied group, but individual eruptive units generally show

well-definedchemical trends. They range from dacites to metaluminousrhyolites and peralkalinecomendites

(AI =0.85 - 1.16). Most of the samples are confined to Si02 values of 68.50 - 72.00%; only the oldest

eruptive units of Slettahraun and Hrafntinnusker and three low silica samples from the second youngest

eruptive unit Hrafntinnuhraun lie outside these values.

Compared with similar silica values of the older rhyolites, the Postglacial Series rhyolites are lower in

Ti02, Fe0T' Y, Zr, Nb and Zn, and higher in MgO, Cao, AIP3 and Rb. With increasing silica, the series

as a whole shows a decrease in Ti02, FeOT' MgO, CaO, Sr and Zr, and an increase in Nap, K20, Rb, Y

and Nb. The Hrafntinnusker eruptive unit, which in many respects resembles the older rhyolites, is the

main exception to this general trend.

A notable feature in the Postglacial eruptive units is the relatively large chemical variations observed for

many elements. Considering the small volumes of these units (0.007 - 0.287 km'') compared to the much

larger eruptions during the Blahnukur Series (Kirkjufell, Laufafell, Raudfossafjoll, 2 - 10 km~ or the

eruption of the large ring structure (> 10 km~ during the Jokulgil Series period, which show relatively

small chemical variations, this difference is very pronounced. The most plausible explanation is that both

physical isolation of magma pockets from the main magma chamber and general thinning of the rhyolitic

part of the magma chamber, resulting from the extrusion of the earlier large volume rhyolites. Both

explanations, separately or combined, may result in steeper chemical gradients in themagma chamber.

Figure 31 shows enrichment-depletion ratios from all the Postglacial eruptive units except the Domadalshraun
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I and 2 units which are represented by only five samples. Averages from the most evolved samples

divided by averages from the least evolved samples were used to formulate the ratios. All the units show

the same enrichment-depletion for SiO z' TiOz' MgO, CaO, Kp, Rb, Y. Sr and Nb. Aluminum decreases

in almost all units except for the Markarfljot Domes and Hrafntinnuhraun where a small increase is

observed. This increase is observed in only a handful of samples and is possibly due to feldspar

accumulation. Sodium is similarly observed to increase in these units. Iron is also observed to decrease

in all units except Hrafntinnusker which shows similar enrichment-depletion values as the glass matrix/whole

rock sample from Sudumamur (Fig. 26b).

3.8 Glacial and Interglacial Basalts and Intermediate Rocks

Harker diagrams for the basalts and intermediate rocks of the Brandsgil, Jokulgil and Blahnukur Series are

presented in figures 32 - 34. These plots, as well as those for the Postglacial mafic rocks, also include

samples with hybrid compositions ranging between 49 - 70% SiOz'

Figs. 32 - 34 show two relatively well defined trends, one for the Ne-normative alkali basalts and

hawaiites and the other for the transitional basalts and transitional basaltic icelandites. Other data points

represent mostly hybrid inclusions found in the rhyolites. One inclusion (59% SiOJ, found in

Kirkjufell, is considered to represent a magmatic composition that resided below the rhyolite in themagma

chamber prior to eruption. This composition cannot be a hybrid as it does not lie on straight mixing lines

between the Kirkjufell rhyolite and any observable basalt. Two other inclusions analyzed from the

Kirkjufell unit appear to lie on relatively straight mixing lines between this transitional icelandite and

tholeiitic basalt, and are considered to represent hybrid compositions between these two end-members.

The other two hybrid compositions are from the Blahnukur unit (rhyolite - tholeiite hybrid) and from a

peralkaline unit (Jokulgil Series) northwest of the ring structure (rhyolite - transitional basalt hybrid).

The alkali basalts and hawaiites form a short Kennedy trend between 45 - 48% SiO z' These basalts are

characterized by extreme alkali enrichment, mostly sodium. with total alkalis ranging between 3.91 

5.99%. Most elements show a gradual change with increasing SiO z' while some apparently reach a

maximum value and decrease beyond that. This is observable for Ti02 and Sr in the 45 - 46% Si02

region and possibly for FeOT and P20S in the 47 - 48% SiO z region. When compared with transitional

basalts with similar SiO z values the alkali basalts and hawaiites are generally lower in MgO, AIP3' Rb,

Y. Zr, Nb and Zn, and higher in N8z0 and Kz0. These basalts have not been erupted in Postglacial times.
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The Hy-nonnative transitional basalts and transitional basaltic icelandites fonn a Coombs trend between

47 - 55% Si02,' For most elements, a gradual increase or decrease is observed with increasing silica, but

Ti02,' Fe0T and Sr appear to reach maximum values at 51,47.50 and 52% Si02,' respectively, and decrease

after that When compared to the transitional basalts and intermediate rocks from the Postglacial Series,

which represent a much more diverse trend, the older basalts tend to be higher in Ti02,' FeOT, MnO, P zOs

and Zn, and lower in MgO, Al,.03 and Rb.

This same general difference is observed when comparing older rhyolites with the Postglacial rhyolites.

This observation, if true, can only be explained by assuming a close relationship in the formation of these

contrasting magma types. One possible solution is a genetic relationship, i.e, fractional crystallization,

where relatively Fe-Ti-Mn-P-Zn-rich and Mg-Al-Rb-poor basalts evolve to form rhyolites with comparable

characteristics. Another possible solution is that both magma types, while not being genetically related

by some fractionation process, are derived from a source with similar chemical characteristics, which has

apparently changed with time. It should be noted, however, that this is not substantiated by other

incompatible trace elements, which show similar values in the basalts while being highly variable in the

rhyolites.

3.9 Postglacial Basalts and Intermediate Rocks

Figures 35 - 37 show Harker diagrams for both non-hybrid basalts and intermediate rocks, and hybrids

ranging from basalts to rhyolites in composition. The non-hybrids are separated in the diagrams into

transitional basalts and intermediate rocks, transitional icelandites and tholeiites.

The transitional basalts and intermediate rocks delineate a relatively wide and diffuse Coombs trend

between 46 - 56% Si02,' which is a similar silica range to that shown by the older series. The relatively

wide spread exhibited by these samples indicates that they donot represent a single liquid line of descent,

but probably a combination of many, each representing a parental magma slightly different than the next, a

rather surprising fact when considering that all were erupted in the southwestern and central region of

TorfajokuU over a relatively short timespan (8000 - 10,000 years).

The transitional icelandites, while appearing to continue the main Coombs trend, are chemically well

removed from other chemical compositions found in the same eruptive units (see discussion in Chapter 4).

They also represent an end-member in the mixing events and are therefore not considered to be directly
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related to the more mafic compositions found within the same eruptive units. The hybrids represent

chemical mixing between four end-members, tholeiite, rhyolite, transitional icelandite and transitional

basalts, and intermediate rocks. Fortunately, in the central and southwestern region the mixing appears to

be restricted to only rhyolite - transitional basalts and intermediate rocks, and in the northeastern region to

only rhyolite - transitional icelandite - tholeiite. The tholeiitic basalts are all found in the northeastern

part of Torfajokull andare indistinguishable from normal Icelandic rift zone tholeiites.

3.10 Rare Earth Elements

Figure 38a shows a chondrite normalized REE diagram on rhyolites from the Torfajokull central volcano.

The data are from Gunnarsson (1987), McGarvie et al. (1990) and Macdonald et al. (1990). The Jokulgil

Series are represented by only two samples, a comendite and pantellerite from Sudurnamur, (McGarvie

1985) and show the greatest enrichment in all REE. Normalized La lies between 482 • 506 and Yb

between 74 - 76, with (La/Sm)N between 2.55 - 2.66 and (La/Yb)Nbetween 6.51 - 6.66. Both samples

show a substantial Eu anomaly, with «(Sm+Tb)12)!EU)N between 1.67- 2.10, indicatingfeldsparfractionation

during crystallization or melting.

The Blahnukur Series are represented by threecomendites from Kirkjufell, Laufafell and Raudfossafjoll

(McGarvie 1985). They show lower REE enrichments than theJokulgil Series rhyolites but are generally

higher than the Postglacial Series rhyolites. Normalized La lies between 354 - 375 and Yb between 55 

58, with (LaISm)N between 2.74 - 2.75 and (La/Yb)N between 6.44 - 6.47. The Eu anomaly is similar to

the Jokulgil Series rhyolites but at lower normalized REE values, with «(Sm+Tb)!2)!Eu)Nbetween 1.73

2.08.

The Postglacial Series rhyolites are represented by 18 samples from all eruptive units except Domadalshraun

3. They show a REE enrichment at generally lower levels than the older rhyolites. Normalized La lies

between 230 - 387 and Yb between 32 - 58, with (LaISm)N between 2.91 - 3.86 and (LaIYb)N between

6.42 - 9.19. The Eu anomaly is more pronounced than in theolder rhyolites but at lower normalized REE

values, with «(Sm+Tb)12)!Eu)N between 1.77 - 4.58. The largest REE enrichments and largest Eu

anomaly are observed in the oldest, high SiOzeruptive units of Slettahraun and Hrafntinnusker.

The normalized REE values increase with increasing SiOz' This is true when comparing all the rhyolites,

as well as comparing individual eruptive events. The Eu anomaly is also observed to increase with
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increasing Si02 in the Postglacial Series rhyolites. This is can be interpreted to reflect feldspar

fractionation, the highly evolved rhyolites being derived from a lower Si02 rhyolite by means of feldspar

fractionation.

This relationship is not observed for the older rhyolites, which exhibit a constant small Eu anomaly

comparable with the low Si02 rhyolites of the Postglacial Series. This discrepancy between the

Postglacial Series rhyolites (high Si02, high REE,large Eu anomaly) and the older rhyolites (high Si02,

much higher REE, small Eu anomaly) is perplexing. Assuming that a process of crustal anatexis

(Oskarsson et aI. 1979, 1982, 1985) is the origin of the Postglacial rhyolites, then the high Si02 rhyolites

may represent small degrees of partial melting of some hypothetical crust and the low Si02 may represent

larger degrees of partial melting of the same crust.

This would explain the generally decreasing Eu anomaly (as more feldspars are melted), as well as the

decreasing REE values. because increasing partial melting will cause the melt to assume more of the

characteristics of the original source. Similarly, the partial melt being formed might be due to similar

degrees of melting over the whole area, forming a low Si02 silicic melt, that is from then on controlled by

feldspar fractional crystallization. The effects are the same and possibly a combination of these ideas is

the preferredmechanism.

Extending these ideas to the older rhyolites, extremely small amount of partial melting of crustal material

could explain the high REE values observed in those units. The low Eu anomaly contradicts this as one

would expect feldspar to survive small degrees of partial melting, causing a large Eu anomaly. The large

volumes of the older rhyolites also suggests that small degrees of partial melting was not involved in

their generation. Therefore one has to conclude that larger degrees of partial melting were involved in the

generation of these rhyolites, controlling a relatively small Eu anomaly. To explain the higher REE

concentration in the older rhyolites it is necessary to postulate that thecrust being melted was heterogenous

and contained higher valuesofREE compared with the crust presently being melted.

It has been suggested in this study that the Jokulgil rhyolites may be genetically related to the Brandsgil

rhyolites and that the latter might represent a melt formed by partially melting the crust during that period.

No REE data from the Brandsgil Series is available but it is suggested that the low Si02 rhyolites will

contain much higher REE values than Postglacial rhyolites at comparable SiO 2 values, probably comparable

with the high Si02 units of Slettahraun and Hrafntinnusker, excluding the large Eu anomaly.
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Figure 38b shows a chondrite normalized REE diagram on Postglacial rock samples from the Torfajokull

central volcano. The data are from Gunnarsson (1987) and Macdonald et al. (1990). The transitional

basalts and intermediate rocks are represented by five samples ranging from 46 - 54% SiOz• They are all

LREE enriched, with normalized La lying between 58 - 164 and Yb between 37 - 67, with {La/Sm)N

between 1.73 - 2.73 and {La/Yb)N between 4.46 - 7.72. They show no Eu anomaly, but {La/Yb)N is

observed to generally increase with increasing Si02, suggesting fractional crystallization of pyroxene.

The single sample representing the transitional icelandites contains 59% SiOz and comes from

Hrafntinnuhraun. It shows normalized REE-values comparable with those of a transitional basaltic

icelandite with only 53% Si0 2• On the other hand it is considerably more REE enriched than samples

with 54% SiOz from the contemporaneous Laufahraun lava. Normalized La is 191 and Yb is 23, with

{La/Sm~ of 2.85 and {LaIYb)N of 8.30. No Eu anomaly is observed in this sample. The tholeiites come

from Stntshraun and Blahylur in the northeastern part of Torfajokull. They show a slight LREE

enrichment typical of tholeiites from the rift zones in Iceland. Normalized La lies between 24 - 28 and Yb

between 13 -14, with {La/Sm)N between 1.14 - 1.40 and {La/Yb)N between 1.71 - 2.15. No Eu anomaly is

observed.

The hybrids are represented by 6 samples ranging in silica values between 51 - 66%. Their normalized

REE patterns lie between the range of tholeiites and rhyolites. Normalized La lies between 42 - 236 and

Yb between 14 - 27, with {La/Sm)N between 1.62 - 3.52 and {La/Yb)N between 2.47 - 8.74. Two of the

high Si02 hybrids show a substantial Eu anomaly and also one of the low silica samples. This Eu

anomaly is here interpreted to be inherited from the rhyolitic end-member and these samples reflect mixing

between a low Si02 basalt and a rhyolite. As for the other three hybrids that do not show a Eu anomaly,

one is here interpreted to be a hybrid between a transitional basalt - transitional icelandite, neither of

which show a Eu anomaly, and the other two reflect minor rhyolitic addition to a 54 - 55% SiO z

transitional basaltic icelandite, which are relatively REE enriched so that the Eu anomaly is suppressed.

3.11 Oxygen Isotopes

180'
160 ratios, represented as 0180 (per mil), for Postglacial volcanics from Torfajokull are reported in

Gunnarsson (1987). The data are shown in Fig. 39a, the samples have here been divided into non-hybridized

rhyolites, transitional basalts and intermediate rocks, and hybrid compositions. This data set is restricted

to Postglacial volcanics from thecentral and southwestern part of Torfajokull.
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UnalteredMORBbasalts are generally considered to have a restricted51.0 value of 5.8 ± 0.3%0 (Taylor

1968; Muehlenbachs and Clayton 1972). Figure39b showsa frequency diagram of 241 samplesanalyzed

for 5180 (Muehlenbachs et al. 1974;Condomines et al. 1981;Oskarsson et al, 1982; Gunnarsson 1987;

Hemondet aI. 1988;Nicholson et al. 1991;Sigmarsson et aI. 1991). Basaltsfrom within the rift zones in

Icelandshowan average5180 valueof 4.2%0 (1.7 - 6.2%0), theintermediate rocks show an average value

of 2.9%0 (1.9 - 4.1%0) and the rhyolites show an average value of 1.7%0 (0.4 • 2.9%0). Basalts from

within the flank zones in Iceland show an average 5180 value of 5.0%0 (2.9 - 5.6%0), the intermediate

rocks showan average valueof 5.1%0 (4.3 - 6.1%0) and the rhyolitesshow an average value of 4.2%0 (3.6

- 6.1%0)

The general explanation for low 5180 in Icelandic basalts and rhyolites is the interaction/formation of

thesemagmas with/from a hydrothermally altered crust (Muehlenbachs et al. 1974; HattoriandMuehlenbachs

1982;Oskarsson et al. 1979,1982,1985). Meteoric water with low (-8 to -11%0) 5180 values is believed

to interactwith the crust in activehydrothermal systems,forminga crust with 5180 values between6 and

-10%0. Any magma interacting withor formed from a crust of this kind willhave lower 5180 values than

observed in magmas derived directly from the mantle.

The 5180 data from Torfajokull is summarized in Table 5. Generally, the Postglacial rhyolites show

slightly lower 0180 values thanthe basalts,withan average 0180 valueof 4.1%0, while the basaltshave an

average of 4.9%0. Considerable scatter and overlap exist however. Table 5 divides the lava fields both

according to spatial and temporal distribution, and includesa columnwith hybrids. While 5180 data from

the basalticunits show a relatively wide spread,their average 0180 valueappears to have increased over a

periodof 5000 years from 4.7 to 5.1%0. The rhyolites, on the otherhand,showa decrease in average 5180

values, from4.3 to 4.1%0 and4.1 to 3.8%0, in the southwestern and centralregion, respectively.

The hybrid from the Markarfljot Craters (Si02 = 57 - 58% and 5180 =4.9%0) fits well as a hybrid

betweena transitional basaltic icelandite(Si02 = 53 - 54% and 0180 = 5.1%0) and a rhyolite (Si0 2 =

70%and 0180 = 4.3%0) (Fig. 39a). The three Laufahraun hybrids(from the C unit, see Chapter 4) lie on

relativelystraight mixing lines on major and trace element variationdiagrams, but only two of them in

Fig. 39a indicate mixing between a rhyolite (SiO2 =71% and 0180 =3.8%0) and a transitional basaltic

icelandite (Si02 = 54 - 55% and 0180 = 5.3%0). The third Laufahraun hybrid either represents mixing
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Fig. 39A Silica - 0 diagram of Postglacial volcanics. 0 = Rhyolites, 0 = Transitional basalts and
intermediate rocks, + =Hybrids. Data from Gunnarsson (1987).
Fig. 39B Frequency distribution of 241 &80 values from rift zone volcanics and flank zone volcanics in
Iceland (basalts. intermediate rocks and rhyolites). Refer to text for discussion. Data from MuehIenbachs et
al, (1974), Condomines et aI. (1983), Oskarsson et aI. (1982), Gunnarsson (1987), Hemond et aI. (1988),
Nicholson et aI. (1991) and Sigmarsson et al. (1991a),
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lIJ)ata from Gunnarsson (1987). Ages based on Larsen (1984) and <On VI1mundardottrr (1977) and
Vilmundardottir et aI. (1985) on eruptions in the VeidivotnFissure Swarm. Refer to text for discussion.

~

87Sr/>6Sr Dama

SW Region Basalts SW RegionRhyolites Hybrids Central Region Rhyolites Age

Hrafntinnuhraun Hrafntinnuhraun llOOYBJD
45%0 3.8%0 (3.6 - 3.9)

Laufahraun Laufahraun
5.1%0 (4.7 - 5.3) 4.9%0 (4.3 - 5.3)

Laufafellshraun MarkarfljotDomes 4-4500YBpb
4.9%0 (4.7 - 5.1) 4.1%0 (3.9 - 4.3)

Laufafell Craters LaufafellDomes 5500YBJXl
4.7%0 (4.2 - 5.0) 4.3%0 (4.2 - 4.4)

MarkarfljotCraters MarkarfljotCraters
4.8%0 (4.0 - 5.1) 4.9%0

Hrafntinnusker 7000YBP:
4.1%0 (4.0 - 4.2)

Slettahraun 8000YBP:
4.1%0 (4.0 - 4.1)

b.

SWBasalts SW Rhyolites Hybrids Central Rhyolites NEBasalts !II'E Rhyolites Age

Frostastadahraun Laugahraun 500YBpb
0.70309 Namshraun

0.70344-0.7034

Laufahraun Hrafntinnuhraun Hrafntinnuhraun Blahylur noovare
0.70328-0.7034 0.70335 0.70330-0.70334 0.70302

Basaltic Inclusion
0.70322

Markarfljot D 4-4500YBPC
0.70330

LaufafellCr. Laufafell D. 5500YBP:
0.70325 0.70337

MarkarfljotCr. MarkarfljotCr.
0.70330 0.70332

Grakolluhraun 6-7000 YBPC
0.70354

Hrafntinnusker 7oooYBP:
0.70334-0.70360

lIJ)ata from O'NIOns and Gronvold (1973), Wood et al, (1979), Condommes et aI. (1981), Gunnarsson
(1987) and Macdonald et al, (1990). bAges based on Larsen (1984) and <On Vilmundardottir (1977) and
Vilmundardottir et aI. (1985) on eruptionswithin the VeidivotnSwarm. Refer to text for discussion.
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with an auo rich transitional basaltic icelandite or the analysis is suspect or has been subjected to

post-eruptionaI a180 enrichment The singlehybrid from Hrafntinnuhraun (SiOz= 62 - 63% and a180 =

4.5%0) lies on a relativelyreasonablemixingline betweena transitional basaltic iceIandite, similar to the

oneseruptedat the site of theLaufahraun lavas,and the Hrafntinnuhraun rhyolites.

3.12 Strontium Isotopes

lrTsrf"Sr ratios for Postglacial volcanics from the Torfajokull central volcano have been acquired from

O'Nions and Gronvold (1973), Wood et aI. (1979), Condomines et aI. (1981), Gunnarsson (1987) and

Macdonald et aI. (1990). The data are shown in Fig. 408; the samples have here been divided into

non-hybridized rhyolites,transitional basaltsand intermediate rocks, tholeiites and hybrid compositions.

Icelandic rocks show a range of IfISrf"Sr ratios extending from MORB values of 0.70290 to 0.70379.

Figure 40b shows a frequency diagram of 155 samples analyzed for lrTSr/ 6Sr (O'Nions and Gronvold

1973;O'Nions et aI. 1973; Campsieet al. 1973; Sun and Jahn 1975;ONions et al. 1976; Zindler et aI.

1979; Wood et al. 1979; Condomines et al, 1981; Oskarsson et al. 1982; Condomines et al. 1983;

Gunnarsson 1987; Hemondet aI. 1987;Macdonald et aI. 1990;Nicholsonet al. 1991; Elliott et al. 1991;

Sigmarsson et al. 1991).

In the diagram the samples have been divided into two categories, rift zone volcanics and flank zone

volcanics, along with Torfajokull (flank zone). The rift zone samplescontain 100basalts,4 intermediate

rocks and 7 rhyolites covering most of rift zones. The flank zone samples contain 28 basalts, 5

intermediates and 11 rhyolites from theWestern FlankZone,the Southern FlankZone(Hekla,TorfajokuIl,

Vestmannaeyjar andEldgja) andonesample (IfISrf"Sr =0.70379) from theEastern FlankZone(Oraefajokull).

The averagelrTSrf"Sr ratio for the rift zone basalts is 0.70315 (0.70291 - 0.70336), the average for the

intermediate rocks is 0.70320(0.70314 - 0.70329) and the average for the rhyolitesis 0.70322 (0.70318

0.70324). These averages showa generalincrease in the lrTSrf"Sr ratio from basalts to rhyolites, but it is

also clear that the range for the basalts encompasses that of the rhyolites. In places where detailed

87Srf"Sr studies have been made on both rhyolites and basalts,as at Krafla (Nicholson et al. 1991), little

difference is observedbetweenthe two,evenif somebasaltstrend towards lowervalues.

TheaveragelrTSr/ 6Sr ratio for the flank zone basalts is 0.70326 (0.70308 - 0.70345), the average for the

intermediate rocks is 0.70336 (0.70322 - 0.70354) and the averagefor the rhyolitesis 0.70344 (0.70330-
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Fig. 40B Frequency of 155 87Srf>6Sr ratios from rift zone volcanics and flank: zone volcanics in Iceland
(basalts, intermediate rocks and rhyolites). Refer to text for discussion. Data from O'Nions and Gronvold
(1973), O'Nions et aI. (1973), Campsie et aI. (1973), Sun and Jahn (1975), O'Nions et al, (1976), Zindler et aI.
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0.70379). Leaving out one abnormal sample from each of thelatter groups, gives an average of 0.70332

(0.70322·0.70337) for the intennediate rocks and 0.70341 (0.70330 - 0.70360) for the rhyolites. The

same general increase in the average'nSrF'Sr ratio from basalts to rhyolites is observed for the flank zone

volcanics, as was observed for the rift zone volcanics, only at slightly higher values. The low 'nSrf6Sr

flank zone samplesobservedin Fig. 40b come from thealkalicVestmannaeyjar Islands,south of Iceland.

The large variations in 'nSrF'Sr ratios in rocks from Iceland strongly indicate a source with variable

'nSrF'Sr ratio, being generally higher in the flank zones than the rift zones. The presence of both low and

high 'nSrf6Sr ratios within individual fissure swarms or central volcanoes throughout the rift zones in

Iceland appears to exclude the two mantle source model (a MORB source and mantle plume source)

proposed by Schilling (1973), which would also need a third source for theflank zone volcanics. Mantle

heterogeneities and/or crustalcontamination are theonly explanations.

Figure 40a shows 18 'nSrt 6Sr analyses from the Torfajokull central volcano (O'Nions and Gronvold

1973; Wood et al. 1979; Condomines et al. 1983; Gunnarsson 1987; Macdonald et al. 1990), and the

'nSrF'Sr data is summarized in Table 6. On average the rhyolites (0.70341) show a higher 'nSrf6Sr ratio

than the basalts (0.70329),both of these values are close to the average flank zone value in Iceland. This

is also observed for individual eruptive events that produced both rhyolites and basalts, with the

exception of a sample from Laufahraun which shows much highervalues than both the contemporaneous

Hrafntinnuhraun and another samplefromthe sameunit.

The hybrids all lie in the general region between the end-member mixing participants, except for the

hybrid from Hrafntinnuhraun, which shows slightly higher 'nSrf6Sr values than either the rhyolite or a

transitional basaltic inclusion found in the unit. This indicates that this sample is not a hybrid of this

basalt and the rhyolite, but a hybrid between a rhyolite and a transitionalbasaltic icelandite similar to the

ones found in the contemporaneously erupted Laufahraun. As shown in Chapter 4, in the section on

Hrafntinnuhraun,this sample, unlike other hybrids from this unit. may in fact be a hybrid of this kind.

The hybrid from the Markartljot Craters (no rhyolites erupted) suggests that it could be a hybrid between

transitional basaltic icelandite from the Markarfljot Craters and a rhyolite similar to the one erupted

contemporaneouslyat Laufafell Domes. TheFrostastadahrnun hybridappears to be a hybrid between the

Laugahraun• Namshraunrhyolitesand a tholeiiticbasalt similar to the one eruptedearlier from Blahylur.
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3.13 Neodymium Isotopes

14~<vI~d ratios for Postglacialvolcanics from the southwestern part of Torfajokull have been acquired

from Gunnarsson (1987). The data are shown in Fig. 41a, the samples have here been divided into

non-hybridized rhyolites, transitionalbasalts and intermediaterocks and hybridcompositions. Icelandic

rocks showa range of 14~I~d ratios extendingfrom normal MORB vaiues of 0.513168 to 0.512966.

Figure 41b shows a frequency diagram of 64 samples analyzed for 14'N<vI~d (Zindler et aI. 1979;

Condomines et aI. 1983;Gunnarsson1987;Nicholson et aI. 1991). The rift zone basalts showan average

14'N<vI~d ratio of 0.513073 (0.512980- 0.513168),the intermediaterocks show an average of 0.513053

(0.513027 - 0.513080)and the rhyolites show an averagevalue of 0.513046 (0.513020- 0.513068). The

flank zonebasalts showan average14Nd1I~d ratio of 0.512973 (0.512967- 0.512980), the intermediate

rocks show an average of 0.513006 (0.512994 - 0.513028) and the rhyolites show an average value of

0.512994(0.512966 - 0.513041). A direct comparison between the rift zone volcanicsand the flank zone

volcanics is not justifiableas only 11 samplesrepresentthe flank zone volcanics and 9 of themcomefrom

Torfajokull.

The 14~dl~d ratios from the Torfajokullcentral volcano(Fig. 41a) are substantiallylower than values

reported from the rift zones in Iceland. The transitional basalts show an average value of 0.512973

(0.512967- 0.512980) and the rhyolites, which demonstrate larger variations, show an average value of

0.512983 (0.512966 - 0.513002). No systematic connection is observed between basalts and rhyolites.

Laufafell Domes,Laufafell Cratersand Markarfljot Craterswereall eruptedsimultaneously, thetwoformer

throughthesame fissure. They have approximately the same 14~d,tl~d ratio (not observed for Pi7SrrSr).

while the basalt from the Markarfljot Craters shows a higher value. Of the contemporaneous silicic

Hrafntinnuhraun and the maficLaufahraun, the rhyolite demonstrates a higher14~dl~d ratio.

The hybridsamplesare not observedto lie on straightmixinglinesbetweenany two possibleend-members.

This is understandable as both end-members for these hybrids are not represented in the data set. The

Hrafntinnuhraun hybrid is a hybrid betweena transitional basaltic icelandite (no data in Fig. 41a) and a

rhyolite. The Markarfljot Craters is a hybrid between a transitional basaltic icelandite (no data in Fig.

41a) and a rhyolite (never erupted) with similar composition to the Laufafell Domes in all respect

(including 0180 and Pi7Srf6Sr) except for 14~di~d which must be substantiallyhigher. No systematic

co-variations exist betweenthe differentisotopic ratiosin samplesfrom the Torfajokull centralvolcano.
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4 Magmatic and Volcanological Evolution of Torfajokull

4.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the petrologic and volcanologic characteristics of individual eruptive units in order

to establish the spatial and temporal distribution of magma types at the Torfajokull central volcano.

Special emphasis is put on recognizing mixed and/or hybridized units. Data from Postglacial volcanics

used in this chapter come mostly from Blake (1982), McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).

4.2 Rhyolites from Brandsgil, Graenagil, Vondugil and Jokulgil

Brandsgil is a deep gorge in the northeastern part of Torfajokull (Fig. 42). It is a subsidiary gorge from

the main gorge of Jokulgil and the type locality for the Brandsgil Series interglacial volcanics. A

cross-section in Brandsgil reveals a more-or-less continuous stratigraphic sequence of volcanics through

most of the observable timespan of activity at TorfajokulI. Thevolcanic sequence has a NE tilt of 10 - 20

degrees, so progressively older units are revealed as you travel farther into the gorge.

The lowest volcanic units in Brandsgil are metaluminous and slightly peralkaline interglacial rhyolitic

lava flows and intermediate tuffs belonging to the Brandsgil Series. Above, exposed on the northwestern

side of the gorge, are pera1kaline subglacial rhyolitic lobes of the Jokulgil Series and, finally, the

subglacial eruptive unit of Blahnukur, which belongs to the Blahnukur Series. The average composition

of Brandsgil Series rhyolites (4 samples) and Jokulgil Series rhyolites (4 samples) found in Brandsgil is

given in Fig. 42.

A relatively large compositional gap separates the stratigraphically lower Brandsgil Series dacites/rhyolites

from the upper Jokulgil Series rhyolites. The Brandsgil Series rhyolites exhibit a gradual change in

chemistry towards more evolved compositions up-dip (see sample 50S, 506, 507). Sample 508 is from a

unit that does not show the same lateral extent as the other interglacial units, but its location towards the

mouth of the gorge, below the subglacial units, suggests that it may be the youngest Brandsgil Series

rhyolite in the area. It is also the most evolved Brandsgil Series rhyolite in the gorge. No trace of the

dacitic air fall welded tuff, from Vondugil and Graenagil, is found in Brandsgil, therefore, in light of the

expected lateral extent, they probably reside below the observable outcrops. The highly peralkaline

rhyolites from the Brandsgil gorge are similar in composition to the ring structure rhyolites but trend

towards higher SiOzvalues.
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1 Ian

WT Brandsgil
Si 66.54 68.81 14.08
Ti 0.60 0.48 0.40
AI 13.30 12.92 10.33
Fe 6.04 5.20 4.16
Mn 0.30 0.27 0.22
Mg 0.17 0.10 0.02
Ca 1.11 0.87 0.37
Na 5.06 5.38 5.53
K 3.55 3.83 4.46
P 0.05 0.06 0.05
A.I. 0.91 1.01 1.34
Rb 71 77 96
Y 116 134 168
Sr 160 133 5
Zr 1050 1145 1387
Nb 183 199 228

4 4

Fig.42 3D-Topographic map (view from NE, vertical angle 30') of the northern part of the Torfajokull
central volcano, showing the gullies of Brandsgil, Graenagil and Vondugil. Also shown are the Blahnukur
eruptive unit, Brennisteinsalda (Jokulgil Series), parts of the Jokulgil gully, parts of Barmur (the ring
structure) and the hut at Landmanna1augar. The approximate outlines of the rhyolitic Laugahmun lava,
which flowed down the Graenagil gully and also partly closed the outflow from the Vondugil gully, is
shown. The gullies consist of a base of interglacial volcanics from the Brandsgil Series period and an upper
part of subglacial rhyolites from the Jokulgil Series period. The Blahnukur subglacial eruptive unit, which
overlies the older volcanics, may be the youngest subglacial unit in the area and belongs to the Blahnukur
Series. Average chemical data on the interglacial (lower silica Brandsgil Series) and subglacial (higher
silica Jokulgil Series) rhyolites from Bmndsgil, as well as averages on the welded tuff (WT) found in
Graenagil and Vondugil, is given in the box. The location and direction of view are shown in the smaIl
insert. Refer to text for discussion.
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Graenagil is a gorge in the northeastern partof Torfajokull (Fig.42). Graenagilhas been partlyfilledby

the 500-year-old Laugahraun lava flow. The name (Graenagil ="green gully") is derived from colorful

ash and pumice from Blahnukur. In the gorge one can observe the contact between the Blahnukur and

JokulgilSeries. Alkalibasalticpillowlavas (sample303)are also foundclose to the streambed. Farther

southwest the gorge widens. The same regional tilt, as described for Brandsgil, is present in Graenagil

and thereforeolder units are revealedas one goes further into the gorge. Welded air fall tuffs (sample

502), belonging to the Brandsgil Series are conspicuous and are also found in Vondugil. The basalt is

one of the few analyzed alkali basalts that occur in the area. This alkali basalt, along with 5 other

samples, is characterized by lowerSiO2 andincompatible elements, and higheralkalies. Thesesamples are

typicalalkali basaltsand hawaiites, and appearto delineate a shortKennedy trend. Most otherbasalts in

theareaare transitional in natureand delineatea Coombs trend,ranging fromtransitional basalts toalmost

transitional icelandite compositions.

Vondugil is a deep gullysouth of Sudurnamur in the northern part of Torfajokull (Fig. 42). Its southern

section, which strikes first south and then abruptly west, follows a fault with an unknown throw

(Saemundsson 1972). Two thick interglacial weldedair fall tuffs from the Brandsgil Series (sample503,

504) are observedto dip 15 - 20 degreestowards the northeast indicating domingof the central volcanic

region. These rocks, which are the stratigraphically lowestunits observable in Vondugil,are subglacial

dacitesand continueinto Graenagil, but are not observed in Brandsgil. Subglacial peralkalinerhyolites

belonging to the Jokulgil Series both overlie the interglacial dacites and are found at the streambed

towards the mouth of thegully. The averagecomposition of theair fall weldedtuffs (3 samples) is given

in Fig. 42. Chemically the sample502 from Graenagil is similar to the lower unit in Vondugil (sample

503),while the higherunit in Vondugil (sample504) is moreevolved.

Jokulgilis a 10km-long gorgethat cuts through thecentral andeastern part of Torfajokull, containing the

big, meandering glacial river, Jokulgilskvisl, which is a major impediment to access in this region of

Torfajokull. Jokulgil gorgestarts close to Landmannalaugar, thencontinuousSE following closely the

Barmur ridge, eventually turning S and later W where it splits up into numerous small gullies. Many

large subsidiary gulliesjoin the Jokulgil gorge, among thembeing Graenagil, Brandsgil,Vondugil, and

others. The gorge has been cut into hydrothermally altered rhyolites of the Brandsgil Series and the

JokulgilSeries,and it is an area of outstanding natural beauty.
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4.3 Ring Structure

Barmur is a large and predominantly rhyolitic arc-like ridge in the northeastern part of Torfajokull (Fig.

43), and is a part of the large ring structure that partly surrounds the volcanoes central region. This ring

structure may possibly be the surface manifestation of an underlying ring dyke or a topographic rim of a

caldera scarp. The highest part of Barmur is called Habarmur, which rises nearly 1200 meters a s. 1. and

stands 600 meters above the surrounding gorges. The stratigraphically lowest part of Barmur consists of

subalkaline interglacial dacitic lava flow belonging to the Brandsgil Series and represents the local

basement on which the ring structure later erupted. The stratigraphically upper part consists of large

peralkaline subglacial lobes or pillows belonging to the Jokulgil Series.

Sudumamur is a large elongated rhyolitic ridge in the northern part of the Torfaiokull central volcano. It

is collinear with but separated from the Barmur ridge by the outwash plains of Jokulgilskvisl (Fig. 43).

It is part of the large ring structure, along with the rhyolitic Haalda located slightly to the west. The

stratigraphically lowest part of Sudurnamur consists of a slightly peralkaline interglacial rhyolitic lava

flow belonging to the Brandsgil Series. The stratigraphically upper part consists of large peralkaline

subglacial lobes or pillows belonging to the Jokulgil Series.

It has been suggested earlier in this work that Haalda, Sudumamur, Barmur, Habarmur, as well as the rest

of the ring structure in the southern part of Torfajokull, was erupted in a single event towards the end of

the Jokulgil period. The chemical compositions of the volcanics therefore may reflect the chemical

composition at various lateral and vertical locations within the underlying magma chamber. Eleven

peralkaline samples were collected around a 120" section of the ring structure, as well as 2 samples from

the interglacial base, to investigate this. Selected chemical data, arranged according to decreasing AIP3

value, are presented in Fig. 43. The result is inconclusive; some elements or oxides like FeOT tend to

reach maximum at thechambers top and others, A403 and Sr, a minimum. Most show an irregular change,

and, if averaged, hardly any change at all. Systematic geochemical variations in the ring structure,

therefore, appear to be restricted to the above mentioned constituents while other remain virtually

unchanged.

4.4 Blahnukur Series Volcanics

Blahnukur is a subglacial rhyolitic hill in the northeastern part of Torfajokull (Fig. 44a). Rising some
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940 meters a. s. l. and 360 meters above the surrounding outwash plains of the Jokulgil, Brandsgil and

Graenagil gorges, it consists of large pillows or lobes with glassy rims and prominent radial columns on

the inside. Colorful (mostly green and gray) ash and pumice reside between the lobes. Blahnulcur

overlies outcrops of peralkaline rhyolites and alkali pillow basalts belonging to the Jokulgil Series. Due

to accessibility and excellent outcrops, it has been chosen as the type locality of the Blahnukur Series.

Blahnukur, possibly the youngest subglacial eruptive unit at Torfajokull, covers an area of I km2 and has

a volume of 0.20 km ', It has a NE - SW elongation, indicating that its formation was structurally

controlled by rifting in the Eastern Rift Zone, to thenortheast of Torfajokull. No connection between the

eruption of Blahnulcur and a simultaneous basaltic eruption in the Veidivotn Rift Zone to the northeast

has been established. It is however possible that the basaltic-hyaloclastite ridge that abuts into Barmur,

and is traceable at least 15 krn NE into Snjoalda, may be the time correlative of Blahnukur. This ridge

has a right lateral shift of about 1 km as compared to Blahnukur, and this lateral shift occurs where the

fissure meets the ring structure. Going southwest along the trend established by Blahnukur we find the

rhyolitic mountains of Reykjafjoll, which also have a NE - SW elongation and probably belong to the

Blahnukur Series.

Detailed theorizing on the possible conditions of the magma body that resided below Blahnukur is not

possible at this time. What is suspected is that the crustal magma body was rhyolitic, probably underlain

by variously crystallizing basaltic sills giving off heat and therefore retaining the liquid rhyolitic upper

part. The only inclusion analyzed (hybrid, Fig. 44b) indicates that the basaltic magma entering the

rhyolitic magma body from below (lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary) was a tholeiite. This is in

accordance with the predominance of tholeiite - rhyolite hybrids in this region of Torfajokull in late

glacial and Postglacial times.

Kirkjufell is a large subglacial rhyolitic mountain in the northeastern part of the Torfajokull central

volcano (Fig. 44a), located outside the large ring structure. It rises 400 meters above the surrounding

plains in the north, and its flat topped, table mountain shape indicates that it protruded through the

surrounding icecap to erupt subaerially. Kirkjufell has a NE - SW elongation, indicating that its

formation was structurally controlled by the Eastern Rift Zone, located northeast of the Torfajokull. Two

NE - SW trending parallel topographic highs are apparent both in Kirkjufell and in hyaloclastite ridges to

the NE, indicating that it extruded through two parallel fissures separated by 800 meters, perhaps
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Fig. 44A 3D-Topographic map (view from NE, vertical angle of 30') of the northeastern pan of Torfajokull,
showing the Blahnukur Series rhyolites of Kirkjufell, Illagil, Tungnaa and Jokuldalir, as well as the transitional
basaltic icelandite pillow lava of LilliKilingur. Refer to text for discussion.
Fig. 44B Sr - Zs diagram showing all glacial and interglacial samples from Torfajokull. Arrows connect
hybrids with their known or implied mixing end-members. K = Kirkjufell, B = Blahnukur, R+L =
Raudfossafjoll and Laufafell, I =Illagil, T =Tungnaa, J =Jokuldalir. Data on Raudfossafjoll and Laufafell
from McGarvie (1985).
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contemporaneously or in two eruptive events. Thewesterly fissure was more productive and filled up the

space between the fissures in the region of Kirkjufell. No chemical difference has been found between

samples from these two fissures,sample703, from the eastern fissure, lies well within the range shown by

samples 701, 702 and 704 from the western fissure.

TheKirkjufeU volcanics, which cover an area of 6.23 km2 and have a volume of 2.18 km3
, partly overlie

older subglacial rhyolites in Barmur and the dyke that produced them is seen protruding through Barmur

intoJokulgil. Theeruptionof theKirkjufell rhyolite is consideredto markthe onsetof rift propagation/crustal

rifting into the Torfajokull area, with the introduction of tholeiitic basalt to the area for the first time.

The rhyolite itself is a highly porphyritic glassy rock with numerous inclusions of hybrid basaltic

icelandites and hybrid transitionalicelandites. One inclusion consists of a transitional icelandite that acts

as a mixing end-member, along with tholeiite (Fig. 44b). Tholeiite entering the lower part of the silicic

magma body mixed with transitionalicelanditeforminga range of hybrids. Samples of these hybrids were

later carried to the surface as inclusionsin the rhyolite. The rhyolite formed no hybrids with the basalt as

temperature and viscosity difference were apparently too great to allow these contrasting magmas to

chemicallymix.

Illagil is a narrow gorge or gully in the northeastern or eastern part of Torfajokull (Fig 44a). It lies on

the perimeter of outcropping rhyolites,outside the large ring structure, its western side being rhyolitic and

its eastern side basaltic. The basaltic rocks are subglacial hyaloclastites and pillow lavas of unknown

composition, while the silicic rocks are subglacial peralkaline rhyolites belonging mostly to the Jokulgil

Series. One rhyolitic eruptive unit, here referred to as the Illagil rhyolite, covers an area of 1.88 km2 and

has a volume of 0.56 km", and belongs to the Blahnukur Series. It is highly porphyritic, the phenocrysts

being set in a glassy matrix, and basaltic inclusions are frequent. This rhyolite is a NE - SW trending

narrow ridge rising 350 meters above IUagil, indicating that its formation was structurally controlled by

the Eastern Rift Zone located northeastof Torfajokull. The Jokuldalir rhyolite, which covers some 1.42

km2 and has a volume of 0.28 km3, is situated farther northeast and erupted through a fissure having the

same strike, perhaps synchronously. Chemically it is a metaluminousrhyolite similar in composition to

other rhyolitic outcrops from the BlahnukurSeries in that area (Fig. 44b).

North of the Tungnaa glacial river is an outcrop of subglacial peralkaline rhyolites, here called the

Tungnaa rhyolite (Fig. 44a). This rhyolite is the northernmost exposure of rhyolites belonging to
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Torfajokull and it covers some 1.75 Ion" and has a volume of 0.35 km". The rhyolitic outcrop has a NE

SW elongation, and continuing southwest along its strike we find the transitional basaltic icelandite

hyaloclastite ridge of Litli Kilingur. This eruptive event may therefore be similar to LaufafeIl Domes,

which erupted rhyolites outside the ring structure and basalts closer to the center of the volcano.

LaufafeIl is a large subglacial rhyolitic mountain that was erupted through a NW - SE trending fissure,

striking more or less parallel with the large ring structure in the southwestern part of the TorfajokuIl

central volcano. It rises more than 400 meters above its surroundings and its table-mountain shape

indicates thatit may have protruded through the icesheet to erupt subaerially. As this is the only eruptive

unit from the Blahnukur Series not having a NE - SW trend, it is possibly one of the oldest and erupted

before the onset of surface rifting in the southwestern part of TorfajokuIl. LaufafeIl is a peraIkaIine

comendite, covers an area of 10.70 km2 and has a volume of4.81 km',

RaudfossafjoIl is a large massif of subglacial rhyolites. Geographically it lies west of the TorfajokuIl ring

structure, near the central region of the Postglacially-active Vamafjoll fissure swarm, but is considered in

this study to belong to the Torfajokull central volcano. The RaudfossafjoIl rhyolites lie on two NE 

SW trending fissures 1200 meters apart, while their northern part has a distinct NW - SE elongation,

similar to the trend shown by Laufafell and many of the older volcanics. The RaudfossafjoIl rhyolites

cover an area of 23.04 km2 and have a volume of 10.37 kln3 and are chemically similar to Laufafell.

4.5 The Slettahraun and Hrafntinnusker Eruptive Events

Slettahraun, named such by McGarvie (1985), erupted from a 300 - 400 meter long NE - SW trending

fissure through a basaltic-hyaloclastic plain (Fig. 45a) in the central western part of Torfajokull and may

be the oldest Postglacial eruptive in the region. At least three vents are observed, forming a single,

inclusion-free lava flow which covers 3.18 km 2 and has a volume of 0.080 km", The flow is heavily

covered with tephra from the neighboring Hrafntinnusker and Hrafntinnuhraun eruptive units. It is a

slightly peraIkaIine comendite with a relatively narrow compositional range and no indications of magma

mixing or hybridization between contrasting magma types is observed (Fig. 45b). Chemically it shows

no similarities to other Postglacial lava flows and is thought to have tapped an unzoned part of a magma

body. No contemporaneous basaltic eruptions in the Veidivotn fissure swarm have been positively

recognized, but it is suggested here that it erupted at the same time as the older Thjorsarhraun, which is

8000 years old and has a volume of 5 km3 (Vilmundardottir 1977; VilmundardoUir et aI. 1985).
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Fig. 45A Map of the comenditic Slettahraun (S) and Hrafntinnusker (A, B, C and D) lavas, along with a few
small domes belonging to the younger Hrafntinnuhraun lava (shown unomamented). Also shown are eruptive
vents and general flow directions. Chemical averages of the lavas are given in the box. Figures in parenthesis
indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. Map partly based on McGarvie (1985) and
Gunnarsson (1987).
Fig. 45B Sr - 'a diagram from the same lava flows. Boxes show typical chemical ranges for tholeiites and
transitional basalts. Refer to text for discussion. Data from McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
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Hrafntinnusker is a large lavafield consisting of four separate, mostlyaphyric,rhyolitic lava flows that lie

on a 4 km longdiscontinuous NE - SW trendingfissure(Fig.45a). Risingsome 1128metersabove sea

level,it is partlycoveredby a smallpermanent snowfield. Geothermal steamemanating from the largest

flow unit (C) has locally meltedthe snowfieldcreating impressive ice caves. Thick(40 meters)rhyolitic

tephralayersaround unitC indicate substantial explosivity at thebeginning of theeruption. Geochemically,

the Hrafntinnusker lavas are peraIkaline comendites, considered to have been erupted from a vertically

stratifiedmagma chamber(McGarvie 1985). Minorbasaltic inclusions are observed in Hrafntinnusker, the

onlyone analyzed beinga transitional basalt(Fig.45b). Noindications of chemical mixing(hybridization)

betweentherhyolitesand the transitional basaltis observed.

Flow units A and B contain relativelyevolvedcompositions and representsampling from the top of the

magma chamber. Eruption there ceased subsequently, but continued in units C and D which produced

most of the erupted volume. Eruption apparentlycontinued longest in unit D which contains the least

evolvedcompositions, tappingdeepestinto the rhyolitic magma body. Sr is observedto increase from 10

to 50 ppm and Zr to decreasefrom 1100to 700ppm during the courseof the eruption. It coversan area

of 9.52 km 2 and has a volumeof 0.287 km3
, makingit the largestsingle eruption in Postglacial timesat

TorfajokuIl. No contemporaneous basaltic eruptions in the Veidivotn fissureswarmhave beenpositively

recognized, but it is possible that it is contemporaneous with the younger Thjorsarhraun lava, which

produced some 16 km3 of basalts some 7000 years ago (Vilmundardottir 1977; Vilmundardottir et al.

1985).

4.6 The Laufafell Domes Eruptive Event

This eruption formed the Laufafell Domes, the LaufafeU Cratersand Markarfljot Craters (Fig.400). It

marks the oldest Postglacial eruptive event in the southwestern part of Torfajokull and the only one to

have produced rhyolitesoutsidethe ringstructure in thatarea. LaufafeIl Cratersconsists of a 2.8 km long

fissureof interconnected shallow explosion craters. The volcanics produced are transitional basalts(Fig.

46b). The volumes are minor and the formation of the LaufafeIl Craters probablyrepresents the initial

clearing of the erupting fissure, foIlowed by the eruptionof the rhyolitic LaufafeIl Domes, making it a

composite lavaflow.

The LaufafellDomesconsistof 10 - 12small and sometimes interconnected domesthat partly fill up the

LaufafeIl Cratersand in some cases haveoverflowed them(Fig.400). The LaufafeIl Domesconsistof a
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mixed but mostly non-hybridized metaluminous rhyolite. The single hybrid composition, sampled from a

homogeneous flow unit (Gunnarsson 1987), is a hybrid dacite (rhyolite-transitional basalt hybrid), but

the inclusions are hybrid transitional basaltic icelandites (rhyolite-transitional basalt hybrid) and a

transitional basaltic icelandite (Fig. 46b).

The Markarfljot Craters are separated from the Laufafell Domes and Laufafell Craters by the subglacial

mountain of Laufafell (Fig. 400). The Markarfljot Craters lie on a 3 km long fissure and consist of

several shallow and sometimes interconnectedexplosion craters. Magmaticcompositions include transitional

basalts, transitional basaltic icelandites and hybrid transitional icelandite (rhyolite-transitional basalt

hybrid) (Fig. 46b). Somewhat later, in another eruptive event, the Markarfljot Craters were partly filled

by the rhyolitic Markarfljot Domes. Volcanic products cover 2.2 km2 and have a volume of 0.009 km3
•

This eruption is unique at the Torfajokull central volcano in Postglacial times in many respects. It is the

smallest Postglacial eruption recorded, it is the only eruption to have produced rhyolites outside the large

ring structure in this region of Torfajokull and it erupted basaltic compositions first, followed by rhyolite

in a location outside the ring structure, and only basaltic and intermediate compositions within the ring

structure. To explain this, it is necessary to assume that only small volumes of rhyolitic magma are

present in the crust by this point in the evolution of the Torfajokull magma system, an assumption

supported by the very small volumes of rhyolites being erupted there in Postglacial times. At the

Laufafell Domes the ascending transitional basalt initially penetrated the rhyolitic magma body and

erupted briefly at the surface. This was immediately followed by the extrusion of the mixed/slightly

hybridized rhyolitic domes. At the location of the Markarfljot Craters a similar story enfolds, except that

the rhyolites did not erupt Only the initial pulse of basalt was erupted, along with minor hybrids.

Evidence that rhyolite is present in the crust at that location comes both from the rhyolite - transitional

basalt hybrid composition erupted and the fact that rhyolites were later erupted through the same fissure

(Markarfljot Domes).

The rhyolites show relatively large chemical variations, especially when considering the small volumes

erupted. Strontium increases between 50 - 100 ppm and Zr between 600 - 750 ppm. I think that this

indicates a very steep chemical gradient was present in the small magma body prior to eruption. Only one

other outcrop of rhyolites is known outside the ring structure in the southwestern part of Torfajokull.

That is Laufafell which was formed some 10 - 50 thousand years earlier. The fact that this area has only
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erupted non-hybridized transitional basalts since the formation of the Laufafell Domes, probably indicates

that no substantial rhyolitic magma body is present in the crust at this time.

The average composition of the Markarfljot Craters and the Laufafell Craters basalts is very similar (Fig.

46b), except for Sr which tends to suggest that the basalts are substantially different. It appears that the

basalts erupted represent a range of similar compositions (48 - 54% Si02). This eruptive event, therefore,

represents the eruption of a range of metaluminous rhyolites, various transitional basalts and transitional

basaltic icelandites, with only minor mixing and hybridization. and no transitional icelandite or tholeiites.

According to Vilmundardottir (1977) and Vilmundardottiret al, (1985) a 4.8 km3tava field formed in the

Veidivotn fissure swarm 5500 years ago. They might represent a contemporaneous eruption to the

LaufafellDomes.

4.7 The Haolduhraun Eruption

The Haolduhraun lava is a mixed/hybridized metaluminous rhyolitic lava flow in the northern part of

Torfajokull (Fig. 47a). It is located just outside the large ring structure and the short eruptive fissure has

a slightly more easterly strike, compared to other volcanic fissures in the area. Possibly the proximity

with the ring structure, with its more easterly strike, has caused in this change. At least two vents appear

to have been active, one forming a collapsed dome and the other (younger) an elongated dome ridge

(McGarvie 1985), but heavy tephra cover makes any structural connection very difficult. A small lake,

calledHofdavatn,is located immediately westof the Haolduhraunlava vent area. The circular shape of the

lake indicates that it might be occupying the site of a shallow explosion crater formed during the

Haolduhraun eruption. More likely its formation is due to the dammingeffect producedby theHaolduhraun

lava when drainage was cut off.

Two relativelydistinct rhyolitic magmas are found in the Haolduhraun lava, indicating either two separate

eruptions or a single eruption tapping two chemical horizons in the magma chamber/pocket (MeGarvie

1985). Other compositions present are inclusions, here considered to represent a hybrid tholeiite and a

hybrid basaltic ieelandite, both possible hybrids between a tholeiite and a transitional icelandite (Fig.

47b). Also present is a hybrid icelandite (rhyolite-tholeiite hybrid) and hybrid transitional ieelandite

(rhyolite-tholeiite-transitional iceianditehybrid). The intermediate transitional iceianditecannotbe produced

by mixing and is hereconsidered to representone end-member in the mixing event. The Haolduhraunlava

covers 3.28 krn2 and has a volume of 0.066 km". The 3.4 km3 basaltic Kvislarhraun lava (Vilmundardottir
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Fig.47A Map of the Haolduhraun eruptive products (lava and tephra/spatter). Also shown are
eruptive vents and general flow directions. Chemical averages of the two different rhyolites (only
unhybridized compositions), as well as the composition of the transitional iceJandite, are given in the
box. Figures in parenthesis indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. Map panly
based on McGarvie (1985).
Fig.47B Sr - Zrdiagram from the same lava flow. Dashed lines show the possible range of hybrids.
Hybrid compositions within the inner dashed triangle represent 3-way hybrids. Boxes show typical
chemical ranges for tholeiites and transitional basalts. Refer to text for discussion. Data from
McGarvie (1985), and this study.
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1977;Vilmundardottir et al. 1985)eruptedsome 4500 yearsago in the Veidivotnfissureswarm,mightbe

contemporaneous. Thiseruptiveevent,therefore, represents the emption of a rangemetaluminous rhyolites,

minor transitional icelanditeand some basaltic inclusions and hybrids. No typical tholeiite is observed,

but the composition of the hybrids indicates (Fig. 47b) that tholeiite was one end-member in the

mixinglhybridization event

4.8 The MarkarOjot Domes Eruptive Event

This eruptive event formed the rhyolitic MarkarfljotDomes and the basaltic Laufafellshraun lavas, and

represents the westernmost occurrence of Postglacial volcanicactivityat Torfajokull (Fig.48a). Its age is

uncertain, but it is tentatively suggestedhere to haveformed4000 ~ 4500 years ago, at the same time as

Thjorsardalshraun and Hnubbahraun lavas(2.8 Ian1in the Veidivotn fissureswarm. Theeruptive fissure

has a total length of 7 km, but is split into three slightlyoffset segments. The two northernmost fissure

segments produced theMarkarfljot Domes and thesouthernmost oneproduced theLaufafellshraun volcanics.

Total areacovered in this emption is 7 Ian2
, witha volume of 0.044km",

The Markarfljot Domesformelevensmall volcanic domesand flows that eruptedthrough two shortoffset

fissure segments. The longer fissure segment resides in the previouslyerupted Markarfljot Craters and

partly fills them to the rim. The other segmentis offset to the west and produced4 domesor flows. The

Markarfljot Domesare mixedmetaluminous rhyoliteswitha verynarrowcompositional range (Fig.48b).

Inclusions in the rhyolites (Gunnarsson 1987) consist entirely of olivine cumulated transitional basalts

and transitional basaltic icelandites, similar to the one found in Hrafntinnuhraun (not shownon chemical

diagrams). The Markarfljot Domescoveran area of 0.86km2 and havea volumeof 0.Q17 km",

The Laufahraun eruptive units consist of two lava flows (A and B in Fig. 48a) and numerous, often

interconnected, explosion craters. The emption initially blasted out craters into a basaltic-hyaloclastite

ridge, later two lava flowspartiallyfilledthesecratersand overflowed them towards the east. A flow unit

from Laufafellshraun B managedto flow6 km downthe gully separatingLaufafelland Ljosufjoll(part of

ring structure). The Laufahraun volcanics consist of a transitional basalt and varioustransitional basaltic

icelandites, all considered here to be relativelyunaffected by mixingwith chemically contrastingmagmas

(Fig.48b). The Laufafellshraun volcanics cover 6.15km2 and havea volumeof 0.027km',

This eruption produced a range of basaltic compositions in the Laufafellshraun lavas. No rhyolitic
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Fig. 48A Map of the rhyolitic Markarfljot Domes and the transitional basaltic Laufafellshraun eruptive
products (lava and tephra/spatter). Also shown are eruptive vents, general flow directions and the older
Laufafell Domes, Laufafell Craters and the Markarfljot Craters (all shown unornamented). Chemical
averages of the three different eruptive units (only unhybridized compositions) are given in the box. Figures
in parenthesis indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. Map partly based on McGarvie
(1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
Fig. 48B Sr - Zr diagram for the same lava flows. Boxes show typical chemical ranges for tholeiites and
transitional basalts. Refer to text for discussion. Data from McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
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involvementis observed, a fact I consider that reflects the lack of any rhyolitic magmabodies in the crust

at that time or location. The rhyolite of the Markarfljot Domes shows no indications of having been

mixedor hybridizedwith basalt similar to the one erupted in the Laufafelishraun lavas. On the other hand

they have mixed with an olivine-cumulate transitionalbasalt (found as inclusions) that probably resided

below the rhyolite prior to eruption (not shown in Fig. 48b). No tholeiitic compositions nor hybrids

with a tholeiiticcomponent have been found in this eruptive event

4.9 The Domadalshraun 1, 2 and 3 Eruptive Events

The Domadalshraun 1, 2 and 3 lavas, as well as the Grakolluhraun lava (Fig. 49a) and the

Hnausahraun/fjorfahraunlavas, the latter lyingdirectly northeastof the DomadaIshraun lava field and are

not shown on themap. Located in the northern part of Torfajokull, well outside the large ring structure,

this lava field was originally considered to belong to a single eruption, but has been shown to be three

separateeruptionson parallel fissures (Blake 1982;McGarvie 1985). The oldest eruptionoccurred6000

7000 YBP, the second oldest 3100 YBP and the youngestone 1800 YBP (Larsen 1984; Vilmundardottir

1977; Vilmundardottir et aI. 1985). All these flows show evidence of mixing and/or hybridization to

various extents of at least threecomponents, namely a transitional icelandite, a tholeiitic basalt and a

rhyolite. No transitionalor alkali basalts have been erupted from this locationin Postglacial times.

Domadalshraun 1 emanated froma 900 m long NE - SW trendingfissureproducing4 - 6 smalldomes and

a smaIllava flow. Assumingthat Grakolluhraun lava, situated northeastof Domadalshraun 1, was erupted

simultaneously, then the fissure must have been at least 1.7 km long. Domadalshraun 1 is a mixed

metaluminous rhyolitic lava flow containingnumeroushybrid inclusions. The Sr - Zr diagram (Fig. 49b)

demonstrates that the inclusions are hybrids, here interpreted to indicate mixing between a rhyolite,

tholeiite and a transitional icelandite. Although the transitional icelandite and tholeiitemixing end-members

have not been discovered in this lava, they have been found in the later eruptives. The total lack of

transitional basalts in this lava field suggests that transitionalbasaltic involvementis minimal, if any.

Domadalshraun 1covers0.43 km2 and has a volumeof 0.009 km'. Adding the Grakolluhraun lava to this

total brings it up to 1.88 km2 and 0.024 km", The composition of Grakolluhraunis best explained as a

hybrid between a tholeiitic basalt and a transitional icelandite (Fig. 49b). The eruption of 1.4 km3 of

basaltic lavas within the Veidivotn fissure swarm 6000 - 7000 years ago (Vilmundardottir 1977;

Vilmundardottir et al. 1985)mighthaveoccurredsimultaneously.
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Fig. 49A Map of the hybrid transitional basaltic Grakolluhraun and the rhyolitic Domadalsbraun (1, 2
and 3). Also shown are eruptive vents and general flow directions. Chemical averages of the three
different Domadalsbraun lavas (unbybridized compositions), as well as the composition of the transitional
(basaltic) icclandite and the Grakolluhraun hybrid lava, are given in the box. Figures in parenthesis
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lines show the possible range of hybrids. Hybrid compositions within the inner dashed triangle represent
3-way hybrids. Boxes show typical chemical ranges for tholeiites and transitional basalts. Refer to text
for discussion. Chemical data from Blake (1982) and McGarvie (1985).
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Domadalshraun 2 is of similar nature and composition as the other Domadalshraun lavas. It erupted

through a 3 km long NE - SW trending fissure which is partly overlain by Domadalshraun 3. It consists

of six volcanic dome-like features with short lava flows. Domadalshraun 2 is a mixed metaluminous

rhyolitic lava flow, containing hybrid inclusions, as well as inclusions of typical tholeiite and a

transitional (basaltic) icelandite. The transitional icelandite is clearly not a hybrid (Fig. 49b), but

represents a magmatic composition probably residing directly below therhyolites in the magma chamber

andappears to be one of the three mixing end-members. The hybrid inclusions represent mixing between

rhyolite - tholeiite and tholeiite - transitional icelandite. Domadalshraun 2 covers 1.66 km" and has a

volume of 0.033 Ian3
• Basaltic lavas amounting to 3.9 Ian3 are believed to have been erupted simultaneously

from a more northeasterly location in the Veidivotn fissure swarm (Larsen 1984; Vilmundardottir 1977;

Vilmundardottir et al. 1985).

Domadalshraun 3, the youngest of the three rhyolite lavas, erupted from a 500 m long NE - SW trending

fissure on a low hyaloclastic ridge between Domadalur and Frostastadavatn (Fig. 49a). A narrow

tholeiitic lava tongue observed to have flowed on top of the rhyolite was reported by Blake (1982). It is

a partly mixed and partly hybridized metaluminous rhyolite, as it contains both inclusions and erupted

hybrid compositions. The inclusions consist of a tholeiite and a transitional icelandite - tholeiite hybrid

(Fig.49b). The hybrid flow units have a dacitic composition and may represent either a 2-way or 3-way

mixing. The basaltic Hnausahraun/I'jorfahraun lavas (not shown on map) contain both tholeiitic compositions

and various hybrid compositions, indicating mixing between rhyolite - tholeiite, and transitional icelandite

- tholeiite. Domadalshraun 3 covers an area of 6.17 Ian"and has a volume of 0.093 km", The basaltic

Hnausahraun and Tjorfahraun lavas, with a combined volume of 0.8 km", are considered to have been

erupted simultaneously (Larsen 1984; Vilmundardottir 1977; Vilmundardottir etal. 1985).

Collectively, the Domadalshraun lava field consists of three magma types, a range of metaluminous

rhyolites, transitional icelandite and tholeiite, along with various hybrid compositions reflecting mixing

between the three end-members. No typical transitional basalts nor transitional basaltic icelandites are

observed. It appears that the rhyolites have become less evolved with time in this part of the Torfajokull

central volcano, and that tholeiitic involvement has increased with time. In the Domadalshraun 1 eruption

tholeiite is not found, but indicated by the nature of the hybrid inclusions. In the Domadalshraun 2

eruption tholeiite is found as inclusion and in the Domadalshraun 3 eruption it is found both as

inclusions and as a discrete lava flow unit.
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4.10 The Hrafntinnuhraun Eruptive Event

The Hrafntinnuhraun eruptive event (Fig. 50a) formed the transitional basaltic Laufabraun volcanics in the

southwest, the rhyolitic Hrafntinnuhraun lavas in the central western region, the Blahylur explosive crater

in the northeast, and the Vatnaoldur tholeiitic crater row in the Veidivotn fissure swann (Larsen 1984;

Vilmundardottir 1977; Vilmundardottir et al. 1985). The Vatnaoldur crater row produced 3.3 km3 of tephra

(corresponding to 1.1 km3 of lava) on a fissure 42 km long. Adding the fissure segment at Hrafntinnuhraun

and the contemporaneous Laufabraun lavas, a total length (albeit discontinuous) of 70 km is indicated.

Total volume produced in this eruption was therefore 1.27 km', calculated as lava.

Hrafntinnuhraun is a large lava field in the western central part of Torfajokull. Hrafntinnuhraun erupted

through two, slightly offset fissure segments, with a combined length of 4 km, It is the second largest

eruption in Postglacial times at Torfajokull and penetrated subglacial rhyolites in its southern section

(A), a basaltic hyaloclastic plain in its center (B) and the older Slettahraun Postglacial rhyolitic lava flow

in its northern section (C). It consists of variously mixed/hybridized metaluminous rhyolites, which form

two large lava flows and 8 small domes with a total area of 5.78 km2 and volume of 0.145 km",

Magmatic components include a range of hybrid transitional dacites found as flow units in section A and

B, along with two hybrid rhyolites, and inclusions of a transitional icelandite and transitional alkali

basalt (including one inclusion of an olivine-cumulate transitional basalt not shown in the graphs) in

section B (Fig.49b). No tholeiitic component has been observed. Most of the hybrids represent mixing

between rhyolite and transitional basalt Only one hybrid appears to have a transitional basaltic icelandite

end-member component (the hybrid discussed in the isotopic section in Chapter 3) and, possibly, a hybrid

rhyolite as the other end-member.

Hrafntinnuhraun C domes did not fonn any hybrids and show a limited range of rhyolitic compositions.

The small volumes of the domes indicates that eruption there ceased after a relatively short period, tapping

only rhyolites from the chamber top. Unit A and B, both of greater volume, apparently continued

erupting, tapping a greater range of rhyolitic compositions and in the progress sampling hybrid magmas

deeper in the chamber. The largest flow unit (B) shows evidence of repeated dome building and

subsequent breaching (McGarvie 1985), as is evident from steep ramparts surrounding the vent area.

Large vesicles are also common in the central vent area. The largest one discovered, measuring 1.5 x 2.5 x

3.5 meters, is nearly intact
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Fig. 50A M~p of the basaltic Laufahraun and the rhyolitic Hrafntinnuhraun eruptive products (lava and
tephra/spatter). Also shown are eruptive vents and general flow directions. Chemical averages of the main
flow units (only unhybridized compositions), as well as the transitional icelandite, are given in the box.
Figures in parenthesis indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. Map partly based on
McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
Fig. 50B Sr - Zr diagram from the same lavas. Dashed lines show the possible range of hybrids. The single
tholeiitic sample originates from the Blahylur explosion crater which is located northeast of Torfajokull (see
small insert). Boxes show typical chemical ranges for tholeiltes and transitional basalts. Refer to text for
discussion. Chemical data from McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987).
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Tephrochronological studies(Thorarinsson 1944, 1967, 1970)indicate that this eruptive event tookplace

1100 YBP and the tephra layer was called the SettlementLayer, as it coincided with the settlement of

Iceland. The layer has a rhyolitic lower part, originally considered to represent another earlier eruption,

and a basaltic upper part. Larsen (1984) demonstratedconvincingly that the upper basaltic part of the

layeroriginate from Vatnaoldur in the far northeastand that the rhyoliticlowerpart originatefrom a smaIl

plinian phaseat the Hrafntinnuhraun eruptionsite.

Laufahraun, which erupted contemporaneously with the Hrafntinnuhraun lavas, consists of three main

eruption sites just southwestof the large rhyolitic ring structurethat partly circles the Torfajokullcentral

volcano (Fig. 508). The volcanic fissure is discontinuous and laterally shifted across the ring structure,

so a direct surfaceconnectionwith the Hrafntinnuhraun fissure is not possible. The Laufahraunfissure is

8 km long, but is divided into three sections, labeled A, B and C in Fig. 50a. SectionA consist of a few

interconnected shallowwaterfilled eruptioncraterswhichproducedminimal magmatic volumes. SectionB

consist of many small spatter/tephracraters and a large lava which flowed some 3 km to both east and

west. Section C is separated from the other two by the large subglacialmountain of Laufafell. SectionC

consistsof two tephra/spatter cones that erupted througha flow unit in the Laufafellshraun lava, northeast

of Laufafell. TheLaufahraun eruptionsitescover some4.91krnzand havea volumeof 0.024 km'.

LaufahraunB consists of a range of transitional basaltic icelandites(SiOz= 52.56 - 55.59%). Laufahraun

A consists of transitional basalts and one samplewhich has a chemicalcomposition intermediate between

a transitionalbasalt and a tholeiite (Gunnarsson 1987). LaufahraunC, which is geographically closer to

therhyoliticHrafntinnuhraun than to the other Laufahraun eruptionsitesand represents a minor magmatic

blowout probably early in the eruption, consists of various intermediate hybrids (transitional basaltic

icelandite-rhyolite hybrid). Apparently lateral flow along the fissure, rhyolite flowing southwest and

transitional basaltic icelandite flowing northeast, caused the formation of hybrid intermediates which

subsequently wereeruptedat the topographic low betweenLaufafelland Ljosufjoll.

Collectively, these eruptive units consist of transitional basalts, transitional basaltic icelandites and

intermediatehybrids in the southwest,metaluminous rhyolites, transitional icelandite,transitional basalts

and various hybridized compositions in the western central region and tholeiites in the northeastern

region. No typical tholeiites are observed in the central and southwestern region, and no transitional

basaltsare observedin thenortheast
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4.11 The Laugabraun Eruptive Event

A 40 km longfissurecaused the formation of severallava flowsand explosion cratersin the regionof the

Torfajokull central volcano and a row of spatter/tephra craters in the Veidivotn fissure swarm. This

eruption tookplace in the year 1480 A.D. (Larsen 1984), and resulted in the formation of the rhyolitic

Laugahraun andNamshraun, and the basaltic Stutshraun, Frostastadahraun and Ljotipollur, along with the

eruptionof 3.5 km3 of basaltic tephra (1.1 kln3 calculatedas lava) and 0.4 kIn3 of lava in the Veidivotn

fissure swarm. The volcanics produced in the Torfajokull area cover an area of 8.36 krnz and have a

volume of 0.084km", Adding the productseruptedwithin the Veidivotn fissureswarm, a total of nearly

1.6lan3 (calculated as lava) is reached for thiseruptiveevent.

Laugahraun consists of two flows, a smallflow at theextremesouthwest endof the fissure, eruptedfroma

single vent, and a large flow collectively formed by magma emission from at least ten vents (Fig. 51a).

The total length of this fissure segmentis about2 km and the lava covers 1.57km Z and has a volumeof

0.039 km', The fissurestartson the slopesof a subglacial rhyoliticridgeand continues down10 outwash

plains in the mouthof the gully Vondugil; no indication of explosive activity has been observed there.

Laugahraun is mixed metaluminous rhyolite,containing inclusionsof hybrid tholeiite (tholeiite-rhyolite

hybrid) anda transitional icelandite, considered here10 representthe thirdend-member participating in the

magma mixing in thiseruptiveevent (Fig.Sib).

Namshraun waserupted froma 500meterlongfissure segmenton top of a partlysubglacial rhyolitic/partly

basaltic-hyaloclastite ridge (Fig. 51a). It consistsof 8 eruptive vents, forming 6 small domes and two

largerlava flows. Bothflowshavecascadeddownto the lowlands, one west into theFrostastadavatn lake

(consisting of two or three flow units)and theother east down to the Jokulgilskvisl outwash plains. The

originalexplosive openingof the fissurecreatedan elongatedcrater into the ridge, from which the larger

twoflowswerelateremitted. Namshraun is a metaluminous rhyoliticlavaflowcontaining largevolumes

of hybrid magma. The hybrid compositions includehybrid dacites, but Todhunter(1975) has reported

bothhybridicelandites and hybrid basalticicelandites from this flow (notshownin Fig. Sib). Namshraun

covers an areaof0.68 lanzand has a volumeof0.014km",

Stutshraun erupted through a basaltic hyaloclastite ridge (Fig. 51a). Initially an explosion crater was

formed, followed by the extrusion of a single lava flow from three vents, which spread over the

Jokulgilskvisl outwash plains,and finally a perfectly shaped spatter/tephra cone wasaccumulated over the
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Fig.5lA Map of the mafic Ljotipollur, Frostastadahraun and Stutshraun, and the silicic Namshraun
and Laugabraun eruptive products. Also shown are eruptive vents and general flow directions.
Arrows in the Ljotipollur explosion crater show a gravitationally controlled slide of partly welded
tephra. Location of the LandmannaIaugar pools and hut, the only place in the region that is habitated
2 months every year, is shown. Chemical averages of the lavas (only unhybridized compositions), as
well as the composition of the transitional icelandite, are given in the box. Figures in parenthesis
indicate the number of samples used to calculate the average. Map partly based on McGarvie (1985).
Fig.5lB Sr - Zr diagram from the same lavas. Dashed lines show the possible range of hybrids.
Boxes show typical chemical ranges for tholeiites and transitional basalts. Refer to text for
discussion. Data from McGarvie (1985) and this study.
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main eruption site. The total length of the fissure is about 600 meters, the other two vents visible by

small spatter craters and hornito-like features. Mork (1984) and Todhunter (1975) have reported silica

values between 50 - 55%, indicating that Stutshraun is a hybrid lava, but the only two samples from

Stutshraun used here are typical tholeiites (Fig. 51b). Stutshraun covers an area of 2.72 km2 and has a

volume of 0.014 km3
•

Frostastadahraun is a basaltic lava flow erupted from a 400 meter fissure segment southwest of the

explosion crater Ljotipollur (Fig. 51a). Erupted from the top of a hyaloclastite ridge it forms two lava

flows, the younger one partly covering the older. They covers an area of 1.72 km2 and have an estimated

volume of 0.009 km 3
• The chemistry of that one sample indicates that it is a hybrid. Frostastadahraun is

not named on Icelandic maps and the name used here was suggested by McGarvie (1985), being derived

from the lake Frostastadavatn.

Ljotipollur is beautiful waterfilled explosion crater that erupted on a 1.2 km long fissure segment through

a basaltic hyaloclastic ridge (Fig. 51a). Northeast of Ljotipollur, where the eruption occurred in the

streambed of the river Tungnaa, numerous craters and rootless cones are found covering the area due to

secondary explosions caused by the association of water and magma. The inside walls of the Ljotipollur

crater consist of alternating bands of colorful (often red) tephra layers and coherent welded spatter layers

that apparently flowed down the sides of the crater during eruption. The eastern side of the crater became

unstable during the eruption, sliding down to the Tungnaa outwash plains. Excellent cross sections,

excavated by the river Tungnaa, in the slide reveal coherent partly welded, columnar jointed, spatter units

intermingled with variously sorted tephra. Of the two samples used from Ljotipollur, one is a typical

tholeiite, similar to the ones erupted in the Veidivotn fissure swarm, and the other is a hybrid tholeiite

(tholeiite - transitional icelandite).

Three magma types (rhyolite, tholeiite, transitional icelandite) apparently participated in the eruption and

mixing during this eruptive event. No transitional basalts are observed in this lava field. When

examining major element data from Mork (1984) and Todhunter (1975) it is clear that most of the

hybrids are mixtures between tholeiite and rhyolite, a conclusion that both authors reached. On the other

hand the limited trace element data (Fig. SIb) suggests that a third high Sr end-member contributed to the

mixing and hybridization process. The identification of the transitional icelandite as an inclusion in the

Laugahraun lava (McGarvie 1985) suggests that this may be the third end-member.
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4.12 Summary and Conclusions

The Brandsgil Series interglacial dacites and rhyolites are characterized, at least locally as in Brandsgil,

Graenagil and Vondugil, by a continuous trend towards more evolved compositions, from dacites through

metaluminous rhyolites, to slightly peralkaline comendites. The Jokulgil Series subglacial rhyolites,

which lie conformably on top of the Brandsgil Series rhyolites, are all high peralkaline comendites and

panteUerites. A considerable compositional gap, especially in Si02, Al203 and Sr, exists between them.

Most of the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series volcanics have been erupted within the ring structure on NW 

SE and arcuate trending fissures, but some occur outside the ring structure. Basaltic compositions during

this period include a range of transitional basalts to transitional basaltic icelandites, as well as alkali

basalts and hawaiites. Inclusions are present in the rhyolitic volcanics, but are less common than in later

rocks. The only inclusion analyzed is a hybrid between a peralkaline rhyolite and a transitional basalt,

clearly demonstrating that mixing between contrasting magmas has occurred throughout the geological

history of Torfajokull. No tholeiites are observed from this period either within or surrounding the large

ring structure.

Following the eruption of the ring structure, which is considered to mark the end of the Jokulgil Series

period and the onset of the Blahnukur Series period, drastic changes in eruptive behavior and chemical

composition occurs. Volcanic eruptions were restricted mostly to near the perimeter of Torfajokull or the

ring structure, and most of them were erupted through NE - SW trending fissures, thought to be related to

the possible propagation of the Eastern Rift Zone to the southwest. A temporary increase in basaltic

activity is recorded at Torfajokull, exemplified by numerous thin dykes cutting through the older rhyolitic

volcanics, as well as the formation of basaltic pillow lava/hyaloclastites, now found as a thin remnants

mantling the older rhyolites in various locations.

The rhyolites of the Blahnukur Series differ considerably from the older rhyolites and do not appear to be

genetically related to them, being more similar to the later Postglacial rhyolites. Basaltic activity,

throughout the Torfajokull area, formed transitional basalts and transitional basaltic icelandites, with

minor alkali basalts and hawaiites. The third basaltic type, tholeiite, is found for the first time as

inclusions in rhyolites at the NE perimeter of Torfajokull. An inclusion of transitional icelandite, found

in Kirkjufell, indicates that this composition acted as an end-member in the mixing event, similar to some

of the Postglacial lavas and that in some locations the rhyolite is underlain by transitional icelandite.
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The Postglacialvolcanics appear to continue the trendestablish in the BlahnukurSeries period. Volcanic

fissures all trend NE - SW and constitute a narrow discontinues fissure swarm extending through

Torfajokull. Rhyolites were mostly eruptedin the central westernregion and on the northern perimeterof

Torfajokull, with only minor rhyolites in the southwest Transitional basalts and transitional basaltic

icelandites are now totally restricted to the central western part and the southwestern part of the area,

while tholeiitesare the only basalt found in the northern section.

Tholeiitic activity in the northern part of Torfajokull gradually increased with time, being initially

restricted to inclusions of hybrid compositions indicating a tholeiitic end-member, and in later rocks

found as tholeiitic inclusions and hybrid flow units and even tholeiitic lava flows erupting through a

rhyolitic fissure/dyke. Table 7 shows that hybridcompositionshave become more common with time, as

well as the geographical restriction of tholeiites to the northeast region and transitional basalts to the

centraland southwestregion.

The suggestionthat the large surface rhyolitesat the Torfajokullcentral volcanoare due to eruptions from

a rhyolitic magmabody in the crust, underlainand sustainedby coolingbasaltic intrusions (Walker 1966;

Saemundsson 1972) appears to be a logicalassumption. The large heat flow, sustaining Iceland's largest

and second most powerful geothermal field (palmason et al. 1970) and the positive Bouguer gravity

anomalywithina larger regionalnegativegravityanomaly (Saemundsson 1972),suggestsa steady/periodic

flow of basalt into the crust below Torfajokull. The apparent lack of surface basaltic eruptions (shadow

zone) reflects its inability to penetrate the rhyolitic magmabody, preferring to pond at the level of neutral

buoyancywhich is probablyat the baseof the silicicmagmachamber.

It was suggested earlier in this study that the basalts entering the lower part of the magma chamber

ascended from the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary, either due to steady upward flow due to

gravitationaldifferences with the surroundingcrystallizedrocks or due to rapid rise in response to major

rifting events in the Eastern Rift Zone extending into Torfajokull, as appears to be the case today. The

idea that rift propagation toward the southwest was the cause of volcanism in the Southern Flank Zone

(Saemundsson 1978, 1979; Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985; Meyer et al. 1985) is a working theory

accepted by most researchers today. Geophysical measurements (palmason 1971; Beblo and Bjornsson

1978; Zverev et al, 1980; Gebrande et al. 1980; Eysteinssonand Hermance 1985) suggest a crust 8 - 10

km thick under the rift zones and 20 - 30 km thick under the flank zones. The propagating rift zone has
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Tablesummarizing of themixing processes in someglacialandPostglacial rhyolitic unitsfromTorfajokull''

SWRegion CentralRegion NERegion Inclusions HybridUnitt> TransitionalIcelandites Transitional Basalts Rhyolites Tholeiites

Laugahraun XC X X X X

Hrafntinnuhraun X X <Xf X X

Domadalshraun X X X X X

Markarfljot Domes X (X) (X)

Haoldubraun X X X X X

LaufafellDomes X X X X

Hrafntinnusker X (X) (X)

Slettahraun (X)

Blahnukur X X X

Kirkjufell X X (X) X

ltfablebased on data assembled from McGarvie (1985), Gunnarsson (1987), and this study. l1Ibe column marked hybrid units indicates that hybrid
magmawaserupted (notonlyas inclusion in a rhyolitic host)as a flowunitor tephra/spatter. CThe X meansthat it is present. dThe (X) indicated that it is
present but apparently did not participate in the mixing event.



reached the northern perimeter ofTorfajokull, while farther south Torfajokull has all the characteristics of

a flank volcanic zone. It is reasonable to assume that a gradual increase in crustal thickness occurs from

the rift zone tip toward the southwest under the Southern Flank Zone (shown in Chapter I, Fig. 14).

As presented and discussed in Chapter I, the thin spot hypothesis will effectively result in similar basic

surface observational features for the Southern Flank Zone and the southern part of the Eastern Rift Zone

as does the hot spot hypothesis. The only differences are the location of the hot spot (under the Southern

Flank Zone), the presence of a thin spot and that the rift propagates towards (or follows) the hot spot

locus and not away from it. A time-dependent and geographical change in the basalts erupted at

Torfajokull supports the idea of rift propagation towards the southwest. The different basalts

(alkali/lransitional - tholeiitic) may therefore reflect different depths of formation (and probably different

degrees of partial melting), the tholeiites being formed at a shallow (8 - 10 km) level at the lithosphere 

asthenosphere boundary, and the alkali/transitional basalts being formed where this boundary dips down

to greater depths. The commencement and gradual increase of tholeiitic volcanism at the northeastern

perimeter of Torfajokull reflects the gradual decrease in crustal thickness at that location with time, while

the lack of tholeiites and predominance of alkali/transitional basalts in the central and southwestern

regions suggests that the crust is sufficiently thick there for transitional basalts to form instead of

tholeiites.

Without contemplating the origin of the rhyolites and crustal involvement, evidence suggests that a large

silicic magma chamber existed at Torfajokull during the Brandsgil Series and Jokulgil Series period. This

magma chamber was underlain by cooling and crystallizing alkali/transitional basaltic intrusions, being

steadily or periodically replenished and kept supplied with thermal energy by fresh alkali/transitional

basalt arriving from the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary. In Postglacial times eruptions in the area

have been controlled by major rifting events affecting a narrow zone running through Torfajokull.

Basaltic magma (tholeiitic in the northeast and transitional basaltic in the central and southwestern

region) enters the base and intrudes into the silicic magma chamber causing mixing/hybridization to occur,

as well as triggering eruption of rhyolite and mixing products at the surface.

It is difficult to establish whether the basalts erupted at Torfajokull are basalts that had previously been

intruded or ponded at the base of the silicic magma chamber or if they ascended directly from the

lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary. A general assumption often used is that the basalts ascending from
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this boundary have relatively primitive compositions (being olivine tholeiites or transitional basalts), but

recent studies on rift zone tholeiites (Nicholson et al. 1991; Sigmarsson et al. 1991) suggest that both

crustal contamination and fractional crystaIlization withinthemagma layer at the lithosphere - asthenosphere

boundary may cause the magma to evolve to more silicic compositions.

The typical tholeiites erupted in the northeastern part of Torfajokull are indistinguishable from the rift

zone tholeiites from the Veidivobl fissure swarm and may therefore have entered the area directly from the

lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary. The transitional basalts and transitional basaltic icelandites from

the southwestern region, on the other hand, generally exhibit more primitive compositions as one gets

farther away from the ring structure, suggesting that the more primitive transitional basalts originate from

the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary, while the more evolved compositions may reflect magmas

having fractionated to some extent below the rhyolite in the crust

The transitional icelandites, found only in five eruptive units and always in minute volumes (as

inclusions), have here been demonstrated to be non-hybrids. They most likely represent localized extreme

fractionation of cooling transitional basalt immediately below the rhyolites. The transitional icelandites

appear to be more common in thenortheastern part ofTorfajokull, where no transitional basalts have been

erupted in late glacial and Postglacial times. The transitional icelandites constitute one of the end-member

compositions that mix with tholeiite in that area
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5 Mineralogy of the Volcanics at Torfajokull

5.1 Introduction

This chapterdescribes the mineralogy and petrography of mostlyglacial and interglacial volcanics from

the Torfajokull central volcano. Twentywhole-rock analyzedsamples,representing at least 15 separate

eruptive events, havebeenanalyzed for feldspar, clinopyroxene, olivine and opaque minerals (titanomagnetite

and ilmenite) in thin section with an electron microprobe. These samples consist of one metaluminous

rhyolite, sevencomendites and three pantellerites. Of the maficsamples, one is a hybrid basaltic icelandite

from Blahnukur, three belong to the ttansitional Coombs trend, and three to the alkalic Kennedy trend.

The only Postglacial samples analyzedfor minerals are tholeiites from Ljotipollurand Stutshraun which

belong to the most recent eruptive event in the area, occurring some 500 years ago. Descriptions of

analytical procedures andchemical compositions arepresented in Appendix B.

5.2 General Mineralogical Features or Torrajokull

Microprobe work on mineral phases in Postglacial volcanics from Torfajokull has been done by Mork

(1982, 1984), McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987). Only McGarvie (1985) lists a few analyses

from the Blahnukurand Jokulgil Series volcanics. Altogether 696 mineral point compositions were

determined and they are reported in Appendix B; feldspar = 498 (72%), pyroxene= 99 (14%), olivine=

37 (5%), ore =60 (9%). Thesenumbersdo not represent the numberof analyzedminerals as manywere

analyzedboth at core and rim, and in some casesalsoat intermediate locations. The relativenumber of

mineralanalyzesis similar to the relativemodal abundance of these minerals in sampleswhere they all

coexist, average 76%,12%,4% and8%, respectively.

Analyzed minerals are, inorderof modal abundance; feldspar, clinopyroxene, titanomagnetite/ilmenite, and

olivine. Accessory minerals, includingamphibole, zircon and apatitewereoccasionally observed but not

analyzed. Mineral modal abundance in the glacial and interglacial silicic units varies from < 0.1% to

approximately 30% by volume. Cursory examination of Postglacial rhyolitic lavasin the northern part of

the Torfajokull area. indicates that modal abundances between 5 - 10% by volume are most common.

Gunnarsson (1987) reported modal abundances in the range < 0.1 to 7% by volume in Postglacial

volcanics in thesouthwestern and centralpart of Torfajokull.

Thoughby no meansthe rule, peralkaline rocksare generally sparselyporphyritic and sometimes nearly
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aphyric, while decreased peralkalinity and decreased Si02 content go hand in hand with increased

phenocrystabundance. This was also pointed out by Gunnarsson (1987) for the southwestPostglacial

lavas,where the peralkalinelavas of Hrafntinnusker and Slettahraun are virtuallyaphyric. A correlation

betweenphenocrystcontent with age and volume is alsopartly observedfor the Postglacialsiliciclavas.

The younger their age and smallertheir eruptedvolume, the higheris theirphenocryst content

The basalticand intermediatesampleswerecollected from either thin intrusives(dykes/sills), subglacial

hyaloclastites (palagonite breccia or pillow lava) or as inclusions in a rhyolitic host and tend to consist

of sparsephenocrystsin a glassymatrix. Occasional largephenocrysts or macrocrysts wereobserved, but

in all cases modalmineralabundance was under5%. Onlythe Postglacial tholeiites could be classified as

beingrich in phenocrysts,

5.3 Feldspars

Feldspar, both plagioclase and alkali feldspar, is the most abundant mineral in glacial and interglacial

volcanics at Torfajokull, as well as in the Postglacial volcanics. It has been identified in every volcanic

unit and usuallyconsists of around 3/4 of the mineral phases present and can amount to more than 20%

by volumeof the rock. In aphyric (<< 0.1% by volume) or sparselyporphyritic obsidians, alkali feldspar

is often the only mineral phase. Fig. 52 shows the compositional range of 498 analyzed feldspars from

Torfajokull. A typically well defined chemical trend is cbserved in the system An-Ab-Or. The silicic

unitscontainfeldspars rangingfromandesine - oligoclase plagioclase, through sodicanorthoclase and into

sanidineor potassicalkali feldsparcompositions, The highlyperalkalinecomendites and pantellerites of

the Jokulgil Series contain alkali feldspars with a limitedcompositional range between 24 and 32% Or,

extending to 40% Or, while the other rhyolitescontain feldspars clusteringbetween 10 and 25% Or, but

extending into plagioclase. The basalts and intermediate rocks analyzed for feldspar all exhibit a wide

rangeof plagioclase compositions between 30%and90%An.

The chemical compositionof the feldspars varies regularly with increasingsilica (Fig. 52). Aluminum

and calciumdecrease, with the latter reaching minimum values « 0.1%) at 66 to 67% Si02, Aluminum

behaves in a similar fashion and a slight bend towards lower AIP3 values,reachinga minimum of 18%

AIP3' is observed in the trend at similar SiO2 values. Potassium is observed to increase only slightly

withinthe plagioclaseseries, but sharply increases above62% Si02• Iron varies in an irregularfashion

throughout the whole feldsparseries. It is usually wellbelow 1% but is observedto increasein feldspars
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Fig. 52 An - Ab - Or and Harker diagram showing the compositional range of all analyzed feldspars
from Torfajokull.. The samples are from glacial and interglacial volcanics. except two, which are from
the Postglacial Ljotipollur and Stutshraun and constitute the only analyzed tholeiites. The small insert
represents a key for the mineral drawings in Chapter 5. Refer to text for discussion.
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of the peralkaline rhyolites. Sodium reaches maximum between 66 and 67% Si02 and decreases after thaL

The sodium trend in the plagioclase series is observed to consist of two parallel trends, one high in Nap

and the other low in Nap at comparable Si02 values. The former are plagioclases from the transitional

and alkali series, while the latter are mostly plagioclases from the tholeiites, but also some from the other

rock groups. A broadening of the CaD trend is also observed, with the low CaD plagioclases coming

from the more alkaline mafics. This is also reflected in their whole-rock chemical composition.

5.3.1 Feldspars in the Brandsgil Series Silicic Rocks

A total of 68 point analyses of 24 feldspar minerals from a metaluminous rhyolite (T-505) and a

peralkaline comendite (T-508) from the Brandsgil Series were conducted. Modal abundance of feldspar is

between 10% and 25% by volume, with additional pyroxene, pseudomorphs of olivine and ilmenite

accounting for an extra 3% to 6%. The rhyolites examined in thin section were all porphyritic and

glomeroporphyritic. Groundmass textures vary from occasional spherulitic, through hyaloophitic to

pilotaxitic or trachytic.

Samples T-505 and T-508 (Fig. 53) contain macrocrysts, phenocrysts and occasional microcrysts. The

division of crystals into one of the above groups is done on a single sample bases. It takes into account

their composition, relative size and association with other mineral phases and groundmass. Themacrocrysts

are sometimes visibly zoned, often partly resorbed and exist in a glomeroporphyritic state with other

mineral phases. They are I - 3 em in size, usually elongated and consist of an andesine or oligoclase core

and an anorthoclase rim (normal zoning). The regular compositional change towards the rim suggests

continuous normal zoning. The phenocrysts vary in size from 0.05 em to about 1 em and sometimes occur

as glomerocrysts. Zoning is not microscopically obvious but they are chemically zoned in a normal

fashion. The occasional microcrysts are small euhedral laths that range from 0.01 em to 0.1 cm and are

quite distinct from the tiny groundmass microliths.

Sample T-505 (Fig. 53) has a microcrystalline groundmass (probably recrystallized) with ample feldspar

(20% by volume), pyroxene and altered olivine (serpentine) (4.3% by volume) and ilmenite (1.6% by

volume). The feldspars show mostly normal zoning or are unzoned, oscillatory zoning being an

exception. The single macrocryst is zoned from an andesine plagioclase to anorthoclase (An 29.8 < 2.9

Ab67.3476.5 Or2.9420.J. The phenocrysts tend to form groups with similar core and/or rim compositions.

Two phenocryst core compositions appear to be prevalent, one; core = An 12.5-18.3 Ab76.3_81.0 Or 5.4-8.0; rim
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=An1.5_4.5 Ab74.3_78.6 Or I6.9_24.2and the other; core =AIlz.2H6.2 Ab76.o- 81.3 OrI3.8_U.1; rim =An2.6N 6.1

Ab,2.3_S1.5 Or15.5_22.1·

Similar rim compositions indicate that all the feldspars equilibrated in the same batch (or similar) of

magma prior to eruption. The different core compositions suggests either original formation within

compositionally differentmagmabatches(withina stratified magmachamber), latermixedand mingled, or

nucleation and growth within the same evolving magma batch at different times during its history. A

single phenocryst and one analyzed microcryst show more evolved rim compositions (rim = Ano.o- O.4

Ab61.8_67.7 Or32.3_37.8)' possiblyindicating thata crystal-poor highlyperalkalinemagma(probablyfromthe

chamber'stop) was incorporated into themagma which wasmildlyperalka1ine duringeruption.

SampleT-508 (Fig.53) hasa finegrainedgroundmass of feldsparand ilmenite. Majormineralphasesare

feldspars (23.8%by volume),pyroxene(2.9% by volume),alteredolivine (serpentine) (1.8% by volume)

and ilmenite(1.5% by volume). Mostof the feldspars exhibitnormalzoning, though not obvious in thin

section. The macrocrystsrange from andesine plagioclaseto anorthoclase, similar to the macrocryst in

sampleT-505. The phenocrystscontainmostly twocore/rimcompositions, one being; core =An11.D-14.7

Ab78.2_so.3 Or7.2_S.6; rim = A~.5_4.5 Ab75.4_so.7 Or I5.1_21.1 and the other; core = A~.6_6.2 Ab7s.5H79.5

Or15.3H16.8; rim =An1.9-3.4 Ab,5.6H78.3 Or19.5-21.1· A single analyzed microcryst (An2.1 Ab78.5 Or19.J, along

with the similar rim compositions of the other feldspars, suggests that the majority of the feldspar

minerals were in equilibrium with a similar magma batch. High Or rim compositionspresent in a few

phenocrysts indicates growthand/orequilibrium within/with a highlyperalkaline magma.

5.3.2 Feldspars in the Jokulgil Series Silicic Rocks

A totalof 132pointanalyses of 65 feldsparmineralsfrom comendites (T-60I, 604, 616) and pantellerites

(T-606,610,612) were conducted(Fig. 54,55 and 56). Modalabundanceof feldspar is usually« 10%

by volume, but occasionally more, with additional pyroxene,olivine and ilmenite accounting for only

minor volumes. Many of the rhyolites are virtually aphyric, consisting of glassy obsidian with sparse

alkali feldspar. Some contain additional ilmenite as the only other phenocryst phase and a few contain

pyroxeneand olivineas well. The rhyolitesexaminedin thin sectionare all porphyritic, in the sense that

they consist of phenocrysts in a microcrystallineor glassy, sometimes perlitic fractured, groundmass.

Groundmass texturesalso includespherulitic, hyaloophitic and pilotaxiticor trachytic.

The feldspars consist of phenocrysts and microcrysts, the formeralways smaller than 1 cm and usually
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smaller than 0.5 em. The microcrysts, when present, are usually less than 0.05 em. The phenocrysts

generally show small (either normal or reverse) or no chemical zoning. even in feldspars that show

pronouncedzoning in the microscope. No macrocryst or xenocrystfeldspars were observedin theJokulgil

SeriesperaIkaline rhyolites.

Samples T-601. 604. 606 and 616 were collected along a 9 kin section of the large ring structure in

Sudumamurand Bannur. Thesecomendites and pantellerite areconsidered hereto haveerupted simultaneously

through a ring fracture some 65.000 years ago. Their major element composition represents the widest

possiblechemicalrange for this eruptiveeventand may well reflect a chemical stratificationpresent in the

crustalmagmachamberprior to eruption.

Sample T-601. a peraIkaline comendite from Barmur, is a porphyritic rock set in a microcrystalline

groundmass. Phenocrysts are mostly discreet feldspars but small glomerocrysts containing additional

pyroxene,olivine and ilmeniteare also present. The feldsparsare all under 0.5 em in diameterand show

little or no chemical variationsbetween coreand rim (Fig. 54). Where chemical zonation is observedit is

generally normal. with only one example of reverse zoning. The compositional range between core and

rim is; core = AnO.3MO.9 Ab73.OM7s.1 Or24•SM26.s; rim = AnO.2MO.8 Ab70.8M74.9 Or24.6M28.6' Of the two analyzed

microcrysts, one has a composition similar to the phenocrysts, while the other contains substantially

higherOr (32%). The narrowcompositional rangeof thefeldspar phenocrystssuggestsin situcrystallization

in a homogeneous magma.

Sample T-604. also a comendite from Barmur(Fig. 54), demonstrates the mineralogical similaritiesand

differences in rocks considered to have beenformedin the sameeruption (large ring structure). It contains

no pyroxeneand olivine. and the feldspars are almostall microscopically zoned. Chemicalzoningis small

howeverand normalzoning is the general rule, althoughreversezoning of similar magnitudeis observed.

The compositional range betweencore and rim in normallyzoned feldspars is; core =AnO.2_ 0.6Ab73.4M7s.0

Or24.8M26.0; rim = AnO.1_ 0.6Ab69.sM73.8 Or2S.8H30.2' which is similar to sample T-60i. The microcrystsshow

a larger compositional variation than the phenocrysts (An0.0. 0.4 Ab60.s. 66•7 Or33.3.39.1)' as well as being

moreevolved. These two differentcrystal compositions may indicate that this sample is derived fromthe

mixingof twoperaIkaline magmas.

Sample T-606, a pantellerite obsidian from Sudumamur and part of the large ring structure, is virtually

aphyric with only sparse feldspar phenocrysts, all under 0.2 em in diameter, and occasional feldspar
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microcrysts (Fig. 55). Chemical zoning is minor, with examples of both normal and reverse zoning.

Compositionof the rims varies between Or 28.3-29.9' while two core compositions are apparent, Or26.1-28.2

and Or29.3~ 31.1 indicating mixing of two slightly different magmas and equilibrium prior to eruption.

Feldspar fractionation alone is unable to account for the composition of the glass matrix (Fig. 55), as it

cannot explain the content of Ti02, FeO, MnO, CaO and Kp. Growth and fractionation of ilmenite,

pyroxeneand olivine of similar compositionas in sample T-601 and T-616, along with alkali feldspar, is

necessary,supporting the idea that this part of the ring structure is formed in a single eruptiveevent.

SampleT-616,a comendite fromBarmur(thelargeringstructure)is a porphyritic rock witha microcrystalline

groundmass (Fig. 55). It consists of relatively large alkali feldspars (up to 1 em in diameter) with minor

small pyroxene, olivine and ilmenite. Mineralogical zonation is not observed and chemical zoning is

weak,being mostlyreverse. AIlof the feldspars,includinggroundmassmicrocrysts, lie between Or 28 and

Or 30' and are similar to feldsparsin other samplesfrom the ring structure.

Sample T-6lO, a pantellerite from Brandsgil, consists of feldspar phenocrysts set in a glassy, partly

crystallized matrix (Fig. 56). Microscopic zoning is only weakly observed, but chemical zoning is

considerable, beingnormaI in mostcases,and normal-oscillary in otherswith themore primitivecomposition

occurring at intermediate positions in the crystal. The compositional range between core and rim in

normally zoned feldspars is; core =AnO.o..O•3 Ab65.7_71.1 Or28.6_34.3; rim =ADo.o_O.2 Ab60 .s_ 68.9 Or32.S _ 39.0'

Microcrysts analyzed from this sample have similar compositions as do the feldspar phenocryst rims

(Ano.o_ 0.5 Ab60.9_ 64.4 Or36.3- 39.1)' The feldspar compositions suggest continuous crystallization growth in

an evolving magmabody which may at one time have mixed with a slightly less evolvedmagma.

Sample T-612, which is also a pantellerite from Brandsgil, is a sparsely crystallized feldspar porphyritic

rock with a glassy, partly microcrystalline, groundmass, consisting of feldspar and probably minor

ilmenite and pyroxene. Groundmass minerals were too small to analyze but feldspar phenocrysts had a

narrowcomposition range between27.5 and 30% Or with minor chemicalzoningbetweencoreand rim.

5.3.3 Feldspars in the Blahnukur Series Silicic Rocks

A total of 122 point analyses of 67 feldspar minerals in peralkaline comendites (T 701-704, T 705-707

and T 710) from the Blahnukur Series were conducted (Fig. 57 and 58). Modal abundance of feldspar is

between 7% and 15%by volume,with additional pyroxene,olivine, ilmeniteand occasionaltitanomagnetite

accounting for an extra 2% to 3%. Locally, higher phenocryst concentration of up to 20% by volume
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were recorded in hand specimen. The rhyolites examined in thin section were all porphyritic and

glomeroporphyritic. Groundmass textures varies from hyaloophitic to pilotaxitic or trachytic.

Samples T 701-704 (Fig. 57) are from Kirkjufell, which is known to contain numerous small inclusions

ofmore mafic material, ranging froman unhybridized transitional iceIandite to hybrid transitional icelandite

and hybrid basaltic icelandite. Thehybrid inclusions have been demonstrated to be mixtures between the

transitional icelandite and a tholeiite basalt, without any direct involvement of the Kirkjufell rhyolite.

The feldspar analyses show no indications ofchemical mixing with a more mafic magma.

TheKirkjufell comendite is porphyritic or glomeroporphyritic,with a glassy to microcrystalline groundmass.

Major phenocryst phases, including feldspar (lOA - 12.3% by volume), are pyroxenes (0.6 - 0.7% by

volume), olivine (0 - 0.7% by volume) and ilmenite (0.55 - 2.4% by volume). Considerable modal

difference exists between different samples from the same unit The KirkjufeU rhyolite contains the only

known occurrence of coexisting ilmenite and titanomagnetite. The feldspar phenocrysts vary in size

between 0.2 and 2.5 cm and many exhibit both visual and chemical zoning. In almost every case the

zoning is normal.

Thecompositional range between core and rim in normally zoned feldspars is; core = An3.5_ S.6 Ab7s .2_ 82.3

OrI2.4- 1S.2; rim = ~.s-4.4 Ab 76.6- 81.0 OrI6.1_ 21.0' The microcrysts show a range in composition from a

typical phenocryst rim composition to far greater potassium enrichments, between 16 - 32% Or, indicating

perhaps mixing with a crystal-poor highly peralkaline magma. The glass matrix composition (Fig. 57) is

substantially different (especially iron) from the whole rock composition when compared with the highly

pera1kaline pantellerite (sample T-606 in Fig. 55). Clearly, feldspar fractionation does not dominate the

evolutionary process here to the same extent as it does in the Jokulgil Series rhyolites, and relatively

greater volume of pyroxene and opaques take part in the fractionation process.

Sample T-710 is from the Tungnaa peralkaline rhyolite (Fig. 57), the northernmost outcrop of silicic

rocks belonging to the Torfajokull central volcano. This comendite consists of discreet phenocrysts of

feldspar, pyroxene and titanomagnetite, rather than glomerocrysts. The feldspars range up to 2 em in

diameter, but most are in the range 0.1 - 0.4 em. Chemical zoning, albeit small, is common and is both

normal and reverse. The largest phenocryst analyzed is compositionally different from the rest and clearly

originates from a more peraIkaline magma, as most of the phenocrysts center around the composition 6 

7% Or and the majority of the microcrysts around the composition 10 - II % Or.
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Samples T 705-707 are from the peralkaline Blahnukur rhyolite (Fig. 58). It is physically mixed in the

sense that it contains inclusions of more mafic material. The only inclusion analyzed (T-405 in Fig. 58)

is a hybrid basaltic icelandite (tholeiite basalt - rhyolite hybrid) and it consists of a glassy groundmass

with microcrysts of feldspar, pyroxene and opaques. This sample, while being a probable hybrid, does not

show any mineralogical signs of mixing. Theplagioclase demonslJ'atesa nonnal compositional range from

bytownite to andesine, as is common in basaltic icelandites of this silica composition. A single brownish

pyroxene (from the rhyolite?) in the inclusion with a mantle of clear pyroxene (basaltic) is the only

indication of physical mixing.

The Blahnukur rhyolite is a glomeroporphyritic rock set in a glassy matrix. Modal abundances lie

between 10.5 and 11. 8% by volume, and consist of feldspar (7.5 - 10.0% by volume), pyroxene (1.1 

1.7% by volume), and titanomagnetite (0.7 - 1.2% by volume). The feldspar phenocrysts range in size

from 0.1 to 2 cm and many show evidence of strong normal zoning, as well minor reverse zoning. The

compositional range between core and rim in the two prominent groups of phenocrysts is; core =
An17.0H2S.6 Ab7o.6H76.4 Or3.8H6.6; rim = An6.3H8.0 Ab76.4H79.1 Or l 2.9HI7.0 and; core = An4.9H5.0 Ab77.5H77.7

Or17.3H17.6; rim = An6.7H7.8 Ab78.2H79.3 OrI4.0H14.0'

Fig. 59 shows the range of Or composition in feldspars from the rhyolites. Core compositions are not

spread evenly across the observed compositional range but cluster into groups with (core) compositional

gaps between them. This clustering is apparent even when comparing rhyolites of very different

composition, only the presence or relative amount of each group is different The groups observed lie

between 3 and 9% Or, 14 and 22% Or,24 - 27% Or and 28 - 35% Or. This grouping of feldspar core

compositions may represent crystal growih in a vertically stratified magma chamber, where each layer has a

relatively homogeneous composition different from the adjoining layers. Rim compositions on the other

hand may represent the changing liquid composition due to crystal (core) growth (crystal fractionation) in

each layer or mixing with a magma of different composition due to turbulent convection as a result of

magma withdrawal, magmatic injections, or density overturning.

An apparent covariation exists between Or content of feldspar cores and peralkalinity (Fig. 59). In the

Brandsgil Series metaluminous rhyolite and slightly peralkaline comendite the feldspars are sodium rich

plagioclases and sodium rich anorthoclases, representing the two lower Or groups. Occasional high Or

rim compositions and microcryst compositions indicate that a very thin layer of a crystal poor high

peralkaline magma was present towards the top of the chamber, while the majority of the erupted volumes
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was only slightly peralkaline or metaluminous. The Jokulgil Series peralkaline rhyolites are only

representedby the > 24% Or feldspars. Their compositional range is narrow indicatinggrowth within a

relatively homogeneous magma. The higher peralkaline pantellerites tend to consist mostly of feldspars

with> 28% Or, while the comenditecore compositions are mostly between24% and 27% Or. Only rim

compositionsand microcrysts are similar to thoseobservedin the pantellerites. The slightly peralkaline

silicic rocks of the Blahnukur Seriesare in manyways similarto thoseof the Brandsgil Series. They all

contain feldspar core compositionsbelonging to at least two groups, indicating tapping and mixing of

magmas from at least two chemical horizons and relatively few low Or feldspars are observed as

peralkalinity increases.

5.3.4 Feldspars in the Alkalic MafIC Rocks

A total of 53 point analysesof 39 plagioclase mineralsfrom the alkalic Kennedy trend were conducted

(Fig. 60 and 61). The samples consist of an alkali basalt and two hawaiites (T-303,T-304, T·305), all

collectedfrom subglacial pillowlavas in Graenagil and Sudurnamur with a relativelynarrow wholerock

compositional range.

Samples T·303 (Fig. 60), an alkali basalt. contains small « 0.2 cm) phenocrysts and glomerocrysts of

plagioclase, pyroxene, olivine, and opaques set in a glassy matrix. The plagioclases, which show no

zoning and are usually less than 0.1 em in size, are often observed to radiate from a core consistingof

pyroxene and/or olivine. The compositional range of the plagioclases is narrow (An 43.3.. S4.6 Ab4s.600ss.2

OrO•9.. 1.Jand at much lower An values than observedboth in tholeiites and transitional basalts. This is

probablyinherited from the whole-rock chemistry of the alkaline rocks, which are higher in sodiumand

potassium, and lowerin calciumwhencompared to transitional and suba1kaline basalts. Mostplagioclases,

analyzedat bothcore and rim, shownormalzoningand thereare no obviousindications of disequilibrium

or mixingof different magmas.

SampleT-304 (Fig.60), a hawaiite, containssmalldiscreetphenocrysts and glomerocrysts of plagioclase,

pyroxeneand opaques. Radial growthof plagioclase is not observedbut highlyresorbednormally zoned

macrocrystsare common. Two groupingsof core compositions, one between40 and 50% An (normal

zoning) and the other between 34 - 37% An (some with reverse zoning), may indicate magma mixing

between slightly different maficmagmas.

Sample T-305 (Fig. 61), a hawaiite, contains large (up to 1 cm) discreet plagioclasephenocrysts,with
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tiny (0.01 cm) microcrysts, set in a glassy matrix but no glomerocrysts. All the phenocrysts and some

microcrysts have a composition incompatible with the whole rock composition of the sample. The core

composition of these plagioclases is; An64•7" 72.7 Ab25"M34.ti OrO.1MO.ti. Most of themicrocrysts, on the other

hand, have a composition resembling sample T-303 and T-304 (Ao,•.OM50.ti Ab4l.3Mt'iO.3 Or O.9MI.8). The

composition of phenocrysts indicates that they grew in a magma with a tholeiitic composition. The lack

of re-equilibrium and the fact that only one phenocryst has a low An rim suggests that they were

incorporated into an alkali basaltic magma shortly before eruption.

5.3.5 Feldspars in the Transitional Mafic Rocks

A total of 65 point analyses of 48 plagioclase minerals were conducted in samples T-20I, T-203 and

T-206, from the transitional Coombs trend (Fig. 61 and 62). Contrary to the alkali series. the transitional

rock encompass a much wider compositional range, extending from low silica transitional basalts to

transitional basaltic icelandites (SiOl =46 ++ 55%).

Sample T-201 (Fig. 61). a transitional alkali basalt collected from a thin (80 em) dyke in Brandsgil, is a

glassy rock with sparse plagioclase phenocrysts of up to 0.5 cm in size with associated pyroxene and

opaques. The compositional range of the plagioclases is; AntiO.8M77.3 Ab12.3M38.l Or O.l " 1.0 and minor

chemical zoning, both normal and reverse, is common. They resemble the composition of tholeiitic

plagioclases and appear to have been added to the magma by mae,.~ mixing just prior to or during

eruption, similar to sample T-305, discussed previously. Certainly the plagioclase composition of these

two samples differs considerably from those in contemporaneous transitional and alkalic magmas. and

suggests that addition of plagioclase-rich tholeiitic magma into an alkali basalt might contribute to the

formation of the ultimate parental magma for the transitional series basalts and intermediate rocks.

Sample T-203 (Fig. 62), a 50 ern thick transitional basaltic dyke from Sudurnamur, consists of large (up

to I em) plagioclase phenocrysts with large opaque inclusions. and plagioclase microcrysts in the

0.01-0.05 cm range. The plagioclase composition (phenocrysts and microcrysts) lie mostly between 40

and 50% An. which modest reverse zoning being most common. One plagioclase has a composition of

around 70% An. but shows no signs of being zoned or resorbed.

Sample T-206 (Fig. 62) is a transitional basaltic icelandite collected from the paIagonite/pillow lava ridge

outside the ring structure. It consists of plagioclase phenocrysts (0.3 - I em), along with opaques. olivine

and pyroxene. Compositionally the plagioclases phenocrysts range from An39.1M55.0 Ab44.O"t'i7.l OrO.9"1.5'
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while the microcrysts are generallymore Ab-rich, ranging from An26.ooo 40.o Ab58.6007o.1 Or1.4-3.9' Strong

normalzoningdominates.

5.3.6 Feldspars in the Tholeiitic Marte Rocks

A total of 54 point analyses of 44 plagioclase minerals were conducted in the tholeiitic samples T-IOI

and T-I02 (Fig. 57), as well as 14 analyses of microcrysts in the hybrid basaltic icelandite inclusion

T·405 from BIahnukur (Fig. 52). The tholeiites are from the Ljotipollur explosion crater and the

Stutshraunlava, bothrelatively typical tholeiites,similarto tholeiites eruptedalong the Veidivotn fissure

swarmnortheast of Torfajokull.

Sample T·IOI, a tholeiite fromLjotipollur, is a glomeroporphyritic rock with an intersertalgroundmass.

Theglomerocrysts consist of olivine and pyroxenepartly enclosingplagioclase laths (subophitic texture)

and opaques growing along their perimeter. Intermingled with the phenocrysts are normally zoned

macrocrysts (0.1 - 2 em), Compositionally the plagioclase core compositionscluster in three groups,

between80 and 90% An, 60 and 70% An, and45 and 50%An. The highestAn compositions are limited

to the macrocrysts. A variation in An content up to 10% is observed between individual small

phenocrysts intergrown with the same pyroxene (see pyroxene 5b in Fig. 63), which is a similar

compositionalrange (core to rim) observed within a single larger phenocryst associated with the same

pyroxene. These plagioclasecompositions may thereforerepresent continuouscrystallization within a

evolvingtholeiiticmagma. The macrocrysts are consideredto bexenocrysts and the low-AnplagiocIases

mightrepresentmixingwitha moreevolvedtholeiite.

SampleT-I02, a tholeiitefrom Stutshraun and formedat the same time as Ljotipollur, iscomparablewith

sample T-101 in most ways, except that the core compositions are at slightly higher An-values and that

the lowest An plagioclasesare not represented. The proposedhybrid basaltic icelandite(sample T-405,

Fig. 58) containsplagioclase microcrysts encompassing a similarcompositional range as do the tholeiites,

with no indicationsof more silicicxenoliths.

Fig. 64 shows the range of An composition in feldspars from the basaltic and intermediate rocks. As

observed in the rhyolites, core plagioclase compositions tend to form groups separated with a gap,

stronglyindicatingthat mixingbetweenslightlydifferentbasalticmagmas may bea commonoccurrence.

Othernoteworthy observations are the relativelylargecompositional rangeexhibitedby plagioclase in the

tholeiites,which is common in tholeiites in general, but rather perplexingin light of their limited major
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element composition. By comparison, the alkali and transitional series basalts and intermediate rocks

exhibit a more restricted compositional range, generally at lower An values, albeit with notable exceptions.

One exception is sample T-305 which contains phenocrysts with similar composition to those in

tholeiites and is considered to have incorporated them from a tholeiitic melt Sample T-201, which also

contains "tholeiitic" plagioclases, might also represent a mixed magma.

5.4 Pyroxene and Olivine

Pyroxene and olivine constitute minor but important phenocryst phases in volcanic rocks at Torfajokull.

A total of 101 point analyses were conducted on 62 pyroxene minerals and 37 point analyses on 23

olivine minerals. Together they account for at most 20% (12% and 8%, respectively) of the mineral

phases present and constitute less than 5% (usually < 1%) of the rock by volume. Pyroxene is observed

to range from endiopside, through augite, into ferroaugite, including Ti-rich varieties, often pale-brown in

plane polarized light, in the basaltic and intermediate volcanics. The silicic rocks contain on the other

hand mostly augite, ferroaugite, and ferrohedenbergite with some ranging into salite, ferrosalite and

hedenbergite. The olivines range between FoS6_ 84 in the basalts and between Foo.4_ 4.5 in the silicic rocks.

Olivine, which never occurs unless associated with pyroxene, and pyroxene occur in only haIf of the

analyzed samples.

Fig. 65 shows all analyzed pyroxenes and olivines plotted in the system En - Wo - Fs. As no true

orthopyroxene or pigeonite occur in these samples, the En - Fs axis is used as a Fo - Fa axis and olivine

is plotted there. The Harker plot demonstrates the simple solid solution in olivine between iron and

magnesium. No other component (excluding SiOz which varies between 29 and 40%) reaches 1%, except

for MoO which can constitute up to 4% in the rhyolites, but is usually 0.3 - 0.5% in the basalts.

Pyroxene shows more complex variations on the Harker diagram. Silica varies between 44 and 54%,

reaching minimum in the highly peralkaline rhyolites and alkali basalts. Calcium is relatively constant

but iron and magnesium increase and decrease, respectively, with increasing whole-rock SiOz content

Other important oxides are titanium and aluminium, which show good internal correlation and have

probably substituted for Mg/Fe and Si, respectively.

5.4.1 Pyroxene and Olivine in the Silicic Extrusives

Sample T-508 (Fig. 66), a mildly peralkaline comendite belonging to the Brandsgil Series, consists of 4

to 5% by volume of altered pyroxene and olivine, recognized by their distinct habit. Only four of the
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analyzed grains gave a composition even vaguely resemblinga pyroxene, all being in glomerocrystic

associationwith feldspar and ilmenite, indeed ilmeniteis often seen close to the rims of mafic minerals.

The pyroxeneminerals plot on thedivisionlinebetweenhedenbergite and ferrohedenbergite, and range in

composition betweenEnz.2M9.3 WO....9M46.2FS45.8M52.1' They tendto be euhedralor subhedral and under0.2

em in diameter.

Sample T-601 and T·616 (Fig. 66), both comendites from the ring structure,contain minor amounts «

0.0I% by volume) of small pyroxeneand olivine phenocrysts « 0.1 em in size). They occur either in

association with feldsparand ilmenite in smallglomerocrysts (T-601)or as discreetphenocrysts (T-616),

often situated in voids with a distinct crystal habit. The pyroxenes, often slightly green in plane

polarizedlight (althoughnot sodium rich),are all ferrohedenbergites and the olivinesare fayalites. Their

chemicalrange is very small, as are the alkali feldsparcompositions in the same rocks. In sampleT-601

the pyroxene ranges between EnO.3M1.7 W042.6M ....9 FS53.8_56.0 and olivine between FOO.4M0.5 F~.5-99.6'

SampleT-616is virtually identical, showingjust slightlygreaterironenrichments, with pyroxeneranging

between EnO.8M1.0 WO....9M46.2FS55.7M58.o and the single analyzedolivine at FOO.4F~9.6' This slightly more

evolvedpyroxenecomposition of sampleT-616,including the feldspar composition, is in accordance with

the more evolved whole-rock composition (more peralkaline) of sample T-616, suggesting that the

minerals grewin situ.

The BlahnukurSeries comendites contain abundant (0.7 - 1.7% by volume)pyroxene in the 0.05 to 0.2

ern range, while minor olivine « 0.7% by volume) is only found in the Kirkjufe11 unit (Fig. 67). The

olivine minerals are uniformly F04.4 Fa95.6, but most of the pyroxene minerals found in Kirkjufe11

(T-701-704) trend from ferroaugite into the hedenbergite/ferrohedenbergite range, with a compositional

range of En5.5M14.2 WO....OM46.1FS41.4M48.7' Two pyroxeneminerals enclosedin a larger feldsparphenocryst

are augiteswith a composition of En27.4-29.5 W039.!M40.7 FS27.4M29.8' Theyprobably reflect growthwithina

moremafic rhyolite.

Sample T-705-707 from Blahnukur (Fig. 67) contains pyroxenes up to 0.2 em in size as discreet

phenocrysts and in association with other phases in glomerocrysts. Chemical zoning in the minerals is

both normaland reverse,as in Kirkjufe11, and pyroxeneenclosed in feldspars does trend to relatively high

En-richment, although not exclusively so, when compared with those which arc in contact with the

groundmass. The composition of thepyroxeneminerals, whichrange from salite, through ferrosalite and

into ferroaugite, is EnW.9M28.8 W041.9M46.5 F~.7_36.7'
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SampleT-710, an isolated outcrop (Tungnaarhyolite)of slightlyperalkaline comendite north of the ring

structure,containssmall pyroxenephenocrystsusuallyintergrown with titanomagnetites and occasionally

feldspars. They classify all as augites and have a narrow compositional range of En37.3H40.3 W040•7H42.8

FS17.OH22.0' All the BlahnukurSeries volcanicsshow similarcovariationbetween the differentphenocryst

phases and whole rock chemistry. Decreasing peralkalinity from the Kirkjufell rhyolite, through the

Blahnukur rhyolite and to the Tungnaa rhyolite, is reflected in more magnesium rich pyroxene and

relatively greater proportionof calciumrich feldspar.

5.4.2 Pyroxene and Olivine in the MafIC Volcanics

SampleT-303 (Fig. 68), an alkali basalt, containsdiscreeteuhedralolivine, as well as olivine intergrown

with feldspar and occasionalpyroxene. No systematiccompositional differenceexistsbetweentheolivine

grains and theyrange betweenFo,O.OH71.5 Fa28.5H30.0' The singlepyroxene is a Ti-augitewith a composition

ofE~.8 Wo44.0Fsl 9.2'

Sample T-304 (Fig. 68) contains normally zoned Ti-augites ranging between E~8.2M42.6 W037.OH 44.21

FSI7.2M20.3' similar to the pyroxene in sample T-303 but lower in both titanium and aluminum,probably

inherited from the lower Alz03 and Ti02wholerock composition.

Sample T-201 (Fig. 69) contains only groundmass microcrysts, which were difficult to analyze and

impossible to examine by the microscope. The single pyroxene is a Ti-ferroaugite, extremely rich in

aluminum (and low in magnesium), and the two olivines range between F076.OH76.4 Fa23.7M24.0' Oneof the

olivinescontains substantialamountsof both calcium (1.52%) and aluminum(4.32%),possiblyindicating

some matrix glass contamination. It has been suggested that this sample experienced an addition of

plagioclase-phyric tholeiite prior to eruption, but it appears unreasonable that the pyroxenegrew from a

basaltic magma. It should be noted, though, that its evolved composition is totally due to depletion of

magnesium, with no absolute increasein iron.

SampleT-206,a transitionalbasalticicelandite, containsnumerous chemicallyzoned (normal) augitesand

ferroaugites. They range between; core=En32.9M42..5 W032.4M42.6 Fs 14.9H29.9 and rim =En26.OH 42.2 W033.3H39.8

FSI8.7M37.7' The only analyzed olivine is also normally zoned from F072.9_ 68.5 Fa27•0_ 31.5" The prominent

normalzoning exhibited by pyroxeneand olivine, is reflectedin similar normal zoning in the plagioclase

feldspar,
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Samples T-101 and T-102 (Fig. 70), which are typical tholeiites from Ljotipollur and Stutshraun,

respectively, contain numerous large (up to 0.5 em) endiopsides and augites, as well as olivines, many

with strong normal zoning. Sample T-I02 contains the more "primitive" minerals (more magnesium),

which correlates to the more calcium-rich nature of the plagioclase, when comparedwith sampleT-IOl.

The pyroxenes in sample T-102 have a relatively narrow composition near En46•0 W034•1 Fsl9.9 and the

olivines near F082.6 Fal 7.4' The pyroxenes fromLjotipollur, however, show a much larger chemicalrange

between; core =En43.4_ 54.0 W026.D- 40.9 FSl1 •7_:u.8and rim =En35.3.0_ 48.3 W023.6-40.0 FSI3.1_Z9.3' as do the

olivines; core =FOn.o_ 78.1 Faz1.9_ 23.0: rim=F056.0 • 779 F3zz.1_ 43.9'

Pyroxenegeothermometry developed for singlepyroxenes by Lindsley(1983)andLindsleyand Anderson

(1983). for magmatic temperature estimates at I bar(minimum temperature estimates)projectedonto the

system En - Wo - Fs, give temperatures betweenmostly600 and I 100°C. Some basalticpyroxenesgive

temperature estimates ranging up to 1300°C and all of the Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series pyroxenes lie

well below 600°C. These extreme valuesare probably not meaningful as this geothennometer is not

accurate(+/-SOOC) and is only calibrated in the 800 - 12000crange.

5.5 Ilmenite and Titanomagnetite

Opaqueminerals(ilmenite and titanomagnetite) are presentin all eruptiveunits fromTorfajokull,eitheras

a distinctive phenocryst phase or as minute groundmass minerals. Many are enclosed in other mineral

phases, sometimesin concentricbands, indicating nucleation and growthon the edgeof another mineral.

The opaquesare generally euhedral, butoccasionally rounded or skeletal.

Some 60 point analyseswere madeon opaques from the silicic rocks from Torfajokull (Fig.71). Ilmenite

is the only opaque phase in the older Brandsgil and Jokulgil Series rhyolite, later to be joined and

replaced by titanomagnetite. This is in contrastwith the opaque mineralogyin the Postglacial rhyolites,

reported by Gunnarsson (1987), where ilmenite is missing from the highly peralkaline magmas, but

coexists with titanomagnetite in less peralkaline ones. The ilmenites in the rhyolites have a limited

compositional rangebetween89.5and 94.6mol%Ilm,with the Jokulgil and Brandsgil rhyolitescontaining

slightly higher TiOzvalues. The Kirkjufell unit from the BlahnukurSeries containsthe least titanium, as

well as containingtitanomagnetite. Thecompositional range of titanomagnetite in the BlahnukurSeries

rhyolitesis between37.5and 46.0 mol% Usp, with a singlemineralfrom the Kirkjufellunit at 62.2 mol%

Usp. Kirkjufellis theonly rhyoliteexamined herecontaining both ilmeniteand titanomagnetite.
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According to the geothennometer of coexisting Fe-Ti oxides developed by Buddington and Lindsley

(1964), a temperature of 1000 - 1030°c at log oxygen fugacity of -11 is suggested for the Kirkjufell

rhyolite. This temperature estimate is much higher than ones estimated for Postglacial rhyolites by

Gunnarsson (1987), which he estimates (minimum estimate) lie in the 750 - 800°C range. Using the

pyroxene geothermometer discussed earlier, a magmatic temperature of900°C +/- 50°C is estimated, using

the most Mg-rich pyroxenes, for the KirkjufeU rhyolite.

5.6 Discussion

An inevitable consequence of any volcanic eruption is that a range of magmatic compositions equilibrated

at various PT conditions will be deposited on the surface. The chemical range may possibly be

gradational or abrupt if magma withdrawal cuts through a chemical horizon or compositional boundary in

some hypothetical crustal magma chamber. Unfortunately, turbulent mixing during eruption might mask

the magma compositions from each chemical horizon, making whole rock analyses unreliable as a tool for

detecting them.

Mineral chemistry, on the other hand, demonstrating groups of phenocrysts, each with a similar core

composition which differs substantially from the core composition of other phenocrysts from the same

eruptive unit, suggest that the magma was vertically stratified in a step-like fashion in terms of its

composition. Such a system, often termed a double-diffusive system, where a magma chamber breaks

down into numerous well-mixed horizontal layers, separated by a thin diffusive layer is considered to be a

reasonable assumption in magma chambers where a low density cooler magma is underlain by a wanner

higher density magma (Baker and McBirney 1985; McBirney et aI. 1985).

Torfajokull is considered to possess a crustal silicic magma chamber, underlain by a partly molten/partly

crystallized basaltic sheet complex. It is therefore possible, even probable, that a double-diffusive system

might form in the upper silicic part of the magma chamber, while the lower, basaltic part, is interrupted,

either periodically or continuously by basaltic magma injections from the mantle - crust boundary.

Fractional crystallization in the silicic magma, where crystallization along the magma chamber walls, forms

a low density liquid which floats up and collects at the top of the chamber. is one viable mechanism that

can create a vertical compositional stratification in the chamber (Sparks et aI. 1984; McBimey et a1. 1985;

Baker and McBirney 1985). This method is able to produce magmas with a compositional gap between

them, and is inherited from the fact, at least in theory, that the liquid not incorporated into the crystal
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phase is immediately removed (to collect at the chamber's top) and does not mix with the surrounding

liquid. Substantially different core compositions. most clearly demonstrated by feldspars. may suggest

that these different minerals grew within individual chemical horizons. isolated from other similar

horizons. until eruption. Accordingly. where well-defmed clusters of mineral compositions are present, as

in theBrandsgil, Jokulgil and Blahnukur Series rhyolites. one is tempted to assume that each compositional

group reflects crystallization within one layer in a stratified magma chamber.

An example are the Brandsgil Series rhyolites which demonstrate two well defined groups (Fig. 59) and

then some more evolved rim and microcryst compositions. This grouping is considered to reflect the

chemical stratification of the magma chamber at that time. The eruptions apparently tapped through a thin

layer of highly peralkaline magma, as well through two thicker. mildly peralkaline, ones. forming therefore

a hybrid magma. Similar arguments can be made about some of the other rhyolites. but most important is

the development of a thick layer of peralkaline magmas during the Jokulgil Series period, which is

chemically separated from the other rhyolites. This layer, considering the feldspar mineralogy, may in fact

be in two parts.

It should also be noted that the process of wall crystallization and associated density controlled flow of

magma towards the chamber top, if applicable, will be a continuous process and will occur in each and

every layer. One can imagine a situation where a density driven flow of magma along a magma chamber

walls, feeds one layer, which itself is fed from below. Each layer will have its own temperature, density

and compositional characteristics, probably disrupted in eruptions and reestablished again, and each will

have its own special, though similar, mineral assemblage. It is interesting to note that a snapshot of a

magma chamber of this kind, will resemble and mimic some of the characteristics people normally

associate with layered intrusions.

An idea well worth exploring is that the transitional series basalts and intermediate rocks may be derived

from a parental magma which was originally a hybrid between the alkali basalts and tholeiites. If true, it

would explain the way transitional rocks often possess intermediate chemical values (between tholeiites

and alkali basalts) and it would simplify any model explaining the origin of magma types at Torfajokull

(and the Southern Flank Zone) by excluding the transitional rocks as being primary. A low silica sample

like T-20l might therefore represent the mixing result between tholeiite and alkali basalt, and be a parental

magma for other derived transitional rocks.
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6 Geothermal Activity in the Torfajokull Central Volcano

6.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes geochemical studies done in the geothermal field at the Torfajokull central

volcano. It consists of a discussion on water and gas geochemistry, subsurface temperatures in the

geothermal field, helium isotopes, radon and mercury soil concentrations, it postulates that cooling

basalticintrusions in thecrustcause the surfacegeothermal manifestations. Finallypertinent observations

are summarized and discussed. This chapter is mostly based on the paper by Amorsson et al. (1987),

whichsummarizes studies done by manyresearchers in the area,in whichI wasa coauthor.

6.2 General Features and Previous Research

Twentyeight high-temperature geothermalfields are known to exist in the neovolcaniczones in Iceland

(Gudmundsson 1983). They are typically located close to or within central volcanoes (palmason and

Saemundsson 1974).Those found on the fissure swarmsor outsidethe neovolcanic zones may represent

cooling intrusionsor developing crustal magmabodies. TheTorfajokull central volcano, locatedon the

junction of the Eastern Rift Zone and the SouthernFlank Zone in South Iceland encompasses one such

high-temperature geothermal field TheTorfajokull area contains abnormal amountsof rhyolitic outcrops,

coveringsome 280 km2
, erupted mostly during the last glaciation (Weichsel) and inter-glaciation (Eem)

period. A large ring structure (13 x 18 Ian) partly surrounds the central region and a caldera has been

suggestedto reside withinthis ring structure (Saemundsson 1972)(Fig. 72).

Ten rhyolitic Postglacial eruptions have occurred at Torfajokull, some of them erupted simultaneously

with tholeiiticbasalt in the Veidivotn fissure swarm. The geology and petrochemistry of Torfajokull are

described in Chapters2, 3,4 and 5. Additionalreferenceson theTorfajokull central volcano are found in

Saemundsson (1972),Blake(1982,1984), Mork(1984),McGarvie (1985),Gunnarsson (1987), McGarvie

et al, (1990), MacDonald et al. (1990), and in Vilmundardottir (1977), Jakobsson (1979b), Larsen

(1984),and Vilmundardottir et aI. (1985)on the Veidivotnfissure swarm.

The geothermal manifestations in thegeothermal fieldat Torfajokull are almostexclusively located within,

and generallyclose to, the ring structure (Fig.72). The mainconcentrations of hot springsand fumaroles

coveran area of 115km2
, and adding the two isolatedoccurrences in the south and southeasta total area

of approximately 135km2 is obtained. They are concentrated into four mainareas, at Reykjadalir in the
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insert shows the geothermal manifestations and the ring structure without ornaments. Refer to text for
discussion. Modified from Arnorsson et al. (1987), from an original map by PaImason et al. (1970).
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far west, at Hrafntinnusker in the central western area. in the north around Landmannalaugar and in various

locations in the proximity of the glaciers of Torfajokull and especially KaIdaklofsjokull (Fig. 72). Many

lie close to Postglacial rhyolitic lava flows while others, especially in the eastern part of Torfajokull lie

well outside the locus of Postglacial activity. On a local scale. geothermal manifestations, are both

observed to appear to lie on short NE - SW and NW - SE lineaments, but on a regional scale (see small

insert on Fig. 72) a prominent NW - SE zone of weakness crossing the Reykjadalir, Hrafntinnusker and

glacial areas is observed. Some indications of an arcuate distribution of geothermal manifestations is

observed subparallel to the northern and eastern part of the ring structure. No indications of geothermal

activity are found outside the northern part of the ring structure where the rhyolitic lava fields of

Haolduhraun and Domadalshraun are located.

The geothermal manifestations consist mostly of steaming ground which is intensely altered by acid

surface leaching. Steam heated waters, both of the acid sulphate and bicarbonate types, are relatively

common. In the northeastern part of the field, around Landmannalaugar, sodium-chloride type waters

springs are common representing boiled and variously mixed reservoir water. Chemical and mineralogical

alteration associated with acid surface leaching was studied in some detail at Hrafntinnusker by Sigvaldason

(1959). Arnorsson (1969) carried out a reconnaissance survey of themajor and trace element chemistry of

hot spring discharges. The chemistry of the sodium-chloride waters and fumarole gases in theLandmannalaugar

area were investigated by Arnorsson (1985) and Arnorsson and Gunnlaugsson (1985). A special study of

germanium and molybdenum in Icelandic geothermal waters (Arnorsson 1984; Arnorsson and Ivarsson

1985) included data from the Landmannalaugar area. Using chemical geothermometry and mixing models,

Arnorsson (1985) concluded that subsurface temperature around the Landmannalaugar area was 265°C.

6.3 The HeatSource

Bodvarsson (1961) estimated the natural heat output of the Torfajokull geothermal field to be 525 - 3150

x 106 J/s. This corresponds to 190 - 930 kg/s of steam at atmospheric pressure. Palmason (1980b)

evaluated the stored heat in the uppermost 3 km of the geothermal reservoir to be 281 X 1018 J and the

theoretical energy potential to be 964 MW for a 50 year production period. Torfajokull is the therefore

the largest geothermal field in Iceland and the second most powerful one, after Grimsvotn.

Many researchers believe that most of the rhyolites produced in Iceland are formed by partially melting

hydrated basaltic crust (Oskarsson et aI. 1982,1985; Gunnarsson 1987; Nicholson et al. 1991). The large
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outcrops of rhyolitic volcanics within Torfajokull strongly suggests that a substantial rhyolitic magma

chamber underlies the region. The lack of basalts within the ring structure (shadow zone) and abundant

basalts outside the region indicate that large quantities of basaltic magma are prevented from erupting by

the low density rhyolites and collect in thelower region of the magma chamber.

A negative gravity anomaly coincides approximately with the distribution of the surface outcrops of acid

volcanics (Saemundsson 1972). A prominent gravity high occurs within the negative anomaly. Walker

(1974) considers that this high reflects basaltic sheet intrusions that have spread out below the low

density rhyolites and that they constitute the heat source for the geothermal field. It is further postulated

here that the heat from the cooling basalts provides heat for rhyolite formation in the crust,

Using the heat output figures provided by Bodvarsson (1961), along with figures on heat of fusion and

heat capacity of igneous rocks (McBimey 1984), one calculates that 90 x 10-4 - 500 X 10-4 km3 of cooling

and crystallizing magma is needed every year to sustain the geothermal field. The larger figure exceeds the

average annual surface volcanic output (0.04 km 3/year) in the whole of Iceland. Using the lower figure

(90 x 10-4 km 3/year) and comparing it with the average annual production of surface rhyolites during the

last 8000 years (1 x 10-4 km3/year) at Torfajokull, a ratio (erupted rhyolites/presumed intruded basalts) of

1';0 is achieved, which is similar to the ratio of surface distribution of basalts and rhyolites in Iceland.

Using the estimated intrusion emplacement volume below Torfajokull and published volume output

figures from the adjoining Veidivotn fissure swarm (Vilmundardottir 1977; Vilmundardottir et al. 1985),

one can compare the mantle output (into crust and onto surface) below Torfajokull on one hand and

below the Veidivotn fissure swarm on the other. At Torfajokull all of the basalts (90 x 10-4km3/year) are

emplaced as intrusions below an area of 280 km2
, giving an output of 0.32 x 10-4 km3/yearkm2 from that

region of the mantle in the last 8000 years. The Veidivotn fissure swarm has produced 40 krn' of basalts

in the last 10,000 years from an area which is approximately 500 km2
• Assuming that only 25% of the

magma reaches the surface and the rest is emplaced as intrusion in the crust, then basaltic output from the

mantle in that region is 0.40 x 10-4 km3/year km2
• According to this there is little difference in mantle

output below the Torfajokull central volcano and the Veidivotn fissure swarm, only in the volume and

kind of magma erupted at the surface.
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6.4 Acid Surface Leaching

Sigvaldason (1959) showedby his study of surface alteration of rhyolite at Hrafntinnusker that all the

majorelementsare leached as therock undergoes complexmineralogical changes. The ultimate alteration

productbecomes enriched in thoseelements whichare leachedto the leastextent They includesilicaand,

in particular, titanium. Montmorillonite appears during the earliest alteration stages. When all the

primarymineralshave been decomposed, hematite,anatase and, to a lesserextent,kaolinite join in with

montmorillonite. At lateralteration stagesmontmorillonite decomposes in step withprogressive leaching

of Na, K, Ca and Mg from the rock and kaolinitegrows in abundance, becoming as muchas 50% of the

rockby volume. Pyriteandamorphous silicaare foundin association withthekaolinite and montmorillonite

at this alterationstage. In the ultimate alterationproduct montmorillonite is absentand the rock consists

mostlyof amorphous silica,anataseandkaolinitewith variableamounts of nativesulphurand pyrite.

6.5 Interpretation of Water Chemistry

Analyzes exemplifying the five differentkindsof geothermal waters sampled are given in Table8. They

consistof steam heated bicarbonate water,steamheated acid sulphatewater, steamheatedsurfacewater,

boiledsodium-chloride reservoir waterand mixed sodium-chloride water.

The bicarbonate waters are characterized by lowchlorideconcentrations (8.5 - 30.2ppm),nearneutral pH

(5.9- 6.6)and, ingeneral, theycontainseveralhundreds of ppmof total carbonate (rCOz=118.9- 448.8

ppm). These waters are high in magnesium (5.8 - 19.4 ppm) compared with the sodium-chloride type

waters and seem to possess low Cl/B ratios. Some of the bicarbonate waters deposit travertine and

approach saturation with amorphous silica but do not otherwise seem to approach closely equilibrium

withotherminerals. It is considered that the bicarbonate waters tendto formwhensteamcontaining little

or no hydrogen sulphide mixeswithshallow non-thermal water. Suchsteamcouldoriginateby boilingof

water which has equilibrated at a depthof a few hundredmeters(therefore of relatively low temperature)

or that thesteam has reacted extensively withwall rock in the upflow, eitherdue to slow or longpassage,

losing its hydrogen sulphide in the process.

The acid sulphate waters are, like the bicarbonate waters, low in chloride (3.1 ppm), and this feature

together with low pH (2.6)and relatively high sulphate(41.7 ppm)are the distinguishing characteristics.

These waters may be low in sodiumand potassium and have low Na/K ratios. Sulphate is always the
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dominant anion and for waters low in sodium and potassium, hydrogen ion is the dominant cation. The

acid sulphate waters form by condensation of hydrogen sulphide bearing steam in oxygenated water and

subsequent oxidation of the sulphide into sulphate, as has been demonstrated worldwide.

At Hrafntinnusker boiling hot springs occur containing very low chloride (1 ppm) indicating that they are

steam heated surface waters. Yet they are distinctly alkaline,low in dissolved carbonate and posses many

other characteristics of the sodium-chloride waters described below. These waters are considered to be

surface waters heated by secondary steam, which is low in gas.

The high chloride concenttation (416.0 - 534.7 ppm) found in the non-mixed sodium-ehloride waters is

much higher than found in geothermal waters in Iceland associated with basaltic rocks (and not affected

by sea-water mixing). This is probably inherited from the high chloride concentration observed in the

rhyolites from Torfajokull (Sigvaldason and Oskarsson 1976), indicating dissolution from the acid

volcanics overlying the presumed basaltic sheet intrusion heat source. Fluoride, while relatively high (9.6

-25.2 ppm), is considered to be controlled by fluorite solubility in the reservoir (Amorsson et al. 1983).

Apart from chloride and fluoride, the boiling hot springs are similar to those of waters discharged from

drillholes in basaltic areas in Iceland. Amorsson et al. (1983) have shown that the composition of the

drillhole waters is controlled by chemical equilibrium between solutes and alteration minerals.

The mixed waters containing a sodium-chloride component differ from the boiled waters in many respects.

They are relatively high in total carbonate (19.9 - 280.3 ppm), most likely because mixing with cold water

prevented boiling and, therefore, degassing of the hot water. Further the mixed water is relatively high in

calcium (6.14 - 15.8 ppm) and magnesium (2.23 - 5.17 ppm), and has a low Na/Cl ratio which is best

explained by leaching subsequent to mixing (Amorsson 1985). The mixed waters are mostly devoid of

HzS.probably due to oxidation.

A study on germanium and molybdenum in Icelandic geothermal waters included samples from variable

mixed and non-mixed sodium-chloride waters from the Landmannalaugar area at Torfajokull (Amorsson

1984; Amorsson and Ivarsson 1985). Germaniwn concentration in the geothermal waters range between

0.9 - 36.6 ppb, which is similar to concentrations elsewhere in Iceland. most of which lie in the 2 - 30 ppb

range. This is much higher than found in sea-water or surface waters, being 0.05 ppb (EI-Wardani 1957)

and 0.03 - 0.10 ppb (Heide and Komer 1962), respectively. Fresh volcanic rocks from Iceland show an

average concentration of 1.3 ppm (0.9 - 1.9 ppm), with similar concentrations for basaltic and silicic rocks,
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Thb.ltl

Majorelementanalysesof selected hot springwatersfrom thegeothermal field at the Tofrajokull (Amorsson et aI. 1987).

No. Location °c PHt'C sioi B Na K Ca Mg Li rC02 S04 I.H2S Cl F

1 Eyrarhvetl 95 9.96/14 271.8 4.21 413.9 16.1 0.83 0.077 0.228 68.7 26.2 17.5 416.0 25.2
2 GraenagiIll 94 9.27/14 207.1 6.14 363.6 17.3 12.3 0.059 0.114 11.4 18.2 4.58 534.7 9.6
3 Landmannalaugarl' 82 6.10/23 258.4 1.72 252.6 35.3 10.9 2.28 0.604 280.3 70.0 0.07 307.0 7.2
4 Landmannalaugarl' 24 6.57/13 91.8 0.25 57.6 8.74 6.14 2.23 0.386 19.9 36.2 <0.01 79.3 2.2
5 Graenagilb 45 6.64/14 160.6 1.25 151.6 14.0 15.8 5.17 0.097 99.1 37.7 <0.01 192.0 4.5
6 Gilshver'' 75 6.60n5 168.0 0.16 69.3 12.6 8.3 19.4 - 118.9 25.3 <0.1 85 0.1
7 JokulgilC 70 5.90nO 149.0 1.05 116.6 8.40 17.8 5.8 - 403.0 106.2 29.0 19.1 7.2
8 StrutslaugC 67 6.60/67 138.0 1.41 318.0 41.0 4.2 7.3 - 448.8 40.9 <0.1 30.2 2.0
9 HrafntinnuskeJ'l 87 9.00/87 234.0 0.32 100.9 7.60 0.50 0.08 - 20.6 75.3 8.3 1.0 18.0
10 HrafntinnuhraurF 75 2.60n5 93.0 0.10 6.4 2.70 14.7 7.1 - 0 ·:~1.7 <0.1 3.1 1.2

8
a Boiledsodium-ehloride reservoirwater.

b Mixed sodium-chloride water.

CSteamheatedbicarbonate water.

d Steamheatedsurfacewater.

~

e Steamheatedacid sulphate water.
f Concentrations are givenin ppm.

Analysis of representative samples of fumarole steam
from the geothermal fieldat Torfajokull (Amorssonet aI. 1987).

No. Location Co.za H2S H2 Cl4 ~ N2 Ar

11 Vondugil 52.8 3.76 0.075 0.010 0.00 5.92 0.222
12 BrennisteinsaIda 137.0 11.22 16.56 0.342 0.02 1.20 0.082
20 "Brennisteinsalda" 74.9 5.83 13.71 0.163 0.14 1.80 0.062
22 Brandsgil 1133.5 52.78 198.2 0.954 0.36 6.22 0.209
29 Hrafntinnusker 177.9 11.38 20.29 0.747 1.46 20.33 0.821
31 Hrafntinnusker 62.6 5.95 1.86 0.209 2.22 16.88 0553
35 Reykjadalir 170.0 6.87 4.61 0.346 0.02 2.18 0.136
36 Reykjadalir 1655.3 4.75 2.18 0.179 0.15 3.05 0.137

a Concentrations are in mmoles/kg steam.



while geothennally alteredrocks showconsiderable depletetion from theabove. Germanium concentrations

are considered to be controlledby exchangereactionswhere it substimtesfor silica in silicatesand iron in

sulphides (Arnorsson 1984). A positive correlation is found between germanium concentrations and

temperature and Cl concentrations.

Molybdenum concentrations in the geothermal waters from the Landmannalaugar field at Torfajokull

average 4.7 ppb (0.5 - 13.2 ppb), which is low when compared with the range observed for Iceland in

general, 1 - 70 ppb (Arnorsson and Ivarsson1985). No correlationbetween molybdenum and temperature

was observed. Most volcanicrocks in Icelandappear 10 have molybdenum concentrations in the range 1 

3.4 ppm, with silicicrocks averagingat 2.6 ppm (Carmichaeland McDonald 1961)and basaltsat 1.5 ppm

(Arnorsson 1969). Surface and ground waters contain less than 1 ppb molybdenum. Solubility of

molybdeniteis considered to control the molybdenum concentration in the geothermal liquids.

6.6 Interpretation of Major Gas Chemistry

Fumarolesteamanalyses areavailablefromthe Landmannalaugar area (samples II - 24), the Hrafntinnusker

area (samples 25 - 33) and Reykjadalir (samples 34 - 37) (Fig. 72, Table 9). No samples exist from the

southern and southeastern areas due to relative inaccessibility. There is considerable variationin the gas

compositions fromthedifferentareasand an almostcompleteoverlapfor the different gaseousconstituents,

The fumarole steam generally containsbetween 0.2 - 0.4% total gas by volume. Carbon dioxide always

dominates (>70%) except for a few samples high in nitrogen that are considered to be atmospherically

contaminated. Hydrogen sulphide accounts for 2 - 8% of the gas in most samples. Hydrogen is more

variable but most samplesfall in the range 0 - 10%. Methaneranges between0 - 0.6% but most samples

are below0.2%. The Hrafntinnusker area providesmostof the samplesin the 0.2 - 0.6% methane range.

Gas compositionscomparablewith those found in the geothermal field at Torfajokull are known in some

other high-temperature fields in Iceland(Arnorsson and Gunnlaugsson 1985). Theconcentrations ofCOz'

HzS and Hz in the fumarole steamare considered to be governedby temperature dependant mineral-solution

equilibria in a liquid dominated reservoir at depth, and by boiling reactions and condensation in the

upflow. The similarityof the gas compositionat Torfajokull with those in some other fields in Iceland

dominatedby basalts,suggests that thesame secondary mineralassemblagescontrol the gas compositions.

This may either be due to equilibrium with the proposed basaltic sheet intrusions or that the same

alterationminerals fonn in the acid and basalticvolcanics despite their differencein composition.
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Gas geothermometers developedby D'Amore and Panichi (1980),Amorsson and Gunnlaugsson(1985)

and Arnorsson (1987) have been used to estimate the subsurface temperature in the geothermal field at

Torfajokull (Table 10). The COz-geothermometer gives an averagetemperatureof 273°C (240 - 358°C)

in the whole field, with an averageof 265°C (240 - 332°C) in the Landmannalaugararea, an average of

266°C (247 - 293°C) in the Hrafntinnusker area and an average of 316°C (280 - 358°C) in the

Reykjadalir area.

The COz-Nzgeothennometer,whichis correctedby assumingcondensationby conductive heat loss, gives

generally lower values with an average temperature of 240°C (137 - 326°C) for the entire field, which is

similar to the correctedCOz-geothennometer. TheLandmannalaugar area givesan averageof 233°C(137

300°C), the Hrafntinnuskerarea give an averageof 223°C (165 - 278°C) and the Reykjadalir area gives

an averageof 300°C (277 - 326°C). The steam samples giving the abnormally low COz-Nz-temperatures

contain high nitrogenconcentrations. These low temperatures can thereforebe attributed to atmospheric

contamination of the sampleor partial condensation of the steamin cold water.

HzS, Hz and COz-Hz geothermometers also show relatively lower temperatures, which is attributed to

reactions in the upflow tending to remove Hz and especially HzS from the steam (Arnorsson and

Gunnlaugsson 1985). The averagetemperatures givenby thesethreegeothermometers for the Torfajokull

geothermal field as a whole are 231°C (169 - 285°C), 248°C (135 - 301°C) and 233°C (100 - 299°)

respectively. The Landmannalaugar area gives an average of 228°C (169 - 285°C), 245°C (135 - 301"C)

and 233°C(100 - 299°) respectively. The Hrafntinnusker area gives an average of 228°C (215 - 249°C),

247°C (223 - 267°C) and 236°C (210 - 256°) respectively. The Reykjadalir area gives an average of

248°C (209 - 277°C), 259°C (222 - 292°C) and 228°C (179 - 265°) respectively. The geothermometer

developed by D'Amore and Panichi (1980) gives generally higher results than the other, but is not as

systematic and is given hereprimarily for reference.

Steam condensation in the upflowhas been estimatedfor individual samples using the methoddescribed

by Arnorsson (1987). The results are quite variable, ranging from 0 - 95%. The relatively low NjAr

ratios of many of the samples high in Nz indicate that condensation involving mixing with cold water

predominates. The presenceof O, in those same samplessuggeststhat the cold water, in which the steam

partlycondensed, mustbe surficial,as the O, is rapidlyremoveduponreactionwith the wall rock.

Condensation estimatesin the upflowallowscorrections to be made for thosegeothermometers whichrely
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Table 10

Results onthegas geothennometry and steam condensation in theupflow oftheTorfajokull geothermal field (Amorsson et al. 1987).

Geothennometry temperatures %steam condo

No. Area C~ C~a H2S H2 C~-H2 C~-N2b AC Za,d Zbe

11 Landmannalaugar zaos 225 169 169 122 213 231 47 31
12 Landmannalaugar 273 278 241 259 250 287 352 -59 -16
13 Landmannalaugar 287 283 227 264 245 277 292 26 12
14 Landmannalaugar 240 194 220 230 227 179 296 74 64
15 Landmannalaugar 246 193 215 236 234 177 326 78 70
16 Landmannalaugar 257 257 232 246 242 256 334 -4 -1
17 Landmannalaugar 236 181 200 135 <100 168 151 76 69
18 Landmannalaugar 246 206 221 274 299 190 392 73 61
19 Landmannalaugar 265 264 212 249 240 261 318 8 4
20 Landmannalaugar 253 256 223 256 262 259 371 -24 -8
21 Landmannalaugar 265 266 231 266 269 265 395 -4 -1
22 Landmannalaugar 332 316 285 301 261 300 372 71 45
23 Landmannalaugar 304 299 280 288 270 294 400 31 13
24 Landmannalaugar 272 143 238 255 245 137 344 95 93

25 Hrafntinnusker 269 247 217 256 250 228 322 66 47
26 Hrafntinnusker 249 178 249 236 231 165 325 84 79
27 Hrafntinnusker 256 239 218 238 229 224 323 54 36
28 Hrafntinnusker 276 271 226 250 231 262 314 33 16
29 Hrafntinnusker 281 237 242 263 249 212 338 84 73
30 Hrafntinnusker 293 247 230 267 244 221 310 88 77
31 Hrafntinnusker 247 203 224 223 210 186 299 75 64
32 Hrafntinnusker 275 276 215 244 222 278 293 -13 -4
33 Hrafntinnusker 246 238 235 249 256 228 360 33 19

34 Reykjadalir 281 280 209 222 179 278 246 9 4
35 Reykjadalir 280 278 228 238 207 277 287 7 3
36 Reykjadalir 344 336 277f 284f 25¢ 326 194 50 23
~7 ~"Sl ~~7 ?77f ?Q?f ?f:"f ~lQ 1Q7 7'\ 4R

AverageOC 273 249 231 248 233 240 310

a C~-temperatures corrected forcondensation according tozt,
b C~-N2.temperatures corrected forcondensation according toZa
cGeothermrneter ofD'Amore andPanichi (1980)
d Assumes conductive heat loss

eAssumes mixing of 100°C steam with 5°Cwater
f Functions corresponding with saline waters and waters above 300°C were

used (Arnorsson and Gunnlaugsson (1985)
g Temperatures aregiven in "C



on gas concentrations. The corrected CO2-temperawres are given in Table 10 have been corrected for

condensation by assuming mixing with cold water and are on average 24°C lower than the uncorrected

CO2-temperawres. TheaveragecorrectedCO2-temperatures for Torfajokull geothermal field as a whole is

249°C (143 - 337°C). The Landmannalaugar area shows an average of 240°C (143 - 316°C), the

Hrafntinnuskerarea show an average of 237°C (178 - 276°C) and theReykjadaIir area show an average of

308°C (278 - 337°C). Similar correction were done on the CO2-N2 geothermometer, as previouslystated,

and similarcorrectionscould be preformedon the HzS and the Hz-geothermometers.

The variations in the gas geothermometry temperatures, within each of the three areas, may be that the

fumarolestearnhasbeen derived from equilibratedwateroccurringat differentdepths within the reservoir.

It is quite possible that temperatures follow the boiling curve with depth in all the areas, suggesting

temperatures of 300°C at a depth of lOOO meters. Using the corrected CO2 values, temperaturesaround

and above 300°C are indicated in the mouth of Brandsgil/Jokulgil in the Landmannalaugar area and in

ReykjadaIir. Thedata presentedhere cover only a smaIlpart of the Torfajokullgeothermalfield. They are

too limited to speculateon the lateral variationsin subsurface temperatures that mayexist across the field.

6.7 Helium Isotopes

Helium isotopes in fumarolestearnfrom Torfajokullhave been determinedby Poreda et aI.(1984). Ratios

as high as 23.4 times atmospheric values have been encountered. These high ratios have been taken to

indicate a relatively primitive undegassedmantle source and have been correlated with the hot spot locus

under the southeastern part of central Iceland (poreda et aI. 1984). Comparable ratios are observed in

geothermal fields in the volcanic centers northeast of Torfajokull, as well as in the vicinity of the

Sudurland Fracture Zone, west of Torfajokull (Kononov et aI. 1974; Poreda et aI. 1984). Elsewhere in

Iceland helium isotope ratios in geothermal discharges are lower with the exception of some localities in

the Tertiary formations on the Vestfirdir peninsula (Kononov et aI. 1974). Basaltic rocks from the

Torfajokull region have helium isotopic ratios comparable with those of the fumarole steam (Kurz et aI.

1985; Condomines et aI. 1983). The high helium isotopic ratios found in fumarole steam at Torfajokull

are indicative that primitivemantle material underlies the area and supports the idea that the mantleplume

locus is underneath the Southern Flank Zone (as suggested in Chapter 2) and that mantle output below

Torfajokull is comparablewith mantle output in the most productiverift zone fissure swarms.
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6.8 Radon and Mercury

The distributionof ground radon andmercuryin soilhas been studiedin some detail in the Hrafntinnusker

area, as to investigate the relationship between hydrothermal activity and overall geological structure.

Information gathered from this investigationsupplemented with major and trace element data obtained

from selected local thermaland non-thermal waterswas then used to elucidatesubsurfacevaporand fluid

circulationpatterns intrinsically relatedto subsurfacepermeabilityconditions.

The techniques used to detect the radon and mercury emission are similar to those currently used in

geothermal exploration (Varencampand Buseck 1983;Whitehead 1984),as well as volcanic monitoring

studies (Thomas et al. 1986; Williams 1985). Radon detection was achieved at over 250 locations using

integratedsolid-statealpha particledetectorsgivingresults reproducable to within 15%. Solid samplesof

surface and near surface material were collected at each of these locations, as well as samples from

prominent spring orifices. These sampleswere analyzedfor mercury using a gold film mercurydetector

which yields results reproducableto within 10%.

The results of the radon and mercurymeasurements are shown in Fig. 73. Radon values used to construct

this figure represent the ratio of concentrations measured in the field to background values that were

empirically determined for each sample location. Mercury values used represent the ratio of measured

values to values calculated for each specificarea in which measurements were made. This form of data

presentation is used because it is believed to better depict anomalous zones of outgassing; the resulting

valuesactuallyrepresentconcentrations of radonandmercuryderivedfromsourcesat depth.

One of the reason why the radon - mercury study was initiated was to establish whether the then

suspectedNW - SE tectonic trend wasrealor imaginary. As can be seenfrom Fig. 73 zones with elevated

radonand mercurylevelsare observed following twodistinctelongatetrends. One is oriented approximately

in a NW - SE directionand the other in a NE - SW direction. The latter trend coincideswith the tectonic

grain exhibitedby late-glacialand Postglacialvolcanic fissures at Torfajokull,as well as the fissure trend

in the Veidivotn fissure swarm. The NW - SE trend is parallel with the ring structure in this location, as

well as the general trend exhibitedby basaltic hyaloclastiteridges both west and east of Torfajokull. This

NW - SE anomaly trend could therefore be attributed to either the local arcuate tectonic pattern at

Torfajokull or the suspected regionalNW - SE tectonic fabric whichapparently crosses southern Iceland.

The NE - SW tectonicpattern is considered to be youngerand is superimposed on the NW - SE trend.
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Fig. 73 Radon and mercury soil anomaly map of the Hrafntinnusker area at
Torfajokull. Contour lines show values above background. Different shadings in
the contour lines indicate 2, 3, 4 and 5·fold background values. For mercury the
background values range between 33.9 - 46.8 ppb. Black squares indicate hot
springs/fumaroles active in August 1983. Also shown are the Slettahraun,
Hrafntinnuskerand Hrafntinnuhraun rhyolitic lava flows and tephra/spatter. Refer
to text for discussion. Slightly modifiedfrom Amorsson et al. (1987).
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It is considered that the radon and mercury anomalies are the manifestations of, and overlie, permeability

zones associated with subsurface tectonic fractures, where vigorous circulation of thermal fluids and

associated vapor currently occurs. The magnitude of theanomalies is considered being a relative indicator

of the extent of fracture permeability. Although thegeneral position of both radon and mercury anomalies

coincides, their shapes differ somewhat. This is presumably due to the fact that they represent vapor

circulation and permeability conditions at different depths. Mercury anomalies are more indicative of

vapor circulation within, at most, 200 meters of the surface where adsorption is likely to be a function of

temperature decrease away from a deeper, high temperature fluid phase from which it had vaporized.

Radon anomalies, on the other hand, are more representative of vapor circulation from, and permeability

conditions, at greater depths.

Within regions where two zones of increased permeability are indicated to intersect, both radon and

mercury concentrations are greatly in excess of background levels; in all cases they are at least five times

background levels and, in some cases, more than forty times background. In addition, major thermal

spring activity is observed in these same regions, although in some cases this activity is seen to lie just

outside well defined zones of anomalous outgassing. Also, background radon concentrations in close

proximity to spring activity range from 3 to 5 times higher than averages for each of the areas studied.

This close association with spring activity may result from precipitation of radon emitting radium salts

and/or calcium carbonate (Wo]]enberg 1974) from fluids circulating at shallow depths beneath spring

areas.

In general, the spring waters in the region are very low in chloride « 2,9 ppm), and have pH values

between 6.0 and 7.0, their composition approaching in some cases that of bicarbonate-sulphate type waters

reported by White et al. (1971) for a number of vapour dominated geothermal systems in the Yellowstone

area. However, in the Hrafntinnusker area, this type of thermal waters probably result from condensation

of a vapour phase into a lens of cooler "fresh" groundwater, i.e. steam heated surface waters.

6.9 Summary and Discussion

The geothermal manifestations at Torfajokull cover 135 km 2
, making it the largest geothermal field in

Iceland. This location is also the site of the largest central volcano and the largest outcrops of rhyolites

in Iceland. Estimated natural heat output is between 525 - 3150 x 106 Jls (Bodvarsson 1961). The heat

stored in the uppermost 3 km of the reservoir was estimated by Palmason (l980b) as 281 x 1018 J.
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The chemical composition of the hot springs at Landmannalaugar suggest subsurface temperatures of

265°C (Arnorsson 1985). Gas chemistry suggests even higher temperatures (>300°C)for this and other

parts of the geothermal field. High chloride and fluoride concentrations in the geothermal waters, as

compared with geothermal field in basaltic terrains, is associated with dissolution from rhyolites, which

containhigh concentrations of theseelements.

A negative gravity anomaly coincides with the outcrops of surface rhyolites and a positive gravity high,

considered to reflectbasalticintrusionsbelowtherhyolites,lies within the negativeanomaly(Saemundsson

1972;Walicer i974). The basaltic intrusions are consideredto be the heat source for the geothermalfield.

Helium isotopic ratios, as high as 23.4 times atmospheric (poreda et al. 1984) are taken to indicate a

relatively primitive undegassed mantle source below Torfajokull, perhaps a mantle plume. Calculations

show that at least 90 x 10" km3/year of basaltic intrusion into the crust are needed to sustain the

geothermal field. Estimates on mantle magmaticoutput below the Torfajokull central volcano and the

Veidivotn fissure swarm suggest that theyare similar (0.32 x 10" - 0.40 X 10" km3/yearxkm1 .

Radonand mercuryanomalies in soil air and soil in the Hrafntinnuskerarea, as well as crude distributions

of geothermalmanifestationshave establishedthe two-foldNE - SW / NW - SE tectonic fabric present in

theTorfajokuU area.
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7 Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes some of the observations made in previous chapters and attempts to build a

coherent picture of the geological history of the Torfajokull central volcano and its role in the larger

scenario, including the hot spot/propagating rift or thin spot ideas for the Southern Flank Zone and

Iceland as a whole. The discussioncenters on drawing parallels between observationalfacts and some

inferred crustal (or mantle) processes. Numerous complicatingcrustal processes that affect the magma

composition are mentioned only to stress how difficult it is to form a unified picture capable of

explaining all the observational facts and data.

The origin of the Torfajokull magmas is discussed in the light of two rival hypotheses on magma

genesis/volcanism in Iceland: One, that all basalts are mantlederived and that rhyolitesare derived from

basalts by some fractionation scheme, and the other; that only relatively primitive olivine tholeiites are

mantlederived and all other rock types, basalticand rhyolitic,are derived by partially melting a hydrated

oceanic crust. Accordingly, interaction and mixing of the three different magmas, tholeiitic, alkalic and

rhyolitic,at crustal levels are supposedto explainall the observedchemical compositions.

This study supports the idea that the Southern Flank Zone is being transformed into a rift zone

environment (propagating rift) with increased tholeiitic involvement, although, by a slightly different

mechanism than suggested by other researchers and mentioned previously. I suggest that a hot spot

location under the Southern Flank Zone, creatinga bulge on the crust characterizedby numerous central

volcanoes with a high proportionof remeltedcrustalmaterial, can in some ways explainobserved volcanic

activity at least as well as the traditional hot spot location under Vatnajokull. Accordingly, the

Vatnajokull area, which is characterized by large volumes of tholeiites, is classified as a thin spot

(simulatinga hot spot) and it is connected to the hot spot by a (retrograde) rift which is a zone of thin

crust characterized by a shallowmeltinganomalywhich follows the hot spot

Interpretations of geological, volcanological and geochemical data accumulatedhere, as wellas chemical

data acquiredfrom other sources,mainly Blake (1982),McGarvie (1985) and Gunnarsson (1987)support

a crustal origin for the silicic rocks from Torfajokull, a conclusion also reached by Gunnarsson (1987).

The formation of the transitional (and alkalic) mafic rocks at Torfajokull is probably connectedwith the
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assumedincrease in depth to the zone of partial meltingat the lithosphere- asthenosphere boundary, but

thedata donot positively distinguish betweena mantleor crustalsource, or suggesta possiblecombination

of the two.

7.2 Hot Spots and the Southern Flank Zone

Iceland is considered to be a surface manifestation of a melting anomaly in the mantle which has lasted

some 60 million years (falwani and Eldholm 1977; Talwani 1978). The Greenland-Faeroeridge, an

elongatedaseismicridge or swell,connectingthe Icelandic coastalbasementto that of Greenland and the

British Isles, is considered to represent the productivitytrail of this mantle melting anomaly, otherwise

knownas the Icelandhot spot (Morgan 1972;Oskarsson et aI. 1985).

The North-Atlantic Rift System,a submarinelinear magmatic anomaly, is connected to the southernpart

of Iceland (Reykjanes Ridge) in the region of the Reykjanes Peninsula and continues north as the

Kolbeinsey Ridge off the north coast of Iceland. Outside of Iceland, this rift system is generally

considered to be characterized by tensional features,such as normalfaults,grabensand volcanicfissures

(Saemundsson 1986),whilecentral volcanic complexes have not been observed,at least on the rift axis.

Crustalaccretion is consideredto takeplace there as the plates move in oppositedirectionsin accordance

with the globalplate tectonic movements. Relocation of the spreading rift axis in the North-Atlantic and

in Icelandprobably reflectthe relativemovement of thelithosphere across thehot spot.

Magmatism on theMid-Atlantic Ridgeappearsto be overwhelmingly tholeiitic and may represent melting

in a mantle that hasexperienced a majormelting episode. A two-layered mantle hypothesis, wherethe rift

system has a relatively shallow source « 650 km) which has been strongly depleted in incompatible

elements and the oceanic islands (hot spots) which have a deeper source (> 650 km) that has survived

depletionor been enriched in some way (subducted oceaniccrust), has been widelypublicized by many

researchers (Zindleret aI. 1984;Allegre et aI. 1984). Mixingbetweena hot spot componentand a ridge

componentcreatingchemicalgradientsalong rifts whichare closely associatedwith presumed hot spots

has been demonstrated as a possiblemechanism by Schilling (1973)and Schillinget aI. 1985).

Mixingbetweena depletedmantleand an ascendingnon-depleted mantlewill probablyoccur at all levels

in the asthenosphere creatinga hot spot chemicalsignaturewhichwill probablyvary with time, as well a

being different between individual hot spots. This latter point is inherited from the fact that prior
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evolution of each mantle section will affect the chemistry of the partially melting material, and closeness

to active or extinct subduction zones or relatively stable continental mantle will be important. This

general mixing between the two mantle layers, as well as recycled crustal additions, may be the source of

the hypothetical enriched veins, which are postulated to belocated underneath areas ofextreme enrichments

and are usually ascribed to some mantle metasomatism process (O'Nions et al. 1976; Zindler et al. 1979;

Wood 1979; Wood et al. 1979). According to them, the Mid-Atlantic Ridge basalts represent melts

generated in the upperdepleted mantle, thesubaerial Icelandic rift basalts are thought to be generated from

the deep mantle plume source, and locations with exceptionally high dispersed elemental compositions,

usually located on flank volcanic zones, are formed from a mantle source with a high proportion of

enriched veins.

While all the above-mentioned hypotheses attribute the chemical variability of surface volcanism ultimately

to mantle heterogeneity (later to be modified on route to the surface by numerous crustal processes),

another school of thought (Oskarsson et al. 1979, 1982, 1985; Steinthorsson et a1. 1985) takes the

opposite view by assuming a homogeneous mantle, at least on a similar scale as the melting anomaly. By

assuming a single homogeneous mantle source, apparently forming primitive olivine tholeiites, they

substantially simplify any petrogenetic modeling. This model, originally suggested to explain alBo

values, and aided and inspired by the model of dynamic crustal accretion (palmason 1973, 19808, 1981,

1985), and theoretical and melting experiments of a hydrated basalt forming silicic minimum melts (Helz

1973, 1976), suggests that silicic magmas are crustal melts, as also are the alkalic mafic rocks. Accordingly,

they assign all chemical variability observed on the surface to the interaction of mantle-derived olivine

tholeiite with a chemically stratified, partially melting oceanic crust.

The Iceland Plateau, which connects the two normal rift segments of theReykjanes and Kolbeinsey Ridge,

experiences magmatism on a greater scale and of greater variety than the adjoining ridge system. While

geological and geochemical resolution is much greater in Iceland than on any submarine ridge, it is

obvious that magmatism there has a much higher proportion of silicic rocks, as well as producing

transitional basalts and some alkaline ones. Many of the tholeiites, while similar in major element

chemistry to the tholeiites erupted on the adjoining ridges, have enriched trace element composition,

indicating a source rich in these elements or enrichments of these elements prior to eruption.

Modeling of the upflow of low density hot mantle material suggests that various degrees of partial
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meltingcan occur in a wide depth rangeas the materialascends toward the surface. This partiallymelting

materialspreadsoutwardsforminga low densitymushroom shaped layer at the lithosphere- asthenosphere

boundary and in the process may fonn a bulge on surface of the Earth (Crough 1983; McKenzie and

Bickle 1988; Richards et aI. 1989;White and McKenzie 1989; Watson and McKenzie 1991). In Hawaii

this bulge is represented by the Hawaiian Swell (1200 Ian in diameter), while in Iceland it is represented

by the somewhat smaller Iceland Plateau (750 Ian in diameter). Both hot spots display, within this area

of general crustal uplift, a small weIl confined area (100 - 150 Ian) of intense tholeiitic volcanism,often

considered to represent the locus of the hot spot, while outside this locus volcanism consists of more

aIkalinevarieties.

Surface geological mapping and geochemical studies of the erupted volcanics have revealed that the

TorfajokuIl central volcano is situated on a junction between two contrasting geologic and petrologic

areas (Jakobsson 1972, 1979a, 1979b),namely the Eastern Rift Zone and the Southern Flank Zone. This

sectionof the volcaniczones has been assumedto representthe surfacemanifestationof a propagatingrift,

which was initiatedsome 2 million yearsago from the proposedhot spot under Vatnajokull (Saemundsson

1978, 1979;Oskarsson et aI. 1979,1982,1985; Meyer et aI. 1985). The Southern Flank Zone, including

Torfajokull, consists of five large central volcanoes which are superimposed on a presumably tholeiitic

crust, created in a rift zone environment 10 million years before, as weIl as two isolated fissure swarms

withoutcentralvolcanoes. Extensional featuresare poorlydevelopedand the tectonic grain consistsof an

older WNW - ESE trend and a NE - SW trend, both of which are seen regionally in the south of Iceland.

The former trend may be related to an extinct transform fauIt connecting the Aegir Ridge with the

ReykjanesRidge (see Fig. I), but the NE - SW trend is apparentlyrelated to the Mid-AtlanticRidge.

Volcanic activity in the Southern Flank Zone is transitionalin nature, but alkalic rocks have been found

in the far south in Vestmannaeyjar (Jakobsson 1979a) and in the far north in Torfajokull. This zone

containsa variablebut relatively high proportionof silicicrocks, ranging from 0% in Vestmannaeyjar, up

to 90% of the erupted products in TorfajokuIl. An estimated 70 - 100 km 3 have been erupted in

Postglacial times. Geophysical investigations suggest a relatively low geothermal gradient for the area

(60°C/km)and a crust 20 - 30 Ian thick, with a liquid fractionat the lithosphere - asthenosphereboundary

(palmason 1971; Palmason 1973; Palmason et aI. 1979; Beblo and Bjornsson 1978; Zverev et al. 1980;

Gebrandeet aI. 1980;Eysteinssonand Hermance1985).
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To the northeast of Torfajokull are the fissure swarms of Veidivotn and Laki, which are parts of the

Eastern Rift Zone and are apparently physically connected to a group of large, mostly subglacial, central

volcanoes in the Vatnajokull region. A total of 150 - 170 km' of tholeiitic magma, including silicic

varieties, are estimated to have been erupted from this portion of the Eastern Rift Zone in Postglacial

times, but volume estimates from subglacial volcanoes must always be highly speculative. The Eastern

Rift Zone is characterized by overwhelmingly predominant tholeiitic basalts, with rhyolites being mostly

restricted to central volcanoes. Extensional tectonic features, such as faults and grabens are generally

conspicuous. Geophysical investigations indicate that the rift zones have a high geothermal gradient

(l60°C/km), a thin crust of 6 - 8 km and a molten fraction at the base of the crust (Palmason 1971;

Palmason 1973; Palrnason et al. 1979; Beblo and Bjornsson 1978; Zverev et al. 1980; Gebrande et al.

1980; Eysteinsson and Hermance 1985).

From the high concentration of central volcanoes, large volumes of tholeiitic volcanics and some geophysical

evidence, the Vatnajokull region is generally considered to represent the locus of the Iceland hot spot

(Saemundsson 1974, 1978,1979; Sigvaldason et al. 1974,1976; Cochran and Talwani 1978; Tryggvason

et aI. 1983; Oskarsson et aI. 1979, 1982, 1985). The southern part of the Eastern Rift Zone, and its

continuation the Southern Flank Zone, is considered to represent a propagating rift, in the process of

propagating southwest from theproposed hot spot into an old crust (Saemundsson 1978, 1979; Oskarsson

et al, 1979, 1982, 1985; Meyer et aI. 1985). This suggests that crustal thickness in the Southern Flank

Zone is gradational, from rift zone thickness of 6 - 8 km just northeast of Torfajokull and increasing to a

maximum of perhaps 20 - 30 km in the region of Vestmannaeyjar.

The cluster of large central volcanoes in the Southern FIank Zone, forming either large stratovolcanoes or

silicic massifs with possible caldera structures, may be incompatible with thehot spot location underneath

Vatnajokull. This conclusion is basedon erupted volumes, which are comparable in the flank zone and in

the rift zone above the proposed hot spot locus, and much greater than in the rift zone north of the

proposed hot spot locus. A logical assumption is that any low density, partial melt of mantle material

will attempt to ascend to the surface at the most accessible location, i.e. a location with a thin crust and

high heat flow. Therefore, it hardly appears logical that large volumes of partially melting material flow

laterally 200 km to the southwest to cause substantial volcanism through a crust 2 to 5 times thicker than

the crust from where it originated. One way of resolving this inconsistency is to place the hot spot locus

underneath the Southern FlankZone.
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This alternative idea is based on the thin spot idea (Thompson and Gibson 1991), where the hot spot

locus is located underneath a relatively thick crust, due to global plate movement The thick crust wiD

subdue typical tholeiitic surface volcanism and melting of crustal material will generate large-scale silicic

volcanism instead. Partially melting mantle material will be prefembly channeled, by gravity, towards a

location of thin crust, where large degrees of partial melting cause tholeiitic volcanism on the surface,

therefore simulating the expected surface manifestation of a hot spot locus and creating a so-called thin

spot.

I propose that the hot spot locus (-100 km in diameter) underlies the Southern Flank Zone where the

crust is up to 30 km thick. The thick crust can affect partial melting in the ascending plume material by

generally decreasing partial melting, resulting both in lower melt volumes and causing greater possibilities

of crustal contamination, as weIl as possible crustal anatexis. Partial melts of mantle material, which

spread laterally along the lithosphere- asthenosphere boundary, are prefembly channeled towards an area of

thin crust and low pressure, which in this case (and probably elsewhere in similar circumstances), is a

neighboring region that has experienced crustal extension and thinning. Large degrees of partial melting

in this area of thin crust and low pressure, forms large volumes of tholeiites which quite readily ascend to

the surface, forming a thin spot which simulates a hot spot locus. This area is represented in Iceland by

the fissure swarms of Laki and Veidivotn, areas of exceptional voluminous tholeiitic volcanism, as weIl as

the cluster of central volcanoes underneath Vatnajokull. The suggested volumetric, as well as topographic,

evidence for a new hot spot location, is supported by helium isotopes suggesting a primitive undegassed

mantle underneath Torfajokull (Poreda et al. 1984; Arnorsson et al. 1987), and calculations presented

earlier in this work, based on estimates of the heat necessary to sustain the geothermal field at Torfajokull

(Bodvarsson 1961) and assuming steady-state conditions, suggest a crustal magmatic emplacement rate

similar to the one observed in the regions nonnally associated with the hot spot locus.

The thin spot hypothesis, as suggested above, requires a slight reevaluation of the propagation rift

hypothesis as used for the Southern Flank Zone. The latter hypothesis suggests that partialIy melting

mantle material is flowing southwest along the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary away from the

inferred Vatnajokull hot spot locus, causing melting and thinning of the crust and eventually forming a

new spreading axis. The thin spot hypothesis, on the other hand, considers the propagation to consist of

a tmnsfonnation of thick crust of the Southern Flank Zone into thin crust in response to the lateral

movement of partially melting material from a hot spot locus under thick crust towards an area of thin
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crust, i.e. from southwest to the northeast and not vice versa This is inherited from the fact that the hot

spot locus is at the frontal end of melting and a zone of thinning crust, and eventually thin crust, follows

it (the propagating rift). A retrograde rift (or a retrograde propagating rift?) might therefore be a better

term to describe a rift section formed by this method. Still farther (in this case 100 - 150 km) behind,

where the crust assumes minimum thickness, a hot spot simulator or thin spot is observed.

The logic used to arrive at this conclusion is summarized in the following statements:

1) Current opinion is that the locus of the Icelandic hot spot is under Vatnajokull. Evidence consist of:

la) High volcanic output

1b) Tholeiitic magmacompositions

lc) Geophysics

2) Current opinion is that a rift is propagating into the Southern Flank Zone. Evidence consist of:

2a) Good rifting in the Eastern Rift Zone.

2b) Poor development of rifting in the Southern Flankzone.

2c) Gradational change in magma composition along the Southern Flank Zone.

3) The Southern Flank Zone is not however a conventional propagating rift. Two attributes of a

propagating rifts are:

3a) It brings active rifting into a quiet zone.

3b) It brings magmatic activity into a cold zone,

In this instance the propagating rift conforms only with 3a), as it is propagating into an area that for

long has been volcanically active.

4) There are grounds for thinking that the locus of the Icelandic hot spot is under the Southern Flank

Zone:

4a} High volcanic output from Hekla and Kalla.

4b) Large volumes ofvolcanic edifices.

4c} Generally large extent of silicic volcanics and a uniquely large area of shadow zone at Torfajokull,

suggesting an exceptionally wide silicic magma body.

4d) A large andpowerful geothermal field at TorfajokulI.
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5) Above relationships can be reconciled by supposing that the true locus of the Icelandic hot spot is in

the Southern Flank Zone area and that the Vatnajokull area simulates a hot spot locus because it is a

thin spot Scarcity of tholeiitic magma in the area reflects:

Sa) Greater crustal thickness - lower degree of partial melting ofmantle material.

5b) Preferred channeling of partially melting mantle material towards areas of thin crust - allowing

greater degrees of partial melting.

5c) Wide shadow zone at Torfajokull inhibiting ascent of mafic magmas to thesurface.

6) Basic reason why the Southern Flank Zone is different from what anticipated above a hot spot locus

is the existence of thick crust This in tum reflects the existence of an old transform zone in the area,

dating from the time the Aegir Ridge was active.

7.3 The TorfajokuU Magma Chamber

Geological mapping and geochemical whole rock analyses, mostly in the northern and eastern section of

the Torfajokull central volcano, have resulted in a fourfold stratigraphic division of the volcanics, referred

to as the Brandsgil (l15,OOO - 130,000 YBP), Jokulgil (65,000 - 115,000 YBP), Blabnukur (10,000 

65,000 YBP) and Postglacial Series « 10,000 YBP). A prominent ring structure is observed to partly

encircle the volcano and rhyolites are considered to constitute over 90% of the surface outcrops. Transitional

(and alkali) basalts and intermediate rocks appear to be restricted to inclusions, thin dykes, and a thin

veneer of hyaloclastites. Tholeiitic basalts constitute a relatively recent addition to the area and are

isolated to the volcano's northern perimeter. Altogether rhyolites cover 280 km2
, but they are surrounded

by basaltic hyaloclastites which are mostly observed outside the ring structure. A 140 km2 in area

geothermal field occurs within thering structure.

The Brandsgil Series rhyolites consist of thick sometimes columnar jointed layers, interpreted as representing

subaerial lava flows. Also present are regularly layered rhyolites, possibly air fall welded tuffs. These

units which range from dacites through metaluminous rhyolites and into mildly peralkaline comendites,

are found as the lowest units in the deeper gullies and are the oldest volcanics observed, probably dating

from the last interglacial (Eem). Structurally above the Brandsgil Series volcanics lie the subglacial

Jokulgil Series rhyolites, which are chemically separated from the earlier volcanics (as well as later ones),

being highly peraIkaline comendites and pantellerites. The large ring structure, previously interpreted as

remnants of a caldera rim (Saemundsson 1972, 1982), is here considered to be a constructional feature that
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erupted through arcuate fissures. It dates mostly from the Jokulgil period, while in places its basement

consists of older interglacial silicic lavas. Circumstantial evidence suggests formation over a relatively

short timespan, possibly a single large event towards theend of the Jokulgil period. This is supported by

both the structural continuity of the ring structure, as well as the similar chemistry. A peralkaline tephra

layer found in piston cores in the North-Atlantic and dated to be65,000 years old (Sigurdsson 1982), is

here tentatively correlated with the fonnation of the ring structure.

A period of increased basaltic activity postdates the ring structure and is here interpreted as resulting from

the relatively rapid removal of the peralkaline rhyolite, allowing the ascending basaltic magmas to erupt at

the surface. Together these two series, which dip outwards away from the central parts of the volcano,

represent most of the surface outcrops of rhyolites in the area and may be interpreted as indicating either

the presence of a large crustal silicic magma chamber or a number of smaller ones, each demonstrating

similar chemical evolution. Basaltic eruptives, dating from this period, are either transitional or alkalic in

nature, and no tholeiitic compositions are known to exist within nor close outside the ring structure.

A prevalent northeast - southwest trending tectonic fabric appears to dominate the Torfajokull area, first

noticed from the latter part of the Weichsel-glaciation (Blahnukur Series) and continuing to the present

(Postglacial Series). Volcanic eruptions, through northeast - southwest trending fissures, are also

restricted to a narrow zone close to the volcano's perimeter. They are structurally related to the Veidivotn

fissure swarm and are apparently related to the transformation of the area into a normal rift zone crust.

Tholeiitic basalt is also observed for the first time as inclusions in a basaltic host and increase in

importances in the northern part of the area as time passes, but has not yet been observed in the central or

southwestern parts of the volcano. The presence and increasing involvement of tholeiite in the northern

part of the volcano is taken as unequivocal evidence for crustal thinning in the area.

The rhyolites of the Blahnukur and Postglacial Series have generally decreased in peraIkalinity, as well as

silica content, with time and highly peralkaline compositions have not been erupted. Mixed magmas and

hybrid magmas on the other hand have become more common with time, especially in the northern section

where the main mixing/hybridization component, apart from rhyolite, is tholeiite. It is interesting to note

that while transitional basalt is the only basalt in the central and southwestern part of the volcano, it has

not been erupted in the northern section in the last 20,000 - 30,000 years. On the other hand, transitional

icelandite is found occasionally as inclusions in the area.
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In compiling and analyzing information about crustal processes,such as the presence, size, and dominant

magma type(s) of a crustal magmachamber or melting anomaly,certain general assumptions have been

made,notwithstandingthe possibledifferentsourcesof thevariousmagmatypes present. One assumption

is that rhyolites indicate the existence of a crustal magma chamber or crustal magma body. The other

assumption is that rock compositionsfound on the surfacereflect magmaticcompositionsdirectly below,

either in crustal chambers (bodies) or below the crust in the partially melting mantle material. This is

mentioned here to stress the view stated before that relatively little importance is put on crustal lateral

magma flow, at least lateral flowof tens of kilometersor even more,as had been previouslysuggestedfor

TorfajokulI (Blake 1982, 1984; Ivarsson 1983; Larsen 1984; McGarvie 1985; McGarvie et aI. 1990;

Macdonaldet aI. 1990).

Accordingly, the great volume of rhyolites observed at the surface of 280 km2 is considered to represent

eruptions from an underlying silicic crustal magma chamber. The horizontal distribution of rhyolites

believed to have formed during the Brandsgil and Jokulgil period suggests a silicic chamber with a

horizontalextent similar to the surfacerhyoliticdistribution. A single large silicic magmachamber is also

suggested when considering the eruption of the ring structure through arcuate fissures, and the possible

doming of the central region of the volcano, which is inferred from the observed outward dip of the

surfacevolcanics.

The minor transitional basalts and intermediate volcanics observed from this period within the ring

structure, and their abundance outside it, suggest that the silicic magma chamber acts as a density trap to

ascending basalts, forming a basaltic "shadow" zone. Any ascending mafic magmas below the silicic

magmachamber will probablyspread out laterallyto form sheet-likebodies, there cool and crystallizeand

generallyprovide heat to the silicicmagma,and in this case also the surfacegeothermal system. Tectonic

rifting events, causing fissuring and eruption across TorfajokulI,will sample relatively primitive mafic

magmas on separate sides of the surface silicic outcrops, while rhyoliteswill be erupted from the crustal

magmachamberitself.

Addedcomplexities will result frommafic melts entering the lowerregion of the magmachamber and the

possible mixing and hybridization resulting from a forced injection of basaltic magma into the silicic

upperpart of the chamber. Deep withdrawal of silicic magmasfrom centralparts of the chamber will also

possibly erupt mafic inclusionsor mafic magmas,which may either have evolved and equilibrated in the
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lowerparts of the chamberor entereddirectlyfrom the mantle. As a rule, mixed andhybridized magmas

should be most common,at leaston the surface, above the perimeterof the magmachamber,whereclose

contactof maficand silicicmagmas are morelikelyto occur over largeverticaldistancesin thecrust.

The transformation from the Jokulgil period to the one referred to as the Blahnukur period is connected

with the removalof considerable amountsof highlyperaIkaline magmas (here suggestedto coincidewith

the formationof the ring structure) from themagmachamber. It is noteworthy that a marked increase in

basaltic activity occurred following the withdrawal of the peralkaIine rhyolite. These alkaline basalts,

transitional basalts, and transitional basaltic icelandites are observed as thin northeast - southwest

trendingdykesanda thin mantleof hyaloclastites all over the perimeterof thevolcano.

Silicic activity following this mafic volcanism is represented by the formation of NE - SW trending

subglacial ridges or table mountains, mostlyon the northernperimeter of the volcano. Mafic inclusions

found in many of these units are either transitional icelandites or hybrid compositions between

rhyolite/transitional icelandite anda tholeiite. It appearsreasonableto assumethat themixingend-member

participating in all the hybridization processes(tholeiite) is the one most likely to enter the system from

outside, mixing with the ones already present in the chamber (rhyolite and transitional icelandite).

Ignoringpossiblelateralmagmamovement, it appears that tholeiitic magmawas from thenon generated at

the lithosphere- asthenosphere boundary below thenorthern perimeterand was eventually collectedbelow

the silicicpart of themagmachamber.

Magmatic and volcanological evolution in the Postglacial continues in a similar fashion as during the

Blahnukurperiod,except thatit occurs in a subaerial environment. Volcanic activity is restrictedto a 3 

4 km narrow discontinuous zone which transects the volcano from the northeast to the southwest. The

rhyolites generally decrease in peraIkaIinity and silica with time and the most evolved rhyolites are

erupted from the central regions. In thenortheastern and southwestern regionsrespectively, the rhyolites,

whileotherwisechemically similar, containnumerous inclusionsof differentmaficcompositions, tholeiitic

in the northeastand transitional in the southwest.

Simultaneous basaltic eruptions in thearea, either through thesame fissure segment forming compositionally

composite lava flows or through a different fissure segment, also follow the same pattern, consisting of

tholeiites in the northeast and transitionalcompositions in the southwest. It is also noteworthy that the

transitional magmasdemonstrate a rangeof silicacompositions between48 - 54%,with the moreprimitive
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compositions generally farther away from the ring structure. This range is generally much greater than

expected to be formed either directly by partial melting of mantle material or any possible evolution in a

mantle environment, strongly indicating at least some crustal residence time. Taking into account the

transitional icelandites as well increases the range up to 59% silica, but the transitional icelandites tend to

be more frequently erupted in the northeastern sector of the volcano, where no transitional basalts have

been recently erupted. The tholeiites, excluding compositions believed to represent hybrids, on the other

hand, are not represented by any highly evolved compositions and constitute only typical olivine and

qz-tholeiites.

This distribution of mafic, as well as silicic, volcanics at Torfajokull in Postglacial times, with tholeiites

being dominant in the northeast with minor but unequivocal transitional icelandite and no transitional

basalts, while a range of transitional basaltic magmas with no tholeiites are present in the southwest, is

considered to mimic their present horizontal distribution in the crustal magma chamber. Fig. 74 attempts a

simplified reconstruction of the crustal magma chamber at two periods of time in the volcanological

history of Torfajokull, based on the assumption made earlier that the presence of a magmatic type on the

surface implies its presence at depth. The transformation of the area into a rifting type environment, with

high heat flow, thinning crust, and shallow melting will clearly playa large role in its future evolution.

No scale is used in Fig. 74 and the dimensions and shape of the magma chamber are more or less left to

the imagination. It was stated before that the chamber may possibly have had dimensions similar to the

area of surface rhyolites. That deduction was based purely on the distribution of silicic volcanics believed

to have erupted during a certain period. The distribution of late-glacial and Postglacial volcanics, which

show a more restricted distribution and are more or less prescribed to a narrow zone, may suggest that the

magma chamber is decreasing in size. This narrow zone of magmatism is in direct continuation with the

Eastern Rift Zone and is related to the transformation of the crust into a rift zone crust. The localization

of the volcanic activity may therefore be attributed to a newly introduced prominent crustal structural

weakness, which apparently provides easier access for magmas to erupt at the surface, and need not

necessary mean a smaller magma chamber. Simultaneous basaltic eruptions occurring on the Veidivotn

fissure swarm during this period, indicate some regional control, not just localized magmatic pressures in a

single magma chamber. So-caIled major tectonic rifting events are called upon to explain this crustal

fracturing and subsequent large scale surface magmatism, plate movement being the ultimate cause.
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Fig. 74 Schematic drawing showing one possible co iguration of the magma types in the crustal magma
chamber below Torfajokull, and their relation with changes in crustal thickness and depth to the zone of
basaltic magma generation in recent geological history. A: Approximately 100,000 years ago. B: Present
Surface volcanism suggests that the silicic magmas are underlain by at least two kinds of mafic magmas, a
transitional basalt and its derivatives (transitional basaltic icelandite and transitional icelandite) found mostly
in the southwest, and tholeiites, found only in the northeast. A third mafic magma type, an alkalic one, is also
found in the area. The figure is not drawn to scale. Refer to text for discussion.
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Localized changes in the magma chamber are indicated when examining the far southwestern region. This

section of the volcano contains part of the ring structure dating from the Jokulgil period and the

approximately 5 lan' Laufafell subglacial rhyolite from the Blahnukur period. Following this moderate

volume activity, productivity in this region has apparently waned, with silicic outpourings amounting to

only 0.02 1an3 in Postglacial times and contemporaneous mafic activity in the same area amounting to 0.05

km', Examples of mafic magma erupting first, later followed by minor volumes of silicic magmas

(forming domes), are known, i.e, the -5500 year old Laufafell Craters and Laufafell Domes (Fig. 46, page

137). Eruptions of the younger mafic Laufafellshraun (-4000 - 4500 YBP) and Laufahraun (-1100

YBP) lavas, in approximately the same area, show no indications of silicic magmas being present in the

crust. Minor basaltic activity, followed approximately 1000 - 1500 years later by a small rhyolitic

eruption is also known from the same general area, i.e, Markarfljot Craters and the Markarfljot Domes.

The silicic part of the chamber in this location might therefore be more or less crystallized, allowing the

more mafic magmas to erupt

Accordingly, the Torfajokull volcano is the site of modem examples of compositionally composite lava

flows, previously only recognized in Iceland in the eroded Tertiary lava pile (Gibson and Walker 1964),

where mafic magma passed forcibly through a thin viscous silicic layer which later was mobilized to erupt

on top of the basalt. This scenario is perhaps only possible when the silicic magma is sufficiently

solidified and viscous to allow the basalt to pass through it via a fracture, but still warm enough that a

relatively small temperature increase will mobilize it and cause it to erupt. The reversed relationship also

exists where rhyolite was erupted first, followed by basalt, indicating either repeated injections of basalt

from below or magmatic drawdown through the rhyolitic zone into the basalts below. Net-veined

complexes may be formed above the rhyolite - basalt interphase following the formation of a composite

flow (Blake et al. 1965) or separately under appropriate conditions.

More dramatic changes are observed in the northeastern section of Torfajokull (Fig. 74) in the last

-100,000 years. Alkali and transitional basalts have apparently been replaced by tholeiitic basalts in the

chambers lower part, as well as being formed at the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary below the area.

This is here considered to reflect the propagation or transgression of a zone of thin crust and shallow

melting into Torfajokull, as previously stated.

The general thickness of silicic magma in the chamber at each time in TorfajokuU's evolution is not
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known but can be tentatively estimated. This is based on the premise that an eruption producing only

silicic rocks apparently did not tap through the entire thickness of the silicic magma in the chamber and

therefore gives a minimum thickness estimate. The other method suggests that an eruption producing

silicic magmas. followed by the eruption of a mafic magma which is not a hybrid. did in fact withdraw

magma from the chamber sufficiently to tap into mafic magmas below. While detailed theorizing on the

mechanism and rheology of magmatic withdrawal through a fissure or numerous circular vents has not

been done here. simple estimates suggest that the silicic part of the chamber has a thickness of only a few

hundred meters. perhaps only 200 - 400 meters.

Using the estimated volume of the ring structure (-10 - 30 krn) and assuming equal drawdown from a

chamber with a surface area of 200 krnz (the area of the ring structure), a minimum withdrawal thickness of

50 - 150 meters is indicated. Domadalshraun 3 (Blake 1982. 1984). with an estimated volume of 0.09

km', produced a small tholeiitic lava flow towards the end of the eruption. Assuming equal withdrawal

from all sides (shaped like one half of a sphere). a thickness of 350 meters is indicated. The basaltic

portion of the chamber on the other hand may not represent a continuous molten layer at any lime, but

consist of numerous sheet-like bodies in various states of crystallization.

The columns in Fig. 74 show the relative proportions of the different magma types across the volcano,

with rhyolite being dominant within the ring structure, transitional basalt to the southwest and tholeiite

to the northeast (not present 100,000 years ago). Magmatic injection rates and relative density/temperature

difference between two intermingling magmas will greatly affect the mixing/hybridization process. As a

general rule a batch of magma will try to achieve a gravitationally stable position in the crust but high

injection rates (eruption rates) might cause the magma to initially overshoot its zone of neulI'a1 buoyancy.

Most magmas entering the crust will ascend from the melting zone at the asthenosphere - lithosphere

boundary and consist of relatively primitive basalts that tend to be of high density and will probably

spread out at the bottom of the magma chamber, excluding examples where injection rates are exceptionally

high.

Experimental studies (Huppert and Sparks 1980; Huppert and Turner 1981; Huppert et al. 1983) have

demonstrated that hot dense mafic magma underlying a less dense mafic magma, eventually lowers its

density through cooling and crystallization and rises into the overlying magma. causing hybridization to

occur. Similar studies with two melts of contrasting viscosities, like in silicic and mafic magmas,
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suggested that diapiric rise of the mafic melt into the more silicic melt occurred (physical mixing) but

without substantial hybridization. which apparently was inhibited by the large viscosity differences.

Eichelberger (1980) observed that mafic inclusions in intermediate and dacitic magmas had very low

density. probably inherited from volatile exsolution during rapid cooling and crystallization. and suggested

that mafic blobs had risen into the silicic magma. This suggests that perhaps some of the mafic inclusions

found in the rhyolites at Torfajokull might not have formed by forced injection of basalt into rhyolite. but

by slow density-driven rise.

The general temperature and viscosity difference existing between mafic and silicic rocks will impede

hybridization between the two types. Even when they have the same temperature. due to prolonged close

contact and of rapid transfer of heat from mafic to silicic melt. silicic melts are considered to be of much

greater viscosity. perhaps some 4 to 5 orders of magnitude higher (McBimey 1984). Field evidence from

Torfajokull suggests that while mixed magmas (silicic rocks containing mafic inclusions) have occurred

throughout its observable geological history. they have become more frequent with time, and hybrid

magmas have only recently been erupted in the area. Increasing the volatile content of the silicic magma,

either by diffusion across the chemical interphase separating the two magmas or by mass transfer, i.e,

forced injection or density-driven flow and subsequent crystallization and volatile exsolution, may be the

method by which the viscosity is lowered and hybridization is induced.

As the diffusion of heat is much faster than chemical diffusion. a chemical interphase present in a magma

chamber between contrasting silicic and mafic magmas, need not necessarily be represented by a substantial

temperature contrast. If one is comfortable with the idea of a silicic magma lying above a substantially

more basaltic magma. instead of visualizing a continuous chemical gradient through the chamber. then two

general possibilities exists, with any possible intermediate compromises. Either the silicic magma is in

direct contact with basaltic magma of similar temperature and must therefore be superheated or at least well

above its solidus, or the rhyolite is just above its solidus, therefore indicating that the basalt is below its

solidus, suggesting that the rhyolite is in physical contact with warm solidified basalt but not with liquid

basalt

This latter possibility suggests that if basaltic magmas exist in the crust at lower levels, they may block

any ascending mantle-derived magmas, thereby isolating the silicic magma from any direct contact with

basalt. Assuming no basaltic magma in the crust, then ascending basaltic magma will rise at least to the
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bottom of the silicic magma chamber, there to crystallize and provide heat to the system. The former

possibility suggests some superheating of the silicic magma, possibly resulting in relatively rapid

convections, within individual chemicaliayers.

7.4 Origin or Silicic Rocks at Torfajokull

After considering the geological and geochemical evidence for the presence of a large silicic magma

chamber below the Torfajokull region, its interaction with any possible mantle derived basaltic melts and

the many possible ways to alter and affect magma bodies in the crust, this section concentrates on

evaluating the two main hypotheses on rhyolitic magma generation in Iceland, as applied to Torfajokull.

These are formation by fractionation from a basaltic parent and partial melting from a hydrated oceanic

crust A discussion of the three different basaltic types found at TorfajokuU is also included.

The two schools of thought for magma generation in Iceland, consider either that all the mafic magmas are

mantle melts and that silicic melts are derived from them by a method of fractionation (Jakobsson 1972,

1979a, 1979b; Wood et al. 1979; Zindler et al. 1979; Macdonald et al. 1990), or that tholeiites are the

only mantle derived melts and other magmas, mafic or silicic, are derived directly by crustal anatexis

and/or the interaction of tholeiites with crustal derived magmas (Oskarsson et al, 1979, 1982, 1985;

Condomines et al, 1983; Steinthorsson et al. 1985). Some have taken an intermediate position, suggesting

crustal melting as the origin for at least some of the silicic rocks and mantle origin for the basalts

(O'Nions and Gronvold 1973; Meyer et al. 1985) and many are unable to explain the chemical variability

of rift zone tholeiites without assuming interaction with crustal material (Hemond et al. 1988; Nicholson

et al. 1991; Sigmarsson et al. 1991a).

The silicic rocks constituting the bulk of the Torfajokull volcanics are peralkaline pantellerites, and as

such present an unusual composition not generally associated with ridge volcanism. Experimental studies

on peralkaline melts have suggested that feldspar (plagioclase) fractionation is the controlling factor, at

least in the range from trachytes to comendites and pantellerites (Bowen 1945; Carmichael and MacKenzie

1963; Bailey and Schairer 1964; Thompson and MacKenzie 1967; Bailey and Macdonald 1969; Nicholls

and Carmichael 1969; Roux and Varet 1975). Geological and detailed geochemical studies on transitional

basaltic - peralkaline rhyolitic associations, including Torfajokull, have resulted in the suggestion that

fractional crystallization from a mafic parent is the main evolutionary factor affecting the generation of the

silicic magmas (Abbott 1969; Ewart et al. 1968; Cox et al. 1970; Gibson 1972; Barberi et al. 1975;
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Storey 1981; Macdonald et al. 1990), while some (Price and Compston 1973; Price and Taylor 1973;

Price and Chappell 1975; Ewart et al. 1977; Ewart 1981, 1982) suggest, using trace elemental and

isotopic data, thatcrustal melting or anatexis was involved in the generation of some of the silicic melts.

Others have pointed out thatvapor transport of elements, including certain REE, aIkalies and halogens, is

needed to explain some compositions (Ewart et al. 1968; Macdonald et al. 1970; Bailey and Macdonald

1970; Gibson 1972; Arana et al. 1973; Baker and Henage 1977). Most researchers, therefore, agree on the

importance of feldspar fractionation in forming peralkaline magmas. and many support fractionation from a

mafic parent; a conclusion not supported here for the Torfajokull region, based on both volumetric and

geochemical evidence.

When demonstrating the feasibility of fractionation from a basalt to a rhyolite, a continuous range of

erupted rock compositions from a basalt to rhyolite is usually required, a requisite not fulfilled by the

bimodal suite at Torfajokull. Furthermore, one might expect that the erupted volumes of these different

magma types might demonstrate a progressive decrease in volume from the more mafic varieties to the

silicic rocks. At Torfajokull the reverse is true, where 90% of the erupted volumes are rhyolites and only

10% basalts or basaltic icelandites. The volcano therefore demonstrates a bimodal distribution, with

non-hybridized intermediate icelandites being restricted to five small inclusions and no non-hybridized

rock compositions are found between 59 and 66% silica This is incompatible with the formation of the

rhyolites from a basaltic parent by means of fractional crystallization.

Previous calculations, assuming that cooling basaltic intrusions in the crust were the source of heat

necessary to sustain the geothermal field at Torfajokull, suggested that at least 10 times greater volume of

mafic material, as compared with erupted rhyolites, had to be injected into the ernst. Calculations usually

show that between 60 and 70% fractionation from a basaltic host in needed to produce an intermediate

composition and usually 90 - 95% is needed to produce a rhyolite. These calculations, estimating the

volume of basaltic crustal intrusions, are therefore in accordance with traditional fractionation calculations

and suggest that the missing basalts necessary to produce the rhyolites might be present in the ernst. On

the other hand, assuming that the Torfajokull rhyolites, which cover 280 km1
, are one km thick and are

underlain by cumulative rocks created during a fractionation process. This suggests that a 10 - 20 km

thick layer of cumulates, comparable to, or even greater than the estimated crustal thickness, underlies the

area. This is considered to be an unreasonable assumption and is incompatible with the relatively small

positive gravity anomaly observed at Torfajokull.
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Alternatively, mafic magmatic injections at the rate of 90 x 10-4 km ~/year into the lower crust, might be

enough to cause partial melting in the hydrated oceanic crust Theoretically, each gram of crystallizing

mafic melt gives off enough heat to raise the temperature of one gram of crust some 200 - 250°C, while

still retaining enough heat to partially melt 0.1 gram (10%). To be an effective mechanism in initiating

and sustaining partial melting of mafic crustal material, the crust is considered to be hydrated, therefore

lowering its solidus/liquidus considerably. This hydration, according to the dynamic accretionary plate

model of Palmason (l973, 198080 1981, 1985) and the dynamic model of rift zone petrogenesis (Oskarsson

et al, 1979,1982, 1985), occurs because percolating groundwater is being carried down with the subsiding

accretionary plate, there to take part in the progressive metamorphism of the crust

Presently there is nothing to indicate that intermediate magmas (transitional icelandite) are present at

depth in considerable volumes. They have only been found as occasional inclusions in a rhyolite, as other

intermediate compositions are, in this study, interpreted as representing hybrid composition (see Chapter

4). There is no reason to assume that density constraints assist in any presumed selective eruptive

mechanism at Torfajokull, as maximum iron enrichment occurs in the mafic magma and appears to decrease

gradually towards more evolved compositions. It is interesting to note that four of the five transitional

icelandite inclusions are found in areas that have not erupted transitional mafic compositions and,

according to the reconstruction in Fig. 74, are probably not present there. It is therefore, tempting to

speculate that the transitional icelandites represent extreme fractionation of a discrete leftover transitional

basaltic magma bodies (or layers) that are detached from and are no longer fed by fresh basalt The total

lack of transitional basalts in the northern section of the area, assumed to be the parent in fractionation

models (see below), also appears to be incompatible with models of this kind.

Macdonald et al. (1990), building upon the excellent work done by McGarvie (l985) on the Postglacial

volcanics, suggested that the rock suite at Torfajokull was generated by fractional crystallization of a

transitional basalt. This was based on modeling of four trace elements, starting with a hypothetical

transitional basalt and continuing through transitional icelandites and into rhyolites. Their work showed

good correlation between the model calculations and some of the whole rock compositions, clearly

indicating the feasibility of this method. To test this a more general approach was attempted by

examining the incompatible element zirconium (the slightly less incompatible element yttrium also gives

similar results) in more or less contemporary mafic and silicic eruptions.
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Fig. 75 shows the Zr-range in the silicic units from the four different series (Brandsgil, Jokulgil,

Blahnukur and Postglacial), as well as the Zr-range in the associated mafic and intermediate rocks. It

should be noted that the chemical range for the older mafic rocks has been grouped together, due to the

fact that they have, in most cases, not been correlated with any single silicic event. The simple

assumption made is that if fractionalcrystallization, eventually forming rhyolites, is a factor then there

should be a general relationshipbetween Zr content of the rhyolites and the basalts. A scale, based on

Rayleigh fractionation calculations for Zr, starting with a transitionalbasalt with 200 ppm Zr is shown

forcomparison.

It is obvious that there is little covariation between the Zr-content of the mafic and silicic rocks in the

Postglacial volcanics. The rhyolites generally show a relativelyconstant value but the mafic rocks vary

considerably. In some case, the basaltic icelandites(52 - 57%) showapproximatelythe sameZr valuesas

the associated silicic rock, and in one case a transitionalicelanditehas higher Zr values than the rhyolite.

Zircon fractionation might possiblybe a factor, as someof the rhyolitesshow a slight decrease in Zr with

increasing fractionation, but as many of these observationalfeatures are also shown by yttrium, it is not

considered to be of crucial importance. It is thereforeconcludedthat Zr (and Y) data do not support the

formation of the Postglacial rhyolites via fractional crystallization from any typical transitionalbasaItic

magmalineagefound to haveeruptedduring thatperiod.

Isotopicworkdoneat Torfajokull is limited to 0180 , 'nSrf6Srandminor14~d/"'Nd Theonlycomprehensive

isotopic study is the one done by Gunnarsson (1987) on 0180 in Postglacial lavas in the southwestern

part of the volcano. Unfortunately, all the data come from Postglacial volcanics and therefore does not

include magmaticcompositions representativeby pre-Postglacial volcanism. These compositions include

both the low silicarhyolitesof the BrandsgilSeriesand thehighlypera1kaIine comenditesand pantellerites

of the Jokulgil Series, as wen as the ne-normativealkali basalts,all of which may shed light on magmatic

processesoperatingin thearea.

0180 in Icelandic rocks is generally lower than unaltered MORB basalts who are considered to have a

restricted 0180 value of 5.8 ± 0.3%0 (Taylor 1968; Muehlenbachs and Clayton 1972). This is specially

true for rift zone volcanics and is generally interpreted as reflecting the interaction/formation of these

magmaswith/from a hydrothermally altered crust or an isotopically heterogeneous mantle(Muehlenbachs

et al. 1974; Hattori and Muehlenbachs 1982; Oskarsson et aI. 1979, 1982, 1985). Meteoric water with
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low (-8 to -11%10) alBa values is believed to interact with the crust in active hydrothennal systems,

forming a crust with alIa values between 6 and -10%0. Any magma interacting with or formed from a

crust of this kind will have lower alIa values than observed in magmas derived directly from themantle.

F1ank zone volcanics, as those reported from Torfajokull (Gunnarsson 1987), are generally closer to the

MORB values, when compared to rift zone volcanics. This is specially true for the mafic rocks, while the

silicic rocks show substantially lower alSo values. The generally lower alSo values in the silicic rocks,

compared to the transitional basalts, is considered incompatible with fractionation, as this ratio is

considered to remain constant or slightly increase due to the removal of olivine, cpx and opaques which

are depleted in alIa (Muehlenbachs and Kushiro 1974; Keyser et al. 1982; Muehlenbachs and Byerly

1982).

The relatively high alIa values in the silicic (and mafic) rocks, when compared with rift zone silicic rocks

(see Fig. 39b, page 119), appears partly to refute a crustal source for them, as one would expect rocks

formed by partially melting a hydrothennally altered crust to contain a much lower alIa value. This does

not constitute opposing evidence as data on the allo content in Icelandic crustal rocks, presumably being

melted, are only available from hydrothennally altered rocks from the rift zones and not from the flank

zones. The source crust of the flank zone silicic rocks therefore would have a substantially different alIa

value, either inherited from its formation or overprinted by some secondary process.

Strontium isotopic data (O'Nions and Gronvold 1973; Wood et al. 1979; Condomines et al. 1983;

Gunnarsson 1987; Macdonald et al, 1990) from Postglacial volcanics are interpreted here as to reflect

crustal anatexis in the formation of the rhyolites and possible crustal influence in the formation of the

transitional basalts. This interpretation is based on the one suggested by Oskarsson et al. (1979, 1982,

1985), where the variable IfTSrt6Sr ratios observed in the evolved rift zone tholeiites are considered to be

caused by mixing with silicic crustal melts, which owe their high IfTSrrSr ratio to decay of IfTRb to IfTSr in

a crust which has a relatively high Rb/Sr ratio.

On average the silicic rocks (0.70341) show a higher IfTSrf6Sr ratio than the transitional mafic rocks

(0.70329), though both tend to be highly variable (Fig. 40a, page 122). This is also observed for

individual eruptive events that produced both rhyolites and transitional basalts, with the exception of one

sample from Laufahraun which shows much higher values than both thecontemporaneous Hrafntinnuhraun
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and another mafic sample from the same unit. The tholeiites apparently range between 0.70300 and

0.70310, which is considerably lower than tholeiites from the neighboring Laki eruption (0.70320 

0.70324). They have been explained as to represent partial or bulk assimilation of crustal material into

primitive olivine tholeiite at the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary (Sigmarsson et aI. 1991a).

In estimating the present rlSrf'sr ratio of the crust below Torfajokull, its age, initial rlSrrSr ratio and

Rb/Sr ratio must be known. Fig. 76a shows a Rb - Sr diagram demonstrating the chemical range

observed in rocks erupted at Torfajokull. Inserted on the diagram are diagonal lines showing compositions

of equal Rb/Sr ratios. The Torfajokull rocks conform well to the Rb/Sr distribution of rocks in Iceland,

except for the highly peraIkaline rhyolites which demonstrate a exceptionally high ratio, due to extreme Sr

depletion. Most of the mafic rocks (tholeiitic or transitional) have a Rb/Sr ratio of between 0.01 and 0.2,

while the silicic rocks range from a minimum of about 0.25 to over 10.0.

Fig. 76b shows the results of calculations of the expected growth of the rlSrrSr ratio in the crust below

Torfajokull over a 0 - 10 million year period, using the initial rlSrrSr ratio of 0.70290 (probable

uncontaminated value) and 0.70320 as an example, and various estimates on theaverage Rb/Sr ratio. A 10

million year old, partially melting crust, with an initial rlSrt6Srratio of 0.70320 and a Rb/Sr ratio of 0.25

will form a melt with an rlSrf6Sr ratio of 0.70331 according to the calculations. The oceanic crust

beneath the Torfajokull area is estimated to be close to 10 million years old, based on crustal model

reconstructions (Fig. 13, page 51). Depending on the nature of the crust (silicic or mafic), each part will

evolve its own special rlSrrSr ratio. Partial or bulk melting of crust will result in the formation of a

melt with a rlSrt6Sr ratio reflecting its source rock and the proportion of mafic to silicic rocks melted.

The best explanation that fits the variable rlSrrSr ratio observed in the silicic rocks is melting of a

heterogeneous crust with a variable rlSrrSr ratio. The silicic magmas with the highest rlSrrSr ratio

(0.70360) may even represent melting of a primarily silicic section of the crust. Recycling older material

will therefore tend to produce much higher rlSrrSr ratios than rocks produced by partially melting the

barrenmantle.

Before totally excluding fractional crystallization from a mafic parentage as a process of forming silicic

melts at Torfajokull, one fmal question needs to be addressed. What makes the TorfajokulI volcano erupt

rhyolites on a much greater scale than the other central volcanoes in the Southern Flank Zone or the rift

zones? The method of fractional crystallization is unable to give any explanation that fits the regional
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differences of these areas. Crustal anatexis, on the other hand provides an explanation that fits well the

assumed variation in crustal thickness, depth to partial melting and either the propagating or retrograde rift

hypothesis. Accordingly, transforming the Southern Flank Zone crust into a typical rift zone crust,

requires that the crust is thinned from 20 - 30 km down to 6 - 10 km. This can only be done by a

combining process of crustal spreading (creating new thin crust) and actually melting the excess crustal

material. This partial melting will be greatest at the junction between normal rift zone crust and thick

flank zone crust, where large volumes of silicic melts might form, as observed in Torfajokull, but decrease

along the Southern Flank Zone, where crustal melting will occur at deeper levels. The lack of silicic

melts along the rift zone northeast of Torfajokull, is accordingly, reflected in the lack of any substantial

crustal segments to melt. Subsidence along the center of the rift, will be compensated by equal partial or

bulk melting at the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary, forming minimal silicic melts which mix with

mantle melts formed at that boundary, creating evolved tholeiites from primitive olivine tholeiites. This

last point constitutes one of the cornerstones in thedynamic model of rift zone petrogenesis of Oskarsson

et al. (1979, 1982, 1985).

Fractional crystallization modelling was attempted to explain the major and trace element variations in

silicic rocks within theBrandsgil, Jokulgil, BIahnukur and Postglacial Series, as well as between the two

former and two latter series. The calculations (Fig. 77 and 78) start with a metaluminous dacite, similar

to the most primitive dacites found, and removes known mineral phases in certain proportions using

analyzed mineral compositions. Removing 20 to 30% of the observed mineral phases in the proportions

fe=79.2%, cpx=7.5%, 01=11 % and i1m=2.3%, effectively imitates the chemical trend shown by the

Brandsgil Series silicic rocks, except for sodium and potassium, and fractionation up to 40% moves the

liquid into the range of Jokulgil Series rhyolites even though no samples have been found representing

this gap. Further removal (10 - 30%) of mineral phases, typical of the peralkaline magmas in the

proportion fe=94.5%, cpx=4%, 01=0.5% and i1m=I%, from a liquid formed by 25%,30% and 35%

fractionation of the initial dacitic liquid will further imitate magmatic compositions observed in the

Jokulgil Series comendites and pantellerites. Similar model calculations for the Blahnukur Series

rhyolites, removing observed mineral phases in the proportions fe=88%, cpx=7%, 01=2.5% and

ilm/titanomagnetite=2.5% (small insert in Fig. 77 and 78) give similar results, using a different initial

composition but do not trend towards extreme peralkaline compositions. This trend is generally observed

to continue in the Postglacial silicic rocks, with exceptions in the Hrafntinnusker and Slettahraun units.
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As stated before sodium and potassium (and Sr) do nOL concur to the fractionation method, therefore

suggesting some other methods affecting or modifying the melts, perhaps volatile transfer or some other

equally diffuse method. This is due to the composition of the feldspars found in the Brandsgil Series

rhyolites, which tend to be high in sodium and low in potassium, therefore creating a decreasing sodium

and an increasing potassium liquid line of decent, respectively. This is incompatible with fractionation

from the dacites. Alternatively, the Brandsgil Series dacites and rhyolites might represent a crustal

melting line, with the higher silica rhyolites as minimum melts and the lower silica compositions

representing increased partialmelting in the crust, The formation of the Jokulgil Series comendites and

pantellerites could. therefore, be explained by fractionation of the highest silica Brandsgil Series rhyolites

(shown by non-inflated arrows in Fig. 77 and 78) and not from the t.'acites. This is in agreement with

both sodiwn and potassium values. as well with the extreme Sr-depletion observed in the pantellerites.

So far attempts to explain why. during the Jokulgil period, highly peraIkaline magmas are produced and

apparently not before and not later. have not proven fruitful. The fact that the chemical transformation to

highly peralkaline magmas appears to coincide with the advent of the last glaciation might Ire significant.

Covariation between volcanic activity and changes in lithostatic pressure due to the changes in glacial

ice-cover in Iceland has been previously suggested (Einarsson 1966; Annertz et al. 1985; Gudmundsson

1986; Bergh and Sigvaldason 1990; Sigvaldason et aI. 1992).

An estimated ice-sheet thickness of 1000 meters (Walker 1965) will have the same effect as adding 300

meters of solid rock. This added pressure will cause the crust to rapidly subside, isostatic compensation

taken up by partially melting layer at the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary. High shorelines in

Iceland dating from the end of the last glaciation. have demonstrated the potential for rapid isostatic

readjustments, usually credited to an exceptionally liquid rich mantle below Iceland. and recent estimates

(Thors and Boulton 1991) suggest that isostatic equilibrium was reached in less than 1000 years

following the last glaciation. The increased Iithostatic pressure, which will probably have little effect on

partial melting in the layer below the lithosphere, may have substantial effects on partial melting in the

crust. With the advent of glaciation, the effects might consist of either decreased partial melting due to

increased lithospheric pressures or drastically increased crustal melting due to the rapid transport of a

-300 meter thick slab of crustal material across its solidus line. Assuming the former situation, the

Brandsgil Series dacites and rhyolites might reflect decreased crustal melting with time, and eventually

minor crustal melting during the formation of the Jokulgil Series peraIkaIine rhyolites (maximum ice-cover),
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which may have formed by extensive crystal fractionation. Decreased silica values during the Blahnukur

and Postglacial Series rhyolites might, therefore, reflect increased crustal melting due to the glacial

rebound. The highly different isotopic signatures observed in the Postglacial silicic rocks suggests that

perhaps the chemical variability of all the silicic rocks in the area, can be explained by suggesting some

episodic partial or batch melting episodes of the crust forming a parent liquid later modified mostly by

fractional crystallization.

7.s Origin or Mafic Rocks at TorfajokuU

The three mafic rock groups found in Iceland, tholeiites, transitional basalts and alkali basalts are all

present at Torfajokull. The gradational regional petrochemical change along the Southern Flank Zone,

from tholeiites in the rift zone, through transitional basalts and eventually to alkali basalts at Vestmannaeyjar,

has suggested a depth to melting relationship as to explain their origin (Jakobsson 1979a). The

discovery of alkali basalts, having erupted in the last 100,000 years at Torfajokull in minor volumes,

suggests a modification to the depth to generation model.

Fig. 79 demonstrates a normative Ne - 01 - Di - Hy - Qz plot for the three basalt types, as well for the

rhyolites, along with 1 atm coteetic and initial melt composition for melting of a fertile and depleted

(MORB) mantle (Thompson 1987). The tholeiites and the transitional basalts cluster around the 1 atm

coteetic suggesting equilibration at relatively shallow levels, perhaps in crustal magma chambers or in the

partially melting layer at the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary. The alkali basalts, on the other hand,

trend away from initial melting of fertile mantle at 10 kb, suggesting a deeper zone of melting. The

relatively low MgO content of the alkali basalts and hawaiites suggests that olivine fractionation may

playa large factor in their subsequent evolution.

The high 87Srf6Sr ratios (Gunnarsson 1987; Macdonald et al. 1990) for the transitional basalts (0.70320

0.70340) suggests either a formation from a fertile mantle or considerable mixing with crustal material.

No IfISrrSr ratios exist from the alkali basalts at Torfajokull, but alkali basalts from Vestmannaeyjar

(O'Nions et al. 1973) have a relatively low ratio of -0.70313, when compared to the transitional basalts.

The data on the basaltic rocks at Torfajokull does not allow one to make any firm distinctions between

the different hypothesis on the formation of the basalts. Isotopic and whole rock chemistry does not

exclude that the transitional basalts may represent mixtures between alkali basalts and silicic crustal melts.

This idea assumes that the alkali basalts represent low degree of partial melting of mantle material at
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pressures above -5 kb, while tholeiites will be formed by larger degrees of melting at lower pressures,

their enriched isotopicsignaturesprobablyinherited from the source.

Major and trace elementchemistry indicatesthat the transitional basaltsrepresentnot one but a combination

of many evolutionary trends, strongly indicating a source able to fonn different parental magmas. Their

isotopic signatures are extremely variable as well. It was demonstrate before that some of the alkali

basalts and the transitional basalts contained "tholeiitic" plagioclase, indicating mixing with a tholeiitic

basalt, but that alone does not explain the evolved isotopic signatures of the transitional rock suite. One

possible suggestion is that mixing of alkali basalt with crustal magmas will fonn a transitional basaltic

melt, which may evolve by further mixing or by fractional crystallization. The different proportion of the

mixing end-members will fonn slightly different base melts, thereforeexplaining the wide diffuse trends

demonstrates by thetransitionalbasalts. The alkali basalt thereforerepresents eruption of partially melted

mantle material not affected by crustal mixing, while the transitional basalts are evolved from an alkali

basaltic melt that equilibratesat shallow levels and incorporatescrustal material. This is in slight contrast

to the hypotheses of Oskarsson et aI. (1979, 1982, 1985) and Steinthorsson et al. (1985) who prefer a

crustal source for the alkali basalts, as well as the transitional ones, but similar in nature to the hypothesis

suggested by them, that the mixing of primitive tholeiite with crustal melts produces the more evolved

tholeiites. The only difference is that one occurs in the rift zones (tholeiite - crustal melts) and the other,

as suggested here, in the flank zones (alkali basalt - crustal melts).
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Appendix A

Whole Rock Chemical Data

A 1.1 Rock Sampling and Analytical Procedures

Rocksampling in thefieldwashampered by extensive geothermal alteration of theolder rock sequences at

theTorfajokull central volcano. Occasional occmrences of fresh glassysamples were preferred. but usually

sampling required theuseof a heavygeological rockhammer. Crystalline samplesusually had ironstained

brownaurorasextending from the surface into the interior. Thesealteration bands werebrokenoff untila

relatively fresh interiorwasreached. An approximately 1 kg sample wascollected from this interior.

In the laboratory these samples was sawn down to smaller pieces and alteration veins were carefully

removed. At this stage a 2 - 3 em thick section was made for possible thin section preparation. Fresh

pieceswerethencollected andcrusheddownto 1 - 2 ern. Again freshpieceswerehandpicked and crushed

down to a course sand. Approximately 20 - 30 g were selectedand crushed down to 200 mesh in WC

crucible.

A combination of X-ray fluorescence, wet chemicalprocedures and gravimetrical methods were used to

analyzethe majorand traceelements. All theanalyses andsample preparations weredoneby theauthorat

the University of Hawaii and the Nordic Volcanological Institutein 1983 - 1985. Samples previously

analyzed at the University of Hawaii wereanalyzed againat theNordic Volcanological Instituteto prevent

inter-laboratory differences, butno systematic differences wereobserved.

Si02, Ti02, AIP3' Fep3' MnO,CaO, K20 and P20S were analyzed with the XRF using a Cr-tube. The

samples were mixed with a heavy absorbent (LaPJ and fused at l1000C with lithium tetraborate

(L~BP7) in a graphitecrucible, similar to the methodof Rose et aI. (1963). The resulting glass pellet

was ground in a WC-vial for 15 - 20 minutes and the powder pressed into a pill with a borax (H3BOJ

back using a highlypolished steel piston at 50.000 psi. The international standards used were A-THO,

A-AIk, I-DAC,I-ICE,n.rno, B-ALK,A-GRA,B-GAB,A-FSP, B-FSP and B-MAF. Si02and AIP3

were counted for 2 times 100 seconds at 40 rnA and 50 KV using a course slit. MnO and Pp!!J were

countedfor 2 times40 seconds at 20 rnAand 40 KV usinga fineslit and courseslit, respectively. Fep3'

Ti02, CaO and Kp werecountedfor 2 times20 secondsat 20 rnAand 40 KV using a fme slit.
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MgO was analyzed using atomic absorption, NazO using flame photometry and HzO· using gravimetric

methods. Trace elements were all analyzed using a new Cr-tube (due to unavailability of a W-tube)

driven at 40 mA and 50 KV. Molybdenum mixed with quarz 0/48) was used as an internal standard and

mixed with thesample powder in the proportions 1/19 (standard/sample). A transparent film was used to

support the sample during analyses, instead of making pressed pellets. While giving lower intensities, the

transparent filmmethod is faster. The same international standards as for themajor elements were used to

calibrate the trace element analyses.

A 1.2 Origin of samples

Appendix A lists 57 whole rock major andselected trace element analyses of samples from the Torfajokull

Central Volcano. Also presented are three microprobe analyses of natural rhyolitic glasses. 33 samples

(plus 1 glass analyzes) are believed to belong to the older Brandsgil Series and Jokulgil Series (65,000 

130,000 YBP), 21 sample (plus 2 glass analyses) belong to the Blahnukur Series (10,000 - 65,000 YBP)

and 3 are Postglacial « 10,000 YBP).

In studying the geochemical evolution of the Torfajokull central volcano extensive use has been made of

other published whole rock geochemical data. While this study has concentrated on sampling and

analyzing glacial and interglacial rocks, other researchers have concentrated on Postglacial eruptives. Only

by examining the whole spectrum of rocks erupted at Torfajokull throughout the its observable timespan,

can a coherent geological and geochemical theory be presented. The present author has selected 267

(including this study) whole rock major and trace element analyses from the following sources:

S. Blake (1982):

D. W. McGarvie (1985):

B. Gunnarsson (1987):

This study:

19 Postglacial samples.

99 Postglacial and 4 glacial/interglacial samples.

88Postglacial samples.

3 Postglacial and 54 glacial/interglacial samples.

The emphasis has been on Postglacial volcanism as only 58 (22%) analyzed samples predate the end of

the last glaciation. The REE and isotopic data from Torfajokull used in this study was acquired from

O'Nions and Gronvold (1973), Wood et al. (1979), Condomines et al. (1983), Gunnarsson (1987) and
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MacDonald et al. (1990). Some of these 267 analyzes have been subjected to data corrections before

being used in this study. These corrections are explained in the next section.

A 1.3 Whole Rock Data Corrections

TheN~O values in this study have in some cases been increased to counterbalancethe aIkali loss, due to

geothermal alteration, in older rocks. This was done by assuming negligible~O loss and calculating a

Naz~O ratio from the least altered samples of each particular series. The analyzed (depleted) sodium

values were then multiplied with the calculated NazO/K,.o ratio. This NazO correction was applied to

some rhyolitic samples from the Jokulgil Series where a average factor of 1.26 was used. In one case

(transitional basaltic icelandite) a combinationof "an intelligent guess" and a random number was used

to "correct" the sodium value (sample 207). Note that the total alkalies and the AI index presented in

Appendix A are calculated afterpreforming the necessary sodiumcorrection.

A systematicvariationin some elementsbetween the data set from McGarvie(1985)andother researchers

was apparent when the data was compared. To ensure some sort of harmony when comparing the data

from different authors certain elements have been "corrected". AIP3 has been decreased by a factor of

1.02 and NllzO and Zr increased by a factor of 1.10 and 1.04 respectivelyin data from McGarvie (1985).

Some of these "corrections"havelaterbeen preformedby the authors themselves, as can be observedwhen

comparing the same samples in McGarvie(1985) and McGarvie et aI. (1990).

C.I.P.W. Norms have been calculated using data recalcualted to 100 % on an anhydrous bases, after

preformingtheabovecorrections. Whenrecalculating toloo % the FezOjFeO ratio was kept fixed at 0.15

for samples with Si02 < 60 % and 0.25 for samples with Si02 > 60 %, as suggested by Brooks (1976).

Older 87SrrSr values (O'Nions & Gronvold, 1973) have been corrected to E & A = 0.70800 for direct

comparison with more recent isotopic data. Rock nomenclature is described in Chapter 3. All the data

from this study altered by any of the above methods are numbered for easier identification. An

exhaustive list of all these notes follows:

(1) NllzO increasedby 4.00%

(2) NllzO increasedby 0.45%to achieveaN~~O ratio of 1.26
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(3) NazO increasedby 0.81% to achievea NalJIK"o ratio of 1.26

(4) NazO increasedby 0.70%to achievea Na,.~O ratio of 1.26

(5) NazO increasedby 1.18%to achievea Na,.~O ratio of 1.26

(6) NazO increasedby 1.59%to achievea Na,.OIK,.O ratio of 1.26

(7) NazO increasedby 2.64% to achievea Na,.OIK,.O ratio of 1.26

(8) NazO increasedby 1.00%to achievea Na,.OIK,.O ratio of 1.26

(9) Microprobe analysesof matrixglass

The majorelementdata is given inpercentageof oxidesand trace elementsin ppm. Chemicaldiagrams

presentedin this studyall use the above "corrected"values.
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Location Hamragil Bannur Graenagil Sudumamur Sudurnamur
SampleNo. T301 T302 T303 T304 T305
Rock Type AlkaliBasalt Alkali Basalt AlkaliBasalt Hawaiite Hawaiite

Object Dyke Dyke/Sill PilIow Lava PilIowBreccia PilIowLava
Series Brands/Iokul. BrandslJokul. BrandslJokul. BIahnukur BIahnukur

Si02 44.70 45.34 46.23 46.86 47.76
Ti02 3.29 4.00 5.10 3.46 3.47

A403 12.56 12.34 13.10 12.37 13.19
Fep3 1.79 1.84 1.88 1.83 1.71

FeO 12.01 12.26 12.56 12.19 11.39
FeOl

13.62 13.92 14.25 13.84 12.93
MoO 0.24 0.30 0.25 0.30 0.24
MgO 6.20 5.95 4.83 4.94 5.86
Cao 10.55 9.58 10.00 9.26 9.32
~O 3.20 3.65 3.88 3.91 4.09
~O 0.71 0.86 0.78 1.05 0.96
Pps 0.41 0.58 0.70 0.75 0.76
~O 1.90 1.52 0.58 2.15 0.60

Total 97.56 98.22 99.89 99.07 99.35
AI 0.48 0.56 0.55 0.61 0.59

Rb 2 9 6 6 9
y 15 25 23 26 26
Sr 337 487 416 372 413
Zr 144 216 199 239 232

Nb 23 34 30 38 33
Zn 92 123 140 139 149
Cu 111 8 33 15 91
Ni 54 5 22 6 26

Zr/Nb 6.63 6.35 6.63 6.29 7.03

Q
Co
Or 4.67 5.26 4.67 6.38 5.73
Ab 27.89 25.67 27.89 29.95 30.02
An 16.11 15.27 16.11 13.54 15.01
Ne 2.82 3.38 2.82 2.25 2.72
As;

Ns
Di 24.32 24.81 24.32 24.04 22.15
Hy
01 10.06 13.61 10.06 12.53 13.41
n 9.76 7.86 9.76 6.78 6.67

Mt 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.74 2.51
Ap 1.62 1.39 1.62 1.78 1.78
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Location Sudumamur Brandsgil Klukkugil Sudumamur Bannur
SampleNo. T306 T201 T202 T203 T204
Rock Type Hawaiite Trans Basalt Trans Basalt Trans Basalt Trans Basalt

Object Pillow Lava Dyke Tephra Dyke Pillow Lava
Series Blahnukur Blahnukur BrandslJokul. Blahnukur Blahnukur

Si02 48.08 46.81 47.73 48.90 50.91
Ti02 4.13 3.70 4.06 3.92 5.02
Alz03 12.03 13.40 12.44 13.53 13.20
Fe203 1.93 1.81 1.90 1.69 1.58
FeO 12.85 12.08 12.63 11.24 10.50
FeOt 14.59 13.71 14.34 12.76 11.92
MoO 0.34 0.31 0.23 0.29 0.18
MgO 3.05 5.70 5.69 3.48 4.28
Cao 8.94 11.20 8.70 9.42 8.52
N~O 5.03 2.75 2.82 3.75 3.84
K,.0 0.96 0.57 0.90 0.98 0.87
PzOs 0.68 0.20 0.95 0.25 0.71
~O 0.81 0.40 1.90 0.91 0.58

Total 98.83 98.93 99.95 98.36 100.19
AI 0.77 0.38 0.45 0.53 0.55

Rb 5 8 10 10 13
y 20 38 30 52 21
Sr 382 384 372 461 427
Z1: 233 197 261 305 233
Nb 32 32 54 42 37
Zn 151 162 149 180 138
Cu 18 135 17 27 38
Ni 10 50 4 5 18

Zr/Nb 7.28 6.16 4.83 7.26 6.30

Q 0.39 2.66
Co
Or 5.79 3.43 5.44 5.97 5.14
Ab 33.48 23.61 24.37 32.58 32.66
An 7.56 22.87 18.98 17.61 16.26
Ne 5.38
Ac
Ns
Di 28.13 26.72 15.50 24.07 17.77
Hy 3.56 22.41 4.90 12.00
01 7.20 9.53 4.14
n 8.00 7.14 7.86 7.63 9.57

Mt 2.86 2.67 2.80 2.51 2.29
Ap 1.60 0.46 2.24 0.60 1.64
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Location Klukkugil LitHKilingur Brandsgil Bannur Graenagil
Sample No. T205 T206 T207 T 501 T502
RockType TransBasIcel Trans BasIcel Trans BasIcel Dacite Dacite

Object DykelSill PillowLava Tephra Lava Flow Welded Tuff
Series BrandslJokul. Blahnukur BrandslJokul. Brandsgil Brandsgil

Si02 52.12 54.45 54.97 66.15 66.02
Ti02 2.27 2.04 2.49 0.68 0.65
AIP3 13.69 13.28 13.26 14.01 13.42
Fe203 1.57 1.83 1.42 1.25 1.28
FeO 10.49 12.17 9.46 5.02 5.07
reo, 11.90 13.82 10.74 6.15 6.22
MnO 0.26 0.40 0.27 0.31 0.28
MgO 3.41 1.90 3.82 0.26 0.16
CaO 7.77 6.20 4.97 2.06 1.28
N~O 4.15 5.00 0.701 4.80 5.10
K,.0 1.37 1.40 2.37 3.56 3.44
P20S 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.11 0.06
~O 1.26 0.71 4.82 1.31 1.21
Total 99.18 100.19 99.35 99.52 97.97

AI 0.61 0.73 0.78 0.84 0.90

Rb 13 17 76 57 69
y 27 41 62 90 118
Sr 484 387 119 237 214
'II 340 359 438 917 1027
Nb 36 61 80 143 179
Zn 166 160 176 183 245
Cu 7 20 11 0
Ni 4 4 8 3

Zr/Nb 9.44 5.89 5.48 6.41 5.74

Q 0.62 1.26 1.20 17.67 17.95
Co
Or 8.27 8.33 14.24 21.39 20.98
Ab 35.88 42.56 40.36 41.38 44.60
An 14.98 9.68 8.20 6.30 3.68
Ne
AI;

Ns
Di 15.95 13.75 9.62 3.00 2.19
Hy 15.63 15.98 17.62 6.85 7.23
01
n 4.41 3.89 4.81 1.31 1.27

Mt 2.32 2.67 2.09 1.86 1.91
Ap 1.94 1.87 1.87 0.25 0.14
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Location Vondugil Vondugil Brandsgil Brandsgil Brandsgil
SampleNo. T503 T504 T 505 T 506 T507
RockType Dacite Dacite Rhyolite Comendite Rhyolite

Object WeldedTuff WeldedTuff Lava Flow Lava Flow Lava Flow
Series Brandsgil Brandsgil Brandsgil Brandsgil Brandsgil

Si02 66.20 67.40 68.19 68.50 68.61
Ti02 0.60 0.56 0.48 0.49 0.47
Al203 13.28 13.20 13.00 12.90 12.80
Fe203 1.21 1.22 1.11 1.06 1.07
FeO 4.85 4.87 4.45 4.25 4.29
FeOt 5.94 5.97 5.45 5.20 5.25
MoO 0.30 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.26
MgO 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.08
CaO 1.20 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.90
Na20 5.02 5.05 5.10 5.49 5.19
K20 3.59 3.62 3.78 3.83 3.80
nos 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.08
H2O 1.37 1.15 0.68 0.41 0.48
Total 97.88 98.44 98.09 98.16 98.03

AI 0.91 0.93 0.96 1.02 0.99

Rb 73 72 81 73 74
Y 115 114 132 128 137
Sr 153 114 128 132 127
Ze 1058 1064 1148 1107 1144
Nb 180 190 192 203 198
Zn 187 211 229 279 251
Cu
Ni

Zr/Nb 5.88 5.60 5.98 5.45 5.78

Q 18.33 19.59 20.04 18.48 20.24
Co
Or 21.98 21.98 22.93 23.17 23.05
Ab 44.00 43.92 44.34 46.08 45.02
An 3.22 2.74 1.45 0.40
Ne
Ac 1.31
Ns
Di 2.24 1.16 2.29 3.60 3.23
Hy 7.07 7.61 6.25 5.43 5.37
01
n 1.18 1.10 0.93 0.95 0.91

Mt 1.83 1.81 1.65 0.93 1.29
Ap 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.19
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Location Brandsgil Sudurnamur Bannur Barmur Habannur
Sample No. T 508 T509 TOOl T602 T603
Rock Type Comendite Comendite Comendite PanteUerite PanteUerite

Object Lava Flow Lava Flow Subglacial Lobe Subglacial Lobe Subglacial Lobe
Series Brandsgil Brandsgil Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil

Si02 69.95 68.78 71.82 72.19 72.39
Ti02 0.49 0.52 0.41 0.40 0.39

Al203 12.98 13.40 11.65 10.18 9.73
Fe203 1.00 0.82 0.91 1.03 1.03

FeO 4.01 3.27 3.65 4.12 4.11
FeOt 4.91 4.01 4.47 5.05 5.04
MoO 0.29 0.14 0.20 0.25 0.22
MgO 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01
CaO 0.86 0.59 0.68 0.50 0.48

Na20 5.75 6.00 5.26 5.92 5.66
K20 3.92 3.87 4.38 4.45 4.56
nos 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.02
H2O 0.18 0.91 0.43 0.28 0.46
Total 99.58 98.38 99.42 99.39 99.06

AI 1.06 1.05 1.15 1.43 1.46

Rb 80 85 111 99 95
y 139 118 171 151 148
Sr 146 168 37 6 1
Z1: 1182 1121 1350 1160 1423
Nb 204 206 207 221 194
Zn 227 61 295 392 326
Cu 0 0
Ni 4 1

Zr/Nb 5.79 5.44 6.52 5.25 7.34

Q 18.40 18.26 25.18 28.87 30.76
Co
Or 23.28 23.23 26.12 26.53 27.30
Ab 45.24 48.13 35.94 27.83 25.05
An
Ne
Ac 2.92 2.40 2.66 3.01 3.01
Ns 0.08 0.16 1.39 4.48 4.68
Oi 3.48 2.41 2.93 1.92 2.05
Hy 5.51 4.30 4.94 6.47 6.34
01
n 0.93 1.01 0.79 0.76 0.76

Mt
Ap 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.12 0.05
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Location Bannur Sudurnamur Sudurnamur Sudurnamur Haalda
SampleNo. T604 T605 T606 T (fJ69 T607
Rock Type Comendite Pantellerite Pantellerite Pantellerite Comendite

Object SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe
Series Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil

Si02 72.06 72.41 73.20 74.03 73.10
Ti02 0.37 0.40 0.39 0.32 0.32

Al203 12.00 10.10 10.12 9.40 11.95
Fe203 0.79 1.03 1.03 1.23 0.77
FeO 3.15 4.14 4.10 4.91 3.06
FeOt 3.86 5.07 5.03 6.02 3.75
MnO 0.18 0.24 0.22 0.14 0.20
MgO om 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03
CaO 0.34 0.58 0.47 0.25 0.73

Na20 5.49 5.85 5.72 5.40 5.85
K20 4.52 4.51 4.54 4.61 4.38
n05 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
H2O 0.42 0.17 0.10 0.26
Total 99.37 99.46 99.91 100.29 100.65

AI 1.l6 1.44 1.42 1.48 1.20

Rb 78 115 110 103
y 102 178 146 131
Sr 1 12 1 33
'h: 2004 1565 1394 1274
Nb 200 280 188 199
Zn ISO 368 330 262
Cu 0 0 0 0
Ni 0 6 7 2

Zr/Nb 10.02 5.59 7.41 6.40

Q 25.01 29.21 29.98 32.44 25.16
Co
Or 27.01 26.83 26.89 27.18 25.77
Ab 36.95 27.04 26.83 22.59 36.94
An
Ne
Ac 2.31 3.01 2.98 3.53 2.20
Ns 1.72 4.51 4.25 4.40 2.30
Di 1.27 2.39 2.08 1.11 3.22
Hy 4.93 6.17 6.26 8.14 3.81
01
n 0.70 0.76 0.74 0.61 0.61

Mt
Ap 0.09 0.07
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Location Sudumamur Kringlan Kringlan Brandsgil Brandsgil
SampleNo. T608 T401 T609 T610 T611
Rock Type Comendite Hybrit1J'rBas PanteUerite PanteUerite Pantellerite

Object SubglacialLobe
Inclusion

Subglacial Lobe SubglacialLobe Subglacial Lobe
Series Jokulgil

Jokulgil
Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil

Si02 72.49
52.44

72.77 72.59 74.05
Ti02 0.36 0.44 0.40 0.41

A1203 11.30 3.42
10.12 10.44 10.54

Fe203 0.83
11.77

0.99 1.04 0.87
FeO 3.34 1.59

3.97 4.15 3.47
FeOt 4.09 10.56

4.86 5.09 4.25
MoO 0.18

11.99
0.17 0.27 0.19

MgO 0.02 0.24
0.18 0.03 0.02

CaO 0.36
4.68

0.61 0.50 0.38
Na20 5.34 7.66

4.992 4.663 5.Ott
K20 4.41 3.90

4.32 4.34 4.57
n05 O.oI 1.61

0.03 0.02 0.03
H2O 0.38 0.63

0.84 1.04 0.81
Total 99.02 0.99

99.43 99.48 100.40
AI 1.20 99.49

1 1.31 1.30.69

Rb 77
21

69 66 107
y 169 119 160 144
Sr 9

61
14 2 9

'b 1406 322
1504 1358 1405

Nb 223
625

219 209 210
Zn 217

129
248 321 339

Cu 0
201

0 0 0
Ni 10

14
2 2 611

Zr/Nb 6.30
4.84

6.87 6.50 6.69

Q 27.55
1.33

30.08 28.85 30.27
Co
Or 26.42

9.63
25.77 25.83 26.95

Ab 34.06 28.30 29.78 28.67
An 33.51

Ne 10.02

As;; 2.46 2.89 3.04 2.52
Ns 2.08 3.46 3.12 3.96
Di 1.53

20.26
2.54 2.09 1.50

Hy 5.18
14.85

6.06 6.48 5.28
01
n 0.68

6.59
0.84 0.76 0.78

Mt
Ap 0.02

2.33
0.D7 0.05 0.Q7

1.48
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Location Brandsgil Brandsgil Vondugil Bannur Bannur
SampleNo. T612 T613 T614 T615 T616
Rock Type PanteUerite Comendite Comendite Comendite Comendite

Object SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe
Series Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil Jokulgil

Si02 75.06 74.60 73.20 72.72 73.16
Ti02 0.38 0.42 0.38 0.38 0.35

A1203 9.48 10.85 11.20 10.81 10.82
Fe203 0.81 0.68 0.80 0.75 0.83
FeO 3.25 2.71 3.20 3.01 3.30
FeOt 3.98 3.32 3.92 3.69 4.05
MnO 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.21 0.19
MgO om 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.08
CaO 0.34 0.27 0.53 0.38 0.47

Na20 5.01 4.705 3.496 3.227 5.84
K20 4.25 4.67 4.03 4.65 4.55
nos 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03
H2O 0.46 0.93 3.00 1.21 0.25
Total 99.38 100.06 100.10 100.06 99.87

AI 1.35 1.32 1.14 1.36 1.

Rb 114 98 115 105 101
y 194 173 153 145 151
Sr 7 3 39 24 7
'h: 1243 1540 1319 1284 1416
Nb 245 246 206 226 222
Zn 305 190 336 243 301
Cu 1 0 0 0
Ni 4 4 5 2

Zr/Nb 5.07 6.26 6.40 5.68 6.38

Q 36.19 30.73 29.09 28.88 28.65
Co
Or 25.41 27.54 24.11 27.84 27.01
Ab 25.34 29.71 35.67 30.05 30.42
An
Ne
Ac 2.37 1.97 2.34 2.20 2.40
Ns 3.44 4.10 1.22 4.10 3.82
Di 0.92 0.96 2.09 1.49 1.89
Hy 5.36 4.12 4.61 4.67 5.07
01
n 0.72 0.80 0.74 0.72 0.66

Mt
Ap 0.23 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.07
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Location Barmur Kirkjufell Kirkjufell Kirkjufell Kirkjufell
SampleNo. T617 T402 T403 T404 T701
Rock Type Cornendite HybridBas Icel Hyb1&lrans TransIcelandite Cornendite

Object SubglacialLobe Inclusion
Inclusion

Inclusion Subglacial Lobe
Series Jokulgil Blahnukur

Blahnukur
Blahnukur Blahnukur

Si02 71.60 52.06
57.01

59.00 73.10
Ti02 0.34 2.00 2.36 0.32

Al203 ioso 13.78 2.15 14.37 12.41
Fe203 0.72 1.35 13.99 1.00 0.64
FeO 2.89 9.04 1.17 6.69 2.42
FeOt 3.54 10.26 7.80 7.59 2.96
MoO 0.20 0.26 8.86 0.28 0.20
MgO 0.06 6.35

0.27
1.92 0.09

CaO 0.35 11.25 3.69 4.91 0.72
Na20 4.768 2.82 7.21 4.94 5.32
K20 4.57 0.64

4.46 2.04 4.06
nos 0.02 0.15

1.52 0.25 0.00
H2O 2.98 0.55

0.22 2.08 0.22
Total 99.09 100.25 0.37 99.82 99.50

AI 1.36 0.39
99.86 0.72 1.06
0.64

Rb 99 6
19

25 98
y 170 46 79 150
Sr 11 173 61 252 26
'b 1472 204 222 792 1090
Nb 249 32 631 82 190
Zn 261 124 68 219 202
Cu 140 184 16 3
Ni 48 81 12 4

15

Zr/Nb 5.91 6.38
9.28

9.66 5.74

Q 29.12 1.20
4.71

8.85 25.36
Co
Or 27.84 3.78

9.04
12.35 24.17

Ab 29.95 23.95 42.73 41.53
An 23.12 37.91 11.27
Ne

13.74

Ac 2.14 1.85
Ns 4.14 0.40
Di 1.47 26.01

17.27
10.05 3.20

Hy 4.64 15.75
11.01

8.09 2.86
01
n 0.66 3.82

4.10
4.58 0.61

Mt 1.97 1.48
Ap 0.05 0.42 1.71 0.60 0.00

0.51
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Location KirkjufeU KirkjufeU KirkjufeU KirkjufeU BIahnukur
SampleNo. T702 T703 T704 T701 T405
Rock Type Comendite Comendite Comendite Comendite HybridBas Icel

Object SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe Inclusion
Series BIahnukur BIahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur

Si02 73.02 72.94 12.m 75.08 55.42
Ti02 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.27 1.00

Al203 12.53 12.75 12.70 11.51 14.30
Fe203 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.57 1.13
FeO 2.53 2.58 2.63 2.28 7.52
FeOt 3.10 3.16 3.22 2.79 8.54
MnO 0.21 0.18 0.21 0.09 0.26
MgO 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.03 5.51
CaO 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.39 9.37

Na20 5.42 5.77 5.83 5.15 3.59
K20 4.03 4.10 4.05 4.28 1.32
n05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.06
H2O 0.17 0.31 0.36 0.52
Total 99.68 100.43 100.25 99.69 100.00

AI 1.06 1.09 1.10 1.14 0.51

Rb 97 91 90 26
y 137 138 132 49
Sr 36 37 42 104
'h: 1080 1051 1047 331
Nb 190 195 194 58
Zn 204 197 190 106
Cu 55
Ni 36

Zr/Nb 5.68 5.39 5.40 5.71

Q 'lA.77 23.45 23.13 30.69 1.87
Co
Or 23.93 'lA.23 23.93 25.35 7.86
Ab 42.21 42.71 42.83 35.53 30.55
An 19.08
Ne
Ac 1.82 1.85 1.91 1.65
Ns 0.43 0.91 1.03 1.48
Di 3.30 3.34 3.33 1.49 22.44
Hy 2.91 2.89 3.18 3.21 14.50
01
n 0.63 0.65 0.65 0.51 1.92

Mt 1.65
Ap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.14
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Location Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur Jokuldalir
SampleNo. T705 T706 T707 T7069 T708
Rock Type Comendite Comendite Comendite Comendite Rhyolite

Object SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe
Series Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur Blahnukur

Si02 70.41 70.75 71.24 72.61 69.30
Ti02 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.25 0.41
Al203 13.82 13.70 13.60 13.40 13.64
Fe203 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.48 0.68
FeO 2.78 2.63 2.58 1.93 2.74
FeOt 3.40 3.22 3.16 2.36 3.35
MoO 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.03 0.16
MgO 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.05 0.20
CaO 1.17 1.08 1.00 0.42 0.98

Na20 5.85 5.85 5.81 5.72 5.32
K20 4.35 4.40 4.43 4.97 4.06
n05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.06
H2O 0.21 0.50 0.30 2.40
Total 100.14 100.37 100.37 99.88 99.95

AI 1.03 1. 1 1.10 0.96

Rb 104 106 107 65
y 92 93 104 84
Sr 60 55 53 48
'h 801 817 876 746
Nb 144 146 150 113
Zn 107 114 119 167
Cu 10 10
Ni 18 5

Zr/Nb 5.56 5.60 5.84 6.60

Q 16.62 17.58 18.49 21.93 19.91
Co
Or 25.71 26.00 26.18 29.43 24.58
Ab 46.92 46.03 45.24 41.30 46.12
An 1.40
Ne
Ac 2.00 1.91 1.85 1.39
Ns 0.09 0.32 0.40 1.30
Di 5.07 4.68 4.34 1.73 2.78
Hy 2.87 2.74 2.79 2.40 3.25
01
n 0.74 0.70 0.68 0.47 0.80

Mt 1.01
Ap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.14
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Location Illagil Tungnaa Haoldubraun Ljotipollur Stutshraun
SampleNo. T709 T710 T711 T 101 T 102
Rock Type Comendite Comendite Rhyolite Tholeiite Tholeiite

Object SubglacialLobe SubglacialLobe Tephra Bomb Lava Flow
Series BIahnukur BIahnukur Postglacial Postglacial Postglacial

Si02 71.36 71.52 71.12 49.50 49.74
Ti02 0.40 0.50 0.27 1.80 1.38
Al203 13.13 13.37 13.90 13.80 14.96
Fe203 0.69 0.62 0.55 1.70 1.43
FeO 2.78 2.48 2.20 11.29 9.53
FeOt 3.40 3.04 2.70 12.82 10.82
MnO 0.22 0.22 0.13 0.24 0.23
MgO 0.17 0.38 0.22 6.95 6.41
Cao 1.04 1.17 0.90 12.00 12.47

Na20 5.89 5.69 5.40 2.45 2.25
1<20 3.74 3.80 4.55 0.20 0.41
n05 om 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.18
H2O 0.46 0.43 0.54 0.07 0.24
Total 99.89 100.23 99.82 100.12 99.23

AI 1.05 1.01 0.99 0 0.28

Rb 71 80 114 1 3
y 101 101 88 21 18
Sr 91 142 45 145 140
'h: 832 860 646 93 105
Nb 137 143 152 6 11
Zn 174 153 107 87 84
Cu 0 0 12 139 136
Ni 0 1 1 44 77

Zr/Nb 6.07 6.01 4.25 15.50 9.55

Q 20.33 20.58 19.59
Co
Or 22.22 22.52 27.07 1.18 2.42
Ab 47.02 47.72 46.03 20.73 19.21
An 0.26 26.04 29.83
Ne
Ac 2.03 0.46
Ns 0.18
Di 4.53 4.73 3.49 27.00 25.98
Hy 2.92 2.26 2.15 13.75 15.93
01 5.16 1.47
n 0.76 0.95 0.51 3.42 2.64

Mt 0.67 0.80 2.46 2.09
Ap 0.02 0.12 0.09 0.28 0.42
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Appendix B

Microprobe Chemical Data

B 1.1 Analytical Procedures

Appendix B presents microprobe data on eighteen interglacial and glacial whole rock analyzed samples,

along with two Postglacial eruptive units, from the Torfajokull central volcano. Whole rock major

elemental chemistry is also presented, along with glass matrix compositions when known. All the

analyses were preformed on minerals and natural glasses by the author with a ARL SEMQ fully

automated crystal dispersive microprobe at theNordic Volcanological Institute in Iceland.

Glasses were analyzed with a slightly unfocused and moving beam to prevent alkali loss. Glass analyses

presented in Appendix A represent an average of six different runs on the same thin section. Most

mineral point data represent the average of three closely spaced points. If different results were achieved

in the runs then the two most similar results were used to formulate theaverage. Results are not reported

were all three results differed significantly from each other.

Mineral data presented in Appendix B consists of feldspar, pyroxene, olivine and titanomagnetite/ilmenite

data. While minor amounts of amphibole, zircon and apatite were observed in some eruptive units from

the Blahnukur Series, they were not analyzed. No free quarz was observed in these samples. Altogether

696 averages were calculated, feldspar =498, pyroxene =101, olivine =37, titanomagnetite/ilmenite =60.

In many cases minerals were analyses both at core and rim, and in some cases also at intermediate

locations.

Nomenclature used here, maero-, pheno- and microcrysts, does not necessarily reflect absolute sizes of

minerals. Macrocrysts are usually large but are classified as such by their unusual appearance and

composition as compared with phenocrysts. Phenocrysts consist of crystals of various sizes which are

assumed to have grown in equilibrium with the surrounding liquid prior to emption. Microcrysts are tiny

groundmass crystals which growth was cut short by rapid chilling during extrusion.
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T 303 • Alkali Basalt trom Graepagil

Si0z=46.23, TiOrS.l4,Alz03=13.IO. FeO,=14.25. MnO=O.25. Mg0=4.83. CaO=IO.OO, Naz0=3.88, KzO=O.78, PzOs=O.70

Code Feldspar4a Feldspar7a FeldsparSa Feldspar6 Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubhed. SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmallLath SmaIlLath
Core/Rirn Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 50.94 52.76 51.08 52.27 50.60 51.72 51.82
no,
ALP3 29.86 28.26 30.15 28.50 29.44 29.27 29.08
Crp3
FeO 0.90 0.98 0.96 1.12 1.02 1.08 0.84
MnO
MgO
CaO 12.59 11.20 12.44 10.35 11.88 11.63 12.09
NazO 5.90 6.92 5.88 729 6.10 6.19 624
KzO 0.14 028 0.19 0.30 0.19 0.23 022
Total 100.33 100.40 100.70 99.83 99.23 100.12 100.29

An/En/Fo 53.7 46.6 53.4 43.3 51.3 50.3 51.1
Ab/Wo 45.6 52.1 45.7 55.2 47.7 48.5 47.8
Or/Fs/Fa 0.7 1.4 1.0 15 1.0 1.2 1.1

Code Feldspar8b Feldspar7b Feldspar2b Feldspar2a Feldspar4c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath
Core/Rim

sio, 51.59 52.62 51.98 52.52 52.26
rio,
AIP3 28.91 28.66 28.60 28.60 28.42
Crp3
FeO 1.11 1.18 0.86 1.01 1.16
MnO
MgO
CaO 10.98 11.02 12.15 11.88 11.14
NazO 6.53 6.06 6.12 627 7.00
KzO 0.29 027 0.19 020 0.28
Total 99.41 99.81 99.90 100.48 100.26

An/En/Fo 47.4 49.4 51.8 50.6 46.1
Ab/Wo 51.1 49.2 47.2 48.4 52.5
Or/Fs/Fa 1.5 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.4
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T 303 • Alkali Basalt from Graepagil (coptjpued)

OOz=46.23, TiOz=S.14, Alz0 3=13.1O, FeOt=14.2S, MnO=O.2S, Mg0=4.83,CaO=lO.OO, Na:p=3.88, KzO=O.78, PzO,=O.70

Code Feldspar5b Feldspar5a Pyroxene5b Olivine5a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLath SmallLath SmalVAnh SmalllSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 52.57 51.94 53.18 53.85 44.40 37.86
no, 4.48 0.12

Alz°3 27.81 28.50 27.66 27.19 6.43 0.04
Crp3 0.00 0.02
FeO 1.07 0.91 0.90 1.07 11.07 26.00
MnO 0.20 0.45
MgO 11.89 35.20
Cao 12.58 12.62 12.00 10.98 19.80 0.12
NazO 5.92 5.67 6.36 6.83 0.48 om
KzO 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.29
Total 100.12 99.82 100.31 100.21 98.75 99.82

An/En/Fo 53.5 54.6 SO.5 46.4 36.8 70.6
Ab/Wo 45.6 44.4 48.4 52.2 44.0 0.2
Or/Fs/Fa 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.5 19.2 29.2

Code Olivine 8 Olivine 7 Olivine3 Olivine2
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Small/Euh SmalVSubh Small/Euh Small/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 37.52 37.31 37.40 37.72 37.22
no, 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.09
AIP3 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08
Crp3 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02
FeO 25.10 25.79 26.46 26.02 26.58
MoO 0.42 0.43 0.45 0.43 0.42
MgO 35.49 36.30 35.48 35.13 34.88
Cao 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.11
NazO 0.00 0.02 om 0.00 0.02
KzO
Total 98.80 100.06 100.03 99.60 99.42

An/En/Fo 71.5 71.4 70.4 70.5 69.9
Ab/Wo 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Or/Fs/Fa 28.4 28.5 29.5 29.3 29.9
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1304 • Hawaiite fromSudumamur

SiOz=46.86. TiOz=3.46. Al:P3=12.37.FeOt=13.84. MnO=O.30. MgO=4.94.Ca0=9.26. NazO=3.91. K:P=l.OS.P:P5=O.7S

Code Feldspar7 Feldspar2 Feldspar 1 Feldspar5b
Object ZDnedMacro ZDnedMacro Phenocryst ZonedPheno
Habit SmaIVSubhed Small/An SmalllSubh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 52.40 55.98 52.48 57.50 52.19 53.98 53.14 55.58
rio,
AlP3 28.54 '11>.57 28.67 25.74 28.94 27.78 27.96 '11>.09
Crp3
FeO 0.68 0.73 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.58 0.79
MnO
MgO
CaO 11.14 8.64 11.62 7.48 11.14 9.74 10.48 8.76
NazO 6.56 8.14 631 7.94 6.86 7.72 6.96 8.05
KzO 0.21 0.40 0.21 052 0.19 032 0.22 0.38
Total 99.53 100.46 99.99 99.88 100.02 100.23 99.34 99.65

An/En/Fo 47.9 36.2 49.9 33.3 46.8 40.4 44.9 36.8
AblWo 51.0 61.8 49.0 64.0 52.2 58.0 54.0 61.3
Or/Fs/Fa 1.1 2.0 1.1 2.8 1.0 1.6 1.1 1.9

Code Feldspar4a Feldspar6a Feldspar3b Feldspar6b Feldspar5a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIl/Sub SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath
Core/Rim Core Rim

sto, 56.00 55.66 52.54 52.86 54.08 53.15
rio,
AlP3 '11>.50 '11>.30 28.25 28.14 27.90 27.52
cq»;
FeO 0.50 0.65 0.67 0.65 0.72 0.82
MnO
MgO
Cao 8.84 9.40 10.75 10.56 10.64 10.14

NazO 7.96 7.74 6.77 7.36 6.76 7.52

Kz° 0.42 0.39 0.17 0.32 0.26 0.25
Total 100.22 100.14 99.15 99.89 100.36 99.40

An/En/Fo 37.2 39.4 46.3 43.5 45.9 42.2
AblWo 60.7 58.7 52.8 54.9 52.8 56.6
Or/Fs/Fa 2.1 1.9 0.9 1.6 1 ., 1.2.....
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T 3Q4 • Hawaiite (rom Sudurnamur (continued)

Si0z=46.86. TiOr=3.46, AlP3=12.37, FeO,=13.84, MnO=O.30, Mg0=4.94. Ca0=9.26. N~0=3.91, KP=l.OS, PPs=O.7S

Code Feldspar6c Feldspar6d Feldspar4b Feldspar6e Feldspar3a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath Small Lath Small Lath
Core/Rim

sro, 53.62 54.18 54.57 56.05 56.81
rto,
AI,.°3 27.36 27.25 UJ.97 UJ.47 UJ.36
Crp3
FeO 0.73 0.71 0.84 0.71 0.76
MoO
MgO
CaO 9.86 10.19 10.75 8.46 828
Nap 722 7.76 720 822 7.78

Kz° 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.44 050
Total 99.09 100.39 100.63 100.35 100.49

An/En/Fo 42.3 41.4 44.5 35.5 36.1
Ab/Wo 56.1 57.1 54.0 62.3 61.3
Or/Fs/Fa 1.5 1.5 1.5 22 2.6

Code Pyroxene3a Pyroxene3b Pyroxene6a Pyroxene6b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rirn Core Rim Core Rim

sro, 48.82 49.00 46.52 51.12 48.57 50.00
no, 1.56 1.30 2.68 1.01 1.85 1.30
A1P3 3.75 3.11 5.32 2.03 3.48 2.82
Crp3 0.00 0.00 om 0.02 0.02 0.00
FeD 9.98 11.62 10.95 12.34 11.95 10.76
MoO 029 0.33 0.54 0.46 0.39 0.31
MgO 12.59 14.19 12.50 14.50 13.54 14.35
Cao 20.01 17.52 19.56 17.54 18.84 19.65
Nap 0.34 0.39 0.42 0.30 0.38 0.36

Kz°
Total 97.37 97.46 97.50 99.32 99.02 99.55

An/En/Fo 38.7 42.6 38.2 42.6 40.1 41.6
Ab/Wo 44.2 37.8 43.0 37.0 40.1 40.9
Or/Fs/Fa 17.2 19.6 18.8 20.3 19.8 17.5
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T 305 • Hawaiite from Sudumamur

Si0z=47.76. TiOz=3.47, Al:P3=13.19. FeOt=12.93. MnO=O.24,Mg0=5.86. Ca0=9.32. N~0=4.09. K:zO=O.96. P:Ps={J.76

Code Feldspar 2 Feldspar5a Feldspar3a FeldsparSb
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit LargeLath LargelSubh Buhedral Subh Lath
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 48.10 46.83 49.19 48.25 46.19 46.54 49.96 56.35
rio,
AlP3 31.94 33.01 31.42 32.05 32.42 32.49 30.78 25.05
Crp3
FeO 0.72 0.76 0.76 0.82 0.64 0.73 0.66 I.IO
MoO
MgO
CaO 15.43 16.36 13.80 14.57 15.88 15.66 14.34 9.49
Nap 3.60 2.98 4.08 351 3.49 354 3.77 7.09
~O 0.05 0.04 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.33
Total 99.84 99.98 99.36 99.30 98.70 99.02 99.61 99.41

An/En/Fo 70.1 75.0 64.7 69.2 71.2 70.7 67.4 41.8
Ab/Wo 29.6 24.7 34.6 30.2 28.3 28.9 32.1 56.5
Or/Fs/Fa 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.6 1.7

Code Feldspar 6 Feldspar5c Feldspar3b Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit Small Lath Small Lath Small/Sub
Core/R.im Core Rim

sro, 47.54 51.85 49.16 45.78 48.50 52.32
rto,
Alz03 32.48 29.18 30.88 32.94 32.10 29.32
Crp3
FeO 0.80 0.82 0.89 1.04 1.07 I.Il
MoO
MgO
Cao 15.58 12.65 14.75 16.13 14.66 11.56
Nap 3.19 5.54 3.38 3.05 3.73 6.10
~O 0.06 0.14 0.13 0.04 0.09 0.20
Total 99.85 100.31 99.10 98.76 99.97 100.54

An/En/Fo 72.7 55.4 70.2 74.3 68.1 50.6
Ab/Wo 26.9 43.9 29.1 25.4 31.4 48.3
Or/Fs/Fa 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.5 1.0
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T 305 • Hawaiite CromSudurnamur (coutjnuecJ)

SiOr=47.76, TiOr=3.47. A1:P3=13.19, FeOt=12.93, MnO=O.24.MgO=S.86, Ca0=9.32, N~o--4.09. KzO=O·96. P:ps=iJ.76

Code Feldspar la Feldspar Ib Feldspar Ic Feldspar Id
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit

Core/Rim

sio, 52.96 52.20 52.14 55.55
rio,
AlP3 27.96 27.86 27.68 25.22
CrZ03
FeO 1.07 1.11 0.96 137
MnO
MgO
CaO 11.48 11.46 11.76 9.30
~O 6.70 6.56 6.33 8.15
~O 0.19 024 021 0.36
Total 100.36 99.43 99.08 99.95

An/En/Fo 48.2 48.5 50.1 38.0
Ab/Wo 50.9 50.3 48.8 60.3
Or/Fs/Fa 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.8
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T 201 • Transitional Alkali Basalt (rom BrandsgU

SiOz=46.81. TI0z=3.70.A1z0]=13.40, FeOt=13.71, MnO=O.31 , MgO=S.70. CaO=l1.20, Na:zO=2.7S. KzO=O.S7, Pz0 5=O.20

Code Feldspar Ia Feldspar3a Feldspar3b Feldspar3c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit LargeLath Subhedral SubhedraI Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 49.00 49.90 50.43 49.88 50.11 49.32 49.90 49.74
rio,
AlP3 31.27 31.48 30.84 31.40 30.88 31.82 30.97 31.07
Crp3
FeO 0.92 0.73 0.66 0.84 0.81 0.76 0.75 0.80
MnO
MgO
CaO 14.61 14.34 14.22 14.37 13.97 14.79 14.30 14.27
NazO 3.09 3.22 3.16 3.12 3.35 2.86 3.20 3.22
KzO 0.11 0.03 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.10
Total 99.00 99.70 99.41 99.73 99.24 99.62 99.19 99.27

An/En/Fo 71.9 71.0 70.9 71.3 69.2 73.8 70.9 70.6
Ab/Wo 27.5 28.8 28.5 28.0 30.0 25.8 28.7 28.8
Or/Fs/Fa 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.6

Code Feldspar 3d Feldspar7 Feldspar Ib Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subh Lath Subh Lath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmaIlLath
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sro, 49.58 49.96 50.12 49.48 50.50 49.57 50.23
rto,
AIP3 3U9 31.52 29.48 30.69 30.63 31.59 31.53
Crp3
FeO 0.75 0.80 0.83 0.87 0.80 0.89 0.63
MnO
MgO
CaO 14.30 13.72 14.63 14.70 13.80 14.28 14.36

NazO 3.23 3.56 2.95 3.04 3.49 3.12 3.06

KzO 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.09
Total 99.18 99.68 98.12 98.87 99.32 99.56 99.90

An/En/Fo 70.4 67.6 72.8 72.4 68.2 71.2 71.8
Ab/Wo 28.8 31.7 26.6 27.1 31.2 28.1 27.7
Or/Fs/Fa 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5
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T 201 • Trapsitiopal Alkali Basalt from Brapdsgil (cgptipuedl

SiOz=46.81. Ti0z=3.70. A1Z03=13.40, FeO,=13.71. MnO=O.31. MgO=S.70. CaO=ll.20, Na1J=2.7S,KzO=O.S7. Pz0.s=O.20

Code Feldspar4c Feldspar4d Feldspar4e Pyroxene Olivine
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit SmaIlLath SmaIlLath SmallLath
COle/Rim

sio, 49.35 50.89 48.31 48.75 38.86
no, 3.76 0.10

AlP3 31.11 28.75 32.53 14.74 0.05
Crp3 0.02 0.02
FeO 0.79 1.29 0.90 14.56 21.56
MnO 0.26 0.35
MgO 4.72 38.41
CaO 14.62 12.17 15.44 12.02 0.16
Nap 3.08 4.23 2.46 051 om
Kz° 0.03 0.17 0.06
Total 98.98 97.50 99.70 99.34 99.52

An/En/Fo 72.3 60.8 77.3 21.9 75.9
Ab/Wo 27.6 38.2 22.3 40.1 0.2
Or/Fs/Fa 0.2 1.0 0.4 37.9 23.9

Code Olivine Olivine Olivine
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 38.70 38.38 39.16
no, 0.05 0.08 0.10

AlP3 0.06 0.04 4.32
Crp3 0.02 0.02 om
FeO 21.06 21.22 20.34
MnO 0.33 0.31 0.31
MgO 38.24 38.46 34.59
CaO 0.13 0.16 1.52
Nap om om 0.31
KzO
Total 98.60 96.68 100.66

An/En/Fo 76.3 76.2 73.4
Ab/Wo 0.2 0.2 2.3
Or/Fs/Fa 23.6 23.6 24.2
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T 203 • Trapsitiogal Alkali Basalt from Sudurgamur

Si0z=48.90. 110,;:3.92, Al:P3=13.S3, FeOt=12.76. MnO=O.29, MgO=3.48. Ca0=9.42. Naz0=3.7S, K;P=O.98. P:P5=O'2S

Code Feldspar 1 Feldspar2 Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst
Habit LargeLath SmaJllEuh Small/Subh SmalVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Cor~ Rim Core Rim

Sial 55.78 54.83 54.83 55.51 55.51 53.57 54.14 55.62
no,
ALP3 28.13 28.18 27.94 28.11 27.26 28.16 28.20 26.66
Crp3
FeO 051 0.78 0.55 0.66 0.55 0.66 0.60 0.68
MoO
MgO
CaO 9.93 10.39 10.02 10.22 955 10.85 10.73 9.32

Naz° 5.53 5.63 558 5.61 5.87 525 5.33 6.02
~O 025 0.24 0.24 020 0.24 021 0.19 0.29
Total 100.13 100.05 99.22 100.31 98.98 98.70 99.19 98.59

An/En/Fo 49.1 49.8 49.1 49.6 46.7 52.7 52.1 45.3
Ab/Wo 49.5 48.8 49.5 49.3 51.9 46.1 46.8 53.0
Or/Fs/Fa 1.5 1.4 1.4 12 1.4 12 1.1 1.7

Code Feldspar5d Feldspar6a Feldspar6b Feldspar6c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit LargeLath Large!Subh Small/Subh Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Sial 55.78 55.06 57.13 55.88 57.43 57.58 50.44 50.42
rio,
AIlO3 27.68 28.33 26.89 27.80 26.58 25.75 30.61 31.25
CrlO3

FeO 0.50 0.64 0.42 0.62 0.66 120 0.80 0.92
MoO
MgO
CaO 10.46 10.74 8.98 10.16 8.36 8.77 14.22 14.12

Naz° 5.48 5.40 6.35 5.54 6.38 627 329 326
~O 020 0.19 029 026 0.31 0.33 0.08 0.11
Total 100.10 iOO.36 100.06 100.26 99.72 99.90 99.44 100.08

An/En/Fo 50.7 51.8 43.1 49.6 41.2 42.8 70.2 70.1
Ab/Wo 48.1 47.1 55.2 48.9 56.9 55.3 29.4 29.3
Or/Fs/Fa 12 1.1 1.7 1.5 1.8 1.9 0.5 0.6
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I 203 - Trapsitiopal Alkali Basalt (rom Sudumamur (continued)

Si0z=48.90. TiOr3.92. Alz03=13.53. FeOt=12.76, MnO::O.29. Mg0=3.48.Ca0=9.42. Naz0=3.75. KzO=O.98. PzOs=O.25

Code Feldspar5a Feldspar5b Feldspar5c Feldspar3a Feldspar3b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rim

sio, 56.69 56.92 54.97 56.83 56.84
no,
A1l 0 3 27.33 27.53 28.70 26.94 26.77
Crp3
FeO 0.52 0.44 0.18 1.12 1.06
MnO
MgO
CaO 9.68 9.65 10.79 9.41 9.35
Nap 6.07 5.77 529 5.98 6.13
K.,.o 027 029 021 0.31 0.32
Total 100.56 100.60 100.14 100.59 100.47

An/En/Fo 46.1 47.2 52.3 45.7 44.9
Ab/Wo 52.3 51.1 46.4 52.5 53.3
Or/Fs/Fa 1.5 1.7 1.2 1.8 2.4

Code Feldspar3c Feldspar3d Feldspar3e Feldspar3f
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rirn

Sial 56.68 56.71 58.48 56.20
rio,
AIP3 26.36 26.02 25.63 25.45
Crp3
FeO 1.01 1.08 1.11 1.62
MnO
MgO
CaO 8.69 8.65 8.08 9.95
NazO 6.38 6.51 6.81 6.11

Kz° 0.42 0.39 0.44 0.41
Total 99.54 99.36 100.55 99.74

An/En/Fo 41.9 41.4 38.6 46.3
Ab/Wo 55.7 56.4 58.9 51.4
Or/Fs/Fa 2.4 22 2.5 2.3
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T 206 • Transitional Basaltic Icelandite from Lim Kilimmr
Si0z=S4.4S. TIOz=2.04. Alz03=13.28. FeOt=13.82, MnO=O.40. MgO=l.90. Ca0=6.20. NazO=S.OO. KzO=l.40. Pz05=O.81

Code Feldspar4 Feldspar6a Feldspar6c Feldspar2a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subh SmallLath Small Lath SmalVSubh
CoreIRim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 51.76 52.92 51.60 51.61 52.74 57.00 55.43 57.90
rio,
ALP3 29.58 27.31 29.66 29.60 28.66 25.12 27.05 25.43
Crp3
FeO 0.70 0.80 1.09 1.15 0.77 0.70 0.66 0.85
MnO
MgO
CaO 12.36 10.27 12.70 12.49 11.48 7.17 9.16 7.91
Nap 5.50 7.13 5.61 5.60 6.30 8.76 7.69 8.82
KzO 0.17 0.34 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.49 0.26 0.37
Total loo.Q7 98.77 100.85 100.61 100.13 99.24 100.25 101.28

An/En/Fo 54.9 43.6 55.0 54.7 49.7 30.4 39.2 32.5
Ab/Wo 44.2 54.7 44.0 44.4 49.4 67.2 59.5 65.7
Or/Fs/Fa 0.9 1.7 1.0 0.8 0.9 2.5 1.3 1.8

Code Feldspar6b Feldspar3b Feldspar5a Feldspar3a Feldspar5b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit SmallLath Small Lath
Core/Rirn

s.o, 52.38 53.78 55.24 55.46 57.44
rio,
AlP3 28.47 27.34 27.36 26.54 26.38
Crp3
FeD 0.74 0.69 0.52 0.74 0.58
MnO
MgO
CaO 11.24 9.94 932 8.49 8.09
NazO 6.12 7.37 7.54 8.02 8.18

KzO 0.16 027 028 0.34 0.38
Total 99.11 99.39 100.26 99.59 101.05

An/En/Fo 49.9 42.1 40.0 36.3 34.7
Ab/Wo 49.2 56.5 58.6 62.0 63.4
Or/Fs/Fa 0.8 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.9
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T 206 • Transitiopal Basaltic Icelapdite from Lim Kilipgur (continued)

SiO;FS4.4S. TiOz=2.04. Alz03=13.28. FeOt=13.82, MnO=O.40. MgO=l.90. Ca0=6.20. N'2O=S.OO. KzO=l.40. PzOs=O.81

Code Feldspar2b Feldspar3c Feldspar la Feldspar lb Feldspar2c
Object Microcryst Microeryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 58.26 56.16 56.83 55.79 57.72
rio,
ALP3 26.14 26.02 25.88 25.73 25.52
cq»,
FeO 1.06 0.76 1.03 1.05 0.81
MnO
MgO
CaO 7.84 8.66 7.86 7.65 752
Nap 7.21 757 8.15 831 8.16
~O 0.42 0.27 0.47 0.47 0.45
Total 100.93 99.44 100.23 99.00 100.18

An/En/Fo 36.7 38.2 33.9 32.9 33.0
Ab/Wo 61.0 60.4 63.7 64.7 64.7
Or/Fs/Fa 2.3 1.4 2.4 2.4 2.3

Code Feldspar 3d Feldspar Ic Feldspar2d Feldspar5e Pyroxene6
Object Mierocryst Mierocryst Microcryst Mierocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh
Core/Rim

sio, 57.48 57.75 57.59 60.60 50.06
rto, 0.96
AIP3 25.14 25.11 25.04 24.57 4.96
Crp3 0.02
FeO 1.01 0.92 1.03 0.73 11.83
MnO 0.47
MgO 11.83
CaO 7.20 7.08 7.06 5.60 17.16
Nap 8.36 8.13 8.38 8.34 1.55

Kz° 0.48 0.54 0.50 0.70
Total 99.67 99.53 99.60 100.54 98.84

An/En/Fo 31.4 31.6 30.9 26.0 38.4
Ab/Wo 66.1 65.6 66.5 70.1 40.0
Or/Fs/Fa 2.5 2.9 2.6 3.9 21.5
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T 206 - Transitional Basaltic IceJandite from Lim Kilingur (continued)

SiOz=54.45. TiOz=2.04. Al:P3=13.28. FeO.=13.82, MnO=O.40.MgO=l.90. Ca0=6.20. N"10=5.00. K:P=l.40. P:Ps=O.81

Code Pyroxene4 Pyroxene3a Pyroxene3b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subh SmaIl/Subh SmaU/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 48.88 49.16 47.84 49.16 48.08 48.31 49.28
no, 1.36 1.11 2.30 1.91 un 1.60 1.57
AlZ0 3 3.01 2.18 3.61 1.79 3.74 2.44 4.14
Crp3 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02 om 0.00 0.00
FeO 9.07 11.52 14.35 15.85 13.70 17.48 19.59
MoO 0.27 0.44 0.51 0.65 0.48 0.78 0.85
MgO 14.54 14.57 12.26 14.08 11.93 10.28 7.58
CaO 20.28 18.75 17.97 15.94 18.94 17.38 14.67

NazO 0.38 0.30 0.37 0.34 0.38 0.41 0.41

KzO
Total 97.81 98.04 99.25 99.74 99.33 98.68 98.08

An/En/Fo 42.5 42.2 36.9 40.9 35.9 31.6 26.0
Ab/Wo 42.6 39.1 38.9 33.3 41.0 38.3 36.2
Or/Fs/Fa 14.9 18.7 24.2 25.8 23.1 30.1 37.7

Code Pyroxene2 Pyroxene3c Olivine 5
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh Small/Subh SmalVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 49.89 47.96 50.86 38.17 37.04
rio, 1.20 1.62 0.77 0.03 0.04
AIP3 2.07 2.73 1.09 0.07 0.05
Crp3 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02
FeO 15.55 16.44 17.84 23.80 27.74
MoO 0.63 0.67 0.82 0.41 0.54
MgO 10.93 10.61 12.65 35.95 33.75
CaO 18.90 18.26 15.08 0.10 0.05

NazO 0.31 0.39 0.20 0.01 0.00

KzO
Total 99.49 98.69 99.33 98.57 99.23

An/En/Fo 32.9 32.2 37.8 12.8 68.4
Ab/Wo 40.9 39.8 32.4 0.1 0.1
Or/Fs/Fa 26.2 28.0 29.9 27.0 31.5
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T 505 • RhYolite (rom BrandsgU

Si0z=68.19.Ti02=OA8, AIP3=13.00, FeOt=SAS, MnO=O.26, MgO=O.13, CaO=O.86. Na20=S.lO, K20=3.78, P205=O.OS

Code Feldspar1 Feldspar7 Feldspar5a
Object Phenocryst Zoned Macrocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subhedral Very Large,lSubhedral Large,lEuhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 62.84 65.60 66.06 67.10 60.76 64.00 66.54 63.96 64.16 67.31
Ti02

AlP3 22.96 21.12 20.89 20.06 24.68 22.50 20.02 22.45 22.34 19.13
Crp3
PeO 0.38 037 0.22 0.29 0.32 0.19 0.44 0.29 0.31 0.69
MnO
MgO
CaO 3.88 1.64 150 054 6.23 3.80 0.61 2.62 2.28 0.30
Nap 8.94 9.18 9.05 8.82 7.77 8.74 8.99 9.35 9.24 8.16
~O 0.97 2.08 2.44 3.27 0.50 0.92 3.68 1.13 1.54 4.04
Total 99.97 99.99 100.19 100.08 100.26 100.15 100.28 99.80 99.87 99.63

An/En/Fo 18.3 7.9 7.2 2.6 29.8 18.3 2.9 12.5 10.9 1.5
AblWo 76.3 80.1 78.8 78.3 67.3 76.4 76.5 81.0 80.3 74.3
Or/Fs/Fa 5.4 11.9 14.0 19.1 2.9 5.3 20.6 6.4 8.8 24.2

Code Feldspar6 Feldspar2a Feldspar2b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit VcryLarge,lSubhedraI Large,lSubhedral Large,lSubhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 63.50 64.18 65.92 64.40 67.48 66.54 66.12 66.39
Ti02

A1P3 23.31 22.16 21.12 22.10 19.68 20.52 20.68 19.10
Crp3
PeO 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.28 0.46 0.26 0.25 1.04
MnO
MgO
CaO 3.14 2.80 0.40 3.14 0.90 0.99 1.14 0.00
Nap 9.14 9.12 8.90 8.98 8.67 9.12 8.91 7.80
~O 1.44 1.48 3.74 1.30 2.83 2.66 2.83 5.66
Total 100.79 100.04 100.42 100.20 100.02 100.09 99.93 99.99

An/En/Fo 14.7 13.3 1.9 15.0 4.5 4.8 5.5 0.0
AblWo 77.3 78.3 76.8 77.6 78.6 79.9 78.1 67.7
Or/Fs/Fa 8.0 8.4 21.2 7.4 16.9 15.3 16.3 32.3
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T 505 • Rhyolite from Bragdsgil (contigued)
SiOz=68.l9.TiOz=O.48. Alz03=13.00. FeOt=S.4S. MnO=O.26. MgO=O.13. CaO=O.86. NazO=S.10. Kz0=3.78. Pz0s=O.OS

Code Feldspar3 Feldspar8 Feldspar9a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit LargelSubhedra1 LargelSubhedral Large/Euhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 66.32 66.20 66.38 67.16 67.36 67.17 66.33 65.28 67.14
no,
Alz°3 20.22 2U4 20.45 19.70 19.27 19.16 20.34 20.82 19.94
CrZ03
FeO 0.32 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.16 0.26 0.19 0.24
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.70 0.93 0.54 0.47 058 056 1.29 2.00 0.62

Naz° 9.36 9.14 8.90 952 9.12 9.04 9.26 9.66 9.50

Kz° 2.91 2.37 3.52 2.93 3.28 4.04 2.42 2.14 2.74
Total 99.83 100.04 100,01 99.98 99.85 100.13 99.90 100.09 100.18

An/En/Fo 33 4.6 2.6 2.2 2.8 2.6 6.2 9.1 2.9
AblWo 80.3 81.5 77.3 81.3 78.6 75.3 80.1 79.4 81.6
Or/Fs/Fa 16.4 13.9 20.1 16.5 18.6 22.1 13.8 11.6 15.5

Code Feldspar9b Feldspar9c Feldspar5b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst
Habit SmaIVSubhedral SmalVSubbedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 65.20 66.54 67.18 66.06 66.78 66.14 68.22
rio,
A1z03 20.56 20.09 19.60 19.82 19.88 19.46 18.39
Crz03
FeO 0.23 0.28 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.46 0.78
MoO
MgO
CaO 1.08 0.97 0.44 1.31 0.62 1.34 0.07

Naz° 9.27 935 9.18 9.08 9.17 8.72 6.49

Kz° 355 2.90 3.46 3.19 3.29 3.96 6.04
Total 99.89 100.13 100.18 99.74 99.98 100.54 99.99

An/En/Fo 4.9 45 2.1 6.1 2.9 6.1 0.4
AblWo 76.0 79.3 78.5 76.3 78.5 72.3 61.8
Or/Fs/Fa 19.1 16.2 19.5 17.6 18.5 21.6 37.8
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I 508 • CQwepdite from BrapdslDl

SiOpi9.95, TiOl=O.49. AI~3=12.98. FeOt=4.91. MnO=O.29. MgO=O.09. CaO=O.86, Nal0::5.75. Kl0::3.92, PlOs=O.06

Code Feldspar1 Feldspar3
Object Zoned Macrocryst Phenocryst
Habit VeryLarge/Subhedral Very Large/Euhedra1
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 59.54 60.60 62.33 64.87 64.46 66.84 65.72 65.69
rio,
AlP3 25.12 24.78 23.24 21.10 22.02 19.99 20.70 20.40
Crp3
FeO 0.34 0.35 0.34 0.37 0.30 0.24 0.23 0.32
MnO
MgO
CaO 6.73 5.65 4.25 1.65 3.04 1.07 1.53 0.88
Nap 8.02 8.24 9.05 9.79 8.96 9.42 9.33 9.36
KzO 0.50 0.64 0.84 2.06 1.25 2.54 2.47 2.67
Total 100.25 100.26 100.05 99.84 100.03 100.10 99.98 99.32

An/En/Fo 30.8 26.5 19.7 7.6 14.7 5.1 7.2 4.2
AblWo 66.5 69.9 75.7 81.2 78.2 80.6 79.1 SO.7
Or/Fs/Fa 2.7 3.6 4.6 11.1 7.2 14.3 13.8 15.1

Code Feldspar7 Feldspar6 Feldspar2
Object Macrocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit VeryLarge,lSubhedral Large/Subhedral SmaIVSubhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 61.73 62.78 64.34 65.11 64.64 65.32 66.37 65.72 65.99 66.30
rio,
AIP3 23.85 22.83 22.05 20.98 21.75 21.16 20.16 20.17 20.09 19.95
Crp3
FeO 0.18 0.37 0.28 0.41 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.34 0.24 0.26
MnO
MgO
CaO 5.02 3.93 2.72 1.65 2.36 1.68 0.75 0.78 0.73 0.44
Nap 8.58 9.21 9.39 9.38 9.50 9.53 8.94 9.40 9.38 9.21

KzO 0.72 1.06 1.42 2.30 1.55 2.25 3.SO 3.02 2.94 3.54
Total 100.08 100.18 100.20 99.83 100m 100.16 100.26 99.43 99.37 99.70

An/En/Fo 23.5 18.0 12.7 7.7 11.0 7.8 3.5 3.6 3.4 2.1
AblWo 72.5 76.2 79.4 79.5 80.3 79.8 75.4 79.5 80.0 78.2
Or/Fs/Fa 4.0 5.8 7.9 12.8 8.6 12.4 21.1 16.8 16.5 19.8
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T 508 • Comepdjte [rom Brapdsgjl(cqutjpuedl
Si0z=69.95,TiOz=O.49, Alz03=12.9S, FcO,=4.91.MnO=O.29. MSO=O.09, CaO=O.86, N1lz0=S.75, Kz0=3.92. Pz05=O.06

Code Feldspar4b Feldspar5 Feldspar4a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Sma1I/Subhedral SmalJ/Subhedral l.arge/Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 66.58 67J17 67.W 66.60 66.14 66.38 64.00 65.09 66.68
no,
A1P3 20.60 20.34 19.82 20.17 20.02 20.11 21.88 21.44 18.30
CrZ03

FeO 0.23 0.11 031 0.15 032 0.26 0.18 0.24 1.32
MoO
MgO
CaO 1.17 1.03 0.40 0.74 059 0.68 2.90 1.78 0.02

Naz° 9.07 9.12 9.04 8.50 9.02 8.80 9.46 9.48 7.95

Kz° 2.69 2.72 3.66 3.64 3.89 3.75 1.50 2.14 5.78
Total 100.34 100.39 100.43 99.80 99.98 99.98 99.92 100.17 100.05

An/En/Fo 5.6 5.0 1.9 3.6 2.7 3.2 13.3 8.3 0.1
Ab/Wo 79.0 79.5 77.5 75.2 75.8 75.6 78.5 79.9 67.6
Or/Fs/Fa 15.4 15.6 20.6 21.2 21.5 21.2 8.2 11.9 32.3

Code FeldsparSa Feldspar 10 Feldspar8b Feldspar11
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst
Habit SmaiVAnh SmallLath SmalVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 65.38 66.54 66.12 66.27 65.76 69.06 66.30
rio,
AIP3 20.48 19.75 20.45 20.34 20.63 17.06 20.19
Crp3
FeO 0.29 0.32 0.18 0.30 0.28 1.38 0.34
MoO
MgO
CaO 1.32 0.74 1.20 0.68 1.23 0.00 0.45

Naz° 9.25 8.99 8.64 8.67 9.37 7.12 9.22

Kz° 2.75 3.78 3.74 3.66 2.78 5.36 3.46
Total 99.47 100.12 100.33 99.92 100.05 99.98 99.96

An/En/Fo 6.2 3.4 5.6 3.3 5.7 0.0 2.1
Ab/Wo 785 75.6 73.4 75.7 78.9 66.9 785
Or/Fs/Fa 15.3 20.9 20.9 21.0 15.4 33.1 19.4
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T 508 •Comepdjte from Brapdsgil <COptinued)

SiO:r@.95, TiOz=O.49, Al:P3=1298, FeO,=4.91. MnO=O.29. MgO=O.09. CaO=O.86, Naz0=5.7S.Kz0=3.92.PzOs=O.06

Code Pyroxene4a Pyroxene4b Pyroxene6b Pyroxene6a Ilmenite4a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subh Large/Euh Small/Subh Small/Subh
Core/Rim

sio, 48.04 48.24 48.84 48.17
TiOz 0.75 0.44 0.46 0.70 48.81
AlP3 0.78 052 0.67 0.70 0.02
CrZ0 3 0.01 O.oI 0.02 0.01 0.02
FeO 27.37 25.59 25.00 27.54 47.23
MnO 1.25 1.12 1.08 1.22 1.46
MgO 0.75 2.13 2.84 0.66 0.04
CaO 19.27 19.27 19.12 18.86

Naz° 036 0.41 0.32 0.66

Kz°
Total 98.58 97.73 98.35 98.27 97.58

An/En/Fo 25 7.0 9.3 2.2
Ab/Wo 46.2 45.7 44.9 45.7
Or/Fs/Fa 51.3 47.3 45.8 52.1
Mol%11m 91.8

Code Ilmenite4b Ilmenite4c Ilmenite4d Ilmenite6a Ilmenite6b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rirn

sio,
no, 48.97 48.31 48.66 48.06 49.05
AlP3 om 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03
CrZ0 3 0.00 O.oI 0.03 0.00 0.01
FeO 47.12 46.55 46.21 46.63 47.84
MnO 1.42 1.48 1.48 1.43 1.29
MgO 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.01
CaO

Naz°
KzO
Total 97.54 96.40 96.46 96.19 98.23

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% 11m 92.5 91.5 91.7 90.5 92.4
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T 601 . Cmnepdite from Bangor

SiOz=71.82, TiOz=O.41, Alz03=11.6S, FeOt=4.47, MnO=O.20, MgO=O.Ol, CaO=O.68, NIZO=S.26, Kz0=4.38, Pz05=O.02

Code Feldspar1 Feldspar2a Feldspar2c Feldspar3
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subh Subhedral Small/Subh Large/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 68.42 67.62 68.08 68.77 67.'l2, 68.10 67.11 67.89
no,
AlP3 19.10 19.48 19.52 19.44 19.33 19.'l2, 19.01 18.27
Crp3
FeO 0.32 0.32 0.41 052 0.41 0.44 0.39 1.00
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.09 0.18 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.08
Nap 8.09 8.46 7.73 6.94 8.02 8.05 8.92 8.17
KzO 4.38 4.34 4.26 4.26 4.38 4.45 4.51 4.74
Total 100.40 100.40 100.11 100.03 99.47 100.36 100.00 100.15

An/En/Fo 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4
AblWo 73.4 74.1 73.0 70.8 73.4 73.2 74.8 72.1
Or/Fs/Fa 26.1 25.0 26.5 'l2,.6 26.4 26.6 24.9 27.5

Code Feldspar 4 Feldspar5 Feldspar6 FeldsparSa
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral Large/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.05 67.61 67.55 67.35 67.27 66.56 68.40 68.35
rio,
AIP3 18.93 18.79 19.00 19.24 19.36 19.18 18.93 19.01
Crp3
FeO 0.44 0.47 0.39 0.42 0.34 0.43 0.40 0.32
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.16
Nap 8.51 8.32 8.62 8.52 8.52 8.83 8.28 8.14

KzO 4.52 4.39 427 427 4.27 4.40 4.13 4.31
Total 99.51 99.63 99.93 99.92 99.94 99.52 100.21 100.29

An/En/Fo 0.3 02 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.8
AblWo 73.9 74.0 75.1 74.8 74.5 74.9 75.0 73.6
Or/Fs/Fa 25.8 25.7 24.5 24.7 24.6 24.6 24.6 25.6
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T 601 • Comepdjte fromBarmur Croptjpued)

SiOz=71.82, TiOz=O.41. AlzO,=ll.6S. FeOt=4.47. MnO=O.20. MgO=O.OI, CaO=O.68, NlzO=S.26. Kzo--4.38, Pz05=O.02

Code Feldspar8b Feldspar2b Feldspar7a Feldspar7b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit Large/Subh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.44 67.30 68.33 67.80 67.00
rio,
Alp, 19.53 19.11 19.03 18.22 18.49
Crp,
FeO 0.32 1.11 ~.37 0.86 0.89
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.12 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.01

Naz° 8.30 8.06 7.66 8.16 7.72
K,.0 4.29 4.27 4.24 4.42 5.63
Total 100.00 99.% 99.69 99.51 100.34

An/En/Fo 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.0
Ab/Wo 74.2 73.7 73.1 735 67.5
Or/Fs/Fa 25.2 25.7 26.6 26.2 32.4

Code Pyroxene3 Pyroxene4 PyroxeneS Pyroxene6a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit EuhedraI SubhedraI AnhedraI Subhedral
CorelRim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sto, 47.76 47.64 46.62 46.78 47.84 47.52 46.72 47.64
rio, 0.35 0.38 0.42 0.37 0.54 0.39 0.43 0.46
Alp, 0.26 0.18 0.25 026 0.25 0.23 0.25 0.24
CrzO, 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.01 om 0.00
FeO 29.82 29.00 28.66 28.25 28.84 27.72 29.48 29.61
MoO 1.36 1.42 1.30 1.32 1.49 1.41 1.32 1.38
MgO 0.41 0.35 0.50 0.47 0.40 0.26 0.51 0.44
Cao 17.70 17.92 18.44 18.27 18.76 17.14 18.33 18.36

Naz° 0.82 0.81 0.70 0.65 0.62 0.67 0.69 0.66
K,.0
Total 98.39 98.31 %.91 %.44 98.74 95.35 97.74 98.79

An/En/Fo 1.4 12 1.7 1.6 1.3 0.9 1.7 1.5
Ab/Wo 42.6 43.2 44.4 44.6 44.9 43.8 43.6 43.6
Or/Fs/Fa 56.0 55.7 53.9 53.8 53.8 55.3 54.7 54.9
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T 601 • Cowepdjte from Barmnr lcoptjpued)

SiOr=71.82. Ti0r=Q.41.Al:P3=11.6S.FeO,=4.47. MnO=O.20. MgO=O.Ol. CaO=O.68. NazO=S.26. Kzo--4.38.PzOs=O.02

Code Pyroxene6b Pyroxene6c Pyroxene6d Pyroxene7
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedra1 Subhedra1
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sto, 46.98 47.09 48.54 48.17 46.63 47.41 47.39
rio, 0.40 0.39 0.44 0.37 0.46 0.44 0.46
A1P3 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.19 0.25 0.23 0.28
CrZ0 3

0,01 0,01 0.02 0.01 0,01 0.02 0.02
FeO 29.14 28.65 29.60 29.32 28.58 29.25 29.08
MoO 1.34 1.34 1.40 1.33 1.34 1.26 1.32
MgO 0.44 0.44 0.50 0.31 0.52 0.40 0.10
Cao 18.34 18.20 18.52 18.28 18.37 18.42 18.34
Nap 0.68 0.71 0.72 0.77 0.71 0.72 0.64

Kz°
Total 97.57 97.06 99.97 98.75 96.87 98.15 97.63

An/En/Fo 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.7 1.3 0.3
AblWo 44.0 44.2 43.8 43.9 44.4 44.1 44.5
Or/Fs/Fa 54.5 54.3 54.6 55.0 53.9 54.6 55.1

Code Olivine 1 Olivine2a Olivine2b Olivine2c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sro, 30.75 29.22 29.84 30.00 29.78 29.58 29.46 29.85
rio, 0.Q3 0.03 0.04 0,01 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.04

Alz°3 0.03 0.09 0,01 0.02 0,01 0.02 0.05 0,01
Cr

Z
0 3

0,01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0,01 0,01 0.00
FeO 65.36 64.20 65.01 64.26 64.28 64.15 63.74 63.76
MoO 3.32 3.30 3.38 3.50 3.40 3.48 3.49 3.45
MgO 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.17
Cao 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Naz° 0.15 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.03 0,01 0,01 0,01

Kz°
Total 99.89 97.10 98.50 97.98 97.72 97.45 96.99 97.30

An/En/Fo 05 05 0.5 05 0.5 0.6 05 0.5
AblWo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Or/Fs/Fa 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.4 99.5 99.5
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T 601 • Comepdite from Barmur lcoptjnuedl

SiOz=71.82, TiOz=OAl. A1z03=11.6S, FeO,=4.47. MnO=O.20, MgO=O.Ol. CaO=O.68, Naz0=5.26, Kzo--4.38, Pz0.s=0.02

Code Olivine7 Dmenite2a Ilmenite2b Ilmenite3a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 30.23 29.58
no, 0.03 0.04 48.79 49.38 50.08

AI,,°3 0.02 0,01 0.05 0.04 0.05
CCZ0 3 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02
FeO 63.23 63.54 45.38 45.70 46.58
MnO 3.39 3.37 1.59 1.62 1.66
MgO 0.18 0.17 0.05 0.02 0.01
Cao 0.00 0.00

Naz° 0.02 0.02

Kz°
Total 97.12 96.74 95.86 96.78 98.40

An/En/Fo 0.5 0.5
Ab/Wo 0.0 0.0
Or/Fs/Fa 99.5 99.5
Mol%Ilm 91.4 93.0 93.9

Code Dmenite3b Ilmenite 4 Dmenite6 Dmenite7
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rirn

sio,
rio, 49.36 50.76 48.47 49.77

AIP3 0.03 0.04 0.14 0.03
CCZ0 3 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
FeO 47.20 45.67 46.97 46.20
MnO 1.60 1.67 1.58 1.72
MgO 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.05
Cao
Naz°
Kz°
Total 98.23 98.17 97.25 97.77

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol%Ilm 92.9 94.4 91.5 93.9
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T 604• COIQepdite from Barmp[
SiOz=72.06, TiOz=O.37. Alz03=12.00. FeO,=3.86, MnO=O.18, MgO=O.Ol. CaO=O.34, NIZO=S.49, KzO=4.S2,PzOs=O.04

Code Feldspar1 Feldspar 3 Feldspar4a Feldspar5
Object ZonedPheno ZonedPheno ZonedPheno ZonedPheno
Habit Large!Subh SmalJIEuh Subhedral Large!Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.56 67.55 67.75 67.49 67.12 67.62 67.18 66.72
rio,
AlP3 19.06 18.90 18.83 18.73 18.96 18.70 18.82 18.96
Crp3
FeO 0.40 058 055 056 056 0.46 0.29 0.64
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.02 0.12 0.06
Nap 8.64 8.61 8.67 8.38 8.86 8.60 8.80 8.20
KzO 434 458 4.59 4.92 4.62 4.93 4.74 5.41
Total 100.05 100.29 100.47 100.21 100.21 100.33 99.94 99.99

An/En/Fo 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.3
Ab/Wo 75.0 73.8 73.9 71.7 74.1 72.5 73.4 69.5
Or/Fs/Fa 24.8 25.8 25.7 27.7 25.4 27.4 26.0 30.2

Code Feldspar7 Feldspar Sa Feldspar4b Feldspar8b
Object Phenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst Microcryst
Habit Large!Subh Large/Subh Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.46 67.42 67.75 67.17 67.50 67.38
rio,
AlP3 19.00 18.98 18.52 18.12 18.44 18.39
Crp3
FeO 0.32 0.42 0.46 0.86 0.50 0.84
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00
NazO 8.61 8.75 7.76 8.78 8.86 7.82
KzO 458 4.54 4.77 5.15 4.64 5.94
Total 100.05 100.19 99.26 100.12 99.98 100.37

An/En/Fo 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0
Ab/Wo 73.8 74.3 71.2 72.0 74.2 66.7
Or/Fs/Fa 25.8 25.4 28.8 27.8 25.6 33.3
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1604 • Cornepdile (rom Barmur Ccoptinued)
SiOz=72.06, TiOz=O.37. Alz03=1200, FeOt=3.86. MnO=O.18. MgO=O.Ol. CaO=O.34, Naz0=5.49. Kzo--4.52, Pz05=O.04

Code Feldspar4d Feldspar4c Feldspar8c FeldsparSd IImenite2a
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 67.48 66.98 67.58 67.14
no, 48.50

Al,.°3 18.25 18.20 17.94 17.86 0.02
Crp3 0.00
FeO 0.81 1.00 0.88 1.10 47.25
MoO 1.89
MgO 0,01
CaO 0,01 0.04 0.00 0.09

Naz° 7.60 7.84 7.34 6.84
~O 6.03 5.98 6.46 6.71
Tolal 100.18 100.04 100.20 99.74 97.67

An/En/Fo 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4
Ab/Wo 65.7 66.5 63.3 60.5
Or/Fs/Fa 34.3 33.4 36.7 39.1
Mol%Ilm 91.4

Code Ilmenite2b Ilmenite 1 IImenite3b Ilmenite3a Ilmenite 5
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/R.im

sro,
'no, 48.26 47.83 48.67 48.78 50.70
AIP3 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.04
Crp3 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0,01
FeO 48.09 47.11 46.95 47.05 45.12
MoO 1.86 1.71 1.89 1.82 1.70
MgO 0,01 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.00
CaO
NazO
~O

Tolal 98.25 96.87 97.56 97.73 97.57

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% 11m 90.8 90.0 91.6 91.7 94.6
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T 606 • Pantellerjte fromSudumamur
WR: SiOz=73.20. TI0z=O.39. Alz03=lO.l2, FeO,=S.03. MnO=O.22, MgO=ll02.CaO=O.47. Nap:S.72, K:zO=4.S4, P:zO,=O.OO
Glass: SiOz=74.03, TI0z=O.32, Alz03=9.40. FeO,=6.02. MnO=O.14, MgO=O.OO, CaO=O.2S. Na:zO=S.40, KzO=4.61, Pzo,=O.oo

Code Feldspar 1 Feldspar4 Feldspar5
Object Phenocryst ZonedPheno ZonedPheno
Habit Euhedml Sma1J/Subhedral Sma1l/Euh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.56 67.96 67.42 67.(1) 67.61 67.62 66.50 66.38 66.91
rio,
AIP3 18.95 18.98 18.79 18.94 18.84 18.64 19.24 19.01 18.82
Crp3
FeO 0.80 0.70 0.70 0.95 0.84 0.82 0.31 0.72 0.80
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.03
Nap 7.97 7.95 8.01 7.98 7.94 8.18 8.13 8.12 8.14
KzO 5.20 5.08 5.20 5.47 5.14 4.90 5.12 5.05 5.06
Total 100.50 100.72 100.20 100.43 100.43 100.16 99.93 99.32 99.76

An/En/Fo 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1
Ab/Wo 69.9 70.2 70.0 68.9 69.9 71.7 70.6 70.8 70.9
Or/Fs/Fa 30.0 29.5 29.9 31.1 29.8 28.3 29.3 29.0 29.0

Code Feldspar8 Feldspar7 Feldspar3 Feldspar6a Feldspar6b
Object ZonedPheno Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst
Habit Subhedral Sma1l/Subh SmallLath SmalVSubh
Core/Rirn Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 66.71 66.78 67.32 66.48 67.00 67.34 67.82
rio,
Alz°3 18.58 18.58 18.60 18.53 18.90 18.50 18.36
cq»;
FeO 0.88 0.79 0.92 1.28 1.08 0.89 0.76
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06
NazO 8.48 8.13 8.35 8.38 8.48 8.48 8.18
KzO 5.08 5.14 4.94 5.10 5.11 4.56 4.96
Total 99.78 99.47 100.16 99.79 100.57 99.77 100.16

An/En/Fo 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3
Ab/Wo 71.6 70.5 71.9 71.3 71.6 73.9 71.2
Or/Fs/Fa 28.2 29.3 28.0 28.6 28.4 26.1 28.5
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T 610 - Paptellerjte (rom BrapdsgU

SiOz=72.S9, Ti02=O.40. AIP3=IO.44, FeOt=S.09. MnO=O.27. MgO=O.03, CaO=O.50.Na20=S.47, K20=4.34, P20,=O.02

Code Feldspar 1 Feldspar2 Feldspar3a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subhedral Large/Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 67.34 67.16 66.99 67.40 67.46 67.54 67.96 67.90 67.36
Ti02

A.4°3 19.14 19.01 18.91 18.83 18.86 18.17 18.97 18.72 17.46
Crp3
FeO 056 059 0.71 0.63 052 1.22 051 0.80 2.10
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 O.ot 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.04
~O 8.24 8.19 7.37 7.35 7.68 7.12 7.37 7.84 6.66

~O 5.04 5.24 6.04 5.82 5.69 6.02 529 5.12 6.50
Total 100.38 100.21 100.02 100.03 100.22 100.10 100.10 100.40 100.12

An/En/Fo 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2
AblWo 71.1 70.3 65.0 65.7 67.2 64.2 67.9 69.9 60.8
Or/FS/Fa 28.6 29.6 35.0 34.3 32.8 35.7 32.1 30.0 39.0

Code Feldspar3b Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Long/Subhedral Small/Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 68.14 6727 66.37 66.96 67.01 67.03 67.32 67.73 68.44
Ti02

AIP3 18.97 19.20 17.59 19.19 18.98 18.92 18.99 18.70 17.52
Crp3
FeO 0.42 0.53 2.44 0.55 0.60 0.68 0.49 0.72 1.13
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.00 0.05 0.00 O.ot 0.00 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.00
Nap 7.73 7.98 7.18 7.86 7.73 8.06 7.64 7.65 7.47

~O 5.00 5.12 5.91 5.32 554 522 5.52 5.60 5.67
Total 100.26 100.15 99.49 99.89 99.86 100.02 99.98 100.44 100.23

An/En/Fo 0.0 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1 02 0.0
AblWo 70.1 70.1 64.9 69.2 68.0 69.8 67.7 67.4 66.7
Or/FS/Fa 29.9 29.6 35.1 30.8 32.0 29.7 32.2 32.4 33.3
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I 610 • P3ptellerjte (rom Br3pdsgil (coptjpued)
SiOr=72.59, TiOz=O.40, AI:P3=10.44,FeOt=5.09, MnO=O.27. MgO=O.03, CaO=O.SO. NazO=5·47. KzO=4.34. PzOs=O.02

Code Feldspar6a Feldspar7 Feldspar8 Feldspar5d
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Zoned Pheno Microcryst
Habit Subhedral LargelSubhedral Subhedra1
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 66.86 67.00 67J12 67.87 67.82 68.33 67.00 67.08 68.42
rio,
AIP3 18.96 18.94 18.94 18.18 17.98 16.28 18.69 18.62 16.29
Crp3
FeO 0.78 0.60 0.63 0.48 0.68 1.84 0.66 0.58 1.93
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00
Nap 8.18 8.11 7.70 8.07 8.21 7.51 8.21 8.14 6.66
KzO 5.33 5.29 5.63 5.23 5.43 5.97 5.31 5.58 6.50
Total 100.16 100.04 99.92 99.83 100.14 99.93 99.93 100.00 99.80

An/En/Fo 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
Ab/Wo 69.8 69.6 67.5 70.1 69.6 65.7 70.0 68.9 60.9
Or/Fs/Fa 29.9 29.9 32.5 29.9 30.3 34.3 29.8 31.1 39.1

Code FeldsparSa Feldspar5b Feldspar 5c Feldspar6b
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.78 67.30 67.76 68.10 68.10 67.94 67.26 67.10
rto,
AIP3 18.26 18.01 18.14 17.46 17.98 17.41 18.46 17.99
Crp3
FeO 0.60 0.86 0.72 0.89 0.63 0.66 0.78 0.92
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.14 0.08 0.00 0.00 om
~O 7.14 7.11 7.32 7.08 6.96 7.25 7.21 7.42

KzO 6.39 636 6.16 6.36 6.28 6.48 6.25 6.59
Total 100.17 99.68 100.10 99.93 100.03 99.74 99.96 100.03

An/En/Fo 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ab/Wo 62.9 62.8 64.4 62.7 62.5 63.0 63.7 63.1
Or/Fs/Fa 37.1 37.0 35.6 37.1 37.1 37.0 36.3 36.9
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T 612 • PaPtellerjte frmp BrapdsgU

SiOz=7S.06, TiOz=O.38. Alz03=9.48. FeO,=3.98, MnO=O.23. MgO=O.Ol. CaO=O.34. NazO=S.Ol. KzO=4.2S, PzOs=O.lO

Code Feldspar 1 Feldspar2 Feldspar3 Feldspar7
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.34 66.82 67.11 67.57 67.31 66.94 67.27 67.00
rio,
A1P3 18.98 18.98 19.03 18.70 18.79 18.77 19.11 18.46
cq»;
FeO 056 0.72 052 055 0.75 0.66 0.74 138
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.08 O,ol 0.05 O,ol O,ol

NazO 8.22 8.22 8.39 858 8.29 8.40 8.16 8.21
KzO 4.76 5.00 5.02 5.02 5.17 5.13 4.85 4.82
Total 99.88 99.92 100.10 100.50 100.32 99.95 100.14 99.90

An/En/Fo 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
Ab/Wo 72.3 71.9 71.7 71.9 70.9 71.2 71.9 72.1
Or/Fs/Fa 27.6 28.1 28.2 27.7 29.1 28.6 28.1 27.9

Code Feldspar8 Feldspar9 Feldspar lOa Feldspar lOb
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Large/Subh SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sro, 67.78 67.39 67.11 67.27 67.35 67.46 67.72 67.99
rio,
A1P3 18.87 19.11 19.32 19.18 19.02 17.84 18.72 19.28
Crp3
FeO 0.70 0.57 0.65 0.66 0.58 1.47 0.66 0.51
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00

NazO 8.17 8.07 7.90 8.06 8.02 8.24 7.86 8.03

KzO 5.00 5.16 5.05 5.10 4.88 5.11 5.15 5.02
Total 100.54 100.35 100.08 100.27 99.87 100.15 100.14 100.83

An/En/Fo 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Ab/Wo 71.2 70.2 70.2 70.6 71.3 70.9 69.9 70.9
Or/Fs/Fa 28.7 29.5 29.5 29.4 28.6 28.9 30.1 29.1
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T 616 - CQmeudite trw Barmw
SiOz=73.16, Ti0z=O.3S, A1z03=IO.S2, FeO,=4.OS, MnO=O.19, MsO=O.OS, CaO=O.47. Na20=S.S4. K2O=4.5S. P205=O.03

Code Feldspar7 Feldspar6 Feldspar5a Feldspar3
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Euhedral SmaIVSubh Very Large/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 66.68 66.30 66.98 66.90 66.40 66.64 66.90 67JYl
Ti02
Al203 19.38 19.14 19.77 19.54 19.53 19.50 19.66 19.10
Crp3
FeO 0.71 0.68 0.68 059 036 0.48 056 038
MnO
MgO
CaO om om 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.02
~O 8.12 8.40 8.32 8.20 7.94 8.04 7.87 8.24
~O 5.00 4.90 5.10 5.16 5.05 4.92 5.17 4.90
Total 99.90 99.43 100.87 100.42 99.34 99.64 100.16 99.66

An/En/Fo 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1
AblWo 71.1 72.2 71.2 70.6 70.3 71.1 69.8 71.8
Or/Fs/Fa 28.8 27.7 28.7 29.2 29.4 28.6 30.2 28.1

Code Feldspar lc Feldspar5b Feldspar la Feldspar Ib Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh
Core/R.im Core Rim

Si02 66.90 67.00 66.66 66.66 66.62 66.64 67.38
Ti02
AlP3 19.66 19.78 19.53 18.63 19.04 19.50 19.50
Crp3
FeO 0.56 0.59 0.52 0.68 0.70 0.80 0.80
MnO
MgO
CaO 0.00 om 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.02
~O 7.87 8.02 8.04 7.85 8.40 8.13 8.13
~O 5.17 5.01 5.05 5.06 5.16 5.13 5.13
Total 100.16 100.41 99.82 98.90 99.98 100.22 100.22

An/En/Fo 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1
AblWo 69.8 70.8 70.7 70.1 71.0 70.6 70.6
Or/Fs/Fa 30.2 29.1 29.2 29.8 28.7 29.3 29.3
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T 6J6 • Cowegdite from Barmnr lcogtinuedl
SiOz=73.16, TiOz=O.3S, A1z03=lO.82. FeOl=4.OS. MnO=O.19. MgO=O.08. CaO=O.47. NazO=S.84. KzO=4.SS. PzOs=O.03

Code Feldspar4c Pyroxene2 Pyroxene 3 Pyroxene9 Pyroxene 10
Object Microcryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmalVAnh SmalVSubh SmalVSubh
Core/Rirn Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 66.64 47.54 47.54 45.00 46.84 47.82 47.78
rio, 0.28 0.27 039 032 0.29 0.26
AlP3 19.50 0.15 0.15 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.14
Crp3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FeO 0.80 28.88 29.57 29.37 28.86 29.62 30.58
MoO 1.23 1.30 1.34 138 1.20 1.21
MgO 0.23 0.22 0.27 0.29 0.26 0.24
CaO 0.02 17.60 17.40 17.76 18.13 17.96 16.93
NazO 8.13 1.26 1.43 0.90 1.06 1.04 132
KzO 5.13
Total 100.22 97.17 97.88 95.26 97.08 98.35 98.46

An/En/Fo 0.1 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.8
Ab/Wo 70.6 43.5 42.6 43.3 44.1 43.3 41.2
Or/Fs/Fa 29.3 55.7 56.6 55.8 54.9 55.8 58.0

Code Olivine 8 Ilmenite 2 Ilmenite 3 Ilmenite5 Ilmenite 9
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Euhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim

s.o, 30.42 29.92
TiOz 0.03 0.04 49.43 49.36 49.33 48.76
AIP3 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02
Crp3 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
FeO 66.22 64.70 48.69 49.11 47.20 45.78
MoO 3.30 3.26 1.64 1.65 1.58 1.59
MgO 0.16 0.15 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03
CaO 0.00 0.00
NazO 0.04 0.06
KzO
Total 100.19 98.15 99.83 100.19 98.23 96.19

An/En/Fo 0.4 0.4
Ab/Wo 0.0 0.0
Or/Fs/Fa 99.6 99.6
Mol%11m 92.9 92.7 92.9 91.8
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I 70J, I 702, I 703, I 704 • Comendile from Kirkiufell

WR: SiOz=72.92, TiOz={}.33. Alz03=12.60. FeOt=3.11. MnO=O.20. MgO=O.08. CaO=O.7S. Nap::S.S9. Kp=4.06, PP5=O.OO

Glass: Si0z=7S.08, TiOz={}.27. AIP3=11.S1, FeOt=2.79, MnO=O.09. MgO=O.03. CaO=O.39. NazO=5.lS. KzQ--4.28,Pz0 5=O.04

Code Feldspar la Feldspar2a Feldspar3a FeldsparSa
Object ZonedPhenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst ZonedPheno
Habit VeryLarge,lSubhedraI LargelSubh Large/Subh Large,lSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 64.49 65.58 67.81 66.49 67.28 66.45 66.85 68.06 67.76
rio,
AlP3 22.06 21.80 20.49 20.95 20.59 20.66 20.22 20.26 20.21
cq»;
FeO 032 025 027 0.40 022 0.24 0.29 022 0.32
MoO
MgO
CaD 2.48 2.15 0.58 0.88 0.57 0.82 0.62 0.72 0.64

Naz° 9.58 8.54 8.46 9.58 8.95 9.20 9.60 8.44 7.80
~O 1.38 1.59 2.77 2.61 2.73 2.96 2.91 2.64 2.72
Total 100.38 99.91 100.38 100.91 100.34 100.33 100.49 100.34 99.45

An/En/Fo 11.6 11.0 3.0 4.1 2.8 3.9 2.9 3.8 3.6
Ab/Wo 80.8 79.3 79.3 81.3 80.9 79.3 81.0 79.8 78.4
Or/Fs/Fa 7.7 9.7 17.2 14.6 16.2 16.8 16.1 16.4 18.0

Code Feldspar6a Feldspar7a Feldspar lb
Object ZonedPheno ZonedPheno ZonedPheno
Habit SmaIVSubh Large/Euh VeryLarge/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

SiOz 66.55 67.70 66.20 67.86 67.04 67.15 67.62
rio,
AIP3 20.69 20.20 21.32 20.73 21.44 21.03 20.40
Crp3
FeO 0.21 0.30 0.24 028 0.24 025 0.28
MnO
MgO
CaD 0.69 0.65 1.30 0.84 1.55 129 0.64

Naz° 8.38 8.24 8.82 8.31 7.90 8.78 8.46

~O 2.97 2.92 2.32 2.79 1.88 227 2.60
Total 99.49 100.01 100.20 100.81 100.05 100.27 100.00

An/En/Fo 3.6 3.4 6.5 4.4 8.6 6.5 3.4
Ab/Wo 78.2 78.3 79.7 78.3 79.1 79.9 80.4
Or/Fs/Fa 18.2 18.3 13.8 17.3 !2.4 13.6 16.3
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I 70J. 1702. I 703. I 704. COQIepdjte from Kjrkjurell(cgptipuedl

WR: SiOz=72.92, U¥.33, AlzOr12.60. FcOt=3.11, MnO=O.20, MgO=:O.08, CaO=O.7S, NazO=S.S9, K:z0=4.06, Pz05=O.OO

Glass: Si0z=7S.08, Ti0z=O.27, Alz03=11.Sl, FcOt=2.79. MnO=O.09, MgO=O.03, CaO=O.39, NazO=S.lS, KzO=4·28, Pz05=O.04

Code Feldspar Ic Feldspar2b Feldspar3b
Object Phenocryst ZonedPheno ZonedPheno
Habit Large/Euhedra1 Large/Subhedral Large/Euh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 67.16 67.61 68.16 66.94 67.67 68.08 66.71 67.56 67.50
no,
AlP3 20.68 20.78 20.58 20.33 20.41 20.54 20.68 20.45 20.21
Crp3
FeO 0.28 0.20 0.24 023 023 0.28 om 0.00 0.00
MoO
MgO
CaO 1.24 1.13 0.66 0.72 0.64 0.59 0.83 0.66 0.58

NazO 830 8.33 7.80 8.47 8.00 8.26 8.85 8.10 8.40

KzO 2.37 2.41 2.60 2.64 2.79 2.73 2.82 2.65 320
Total 100.03 100.44 100.04 99.33 99.71 100.48 99.90 99.42 99.89

An/En/Fo 6.5 5.9 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.1 4.1 3.6 3.0
Ab/Wo 78.7 79.0 79.0 79.9 78.5 79.6 79.3 79.3 77.6
Or/Fs/Fa 14.8 15.0 17.3 16.4 18.0 17.3 16.6 17.1 19.4

Code Feldspar4a Feldspar 5b Feldspar6b
Object ZonedPheno Phenocryst ZonedPheno
Habit Large/Euhedral Large/Subhedral Large/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sro, 67.44 67.27 67.97 66.36 65.70 66.44 65.99 66.66 66.72
TiOz
AlP3 20.84 20.78 20.78 21.37 21.04 20.76 21.16 20.84 20.49
Crp3
FeO 024 026 026 023 024 0.25 024 0.27 0.29
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.65 0.65 0.46 0.73 0.80 0.61 0.96 0.81 0.61

NazO 8.04 8.43 8.19 8.39 9.46 8.98 9.10 8.38 8.75

KzO 2.78 2.78 3.42 2.59 2.67 2.93 2.54 2.63 2.77
Total 99.99 100.17 100.29 99.67 99.91 99.97 99.99 99.59 99.63

An/En/Fo 3.5 3.4 2.4 3.8 3.8 3.0 4.7 4.2 3.1
Ab/Wo 78.6 79.4 76.6 79.9 81.1 79.9 80.5 79.4 80.2
Or/Fs/Fa 17.9 17.2 21.0 16.3 15.1 17.1 14.8 16.4 16.7
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I 701. I 702. I 703. I 704 • COQIendjte from Kjrkjufell <coptipued)

WR: Si02=72.92, Ti0rO.33. Al20;F12.60. F~=3.11.MnO=O.20. MgO=O.08.CaO=O.7S.Na:p=S.S9. Kp=4.06. PP5=O.OO

Glass: Si0z=7S.08. Ti02=O.27. A1203=11.Sl. FeOt=2.79. MnO=O.09.MgO=O.03, CaO=O.39.Na20=S.lS. K:~0=4.28.P205=O.04

Code Feldspar7b FeldsparSa Feldspar8b Feldspar8c Feldspar8d
Object ZonedPheno Microcryst Microeryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit LargeiSubhedral
Core/Rirn Core Rim

Sial 65.18 65.22 65.20 67.32 69.10 68.00 67.76
rio,
AlP3 21.26 21.38 20.91 19.57 18.67 19.92 19.91
Crp3
FeO 0.18 0.38 0.29 0.29 0.90 0.4~ 0.44
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.82 0.94 0.67 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.29
~O 9.33 9.44 9.60 8.60 7.(» 7.72 8.01
~o 2.36 2.56 2.96 3.37 2.99 2.93 2.65
Total 99.13 99.92 99.63 99.53 99.08 99.33 99.06

An/En/Fo 4.0 4.5 3.1 1.9 2.0 1.7 1.6
AblWo 82.3 81.1 80.6 78.0 76.7 78.7 SO.8
Or/Fs/Fa 13.7 14.5 16.3 20.1 21.3 19.6 17.6

Code Feldspar8e Feldspar9a Feldspar9b Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rirn

Si02 67.40 68.30 66.79 67.80 67.64 67.14
no,
AIlO3 20.03 18.55 19.22 18.94 18.80 19.65
Crp3
FeO 0.44 0.73 0.59 0.56 0.45 0.48
MoO
MgO
Cao 0.30 0.18 0.22 0.29 0.14 0.43

~O 8.38 7.56 8.41 9.06 8.34 8.79

~O 3.66 4.32 4.58 3.62 4.69 3.64
Total 100.21 99.64 99.81 100.27 100.06 100.13

An/En/Fo 1.5 0.9 1.1 1.4 0.7 2.1
AblWo 76.5 72.0 72.8 78.1 72.5 77.0
Or/Fs/Fa 22.0 27.1 26.1 20.5 26.8 21.0
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T 701, T 702,T 703, T 704• Comendjtefrom KjrkjufeJl <COptipued)

WR: SiOz=72.92, Tiopl.33,Alz03=12.60. FcOt=3.11. MnO=O.20, MgO::O.08. CaO=O.7S. Nap:s.S9. K:z0=4.06. P2P5=O.OO
Glass: Si0:z=7S.08. TiOz=O.27. AI2P3=ll.SI. FcOt=2.79. MnO=O.09. MgO=O.03. CaO=O.39. NazQ--S.lS. KzO=4.28. PP5=O.04

Code Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Pyroxene la
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 68.38 68.06 68.22 68.10 49.54 49.69 49.80
no, 0.30 0.28 034
Alz03 18.80 18.87 18.30 17.80 0.40 0.41 0040
Crz03 om om 0.01
FeO 0.30 0.43 0.62 0.68 25.77 24.82 25.36
MIlO 1.88 1.74 1.70
MgO 3.64 3.91 3.47
CaO 0.44 0.15 0.13 0.13 17.90 18.63 18.59

Naz° 9.39 8.50 8.54 7.40 0.44 0040 0.41

Kz° 2.75 4.28 4.30 5.32
Total 100.06 100.29 100.11 99.43 99.88 99.89 roaos

An/En/Fo 21 0.7 0.6 0.7 14.2 15.1 13.5
Ab/Wo 82.1 74.6 74.6 67.4 42.2 43.6 43.7
Or/Fs/Fa 15.8 24.7 24.7 31.9 43.6 41.5 42.8

Code Pyroxene Ib Pyroxene 4 Pyroxene5c Pyroxene2a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Small/Subh Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 49.77 49.77 49.12 49.51 49.25 49.15 49.32
TiOz 0.34 0.26 0.30 0.36 0.29 0.32 0.34
Alz03 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.42 0.28 0.30 0.38
Crz03 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
FeO 25.98 26.44 25.55 24.95 27.69 26.44 25.86
MnO 1.56 1.60 1.72 1.58 1.65 1.51 1.61
MgO 2.43 2.33 3.25 3.95 1.37 1.85 3.07
Cao 18.78 18.82 18.61 18.79 18.71 18.85 18.54

Naz° 0.46 0.48 0.42 0.43 0.52 0.50 0.45

Kz°
Total 99.68 100.02 99.34 99.99 99.76 99.92 99.59

An/En/Fo 9.7 9.2 12.7 15.1 5.5 7.5 12.0
Ab/Wo 45.3 45.2 44.0 43.5 45.8 46.1 44.0
Or/Fs/Fa 45.0 45.6 43.3 41.4 48.7 46.4 44.0
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T 701.T 702.T 703. I 704• Cmnepdjte from Kjrkjufell (coptipued)

WR: SiOz=72.92, TiOz=O.33. Alz03=12.60. FeOt=3.11, MnO=O.20, MgO=O.08, CaO=O.7S. Na:p=S.S9. K:z0=4.06. P:zOs=O.OO

Glass: Si0z=75.08.Ti0z=O.27. A1:z03=11.51, FeOt=2.79, MnO=O.09. MgO=O.03, CaO=O.39. Nazo--S.lS,KzO=4.28. PzO,=O.04

Code Pyroxene2b Pyroxene2c Olivine5a Olivine7 Olivine5b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh Small/Subh Small/Subh Subhedral Small/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 51.49 50.94 30.26 30.15 30.48 30.50 30.31
no, 0.32 0.30 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.10

A4.°3 0.71 0.75 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01
cq»; 0.00 0.00 om D.m 0.00 0.00 0.00
FeO 18.78 17.94 62.58 61.52 63.00 60.70 61.80
MnO 1.68 1.68 4.01 3.86 3.99 3.96 4.00
MgO 8.11 9.53 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.23 1.25
CaO 18.42 18.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~O 0.46 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Kz°
Total 99.97 99.92 98.14 96.86 98.83 96.45 97.47

An/En/Fo 29.5 33.5 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4
Ab/Wo 40.7 39.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Or/Fs/Fa 29.8 27.4 95.6 95.6 95.6 95.6 95.6

Code Ti-Magnetite 2a Ilmenite la llmeniteIb Ilmenite Ie Ilmenite Id
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
rio, 20.92 47.81 47.96 48.27 47.53
AIP3 0.98 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.04
Crp3 0.00 0.01 om 0.01 0.00
FeD 73.22 49.11 47.93 48.19 47.74
MnO 1.64 2.19 2.15 2.06 1.92
MgO 0.44 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.12
CaO
~O

Kz°
Total 97.20 99.34 98.24 98.76 97.35

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% I1m/Usp 62.2 89.9 90.5 90.9 89.5
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T 701,T 7Q2, T 703, T 704 •COIQeqdjte from Kjrkjufell (coqtiqued)

WR: SiOz=72.92. 1iOz=O.33. Alz03=12.60. FeOt=3.11, MnO=O.20. MgO=O.08. CaO=O.7S. NazO=S.S9, K:zO::4.06. P:Z05=O.OO

Glass: Si0z=7S.08.Ti0z=O.27. Al:z03=II.Sl. FeOt=2.79. MnO=O.09. MgO=O.03. CaO=O.39. NazO=S.IS.KzQ--4.28. Pz05=O.04

Code Ilmenite 2b Ilmenite 4 Ilmenite 5a Ilmenite5b Ilmenite Sc
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
no, 48.10 47.56 49.05 47.99 49.48
AlP3 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Crp3 0.00 0.00 0.Q1 0.00 0.00
FeO 47.02 47.90 47.91 47.57 46.81
MnO 2.12 2.04 2.15 2.07 2.06
MgO 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.15
Cao
Naz°
KzO
Total 97.46 97.72 99.31 97.83 98.56

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol%Usp 90.5 89.5 91.7 90.4 92.9

Code Ilmenite 5d Ilmenite 7a Ilmenite 7b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
rio, 48.59 48.10 48.65
AlP3 0.04 0.05 0.10
Crp3 0.00 om 0.02
FeO 47.13 48.27 45.45
MoO 2.16 2.18 1.96
MgO 0.15 0.14 0.13
Cao
Naz°
KzO
Total 98.07 98.75 96.31

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol%Usp 91.5 90.5 91.7
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405 . Hybrid Inclusion from Blahnukur

Si0z=55.42. TiOz=l.OO. A1z03=14.30. FeOt=8.54. MnO=O.26. Mgo--5.51.Ca0=9.37. Naz0=3.59. KzO=1.32. PzO,=O.06

Code Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 47.20 49.74 49.93 50.63 50.13
rio,
AlP3 33.61 31.83 31.60 31.00 30.88
Crp3
FeD 057 0.63 0.01 0.08 0.78
MnO
MgO
Cao 16.36 15.69 15.69 14.88 14.86
NazO 1.91 2.78 2.97 3.24 3.26
KzO 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.01
Total 99.67 100.69 100.27 99.85 99.92

An/En/Fo 82.5 75.6 74.2 71.7 71.5
Ab/Wo 17.4 24.3 25.4 28.2 28.4
Or/Fs/Fa 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1

Code Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 50.66 50.74 50.44 50.90 50.28
rio,
AlP3 30.88 30.44 30.91 30.30 30.74
Crp3
FeD om 0.00 0.86 0.75 0.68
MnO
MgO
Cao 14.89 13.88 14.25 14.39 14.24

NazO 3.42 3.25 3.42 3.52 3.50
KzO 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.04
Total 99.97 98.40 99.96 99.88 99.48

An/En/Fo 70.2 69.9 69.4 69.2 69.1
Ab/Wo 29.2 29.6 30.1 30.6 30.7
Or/Fs/Fa 0.6 0.5 05 0.1 0.2
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405 . Hybrid Ipclusion (rom Blabpukur (contioued)

SiOz=55.42, TiOz=l.OO, AIP3=14.30, FeO,=8.54. MnO=O.26. Mg0=5.51. Ca0=9.37. Na10=3.59, KzO=I.32. P10~=O.06

Code Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rirn

Si01 52.52 55.41 57.10 57.15
Ti01
A1103 29.98 26.64 26.48 26.76
Crp3
FeO 0.40 0.00 0.84 0.62
MnO
MgO
Cao 13.01 9.96 8.61 8.15
Nap 4.16 5.60 6.74 6.90

Kz° 0.12 026 0.46 0.42
Total 100.19 97.87 100.23 100.00

An/En/Fo 62.9 48.8 40.3 38.6
Ab/Wo 36.4 49.7 57.1 59.0
Or/Fs/Fa 0.7 15 2.6 2.4
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T 705,T 706, T 707 • Comepdi(e from Blabpukur

SiOz=70.80. TiOz=O.37. Al:P3=13.71. FeOt=3.26, MnO=O.17. MgO=O.26. CaO=I.08, NazO=S.84. KzO=4.39. PzOs=O.oo

Glass: SiOz=72.61. TiOz=O.2S. A1:P3=13.40. FeOt=2.36.MnO=O.03, MgO=O.OS. CaO=O.42, Na10=S.72, KzO=4.97. PzOs=O.02

Code Feldspar 1 Feldspar4a Feldspar Sa Feldspar6a
Object ZonedPheno Phenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh Euhedral Large/Subh VeryLarge/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 63.11 65.92 61.59 65.34 61.82 66.37 62.57 66.32
Ti02

AlP3 22.26 20.35 24.15 20.57 23.82 20.74 23.49 21.14
Crp3
FeO 027 030 028 030 026 0.36 0.19 024
MnO
MgO
CaO 358 1.32 5.42 1.70 520 1.54 4.54 1.48
NazO 8.88 851 8.28 9.34 8.56 9.12 8.70 9.04
KzO 1.16 2.88 0.68 2.32 0.79 2.68 0.86 2.46
Total 99.26 99.28 100.40 99.57 100.45 100.81 100.35 100.68

An/En/Fo 17.0 6.6 25.6 8.0 24.0 7.3 21.3 7.1
AblWo 76.4 76.4 70.6 79.1 71.6 77.7 73.9 78.8
Or/Fs/Fa 6.6 17.0 3.8 12.9 4.3 15.0 4.8 14.1

Code Feldspar3a Feldspar 10 Feldspar2a Feldspar2b
Object Phenocryst ZonedPheno ZonedPheno ZonedPheno
Habit VeryLarge/Subhedra1 SmaIVSubh VeryLarge/Subh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 66.45 66.18 66.05 64.36 65.27 62.76 64.74 66.41 66.24
Ti02

AlP3 20.06 20.14 20.17 21.48 21.00 23.60 20.29 20.34 20.63
Crp3
FeO 0.28 0.17 023 0.54 0.34 0.27 0.36 0.24 0.28
MnO
MgO
CaO 1.18 1.15 1.00 2.52 2.01 4.38 1.37 1.42 1.22
NazO 9.12 9.02 8.97 8.97 9.19 8.77 9.43 8.80 7.88

KzO 3.06 2.93 2.97 1.76 2.19 0.92 2.75 2.86 3.02
Total 100.15 99.59 99.39 99.63 100.00 100.70 98.90 100.07 99.27

An/En/Fo 5.5 5.5 4.8 12.1 9.5 20.5 6.3 6.8 6.4
AblWo 77.4 77.9 78.2 77.9 78.3 74.3 78.6 76.7 74.8
Or/Fs/Fa 17.1 16.6 17.0 10.1 12.3 5.1 15.1 16.4 18.9
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T 70S, T 706, T 707• Comepdite (rom Blabnukur <contipued)

Si02;'=70.80, Ti02;'=O.37, AlP3=13.71. FcOt=3.26. MnO=O.17. MgO=O.26, CaO=l.08, Na20=S.84,K2O=4.39, P20S=0.OO
Glass: Si02;'=72.61. Ti02;'=O.2S, AIP3=13.40, FcOt=2.36, MnO=O.03, MgO=O.OS, CaO=O.42, Na20=5.72. Kz0=4.97,P2Os=O.02

Code Feldspar3b Feldspar7a Feldspar8 Feldspar9
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst
Habit Large/Subhedral Large/Anh Large/Subb Large/Subb
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 65.04 65.62 64.98 65.75 64.94 66.77 65.73 66.52 66.21
Ti02
Al20 3 21.05 20.70 20.92 20.80 21.06 20.03 20.43 19.90 20.88
cq»,
FeO 0.36 0.40 0.21 0.32 0.31 0.37 0.45 0.38 0.31
MnO
MgO
CaO 1.78 1.50 1.43 1.62 1.75 1.05 1.45 1.04 1.65
~O 9.30 9.32 9.57 9.12 9.36 9.15 9.50 8.99 9.11
~O 2.42 2.72 2.71 252 2.39 3.10 2.55 3.10 2.47
Total 99.95 100.26 99.88 100.13 99.82 100.47 100.11 99.93 100.63

An/En/Fo 8.3 6.9 65 7.7 8.1 4.9 6.7 5.0 7.8
Ab/Wo 78.3 78.1 78.6 78.1 78.7 77.7 79.3 71.5 78.2
Or/FS/Fa 13.4 15.0 15.0 14.2 13.2 17.3 14.0 17.6 14.0

Code Feldspar4b Feldspar5b Feldspar6b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalI/Euh Large/SubhedraI SmalVSubb
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 65.53 65.40 65.73 65.16 66.13 66.23 65.86 65.97
Ti02

AlP3 21.12 20.56 20.83 21.01 20.70 20.98 20.58 20.70
Cr203
FeO 0.28 0.23 0.12 0.27 0.39 0.21 0.38 0.37
MnO
MgO
CaO 1.49 1.48 1.51 1.65 1.30 1.19 1.62 1.46
~O 9.28 9.50 9.43 8.84 9.17 8.49 8.86 8.71
~O 2.50 2.64 2.59 257 2.91 3.23 2.60 2.60
Total 100.20 99.81 100.21 99.50 100.60 100.33 99.90 99.81

An/En/Fo 7.0 6.8 7.0 8.0 6.1 5.8 7.8 7.2
Ab/Wo 79.0 78.8 78.8 77.3 77.7 75.3 71.3 71.6
Or/FS/Fa 14.0 14.4 14.2 14.8 16.2 18.9 14.9 15.2
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T 70S. T 706. T 707 •Comendite from Blahpukur lcoptjpuedl

SiOr70.80.TiOz=O.37. Alz03=13.71. FeOt=3.26. MnO=O.17. MgO=O.26, CaO=I.08. Na10=S.84. K1O=4.39. P10s-=Q.OO
Glass: SiQr72.61. TiOrQ.2S. Alz03=13.40. FeOr=2.36, MnO=O.03. MgO=O.OS. CaO=O.42, Na10=S.72, K1O=4.97, P10~=O.02

Code Fe1dspar7b Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar Feldspar
Object Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit SmaIVSubh
Core/Rirn Core Rim

Si01 65.24 65.63 65.13 65.30 65.37 65.55 65.80
Ti01
AlP3 21.14 20.96 20.90 20.48 20.50 20.40 20.30
Crp3
FeO 0.46 0.35 0.38 0.42 0.36 0.38 0.63
MnO
MgO
CaO 1.80 1.48 1.78 1.18 1.50 1.50 1.94
~O 8.98 9.29 9.33 8.94 9.75 9.30 9.68
~O 2.49 2.53 2.07 3.16 2.31 2.78 2.18
Total 100.11 100.24 99.59 99.48 99.79 99.91 100.53

An/En/Fo 8.6 6.9 8.4 5.6 6.9 6.9 8.8
Ab/Wo 77.3 78.9 79.9 76.6 80.6 77.8 79.4
Or/Fs/Fa 14.1 14.1 11.7 17.8 12.6 15.3 11.8

Code Feldspar Feldspar Pyroxene2a Pyroxene 2b
Object Microcryst Microcryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si01 65.36 67.11 50.39 50.09 50.37 50.06
Ti01 0.19 023 0.32 027
Al203 20.14 19.04 0.63 1.02 1.03 0.95
Cr203 0.00 0.03 O.oI 0.00
FeO 0.48 0.30 17.76 17.52 16.73 18.04
MnO 0.81 0.87 0.80 0.87
MgO 7.54 7.39 9.08 8.48
CaO 1.33 0.54 20.03 19.95 19.44 19.09
~O 9.08 8.78 0.60 0.55 0.43 0.48
~O 2.94 4.26
Total 99.33 100.03 97.95 97.65 98.21 98.24

An/En/Fo 6.3 2.5 23.6 23.4 28.0 26.2
AblWo 77.3 73.9 45.2 45.4 43.1 42.5
Or/Fs/Fa 16.5 23.6 31.2 31.1 28.9 31.3
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T 70S. T 706. T 707 • Comendite from Blabnukur Ccgptipuedl

SiOz=70.80, TiOz=O.37. Alz03=13.71, FcOt=3.26, MnO=O.17. MgO=O.26. CaO=l.08. NazO=S.84. KzO--4.39, Pzo,=o.oo
Glass: SiOz=72.6I, TiOrQ.2S. A1z03=13.40, FcOt=236,MnO=O.03, MgO=O.OS. CaO=O.42, NazQ--S.72,KzO=4.97. PzO,=O.02

Code Pyroxene2c Pyroxene 3 Pyroxene6 Pyroxene7
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh Long/Subh Long/Subh SmalVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 50.36 49.99 50.18 50.44 50.12 50.69 51.01 50.70
no, 0.21 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.16 0.25 0.23 0.23
AIP3 0.62 054 057 0.88 0.44 0.99 0.54 0.93
Crz03 om 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 om 0.00
FeO 18.50 'liJ.37 19.06 17.10 20.90 18.43 19.02 18.93
MnO 0.91 1.03 0.96 0.85 1.03 0.91 0.93 0.83
MgO 7.74 6.52 7.36 8.62 7.1P, 7.81 8.36 8.64
CaO 19.83 18.38 19.48 19.96 19.08 19.07 20.13 19.63

Naz° 055 0.47 056 051 0.51 0.55 0.47 0.42

Kz°
Total 98.73 97.48 98.37 98.62 99.52 98.72 100.70 100.31

An/En/Fo 23.9 20.9 23.0 26.5 22.3 24.5 25.0 25.9
Ab/Wo 44.0 42.4 43.6 44.0 41.9 43.0 43.2 42.3
Or/Fs/Fa 32.1 36.7 33.4 29.5 35.8 32.5 31.9 31.8

Code Pyroxene4a Pyroxene4b Ti-Magnetite 1 Ti-Magnetite 2 Ti-Magnetite 3
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh SmalVSubh
Corc/Rim

sio, 50.75 50.05
rto, 0.16 0.19 14.34 14.65 13.90
AlP3 0.78 0.81 1.00 0.96 0.96
Crp3 0.01 om 0.02 0.00 0.00
FeO 14.25 15.65 80.76 80.82 80.19
MnO 0.79 0.79 0.90 0.84 0.86
MgO 9.32 8.98 058 0.52 0.49
Cao 20.93 20.54

Naz° 0.73 0.70
KzO
Total 97.72 97.72 97.00 97.79 96.40

An/En/Fo 28.8 27.6
Ab/Wo 46.5 45.4
Or/Fs/Fa 2A.7 27.0
Mol%Usp 39.5 40.8 39.3
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I 70S, I 706.I 707• Comepdjte from Blahpukur <COptipued)

SiOr=70.80. TiOz=O.37. Alz03=13.71. FcO,=3.26. MnO=O.17. MgO=O.26. CaO=l.08. NazO=S.84. KzO=4.39. PZ05=O.OO

Glass: Si0r=72.61, Ti0rQ.2S. Alz03=13.40. FcO,=2.36. MnO=O.03. MgO=O.OS. CaO=O.42, NazO=S.72. KzO=4·97. Pz05=O.02

Code Ii-Magnetite5a Ti-Magnetite 5b Ti-Magnetite 6a Ti-Magnetite 6b Ti-Magnetite 7a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
rio, 13.82 15.22 13.98 13.58 13.89
AIP3 0.95 0.89 0.99 0.92 0.94
Crp3 0.00 0.05 0.02 0,01 0.Q3
FeD 80.52 79.38 78.44 77.79 81.03
MnO 0.91 0.97 0.89 0.88 0.95
MgO 0.56 0.56 0.49 0.57 0.49
Cao
Nap

Kz°
Total 96.76 97.07 94.81 93.75 97.33

An/En/Fo
AblWo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol%Usp 38.6 42.9 40.8 38.4 38.5

Code Ti-Magnetite 7b Ti-Magnetite 7c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
rto, 13.72 13.38
AlP3 1.03 0.98
Crp3 0.Q3 0.01
FeD 81.34 78.79
MnO 0.85 0.81
MgO 0.52 0.54
Cao
Nap

Kz°
Total 97.49 94.51

An/En/Fo
AblWo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% Usp 38.3 37.2
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T 710 - Comepdjte from Tupgnaa
SiOz=71.S2. TiOz=O.SO. A1:P3=13.37. FcO,=3.04, MnO=O.22. MgO=O.38. CaO=I.l7. NazO=S.69, Kz0=3.80. Pzo,=o.os

Code Feldspar1 Feldspar 2 Feldspar3a Feldspar3b
Object ZonedPhenocryst Phenocryst ZonedPheno Phenocryst
Habit Very LargelSubhedral Subhedral LargeIEuh Small/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 62.72 63.74 64.00 64.02 64.28 63.11 63.63 63.86 63.44
rio,
Alz03 22.64 22.56 22.75 22.45 22.39 22.91 22.64 21.75 22.04
Crp3
FeO 0.52 0.49 0.48 0.44 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.42
MoO
MgO
CaO 0.83 0.90 0.95 1.24 1.18 3.80 3.35 3.16 3.16

Naz° 8.44 8.90 8.80 9.03 9.12 8.81 8.95 9.46 9.46

Kz° 4.37 3.98 3.77 3.25 3.29 1.01 1.08 1.24 1.15
Total 99.52 100.57 100.75 100.43 100.68 100.08 100.10 99.92 99.67

An/En/Fo 3.9 4.1 4.4 5.8 5.5 18.1 16.1 14.5 14.6
Ab/Wo 71.7 74.1 74.5 76.2 76.4 76.1 77.7 78.7 79.1
Or/Fs/Fa 24.4 21.8 21.0 18.0 18.1 5.7 6.2 6.8 6.3

Code Feldspar4a Feldspar4b Feldspar7a
Object ZonedPheno Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmallLath Large/Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 63.40 63.68 62.78 63.46 63.50 64.00 64.24
rio,
AIP3 22.02 22.34 22.38 21.86 21.92 21.56 21.94
Crp3
FeO 0.50 0.43 0.44 0.54 0.66 0.42 0.48
MnO
MgO
CaO 3.24 3.77 3.82 3.16 3.73 3.63 3.25

Naz° 8.98 8.70 8.72 9.24 8.71 8.59 8.96

Kz° 1.05 0.96 0.97 1.18 0.98 1.02 1.15
Total 99.19 99.88 99.11 99.44 99.50 99.22 100.02

An/En/Fo 15.6 18.3 18.4 14.8 18.1 17.8 15.6
Ab/Wo 78.4 76.2 76.0 78.6 76.3 76.2 77.8
Or/Fs/Fa 6.0 5.5 5.6 6.6 5.6 6.0 6.6
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T 710 - Comepdjte from Tupuaa (coptipued)
SiOz=71.S2. TiOz=O.SO. AlP3=13.37, FeOt=3.04, MnO=O.22, MgO=O.38, CaO=1.17. NlzO=S.69. Kz0=3.&O. PzOs=O.OS

Code Feldspar 5 Feldspar1b Feldspar7c Feldspar8a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst
Habit Euhedral Subhedral SmalVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 63.46 64.32 64.70 63.60 63.98 64.78 65.46
rio,
AlP3 22.54 21.72 21.26 22.04 22.41 21.72 20.82
Crp3
FeO 051 051 0.47 055 0.49 038 0.45
MnO
MgO
CaO 3.60 3.19 2.80 3.20 3.40 3.14 2.47
Nap 8.43 859 8.96 9.27 8.82 8.96 9.02

I<z0 1.02 1.18 1.40 1.10 1.14 1.14 1.74
Total 99.56 99.51 99.59 99.76 100.24 100.12 99.96

AnlEn/Fo 17.9 15.8 13.5 15.0 16.4 15.2 11.8
Ab/Wo 76.0 77.2 78.4 78.8 17.0 78.3 78.2
Or/Fs/Fa 6.1 7.0 8.1 6.2 6.6 6.6 9.9

Code Feldspar4c Feldspar 8b Feldspar8c Feldspar8d Feldspar8e
Object Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio, 64.86 65.74 65.52 67.44 69.92
rio,
AIP3 21.10 20.73 20.28 19.62 17.64
Crp3
FeO 0.51 0.62 0.58 0.21 1.34
MnO
MgO
CaD 2.04 1.94 2.32 1.54 1.10

Nlz° 8.97 8.60 8.78 8.75 7.16

I<z0 1.76 1.72 1.98 1.95 2.46
Total 99.24 99.35 99.46 99.51 99.58

AnlEn/Fo 10.0 9.9 11.3 7.8 6.5
Ab/Wo 79.7 79.6 77.3 80.4 76.5
Or/Fs/Fa 10.3 10.5 11.5 11.8 17.0
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I 710 • Cowepdjte (rom Ivpgijijjj ''',ijMPved)
SiOz=71.S2. TiOz=O.SO. A1z03=13.37. Feq=3.04. MnO=O.22. MgO=O.38. CaO=I.I7. Na20=S.69. K20=3.80. P20,=O.OS

Code Pyroxene 1 Pyroxene3 Pyroxene4 PyroxeneS
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmalVSubh SmalVSubh Small/Euh SmaIVSubh
Core/R.im Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 52.46 53.14 52.22 52.24 51.44 52.42 52.26 52.28
Ti02 0.35 0.33 0.37 0.33 0.35 0.32 0.37 0.33
Al203 0.69 0.71 0.86 0.76 0.84 0.76 0.96 0.76
Cr203 0.00 0.00 0.03 om 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01
FeO 11.71 11.70 10.54 12.19 10.20 10.74 10.47 11.62
MoO 1.38 1.38 1.24 1.62 1.34 1.49 1.37 1.51
MgO 12.90 12.64 13.40 12.63 13.60 13.27 13.30 13.04
Cao 19.31 19.40 20.07 18.94 20.03 19.56 19.68 19.28
~O 053 050 050 051 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.52
~O

Total 99.33 100.03 99.23 99.23 98.38 99.11 98.98 99.35

An/En/Fo 38.7 38.1 39.7 38.2 40.3 39.8 39.9 39.0
Ab/Wo 41.6 42.1 42.8 41.1 42.7 42.1 42.5 41.5
Or/Fs/Fa 19.7 19.8 17.5 20.7 17.0 18.1 17.6 19.5

Code Pyroxene6a Pyroxene6b Ii-Magnetite 1 Ti-Magnetite 2a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim

Si02 52.02 52.24 51.96
Ti02 0.39 0.33 0.34 15.59 15.52

AlP3 0.74 0.75 0.94 1.12 1.18
Crp3 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 om
FeO 11.74 13.04 11.16 78.38 76.38
MoO 1.64 1.59 1.36 1.56 1.56
MgO 12.80 12.38 13.56 1.17 1.04
CaO 18.80 18.82 19.35
~O 0.56 0.48 0.49
~O

Total 98.69 99.63 99.18 97.84 95.69

An/En/Fo 38.9 37.3 40.2
Ab/Wo 41.1 40.7 41.2
Or/Fs/Fa 20.0 22.0 18.6
Mol% Usp 44.4 44.5
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T 710 • Cowegdjte from Tuggpaa (cogtipued)

Si0z=71.S2.TiOz=O.SO. Al:P3=13.37. Feq=3.04, MnO=O.22. MgO=O.38. CaO=1.17.NazO=S.69. Kz0=3.80. PzOs=O.05

Code Ti-Magnet, 2b Ti-Magnet 3a Ti-Magnet 3b Ti-MagneL 3c Ti-Magnet 3d Ti-Magnet 4
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sto,
rio, 14.96 15.04 15.62 14.96 15.59 15.06

Al,.°3 1.19 1.22 1.36 1.28 1.26 1.27
Crp3 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 om
FeO 78.26 77.78 77.73 78.10 77.45 78.62
MnO 1.50 1.45 1.46 1.44 1.52 1.55
MgO 1.12 1.35 1.41 136 1.30 1.38
Cao
Naz°
Kz°
Total 97.05 96.84 97.57 97.14 97.14 97.89

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% Usp 42.2 42.3 43.9 41.7 44.5 42.3

Code Ti-Magnet. 6 Ti-Magnet 5a Ti-Magnet 5b Ti-Magnet 5c Ti-Magnet, 5d Ti-Magnet 7
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit
Core/Rim

sio,
rio, 14.67 15.02 14.85 15.37 15.30 15.93

AIP3 1.26 1.36 1.40 1.36 1.57 1.82
Crp3 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
FeO 78.01 78.34 78.14 77.66 78.29 78.20
MnO 1.53 1.48 1.43 1.40 1.39 1.41
MgO 1.12 1.34 1.56 1.29 1.25 1.21
Cao
Nap
KzO
Total 96.61 97.54 97.38 97.08 97.80 98.59

An/En/Fo
Ab/Wo
Or/Fs/Fa
Mol% Usp 41.3 42.3 41.6 43.0 42.4 46.0
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T JOJ • Tholeiite frOQl Ljotjpollur

SiOz=49.S0, Ti0z=1.80, Alz03=13.80. FeOt=12.82. MnO=O.24. Mg0=6.9S. CaO=12.00,Nap=2.4S. KzO=O.20, PzOs=O.12

Code Feldspar2a Feldspar3a Feldspar6a Feldspar5a
Object Maerocryst ZonedMacro Ma;:roayst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedra1 Lath/Subh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 47.76 46.96 46.43 SO.OI 47.36 48.26 SO.52 51.43
no,
AlP3 33.24 33.21 34.15 30.95 33.10 32.54 30.78 31.41
Crp3
FeO 0.72 0.79 0.63 0.79 0.60 0.92 0.82 1.04
MnO
MgO
CaO 16.48 16.50 17.07 13.64 16.SO 16.30 13.78 12.68
Nap 2.02 1.94 1.42 3.40 1.96 2.20 3.44 4.33
~O 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.08
Total 100.23 99.44 99.73 98.84 99.53 100.23 99.39 100.97

An/En/Fo 81.8 82.3 86.8 68.7 82.3 80.3 68.7 61.5
A'o/Wo 18.1 17.5 13.1 31.0 17.7 19.6 31.0 38.0
Or/Fs/Fa 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

Code Feldspar5b Feldspar5c Feldspar5d Feldspar5e Feldspar la Feldspar Ie
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath
Core/Rim

sio, SO.53 51.10 52.48 52.36 51.50 52.41
rio,
Alz0 3 31.75 30.59 30.22 29.56 29.97 29.51
CrZ0 3
FeO 0.80 1.05 0.81 1.07 1.12 0.97
MnO
MgO
Cao 14.01 13.22 12.49 12.SO 12.95 12.01

Naz° 3.27 3.72 4.21 4.32 3.86 4.26
~O 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06
Total 100.40 99.73 100.27 99.89 99.46 99.22

An/En/Fo 70.1 66.1 61.9 61.2 64.7 60.7
A'o/Wo 29.6 33.6 37.8 38.3 34.9 39.0
Or/Fs/Fa 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4
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T 101 • Tholeiite from LjotjpoJlur (contipued)

SiOz=49.50.TiOz=l.80. Alz0 3=13.80. FeOt=12.82. MnO=O.24. Mg0=6.95. CaO=12.00.Na:P=2.4S. KzO=O.20. PzO,=O.12

Code Feldspar Id Feldspar le Feldspar Ib Feldspar2b Feldspar2c Feldspar2d
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLath Small Lath
Core/Rirn

sio, 51.64 50.30 56.77 56.30 56.27 51.88
rio,
AlP3 30.96 30.51 27.21 26.68 26.90 30.60
Crp3
FeO 0.95 1.00 0.92 . 1.25 1.21 0.91
MnO
MgO
CaO 13.28 13.52 9.64 950 9.77 13.64
Nap 3.26 336 5.73 5.73 5.71 3.48

KzO 0.07 0.03 0.16 0.19 0.14 0.06
Total 100.16 99.62 100.43 99.65 100.00 100.57

An/En/Fo 68.9 68.9 47.7 47.3 48.2 68.2
AblWo 30.6 31.0 51.3 51.6 51.0 31.5
Or/FS/Fa 0.4 0.2 0.9 1.1 0.8 0.4

Code Feldspar7a Feldspar7b Feldspar3b Feldspar3c Feldspar 3d Feldspar6b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLalb SmallLalb Small Lath
Core/R.im

sio, 51.01 50.20 52.21 55.91 57.02 51.53
rio,
AIP3 30.34 30.95 30.06 26.79 26.26 30.11
Crp3
FeO 0.97 0.86 1.22 1.06 0.93 1.05
MnO
MgO
CaD 13.64 13.80 12.52 9.19 8.89 13.25
Nap 3.60 3.60 4.00 5.83 6.00 3.80

KzO 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.20 0.18 0.05
Total 99.62 99.49 100.10 98.98 99.28 99.79

An/En/Fo 67.4 67.6 63.0 46.0 44.5 65.6
AblWo 32.2 31.9 36.4 52.8 54.4 34.1
Or/FS/Fa 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.2 1.1 0.3
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T 101 • Tholejite (mm Ljotjpollur (contjpued)

SiOz=49.S0, Ti0z=I.80, Alz0 3=13.80, FcOt=12.82, MnO=O.24, Mg0=6.9S, CaO=12.00, NazC)=2.4S, KzO=O.20, PzO,=O.12

Code Pyroxene 2 Pyroxene3a Pyroxene3b Pyroxene 5b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 53.16 52.93 51.66 48.94 48.17 51.98 48.40 51.15 50.62
no, 0.43 0.49 0.66 1.03 1.45 0.59 1.28 0.62 0.66

Alz°3 1.75 156 2.54 4.09 2.61 1.84 2.36 236 1.05
Crp3 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.02 om 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.01
FeO 10.82 11.01 8.19 11.78 16.32 8.05 17.75 9.41 19.60
MnO 031 032 0.23 0.27 0.32 0.19 0.39 0.25 0.39
MgO 19.18 17.90 16.38 14.86 12.54 17.46 11.99 17.32 14.98
CaO 14.27 15.40 19.46 17.63 16.65 18.94 16.74 18.40 12.49

Naz° 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.43 0.28 0.16 0.28 0.22 0.16
KzO
Total 100.06 99.78 99.39 99.05 98.35 99.25 99.19 99.78 99.96

An/En/Fo 54.0 50.9 46.9 43.5 37.3 49.1 35.3 48.4 42.9
Ab/Wo 28.9 31.5 40.0 37.1 35.5 38.2 35.4 36.9 25.6
Or/Fs/Fa 17.1 17.6 13.1 19.4 27.2 12.7 29.3 14.7 31.5

Code Pyroxene6a Pyroxene6b Pyroxene5a Pyroxene1 Olivine3a
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubh SmaIVSubh Subhedral Subhedral SmaIVSubh
Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 50.15 49.54 50.10 50.06 52.98 38.69 36.60
no, 0.52 0.56 0.70 0.91 0.53 0,01 0.08

AlP3 1.08 1.05 3.06 2.86 2.13 0.05 0.05
Crp3 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.07 0,01 0.00
FeO 15.89 17.85 7.80 11.78 7.19 21.28 31.68
MnO 0.37 0.40 0.16 0.26 0.21 0.32 0.43
MgO 17.54 17.24 16.26 15.05 16.65 39.90 31.58
Cao 13.18 11.70 19.85 18.11 19.32 0.10 0.03

Naz° 0.16 0.12 0.22 0.24 0.19 0.00 0.00

Kz°
Total 98.91 98.48 99.24 99.27 99.27 100.36 100.45

An/En/Fo 48.8 48.3 46.6 43.4 48.2 76.9 64.0
Ab/Wo 26.4 23.6 40.9 37.5 40.1 0.1 0.0
Or/Fs/Fa 24.8 28.1 12.5 19.1 11.7 23.0 36.0
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T 101 • TboleUte from Ljotjpollur (contjpued)

SiO:z=49.S0, TiOz=1.80, A1:z0]=13.80. FeOt=12.82. MnO=O.24. Mg0=6.9S.CaO=I2.00.Nap=2.4S. K:zO=O.20. P:zOs=O.l2

Code Olivine 3b Olivine 1
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Subhedral
Core/Rirn Core Rim Core Rim

sio, 38.08 35.76 39.22 39.18
no, 0.02 0.02 0.Q1 0.03
Al:z0] 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.05
Crp] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
FeD 21.30 36.56 20.11 20.61
MnO 030 050 0.35 0.33
MgO 40.74 26.28 40.30 40.65
Cao 0.10 0.00 0.09 0.09
Nap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K:z0
Total 100.56 99.21 100.11 100.%

An/En/Fo 77.2 56.2 78.0 77.8
Ab/Wo 02 0.0 0.2 0.1
Or/Fs/Fa 22.6 43.8 21.8 22.1
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T 102 • Tholeiite from Stufsbraup

Si02=49.74, 1102"1.38, Al203=14.96, FeOl=10.82, MnO=O.23,Mg0=6.41, CaO=12.47, Na~=2.2S, K2O=O.41, P20s=O.18

Code Feldspar I Feldspar2a Feldspar7a Feldspar5a
Object Macrocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Very Large/Subh Large/Subhedral Small Lath EuhedraI
CorelRim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 45.32 48.62 48.16 SO.54 45.72 45.90 49.82 SO.24
Ti02

AlP3 34.36 31.27 32.41 30.37 34.81 34.43 30.87 31.57
Crp3
FeO 0.38 0.56 0.56 0.73 050 0.60 0.61 0.56
MoO
MgO
CaO 18.54 15.77 15.74 13.86 17.17 17.24 14.87 14.66
Nap 1.08 2.69 2.69 3.69 157 1.54 2.91 3.15
~O 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07
Total 99.70 98.94 99.58 99.31 99.81 99.77 99.14 100.25

An/En/Fo 90.4 76.3 76.3 67.0 85.6 85.8 73.6 71.7
Ab/Wo 95 23.5 23.6 32.3 14.2 13.9 26.1 27.9
Or/Fs/Fa 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4

Code Feldspar 5b Feldspar6a Feldspar7b Feldspar7c Feldspar2b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedra1 SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath

Core/Rim Core Rim Core Rim

Si02 49.31 51.10 49.16 49.63 45.82 49.94 48.09
Ti02

AlP3 31.02 31.08 30.90 30.55 34.47 31.98 31.48
Crp3
FeO 0.60 0.63 0.62 0.53 0.71 0.70 0.72
MoO
MgO
CaO 14.88 14.06 15.48 15.16 17.44 14.49 15.63

NazO 2.87 3.39 2.65 3.13 1.66 3.21 2.64

~O 0.14 0.15 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.05
Total 98.82 100.41 98.84 99.05 100.12 100.36 98.61

An/En/Fo 73.5 69.0 76.2 72.6 85.2 71.2 76.4
Ab/Wo 25.7 30.1 23.6 27.1 14.7 28.5 23.3
Or/Fs/Fa 0.8 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3
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T 102 • Tholeiite from Stutsbraun (continued)

Si02=49.74, 110r1.38, A1z0,=14.96, FeOt=1O.82, MnO=O.23, Mg0=6.41, CaO=12.47, Nap=2.2S, K2O=O.41, P2Os=O.18

Code Feldspar5c Feldspar6b Feldspar2c Feldspar3a Feldspar3b Feldspar3c
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath Small Lath
Core/Rim

sio, 49.73 49.80 51.57 49.23 SO.03 49.63
rio,
A4.0, 31.36 30.86 29.11 31.84 31.10 30.87
cq»,
FeO 0.62 0.73 1.06 0.71 0.75 0.70
MnO
MgO
Cao 14.69 14.59 13.09 14.96 14.74 15.06

Naz° 3.00 3.20 4.14 2.96 3.11 2.94

Kz° 0.11 0.04 0.15 0.04 0.04 0.04
Total 99.51 99.22 99.12 99.74 99.77 99.24

An/En/Fo 72.5 71.4 63.1 73.5 72.2 73.7
Ab/Wo 26.8 28.3 36.1 26.3 27.6 26.0
Or/Fs/Fa 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2

Code Feldspar3d Feldspar3e Feldspar3f Feldspar3g Feldspar4a Feldspar4b
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Microcryst Microcryst
Habit SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath SmallLath
Core/Rim

SiOz 50.02 49.27 49.87 51.03 54.94 55.02
rio,
Al203 30.82 31.94 31.65 29.26 27.56 27.04
CrZ03

FeO 0.68 0.78 0.71 1.11 0.89 123
MnO
MgO
Cao 14.88 15.25 14.69 12.96 11.09 11.60

Naz° 3.05 2.75 3.15 4.41 5.19 4.50

KzO 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.16 0.22 0.18
Total 99.50 100.03 100.12 98.93 99.89 99.57

An/En/Fo 72.7 75.2 71.8 61.3 53.5 58.1
Ab/Wo 27.0 24.5 27.9 37.8 45.3 40.8
Or/Fs/Fa 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.9 1.3 1.1
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I 102 . Tholeiite from Stutshraup lcoptjpuedl
SiOz=49.74. Ti0z=1.38.Alz0 3=14.96. FeOl=10.82. MnO=O.23. Mg0=6.41. CaO=12.47. NazO=2.2S. KzO=O.41. PzO~=O.l8

Code Fe1dspar4c Pyroxene 3 Pyroxene 6 Pyroxene 7a Pyroxene7b
Object Microcryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit SmaIVSubb Large/Subb Anhedral Anhedral
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 52.55 50.08 51.10 51.20 49.50 49.05
rio, 1.28 0.45 0.48 158 153
AlP3 28.54 4.46 3.40 3.17 5.25 6.01
CrZ0 3 0.02 0.50 0.25 0.05 0.05
FeO 1.20 11.21 5.95 6.50 9.94 7.60
MnO 030 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.19
MgO 16.17 17.01 18.18 15.37 14.56
CaO 13.12 16.17 20.12 18.38 17.75 20.32

Naz° 4.22 0.27 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.26

Kz° 0.14
Total 99.77 99.96 98.95 98.56 99.94 99.57

An/En/Fo 62.7 47.5 48.9 51.9 45.6 43.6
Ab/Wo 36.5 34.0 41.5 37.7 37.9 43.6
Or/Fs/Fa 0.8 18.5 9.6 10.4 16.5 12.8

Code Pyroxene 5 Olivine4
Object Phenocryst Phenocryst
Habit Subhedral Large/Subb
Core/Rim Core Rim

sio, 52.31 39.56 39.33
rio, 0.32 0.03 om
AlP3 2.17 0.05 0.03
CrZ0 3 0.41 0.04 0.03
FeO 5.79 15.32 17.53
MnO 0.20 0.26 0.26
MgO 18.40 44.94 42.97
CaO 19.00 0.20 0.17

Naz° 0.17 0.00 0.00

Kz°
Total 98.77 100.40 100.33

An/En/Fo 52.1 83.7 81.2
Ab/Wo 38.7 0.3 0.2
Or/Fs/Fa 9.2 16.0 18.6
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